IV

out and systematise it and
a French to xvritp
and presumptuous adventure
to olun^r^
t
the mistake

W

been
be no going back, partiv because nf
and partly because of the lure
of a
to

and the outcome of mylaLtls

W

the E^st and
is East and West is
West and never
East represents spiritualism and
the

Tt

^

r

•

,

indiscreet

®

aXi

®“'
seemed
subject

^

He'thata

JEast

tL “vat

sha'llteet’

The
a V
happy combination of both tvill alone
lead the biSns
to permanent happiness and real
progress.
Today’s profress which
IS nothing but advancement
of material comforts at
?h?™se of
real happiness’ is no progress at all.
It is stained, as many
West materialism

rfn2
called

a halt to such a

progress.

•

hSS

wilF rSdily
millions all over the worid.
GandW
progress and indicated the path

^

towards icm
real

Gandhi, like Adam Smith, believed in homogeneity
of class inteHe even went a step further and said that there cannot
be a clash
between nations, if they stick to their just interests. He
also believed
that hie is one and it is wrong to break it, under
the plea of specialisation, into water-tight compartments of
economics, politics and
religion, so he came forward with an integrated
plan, socio-politicoeconomic to revitalise life as a whole.
This modest work would not have been possible without the
active help and guidance of my many well-wishers. The U.G.C.
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In the Gandhian set-up, distribution

When

bulk of the ^vorkers

and when the
of incomes

is its

own

rvill not be a great
headache.
master, u-hen wants are minimum

of the producing units is small,
great disparities
cannot simply exist and everyone
will get sufficient to
size

satisiy his needs.

The

troubles connected with labour-capital
relations will also be
Gandhian set-up because here neither the

non-existent in the

capital

have the power nor the will to exploit others
and the labour
also be neither ignorant nor sveak to
permit
will

will

their exploitation.

As
Gandhian set-up
different from what it is

such, need of labour legislation will not be
felt in a
and the role of trade unions will be entirely

today.

enemies.

Both labour and capital
Will it not be a better

To sum
superior

to

up,

we can

the

other

not far

and not

life?

safely say that the

Gandhian way of life is
systems— Capitalism,
as well as
the Gandhian way of life superior
but it is

existing

Communism. Not only is
also practicable.
The only
us hope the day

will live like blood relations

thing needed

is

to give

it

a fair

trial.

Let

some wearied nation will catch up
the idea and build a new model which trill
emanate light and rays of
hope for the bleeding humanity of today.
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FOREWORD
It is

of

my

with genuine pleasure that

brief but competent study of the
I

respond

I

to

the

request

old student, Sri Shanti S. Gupta, to write a forc\vord to his

have no hesitation

economic ideas of Mahatma Gandhi.

in stating that

he has made a valuable contribution

Gandhian Economic Philosophy. Gandliian
economic ideas have begun to have much greater influence on tlic
thinking of policy makers in India than was the case during the lifetime of the author. Hard facts of Indian economy such as dearth of
capital, implication of foreign aid, dominance of unemployment in
to the understanding of

and consequent waste of labour power, the imperative need
for economic improvement, the example of New China in the skilled
use of labour power these and other allied factors have created
a powerful impression on the practical and hard-headed men who
constitute the Planning Commission; and there is no doubt that some,
rural areas

—

if

not

official

and

all,

of Gandhiji’s economic ideas are going to influence our

economic

policy.

Mr. Gupta’s study

is,

therefore,

timely

will contribute to a better understanding of some of the economic

ideas ^vhich have hitherto faced neglect
intellectual

on the alleged ground of

at

their

the hands of Indian

being unpractical

in

character.

Dr. V. K. R.V. Rao

PREFACE
It has been the rare good luck of persons of my age-group that
from our childhood we have seen Gandhi being at the helm of affairs,

and

directing the destinies of millions of his countiATUcn,
and sometimes in economics, but alwap, step
by step, taking us nearer to the much coveted goal of human happiness.
For anybody to come under the spell of the greatest man of the century
was but natural, so I was no exception to it. It also started revering
him and loving him. But this reverence and love ^\•as based, I must

controlling

sometimes in

politics,

admit, not on a deep reading and understanding of his philosophy
of life. It was due to Gandhi’s hypnotic personality. He tvas considered a hero, a symbol of India’s freedom, a first rate humanist and,
But then came the fateful 1947. The partition
to crown it all, a saint.
of the country followed by the unbounded flow of innocent blood
left me, like my many countrymen, shocked, bewildered and frustrated.
Since such bloodshed breeds anger, so I too was angr)’. I started
Are his teachings doing any
Is Gandhi right?
asking to myself
good to us or like those of Buddha are they making us impotent and
cowards? In that atmosphere of heat and hate a feeling grew within
:

me
But

must condemn Gandhi and

all

condemnation, unlike that of

my

that I
this

find a basis in scientific
a study and analysis of

that for

which he stood.

friends, I decided, should

and logical reasoning and should issue from
Gandhian ideals. Consequently my reading

of Gandhi started. I got a definite direction in 1950, soon after I
entered the teaching profession, when I was called upon to supervise
a thesis on “The Economic Ideas of Mahatma Gandhi” for the M.A.
Degree. Since then my study of Gandhi has continued, sometimes
with vigour and sometimes leisurely with the only exception of the
However, I must
three years when I was busy with my Ph.D. work.
admit that the purpose for which these studies had started was
thrown, I do not know when, in the wilderness and an inner
conviction gretv within me that what the frail man of India was
saying was neither disjointed, nor nonsense lacking in practicability,
nor mere illogical thinking based on half-knowledge. It was a
complete, well-knit and logical treatise, which due to shortage of
time, and incapacity of the receivers, was given, bit by bit, through
utterances and writings and demonstrated through actions. The
present work is, therefore, nothing but a modest attempt at collecting,
systematising and presenting Gandhi’s writings in a manner, which
may look logical, coherent and a complete whole.

With time and reading of Gandhi, a feeling took me over that
Gandhi was a phenomenon in himself. It is impossible for a single
For this in the
individual to understand and interpret him fully.
words of a great economist, “A Trimurti” is required A German to
collect all necessary and unnecessary data, an Englishman to sort it
:
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Chapter

WHY
A

ALL’S

I

NOT WELL WITH THE WORLD

study of the History of Economic Thought clearly shows that

man

since the very beginning
questions, viz., ‘what

is

wrong

has been in search of ans\vcrs to two

our present world

tvith

should be done to improve matters?’

?’

and ‘what

Take, for example, the fore-

runners of economic science, the Mercantilists.

They looked around
and found out that for human happiness it was essential that a nation
should have ever increasing stocks of gold and silver, because that
represented strength. So, a philosophy of restrictions and emphasis
on exports followed. A trial of this philosophy for a centur)^ or so
showed that the nations and the world at large could not be happier
than what they had been.

As a

reaction, a

new

which advised peoples

philosophy, in the form of physiocracy, grew

to seek for solace in

The

people to revert back to agriculture.
ness, followed that

Then came
what
Economics or

tions of

philosophy but matters remained where they were.

Adam

He

down

the founda-

today known as Classical Economics or

laissez-faire

the Master,

is

mother nature and asked

people, in search of happi-

Smith.

The

Capitalistic Economics.

spell

laid

of the Master tempted

people to believe that industrialization, free play of

forces, private

ownership and the

minimum

improve matters.

For some time the countries \vhich followed

advice seemed to prosper.

interference

It

was

felt

by the Government, would
this

that the key to happiness and a

passport to heaven had been found out.

Next came a succession of giant
Mill and Marshall, to

name

the Master and smoothen
left

it

followers, like Ricardo, Malthus,

only a few, to broaden the path laid by

out by trying to solve a few knotty problems

half-solved or not solved properly. But, alas

in general

and the

age-old question

!

The mass

of people

thinkers in particular again started asking the

‘Are ^ve happier than before?’

The answer

\vas

certainly not in the affirmative.

by Sismondi who disagreed with the ClassiSchool on the aims and methods of economic study and criticised

The

cal

revolt tvas started

2
the growing use of machines.
vi'anted to build

St. Simon was also no believer.
He
an Industrial Society and reorganize the Government.

Fedric List, for the

first

time, raised the slogan against the

much

re-

peated theory of Free Trade of Adam Smith and convincingly
pleaded
the case of Protective Trade. Robert Owen was also dissatisfied
with
the then prevailing society

on the

basis of cooperation. P.
J.

crown them
jolt

and was anxious

to build

Proudhan,

J.

up a new

society

K. Rodbertus and,

to

Karl Marx, the father of Socialism, gave the greatest
to the capitalist world.
Under these growing criticisms, the
all,

could not hold the fort for long and were substantially
modified by Marshall, Keynes, Schumpeter and others.
classical doctrines

However, it is

to

be noted here that

whether the followers of the

all

the economists of the West,

classical school

and

its critics,

or the pro-

pounders and followers of socialism of different shades and colours,
wanted material advancement of men, because they thought that
human happiness and material progress go together. Hence, the
the emphasis on industrialization, large scale production, growing
automation, ever increasing wants
tems.

The

school economists,
distribution

When

etc., is visible in all

the existing sys-

only difference between socialist thinkers and
it

can

safely

be

said, centres

classical

round the problem of

and ownership of means of production.
the two so called rival systems were preparing themselves

for a fight the first

Armageddon came

people were shocked by

its

destructive

as a bolt

from the

and calamitous

blue.

effects,

The
which

The people, however, led themselves into
it produced on the world.
the delusion that it was a mere accident, an event occurring due to
the careless handling of

mutual

differences

among

various countries.

A

world organization sprang up to decide and settle international
A period of peace followed. Prosperity and
issues by negotiations.
progress appeared to

march hand-in-hand.

But the reign of peace was suddenly thrown out of gear. The
world organization seemed to crumble down. Destruction seemed
Countries
to pervade ail walks of life. Life was no more a pleasure-ride.

march towards prosperity of the masses, the welfare
was the
of the common man. Everything was in turmoil. This
beginning of the Second World W^ar. It left men with intelligence
fundagaping, thinking, brooding and retrospecting. Something
no longer seemed

to

mentally ^vrong seemed to be there in the thoughts, actions and

:

3
behaviour of the

politicianSj economists

and philosophers.

It

that either the aims or the methods, or both were ^rrong.
to find out the fault

seemed

The

essential.

and brooding was the establishment of
Yet the goal

allied agencies.

its

perity

—appears

third world

it

A

review

result of all this thinking

the United Nations with

—human happiness,

be as distant as

to

appeared

all

peace and pros-

used to be and the clouds of a

war are gathering which

rain in local form sometimes

in Korea, sometimes in Cuba, sometimes in

Vietnam and sometimes
on Indo-Pakistan borders. Though materia! comforts are increasing but with them are also increasing tensions, diseases,
anxiety and unhappiness. The world has ceased to be a place worth
in Indo-China or

living TOth so

much

misery

all

around.

This brief re\dew of the Western economic thought reveals that

no one in the accident has
have

‘isms’

therefore,

failed to deliver the

be worthwhile

to

oriental thinkers, philosophers

and was well-versed

and the West.

to

made

answer the basic quesin the

garb of different

goods to the commoner.

It

will,

turn Eastward and try to search out

the two important questions in the outpourings of

the answers to

us

been able

so far

All the experiments

tions adequately.

He

is,

these knotty questions.

and men of action. Gandhi lived with
and thought of both the East

in the ^vay of life

therefore, ideally suited to be able to

So

let

answer

us turn to what he has to say in answer

to these quesrions.

Gandhi, the
not

much

malady

is

to

Mahatma

of India, earnestly believed that there

choose between

capitalism

and communism.

is

Tlic

not merely confined, as the western economists wish us to

means or the distribution of the produce.
He
was of the opinion that the present day
deep-rooted.
more
It
laying
too much emphasis on matter and
imrest is due mainly to our
believe, to the ownership of
is

material comforts to the complete neglect of moral values.
\vdth us,

on the

basis of his vast axpericncc

our misfortunes were due

and great

1.

Ever Increasing Wants,

Growang Use of Complicated Machines, and

3.

Methods of Distribution.

MU

be ^s'orthwhile

argued

to three factors

2.

It

He

learning, that

to analyse these factors

point of view in some detail.

from the Gandhian

4
(I)

EVER INCREASING WANTS
Gandhi

is

for driving the
is

of the opinion that the

first important factor responsible
world away from peace, happiness and real prosperity

the idea that multiplicity of %vants, even beyond a

happiness are directly related.

The

ideology seem to differ from him.

It

minimum, and

people trained in the 'western
therefore, worthwhile to find

is,

out the truth.

The aim of consumption, we

maximum
it

mean

satisfaction,

are told by an economist,

But what

happiness.

i.e.

who consumes

that the person

happy man? An economist,

necessarily a

greater

is

number

Gandhi, or a Ruskin would say

feels that true

lies

“

and helping

that

of his

life

happiness

man

is

in providing the

to the utmost,

terial

and ennoble

He

life

and

is

‘No’.

Ruskin

He

once wrote,

who having

perfected the functions

has also the widest helpful influence, both

also feels that happiness relates not

needs but also to

of goods

the essential

personal and by means of his possessions, over the

Gandhi

Does

body with

others also in getting them.

the richest,

to get

trained in the western ideo-

logy, will say, ‘Yes’ but a

things of life

is

happiness?

all

lives

of others.”^

ma-

merely to bodily and

those innumerable items that go to enrich

raise it

above the

level of mere physical existence.

once observed:

“The

itch to

own

things for the

disease of petty, vulgar minds.

very rich

man in my

mere pride of
‘I

hearing, ‘but

possession

do not know ho^v

when

I

it is’,

is

the

said a

am in London, I want

be in the country and when I am in the country I want to be in
London.’ He was not wanting to escape from London or the
to

country but from himself.

He had

sold himself to his great

and was bankrupt. In the words of a great preacher,
‘his hands were full but his soul was empty, and an empty soul
makes an empty world.’ There was -wisdom as -well as Avit in
that saying of the Volobbs that ‘he who was born first has the
It is not bad rule for the pilgrimage
greatest number of clothes.’
possessions

of

this

world

to travel light

take a pride in
Ruskin
2

:

its

‘Unto This

and leave the luggage

abundance.”"
Last’.

D. G. Tendulkar ‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV.
:

to those

who

5
It will

not be out of place to mention here that similarity of ideas

exists

beUveen Gandhi and

sity.

Prof.

is

Mehta argues

a difference between

maximise

his

and

‘pleasure’

and

satisfaction,

Mehta

want is felt

maximum amount

the

its

memory

only the most
Prof.

as the most intense ^s’hich

the intensity of pain

is

The pain of a want

removal can give.

the pleasure that

proportion to the

selects

tell

Hence,

urgency to be found?

is this

And

of pain.

he

utility,

i.e.

But how

us that ‘that

Westerners

‘happiness’.

man cannot satisfy all of them.

urgently needed wants.
tells

Uni%-cr-

^s^th his counterparts of the tvest that tlrcre

us that wants are unlimited
to

K. Mehta of the Allahabad

Prof. J.

causes

equal to
is felt

in

of the pleasure obtained on a previous occa-

by the removal of a similar want. It is the utility obtained in
by the satisfaction of such a want that measures the intensity
of the pain caused by its presence now. It is thus the c.\pcctcd utility
that determines the painfulness of a want and this painfulncss determines its intensity or urgency.’^ So when tee talk of maximisation of
utility, it simply means minimisation of pain because utility consists
merely in the removal of pain. But pain cannot be minimised to a
sion

the past

zero because economists

they recur.

tell

Mehta,

Prof.

us that wants arc not only unlimited but

therefore, concludes that

modern economists

simply want to maximise pleasure by maximising wants

But

mising pain.

this

i.e.

with the pleasure that a

man

when

gets

his

question of taking aspirin

headache subsides

The Westerners do

taking an aspirin tablet.

may

not

not occur, and so the

Thus, Prof. Mehta points

arise.

out the fallacy of the thinking of modern economists and

“maximum
This

happiness” and not
is

possible only

“maximum

when

therefore, defines

an attempt

is

and pleasure arc
economics as “a science

lessness” because pain

as

there

after

not want to consider

may

a situation of happiness tvhere the headache

aim.

by mini-

pleasure or removal of pain can be compared

tells

us that

pleasure” should be our

a state of complete “want-

associated with wants.
that studies

He,

human behaviour

to reach the State of Wantlcssncss.”-

The Hindu

saints,

from the

ver)' beginning,

have been of the

opinion that ‘Happiness’ does not lie in enjoying physical comforts
because physical goods, like the body, arc short-lived. Hence, all
the physical things give enjoyment to the body only temporarily.
1
"

J.

K. Mehta ‘Advanced Economic Theory’,

Ibid, p, 9'

:

1948, p. G-7.

:

:

6

To

quote Gita, a book very dear to Gandhi

“As enjoyments, born of contacts (with external objects), have
a
beginning and an end, they become the cause of unhappiness.
The wise man, O Kaunteya does not find happiness in them.’’^
!

is

it

Not only is the enjoyment of physical things short-lived, but there
also no limit to the desire for such things,
Gandhi has explained
in these beautiful words

human mind

*'The

more

The

it

wants and

a

like

is

still

restless bird, the

more

it gets,

the

little to

do

remains unsatisfied.”^

Kathopanishad^ agrees with this view-point.

The Indian

view-point

is

that ‘happiness’ has very

with the consumption of worldly things.
the mental state of a person.

It

is

Happiness depends upon

a matter of

common

experience

man, who is fabulously rich, generally remains worried, both
mentally and physically, and by no stretch of imagination, can he be
called a happy man.
On the other hand, a person, not living in
that a

luxury, or even in comfort,

The example

found

is

to

be happy and well contented.

of millions of Indian villagers can be cited in proof

Again, when one helps someone with money or other worldly
judged
by the economists’ stand-point, he must grow unhappy
things,
but all of us know that this is far from the truth. Hence, it can
thereof.

safely

and

limit, the multiplication of

be concluded that beyond a

their satisfaction

do not promote happiness and

wants

certainly not in

the same proportion.
It will

be useful

reproduce here at some length, extracts from

to

the speech of Mahatma

Gandhi which he delivered under the auspices
of the Economic Society of the Muir Central College, Allahabad on
December 22, 1916:
“Before I take to the
is

field

of

my

experience and experiment

perhaps best to have a mutual understanding about the

of this evening’s address

Real Progress?’
gress,

:

‘Does Economic

By economic

which again,

is

the

same thing as

1

B.G. Tilak : 'Gita-Rahasya’, p. 978.

-

Hind Swaraj.

3

Kathopanisliad, Chapt.

I,

progress,

p. 26.

it

title

Progress clash with

we mean moral

pro-

progress of the permanent

:

7

element in us. The subject may, therefore, be stated thus
Does not moral progress increase in the same proportion as the

No one

material progress?

has ever suggested that grind-

ing pauperism can lead to anything else than moral degradation.”

“Every human being has a right
the wherewithal to feed himself

to live and, therefore, to find

and where necessary

to

clothe

and house himself. But for this very simple performance sve need
no assistance from economists and their laws
The only statement that has to be examined is, whether it can be laid dots'n as
a law of universal application that material advancement means
moral advancement.”

“Now

us take a few illustrations.

let

fall

when

and

so,

perhaps, most countries of which

The

record.

Krishna too
“
for
is

Rome

suffered a moral

attained high material affluence.

it

So did Egj'pt

we have any

historical

descendants and kinsmen of the royal and divine

fell

when they were

rolling in riches.”

But Jesus answereth
Children, how hard is
them that trust in riches to enter into the kingdom of God.

easier for a

a rich

man

camel

to

go through the eye of a needle than

to enter into the

“I should not have laboured

it

It

for

kindgom of God.”

my

point as

I

have done.

I

do not

craze our goal, in so

we have made the modern materialistic
far we are going down the hill in the path

Hence

the ancient ideal has been limitation of

believe that in so far as

of progress.
activities

promoting wealth.”

what Wallace, the great scientist, has said as his deliberate judgement ‘In the earliest records which have come
down to us from the past, we find ample indications that general
ethical conceptions, the accepted standard of morality, and the

“Here

is

:

conduct resulting from these were in no degree inferior to those
which prevail today.’ In a series of chapters he then proceeds
to

examine the position of the English nation under the advance
He says, ‘This rapid growtii of wcaltli
it has made.

in wealth

and increase of our power over nature put too great a strain
upon our crude civilization and our superficial Christianity,
and it was accompanied by various forms of social immorality
almost as amazing as unprecedented.”

8

He

how

then shows

women and
in riches

it

factories have risen on the corpses of men,
children, ho^v as the country has rapidly advanced

down

has gone

He

in morality.

show’s this

by deal-

ing ^vith insanitation, life-destroying trades, adulteration,
bribery and gambling. He show’s ho^\’ %v’ith advance in -ivealth,

become immoral, how deaths from alcoholism, and
have increased, how the average of premature births
and congenital defects have increased, and how prostitution
has become an institution. He concludes his examination by

justice has

suicide

these pregnant remarks

‘The proceedings of the divorce courts
show other aspects of the result of \vealth and leisure, w’liile a

who had been a good

friend
that,

:

deal in

London

society assured

me

both in country houses and in London, various kinds of

were occasionally to be met ^rith, W’hich would hardly
have been surpassed in the Rome of the most dissolute Emperors.
orgies

Of Avar,

need say nothing.

too, I

chronic since the

less

now undoubtedly
peoples.

of the

rise

It has always

Roman

been more or

Erhpire.

a disinclination for ^var

among

But there
all

is

civilised

Yet the vast burden of armaments taken together

-vrith

the most pious declarations in favour of peace, must be held to
sho^v

an almost

among

One

total

absence of morality as a guiding principle

the governing classes.”^

thing

more

is

to

A person by having an aim

be noted here.

and Avorking -wholeheartedly for it, is compelled to select his
wants which may be helpful in the fulfilment of the object. Take
in

life

the case of a scientist busy w’ith his research work.
gives

The

w’ork alone

neglects his ^vorldly comforts, some-

him happiness though he

an illuminating exapmle of it.
For uniting India and ^vinning political freedom, Gandhi sacrificed
many w’orldly comforts and subordinated his -wants to this one aim
Gandhi’s

times even his food.

and still remained happy.
aim in life and devotion
(as

So,

life is

w’ill it

be WTong

to conclude that the

aim automatically reduce w’ants
only those wants are satisfied which promote the cause) and promote
to

this

happiness.

The

disciples of

and Gandhi seems

Marx want

to

do aw’ay

to echo their voice but

\\’ith

w’ith private o^vnership

the ostensible difference

that whereas in the former case, the emphasis
1

D. G. Tendulkar 'Mahatma’, Vol.
:

I, p.

236-42.

is

on denial by

force,

;

9

on renunciation. The Hindu way of thinking is based on
the idea of renunciation and Gandhi, like the ancient Hindu saints,
believed that absolute non-possession, which is the corollary- of absolute

in the latter

love, means total renunciation.
This would demand that man should
have no house, no clothing and no stock of food for the morrow, and
depend on God for his daily bread. The body too is a possession and

man should learn
so much so that

to use

it

for the purpose of ser\ace so long as

it c.xists,

and not bread, becomes the stuff of lifc."‘
“Non-possession thus means non-dependence on material things. It
service

implies total abolition of private property in

kinds of belongings,

all

a view more radical than that of extreme communists.
Absolute non-possession
its

“To

possess nothing

your body but

“But

an abstraction and

is

is

unattainable in

In the ^vords of Gandhi

fulness.

if

we

is,

at

like taking

strive for

it,

we

first,

your

shall

not like taking your clothes off
flesh off

be able

to

your bones.”®

go further in realization

of a scale of equality on earth than by any other method.”*

Gandhi admits that a
cultural,

is

essential for the

certain degree of comfort, physical

moral and

spiritual

advancement.

and
But

must not go beyond a certain level,
and intellectual
physical
degenerate into

the satisfaction of these needs

otherwise

will

it

voluptuousness.”®

The aim should be not

the multiplicity of material wants but their

restrictions consistent with comfort.

getting

what he can.

what others cannot
Gandhi’s

On

One

should not choose to think of

the other hand, he should decline to receive

get.®

critics, as

Acharya Vinoba writes in the Harijan, also
which is inconsistent with the materialistic

cavil at the ideal of poverty
1

Yervada Mandir,
of Mahatma

2

Ibid, p. 40-44.

3

Ibid, p. 40-44.

Bose

4

edited by

p. 38-39,

Gandhi’,

:

Vide G.P. Dhawan

‘TIic Political Philosophy

:

p. 93.

‘Studies in Gandhism’, p. 201

and

also in

Political Philosophy
Harijan, August 29, 1936, p. 226; G. P. Dhawan ‘Tlic
ElTccts of
of Mahatma Gandhi’, p. 94 and R. D. Gillespie: ‘Psychologic.il
240.
IVar on Citizens and Soldiers’, p. 100
‘The Political Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’, p. 94.
:

&

8

‘hlahatma Gandhi

Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, p. 56.

G. P.

Dhawan

:

.
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outlook of capitalism and marxism. But the vow
of non-possession,
it
should be remembered, is the ideal of voluntary
poverty, the
poverty of divine meekness that is capable of inheriting
the earth, the
poverty that enriches, ennobles and elevates. It is not the
involuntary,

demoralising poverty

of destitution,

the

poverty

of despair and

inertia.^

own

Gandhi’s

long dedicated

had been a model of non-

life

possession.

Gandhi
even

is

not alone in thinking that nothing belongs to man, not

his corporal frame.

Jesus also once said, “Provide neither gold,
nor brass in your purses nor scrip for your journey, neither

nor

silver,

two

coats, neither shoes,

his

meat.”^

“It

than for a rich

The
is

easier for

man

for the

workman

is

worthy of

a camel to go through the eye of a needle

to enter into the

kingdom of God.”^

expression ‘Standard of Living’ as used by the economists

vague.

to person

is

nor yet staves;

It is

a relative term and

and time

differs

to time*. It is for this

from place

reason that

to place, person

it is

qualified with

two more words ‘High’ or ‘Low.’

The two

words, ‘High’ and ‘Low’ are also not appropriately used.

‘High’ or ‘Low’ indicates gradation, the quality.

If

we make

the

multiplicity of material wants artificially created as our standard of

judging things, then only these terms have any
choose happiness as our standard,

this

significance.

terminology

will

But

convey no

if ^ve

sense.

not necessary that the standard of an American labourer consuming more things ( of an inferior quality ) may always be of a higher
order than that of an Indian using lesser things but of a higher quality.
It

is

We

can, therefore, call the standard of the

most,

American worker,

at the

a ‘complex standard’ and that of the Indian as a ‘simple

standard.’®
1

Vinoba

2

Matthew X,

®

«

in Harijan,

May

1

6,

1

936

9-10.

Matthew XIX, 24.
The standard of living

of an American Mill-hand ivho orvns a radio and a
it may be very
car, may be low judging from the American standard, but
the standard of
Again,
standard.
Chinese
Indian
or
high looking from an

termed as very low by the average American or Englishman
were to
might be considered very high by his own grand-father if he
living

see
5

it

J. C.

which

is

now.

Kumarappa

;

'Economy of Peace’.

:

II

Not only is the term ‘Standard of Li%dng’ vague and the two ^^•ords
and ‘Lo^v’ inappropriately used but also the love for material

‘High’

progress

An

‘complex standard’

i.e.

is

leading the ^vorld towards chaos.

economist opines that the multiplication of

same breath he

happiness. But in the

can be
ed by

reveals that normally

as tvants are unlimited

But then hotv

a solution he suggests that

demandand the resources of a country’

to satisfy these ever-growing \vants?

be

let there

produce only those commodities which

and

will

exchange

He

countries.

this specialization

haps he forgets that

can produce cheapest

it

surplus produce wdth the commodities required

its

and produced by other

advantages of

As

Ever)' countiy

specialisation.

will

it

greater

no country

self-suiBcient in the production of all the commodities

its citizens,

are limited.

by

^s’ants leads to

and

this specialisation

dratvs a rosy picture of the

international trade.

But per-

has the seeds of standardisation

of the product and of mass production which

will, after

some

time,

create the problem of securing markets to dispose oif the surplus produce

and purchase raw materials. This will give birth to exploitation of
one country by the other, to imperialism, colonialism and world wars.

One may
is

argue that resources are limited and

so, if

production

suitably organized, the question of over-production resulting in

imperialism and world wars will not

arise.

But the basic question

is

who

will properly organize production of all the countries of the world?

Till

an

effective

world Government interested in the

irrespective of caste,

colour, religion, state etc.,

problem of over-production

The

this is

machines

will

forced to leave

he

tvill

a country cannot be

history of the countries bear a testimony to

But

as

in

will

is

tvclfarc of all,

established, this

effectively solved.
it.

With the establishment of mass production,
be harnessed and the independent craftsman will be
his shop and take shelter under the shed of the factory,
not

all.

be unable

to stand the competition

with the

factory'.

be thrown to the mercy of the ow’ncr of the machines.

wll be divided

into

two groups, the

exploiters

will start fighting

each other for their gains.

lousy and rivalry'

tvill

spread.

The

and the

He

Society

exploited,

who

Hatred, violence, jea-

tvholc country will turn into a

hell.

Multiplication of wants creates another chaotic condition.

makes a few

rich persons

consume more

rity of people that consists of the poor.

It

things at the cost of the majo-

As the

factors of production

:

12

are limited in a country, they can produce only
a limited number of
things.
Hence, in a capitalistic set-up, only such things are

produced

as bring greatest

and

utility

amount of profit

to the capitalist, irrespective of their

For example, in India there is an acute food
We are forced to import foodgrains in order
to keep away famine knocking at our doors.
But to our greatest
misfortune, more and more land is being transferred to the production
disutility.

shortage these days.

of spices, oil-seeds, sugarcane, tobacco, cotton,
profits to the

they bring more

farmers in comparison to the production of foodgrains.

Similarly, grapes can be

might be

etc., as

starving.

grown

And when

to prepare

wine even though millions
and ivants of the rich

wants increase

—

who have the means to satisfy them and can effectively increase
them, more and more factors of production are transferred to satisfy
only,

these ever-increasing
things,

new wants of a few

rich

and

lesser

which are consumed by the poor, are produced.

rally multiplies misery manifold.

Probably for

and

lesser

This, natu-

this reason,

Mahatma

Gandhi once wrote

“Our ignorance

man from

or negligence of the Divine Laiv, -which gives

day-to-day his daily bread and no more, has given

rise

upon them. The
which they do not need and

to inequalities with all the miseries attendant

rich have a surplus share of things

which

are, therefore, neglected

and wasted, while

millions are

want of sustenance. If each retained possession only of what he needed, no one would be in want, and
As it is, the rich are discontented
all would live in contentment.
starved to death for

no

less

than the poor.”^

making people crazy and
powerful propaganda machinery

This love for high standard of living
the shrewd businessman through his
is

is

Take the case of a piece of clothing,
hardly any extra advantage in ^vearing a

able to exploit and befool them.

a Bush-shirt.

There

is

Bush-shirt over an ordinary shirt.

come

into fashion?

It

how

But then

did

was the producer, who, with

propaganda machinery, made the consumer, who

is

Bush-shirt

his

powerful

trying to seek

happiness by multipl-ydng his wants, feel that the use of Bush-shirt
present large stock of
•will bring him more happiness, as it adds to his
wants.

Look

at the vegetable ghee.

It

came

able to oust pure ghee, not simply because
1

Yervada Mandir,

p. 34.

into existence

it is

slightly

and was

cheaper than

13

pure ghee, but also because the consumer was assured by the producer
that it can be matched ssdth pure ghee in ever)' \vay.

Thus Gandhi seems

to

argue with

his friends trained in the glit-

tering materialistic atmosphere of the

West

wants, beyond a limit, does not tend to
retards

most

that

human

multiplication of

happiness, rather

identical

He

sure as two different things.

the Avord happiness, they actually

holds that ^v•hen the westerners use

mean

removal of pain, which recurs at short

pleasure which

is

based on the

Gandhi argues

intervals.

since physical things are short-lived, the pleasure derived out of

can never be permanent and so the question of complete
not

Gandhi seems

arise.

to enquire

why one

donates one’s physical belongings to some one

ness

come only by

He

to

tliat

them

satiety docs

gets inner happiness

when one
is

it

K. Mehta, the noted Indian Economist, holds alviews in regard to the concepts of happiness and plea-

Prof. J.

it.

else, if

happi-

increasing the stock of physical belongings.

quotes scriptures of different religions to prove his point and

liints

by advocating the abolition of private property, the communists and socialists are also leading towards the ultimate goal, i.c.
challenges the
absolute non-possession. Gandhi philosophically
correctness of the use of the terms ‘Standard of Living’ and ‘High’ and
at that

‘Lotv’

and proceeds

to point out in

a convincing \vay, %vhich even the

^vestem economists admit unreservedly, that this love for multiplicity
of -wants has released greater calamities on the people in the form of
exploitation of one

man by

another, of one country by another, im-

perialism, world tvars, jealousy, hatred,

ill-tvill,

production of

lu.\ur)'

goods at the cost of necessities badly needed by the majority and
introduction of foolish fashions

and vulgar

(

11

tastes.

)

GROWING USE OF MACHINES*
Gandhi’s opposition to machines can be analysed under two bro.ad
divisions.

First,

advancement
followed.
type.

In

in

he saw and disliked the

this respect, his

evil

consequences that

opposition to machines was of a general

Secondly, Gandhi tvas basically a

fluenced by the philosophy and

Gandhi

mad craze for technological

the West and analysed the

mode

man

of the East, deeply in-

of life of the Hindus and was keen

never used ihc word ‘technology*’ but obviou.dy

lie

meant

it.

14
to preserve

it,

as,

according to him,

it was the only way to salvadofi.
slavish imitation of the 'Western ^vay of
life in

As such he opposed the
India, a
tion

way

In

of life that can

w’ell

be described

as the ‘machine civiliza-

respect his opposition to machines %vas
particular;
in spite of the evolution in his ideas ^his opposition
to

.

tliis

—

and
machines
was total in 1908 but not so from 1928 onward it continued. It will
be worthwhile to study Gandhi’s views on machines under these two

—

divisions.

(A)

GENERAL OPPOSITION
In Europe and America, speedy mechanisation and technological
developments were thought to be a necessity because, though these
countries

labour.

had abundant

capital, they suffered

from the

scarcity of

But even in the West, the machine has outlived

by being carried beyond

menace and source of

its utility

legitimate limits. It has even gro^vn into a

In the

tragedy.

latter half of 1955, a public

opinion-poll in Detroit, the city of wheels, showed that, second only
to the

danger from U.S.S.R.,

it

was automation that

ivas causing people

most concern. The American Federal Society of Labour

also observed

that the technical developments engendered a whole host of

the minds of the workers

—

^fear

fear of displacement, fear of

science in general.

of machines beyond a certain
international, sociological

of change, fear of technology

unemployment,

Gandhi was,

fears in
itself,

fear of machines, fear of

therefore, right in opposing the use

limit.

His objections were based on

and economic grounds.

INTERNATIONAL GROUNDS
The materialistic interpretation
Marx appeared to be an intelligent

of History prowded by Karl

approach.

World Wars have

People seem to have accepted it. At least the Great
Mahatma of India appears to be in perfect conformity wth the view
of Marx^ though the methods to secure world prosperity suggested

confirmed

it.

by both are poles
1

apart.

Marx was

of the view that the uncontrolled

Gandhi had read Das Capital of Karl Marx and he %vas well versed with
Gandhi
the Communist literature. Writing in Harijan of Dec. 10, 1930,
”
Young
see
Also
observed, “All your literature that I have studied
India,

Nov.

15, 1928,

Young India, March 25,

1931, Harijan, Dec. 10, 1938.

.
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mass production by the
the present-day world.

capitalists is the root cause of the miseries of

In the pre-historic period,

^\•hen there iverc

no machines, one produced only what one could consume. As such,
the head of a clan could not exploit his fcllowbcings as he could not
gain anything out of them. Life was simple and peaceful. But man
started exploiting Nature.
He wanted to conquer it. So he invented
small tools, in order to increase his productive capacity.

‘tools’,

became
help of

‘tools’

exploit other’s labour for the accumulation of personal wealth.

story of kings, feudal lords
testifies

of

to

The

it.

man by man.

and

It

have slaves who could produce more with the
than they could consume. Thereby, man began to

profitable to

is

The

a story which amply

thus laid the foundations of exploitation

‘tools’

Soon

and Zamindars
up

society got split

two groups of

into

‘haves’

‘have-nots’ because the poor, independent craftsman could not

stand in competition with the millowuicrs, using better types of
chines,

gave

and was forced

to

become a worker

in the

mighty

maThis

mill.

birth, within the country, to class conflict, hatred, jealousy

and

ever-growing exploitation.

Gandhi wTOte, “If a spinning

up

in every

Taluka

result in nationalising the exploitation of

the

many by

the few.”^

household kitchens,

mill

is

put

Elaborating the point he wrote “If an enter-

up cheap bakeries

prising baker puts

an

it rvill

our village so as

in

the tvhole nation,

I

hope,

rise

tvill

to

replace

against such

enterprise.”-

The wheel

of industrial progress

moved

on.

Less complicated

machines were replaced by more complicated and bigger ones. Larger
production, greater exploitation, more accumulation of wealth became
possible. The inventions of better means of communication and quicker
transport radically reduced the size of the world.

This gave

an

who was
The growing factories, the ever
International
increasing production found a way into other countries.
dumped and
were
manufactured
goods
tvhere
created,
markets were
exploiting his

opportunity to the capitalist,

far, to

1

2

expand

Young
Young
was a

countr)-mcn so

his field of activity.

India,

June

2G, 1924.

1924.

India, July 17,

believer in the unity

Also sec Harijan.

May

IG, 193G.

and homogeneity of Me. Neither he

Gandhi
dividetl

in water-tight compartments nor did he believe that just interests of

He,

clash svith each other.

that of

Adam

Smilli

suggested a realistic

and

way

therefore,

others, of

to achieve the

came fonvard with
homogeneity of

aim.

For

cl.ass

details, see

his

it

ci.a'<es

theorj’ like

interests

and

Chapter I\

:
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raw materials were purchased. It is well kno^vn that Enghsh,
French,
Dutch and Portuguese traders, soon after Industrial Revolution
had
started in their respective countries, established trade
relations with
almost all the backward countries like India, Ceylon, Burma,

Indo-

Malaya, China

nesia,

Thus, the svealth of industriaUy backward
countries was systematically sipped in by a few more industrially
advanced countries. It is apt to quote here from D. G. Tendulkar

“A

series

etc.

of inventions in the industrial

for industrial revolution in

1

field

found Britain ripe

To make it success,

770.

she needed

an expanding market and cash capital which prostrate India
meekly provided. The East India Company looted Bengal to fill its
India’s ruinous condition

coffers.

in Bengal in 1770 in

was demonstrated by a famine

which 10 million people

revenue was increased and rigorously

died.

collected.

By

Yet land
1813, the

Company’s monopoly of the Indian Trade had been terminated
and a new policy of exploitation began. It was designed to
expand the Indian Market for British manufacturers and to

raw

increase India’s production of
British Industry. In the

name

allowed free entry into

high

against

materials for the benefits of

of free trade, British products were

the country while

tariffs

Indian goods entering England.

were raised

In 1787, the

exports of Dacca muslin to England amounted to three million

By 1850, the India who
had exported cotton goods to the -whole world

rupees; in 1817 they ceased altogether.
for centuries

was importing one fourth of Britain’s cotton

textile exports.”^

was not the end of exploitation. Soon competition between the industrially advanced countries started. Therefore, it became
necessary for the manufacturing countries to have political power
But

this

over other countries, in order to control their markets. Thereby,
Imperialism grew, colonies sprang up and misery increased. A few

were fed at the

The

cost of the millions.

The map of the tvorld was changed.

story of fights betiveen English,

French and Dutch in India,

resulting in the ultimate subjugation of the vast country, has
tale to
I

And

tell.

Tendulkar

:

this

was not

‘Mahatma’, Vol.

-witli

I,

p. 1 .

India alone.

its

The same

oum
story

Gandh-', one of the greatest humanist

the ^TO^ld has produced could not be a silent spectator to this exploitation of

one country by another.
tion

III

and

and

He,

therefore, put forth his ideas

on mass produc-

international trade to minimise this exploitation. See Chapters
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was repeated in almost all the industrially backward countries.
Gandhi was a-ware of this and so he asked his people to burn the
foreign cloth.
Mr. Andrews got greatly disturbed at it and he wrote
letter in ‘loving language’.
Gandhi justifying his action replied
“Love of foreign cloth has brought foreign domination, pauperism
and what is worst, shame to many a home
secavers of Kathiawad

a

having found their calling gone, became sweepers
Municipality.”^

for the Bombay
“God forbid that India should ever take to
the manner of the IVest. The economic imperialism

Again,

industrialism after

of a single tiny island kingdom (England)

is

today keeping the world

in chains.”-

The story of the e.xploitation did not end here. It tvent on.
Some newly industrialised countries, like Germany and Japan, could
not afford to be silent spectators. They wanted markets and ra^vmaterials for their own factories. But by the time they came on
the scene,

all

backward countries had already been ap-

industrially

propriated by the fortunate ones, and

The only way

ed.

left for

new markets

these countries

was

the world markets by increasing their political

power of

hilating the political

fought for

this

reason but

solution could be found.

War
the

could not

to

•will

No permanent

Hence, not long aftcns’ards the Second AVorld

an end.

But the

man and

material,

and jealousies between
backward countries contifeared that a Third World

rivalries

nued and arc mouting day by day. It is
War with still greater power of destruction and
unless something positive is done to prevent the
It was for this reason that Gandhi said
is

power and by anni-

settle the issue.

various industrialised countries, as well as

“What

have control over

'World ^Var First was

their rivals.

After enormous destruction of

was fought.

war came

it

could not be creat-

to

the cause of the present chaos?

annihilation
rivalries

It

is

tvill

come,

and jealousies.

exploitation, I

not say, of the weaker nations by the stronger, but of sister

nations by sister nations.

machinery

rests

on

And my fundamental

the fact that

it is

objection to

machinery' that has enabled

these nations to e.xploit others.”^

The
1
"

3

progress of the Industrial Revolution increased the rivalries

Young

India,

1. 9.

1921, p. 310.

Harijan, Jan. 28, 1939.

Young

India, 12. 10. 1931, p. 318.
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and

groups—rich and poor, capitalist and
employed and unemployed—within the countr>% as well as

jealousies bet^veen different

labourer,

among

different

The

countries.

One

a solution.

to find out

thinkers,

were tiyang

therefore,

came from Karl Marx in the
form of Communism, the other was advocated by England in the shape
of mixed economy, and the third has been advanced by the recently
established U.N.O. in the form of negotiations and financial and
solution

technical help to the industrially back^vard countries so that they

be able to establish

Let us

in U.S.S.R.,

thesis,

may

industries.

examine here the

briefly

The Marxist

new

which

is

new

results of these

experiments.

practised with certain modifications

aimed at achieving

equality, prosperity

power of the industrialist
the means of production were

and peace by

liquidating the

to exploit his countrymen.

Hence,

nationalised

all

nessed in the interest of the people by the State.
Distribution were no longer

food,

work and

But

another

is

to say that it

wrong.

nist Party in their

What

living

The

became supreme
accommodation to every one.

State.

State

Why

is

to help the

Is it

Commu-

she spreading her hand

backward nations

them, or to spread her ideology, or to scale
incomes.

a great

has stopped exploitation of one country by

domestic warfare?

wants

to

incited Russia to help the Chinese

towards the backward Eastern countries of the world?
to say that Russia

har-

Production and

This definitely checked exploitation within the country
extent.

’H'ere

to the sweet will of the individual but

left

were controlled and directed by the

and ensured

and

down

It

is

not true

in industrialising

the differences of

not because Russia wants to keep her

own

furnaces

Had it not been so, Russia would not have treated Hungary
did.
No justice loving nation ^vould have done that. And

burning?
as she

—Red

whatever doubts might have been there, the younger brother

China has

perfectly

washed them

a^vay.

Subjugation of Tibet,

occupation of Indian Territory, character assassination of
Prime Minister Nehru, troubles in South Viet-Nam etc,, prove it.

forceful

It will

not be too

as practised in

a few

much

to point out here that the Marxist thesis

countries,

by pinning

its

faith in automation,

has not been helpful in checking imperialism and colonialism but has
only changed its form. To add to misfortune, it has developed several
nc\v rices into the bargain.
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In a communist State, freedom of consumption and occupation
is

to

One

greatly curtailed.

produce and

by the State

as all

The human
munist

society.

subordinate to

is

work

is

made

The

consume what the Slate decides
wherever posted

to scr\-e

is

in the hands of the State.

individuality

it,

to

Similarly one

distribute.

is

not allowed to grow freely in a com-

idea that the State

leads to too

slaughter of animals in Russia

much

is

supreme while man

regimentation of

when New Economic

life.

is

Mass

Policy was laun-

ched, brute methods of ‘purifying’ the partjnnen, ‘Labour Camps’
etc.,

are only a few of the shocking examples that bear out the above

statement.

Production is carried on according to the social requirements and
hence factors of production are directed where they are required and
not where necessarily they are the most efficient.

The commodity price is always determined by the supply of and
demand for it. In a communist society, the correct valuation of goods
is not possible, as the demand for and supply of a commodity is predetermined. Moreover, in the case of perfect Monopsony and
Monopoly,
may be an

The
is

prices cannot

be determined correctly even though there

or purchase.^

artificial sale

other system introduced by

‘Mixed Economy^”

also failed to

wipe

tlie

believers in private owncrsliip

It will not be harsh to say that

off all the socio-economic evils

viz. class struggle, exploitation, accumulation

imperialism, wars and

the like evils, as

lems and does not get down

it

of

of wealth

this

system has

the capitalistic society,
in the

hands of a few,

only touches the fringe of the jirol-

to the root.

The U.N.O. is failing not because it lacks authority to press its deciThe cause of its failure is that ever)"^ effective member of U.N.O.

sions.

wants

to use this machinery' for the

driven wheels of his

purpose of keeping the power-

countr)' revolving.

scheme of helping backward nations by

Moreover, the U.N.O. 's
setting

up new

1

Pigou.

-

In this system the nationalised industries and privately
industries exist

and work

side

by

side.

AH

for private capital.

owned and

m.an.ner'i

the key

and

b.a'ic indii'trics

But

still

sufiicient rplifrc

nationalised in the interest of the country.
left

industries

Sometimes even the private rector

is

arc
it

contmllcd and

regulated by the State with die help of price fixation, wages fixation, etc.
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not meet with any success as

will

it

will follow %vhen these countries will

ignores the consequences which

be industrialised and,

therefore,

no longer remain markets for the present industrially advanced
countries and they themselves be in search of markets to dispose
off
their surplus goods.
The coming up of China, India and other
countries on the Industrial Map of the world has already started posing
will

new

Gandhi aptly remarked

problems.

“God forbid
the manner
tiny island
chains.

kingdom (England)

exploitation,

in 1931,

“The

it

would

Gandhi could say

imperialism of a single

today keeping the tvorld in

is

strip the

world bare

like locusts.^

:

future of industrialization

cessful competitors in

It

The economic

of the West.

If the entire nation of 300 millions took to similar eco-

nomic
Again

that India should ever take to industrialism after

is

England has got

dark.

suc-

America, France, Japan and Germany.

has competitors in the handful of mills in India, even so there

will

ces

be an awakening in South Africa with

its

vastly rich resour-

—natural, mineral and human. The mighty English look quite
and in

pigmies before the mighty races of Africa

may

course of a few years the Western nations
Africa a

Hence

it

dumping ground

cease to find in

for their wares...

can be concluded that the recent reforms

able to stop the present day

ills

the

or coming

evils

will not

be

introduced by machines

and mass production.

SOCIOLOGICAL GROUND
The
its

psychological effect of machinery on the worker as well as

sociological effect

to give it

a

idea about

on

statistical

society

to calculate as

is difficult

formulation.

Yet

it is

it is

not easy

desirable to have

some

it.

With the introduction of machine, slowly but surely, the average
man’s power to judge, decide and act for himself decreases. How many
youths are there in this country who know what subjects will pay them
best dividends; what type of jobs are best suited for them and tvhat
How many workers are there, who know what
is the aim of their life?
1

Harijan, Jan. 28, 1939.

2

Young

India,

Nov.

Also see

12, 1932.

Young

India,

Nov.

12,

2931.
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is

their real

How

worth ?

Whether they sould

who

take part in a labour strike

How many

can they be better ^vorkers?

are able to select things for their consumption

swayed by fashion, advertisement, etc?
Gandhi said

modem

“In

times

is

it

beneath

was

It

human

?

consumers are there
without

being

for this reason tliat

dignity to lose one’s in-

and become a cog in the machine. I want every
individual to become a full blooded and full developed member
dividuality

of society.”^

Karl Mannheim in

Prof.

“Man and

his

Society” has also ex-

pressed similar sentiments

“The

fact that in a functionally rationalised society the thinking

out of a complex

men a

assures these

see things

series

of actions

confined to a few organizers,

is

key position in the

more and more

society.

clearly over

A

few people can

an ever widening

field,

while the average man’s capacity for rational judgement steadily
declines,

once he has turned over

sibility for

making

The machine
ment and joy

to the organizer the respon-

decisions.”-

has deprived the workers of the sense of achieve-

Had

in their work.

it

not been

so, the necessity

of giving

incentive to workers for improving their efficiency might not

have

been felt; the workers would not have thought of organising themselves
and stage a fight for their rights. Probably,

into strong trade unions

some one may say

that trade unions are formed out of the economic

But has one ever heard of a trade union of

needs of the workers.

painters, sculptors, writers etc.,

loss in their case.

But

it is

may be the remuwork counteracts economic

howsoever poor

The joy of

neration for their work?

the

not so in the case of a factory- worker.

Gandhi could observe this when he came in contact with
He ^vas pained and expressed his vic\\’s in thase words

realist in

^vorkers.

am afraid, by %vorking with machines we

“I

ourselves, having lost all sense

Gandhi
Earnest

The

is

not

Hund

alone

in

obser\'ing

has also remarked: “IVc
and

Hind Swaraj, 1938,

"

M.

3

D. G. Tendulkar : ‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV,

1
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also

this

painful

development.

arc witnessing an extra-ordinary

Young

*

p.

have become mnchircs

of art and handwork."^

India, 13.11.192}fc 13.8. 1923.

L. Dantwala: ‘Gandhism Reconsidered', p. 43.
p. 233-39,
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development oj poiver which tends to turn craftsmen into clogs
in a soulless

mechanism.

Wliereas in former days the artisan had pride in
the
which he, very often, carried on in his

creative element in his work,

own

house or workshop,

now become

he has

perhaps not even kno^vn, by a name

was by no means a machine

a mere cipher in a factoiy,

baiter, has also said:

proletariat has lost all individual character,

charm

Karl Marx,

but a number.”

-vvho

‘The work of the

and consequently,

all

workman*.

for the

Machinery undermines health and shortens life. The operation
of a machine creates a great noise which adversely affects the nervous
system of the worker and shortens his

life. The use of machine has
been the cause of filth and immoral surroundings in the industrial
towns. Thousands and thousands of rvorkers, rvho due to the temp-

also

tation of better "wages, flock

gas

and
left

still

filth,
is

round the mighty

catch the germs of

it

factory, vomiting

and pay heavily

for

it.

fire,

What

is

completed by the over-crorvded pigeon-holes in which

worker's generally reside Awthout getting the facilities of proper sunlight, air, water, lavatory

Gandhi

and drainage system.

of this,^ and so he ^vanted to take back the industry

^vas

aware

to villages."

His

and emphasis on Charkha, which is a symbol
•i\'ill
bear it. He, being a realist, knew that no

talk of decentralisation

of decentralisation,

malady can be permanently cured
will, therefore,

fe^v clubs

‘Model Houses’

It

him a
two

for the factory workers

:

opening of

of machinery had an adverse effect on our social

snatched the work from the happy craftsman and made

hands of machine owners.

tool in the

rival

He

like the cooling plants etc.

The impact
life too.

not tackled.

places of recreation; fitting the man-killing factory

and

apparatus

^vith

is

not agree to the half-hearted measures such as cons-

truction of a fe^v

a

if the root

Society got divided into

groups of ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’. Hatred, jealousy, group

coupled with the sobbing of unemployed, half-clad, half-fed
people multiplied. Society degenerated into a hell. Is it not a great

rivalry,

^

"I

Harijan, II. 7.1936.

Gold Fields the other day.
not

fit

for

human

taken to
I could

huts of the workers in the Kolar

not help remarking that

^Vith the mining

habitation.

dividends of 30 to 40 percent,

tlie

it

company

seemed to be cruel to

me

tlic

huts were

declaring fat

that those

who

Also see
earned the profits for them were housed in those dismal hovels.
hills.
on
labourers
for
houses
for
pleaded
when
he
Harijan, 16.6.1946
2

Harijan, 27.10.1933.

:
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These social costs, which man has to pay to l;ccp the
wheel of machinery going should also be added to the cost of produce.
Hobson has rightly remarked
social cost?

“Businessman

amount of
the

human

unless

is

right for his standpoint in measuring

and increased amount of

cost

significance of these terms.

he accepts the post of an

has no right to adopt
valuation.

this scale

His rightful role

utilities,

But

by reduced

disregarding

the

economist,

intellectual scr\'ant of capitalism,

of values as

\s'ell

as this

method of

that of assessing cost and

is

utility,

production and consumption, supply and demand, in terms

human

of their contribution towards a desirable

life

or a desir-

able society.”
It

this realisation

is

rights, of

which made Gandhi

homogenity of

class

interests,

about duties and not

talk

non-violence,

love,

a

new

production pattern, and restrictive use of machines.

Gandhi came to know of another important social evil of growing
more and more complicated machines. He realised that
machine ‘enforces leisure’ when people do not know what to do with
This causes physical and mental upsetting. Gandhi was asked
it.
by a friend, “You have no regard to the question of leisure”. To
this Gandhi replied, “I am trying to deal with people who do not
use of

know what

to

ness that has

do with

their enforced leisure.

made them

like so

many

lifeless

It is

the enforced idle-

machines.”*

Dr. Donald D. Greaves agrees, “Technology' has mastered the art
of saving time, but not the art of spending
trouble

—mental trouble.

restless,

it,

and

idlenass

We are getting patients now who

depressed and apathetic because they do not

caifjcs

are bored,

know how

to

on the one hand the employed get more and more IciMirc
and they do not know how to use it and rela.\', wliile on the other,
the unemployed li%'e in tension and misery. The result is that the
paradise of automation America has the largest number of problem
rest.”-

So,

—

—

children and persons suffering with blood pressure,

and mental

troubles. It

was

for this reason that

some
improve health, give the joy of creation and add
to utilise their leisure time in

March

heart diseases

Gandhi wanted

pcojjlc

craft \vhich will relieve tensions,

1

Harijan,

2

‘Times of India’, March

3

Harijan, 1.8.1936, Harijan, 7.12.1935.

8, 1935.
9, 1938.

to income.-

:
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ECONOMIC
Use of machine

GROUlNfD

leads to centralisation of production -svhich
has

seeds of periodical slumps
•u'hich

and booms. These slumps and booms
are kno^vn as Trade Cycles, shake the whole economic structure

and are causes of failure of firms, uneven distribution of wealth, scarcity and abundance of commodities, rise or fall in the level of
unemployment etc.
Gandhi

Trade Cycles are mainly the result of mass
localised production which has disturbed the equilibrium of supply
and demand. In his o%ra words
felt

“Granting

that

for the

moment

needs of humanity,

still

particular areas, so that

way

may

that the machine
it

supply

all

the

tvould concentrate producdon in

you would have

go in round about

to

to regulate distribution, %vhereas if there

is

production and

distribution both in the respective areas \vhere things are required,
it is

automatically regulated, and there

none

is less

chance

for fraud,

for speculation.”^

Again:

“Distribution

can be equalized \vhen production

localised, in other -words,
Avdth production.

you ^vant

when

the distribution

is

is

simultaneous

Distribution will never be equal so long as

to tap other

markets of the world

to dispose of

your

goods

Gandhi

is

not alone in holding

about system of production
depressions

is

held by others

is

this view.

The

vie^v that a

responsible for recurring

round

booms and

“That the period of production

also.

is

often unalterably determined for a long time in the future, once the

time consuming process has been started,
theory of business cycle.

The

inherent

of great significance for the

is

difficulties

of the cycle cannot

well be explained without reference to those rigidities which are due
to the fact that time

and that the

consuming process cannot be

factors of production

cannot be

to later stages of production or \'ice versa.

easily interrupted

shifted at

^\^ll

from

earlier

Once time-consmning

pro-

a strong presumption that they
sen^vili have to be continued and that tliey are, therefore, not very
If the business cycle theory has to
sitive to adverse price changes.
cesses

have got in imdenvay, there

is

1

Harijan, 2.11.1934.

2

D. G. Tendulkar: ‘Mahatma’, Vol.

Ill, p.l68.
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explain

why the

adjustment of the economic system to irregular changes

come about smoothly and

does not

continuously, then

obvious

is

it

that technological rigidities which determine the length of the period

of production are of great importance.”*

Lord Kc^me’s thcor\- of
Trade Cycle also agrees -with it. According to this thcon’, when due
to some reasons, the Marginal Efficiency of Capital becomes higher
than the rate of
comes.^

But

if

interest, investment increases and a period of boom
Marginal Efficiency of Capital becomes lotvcr than

the rate of interest,

new investment

stopped.

is

Fall in investment

and income and a period of depression
starts.^
Thus, booms and slumps are occasioned mainly due to the
inability of the investor to calculate demand and supply accurately
because of the mechanised mass production. Hence, logically concluding, mass production with the help of modern machines is not
in the interest of the country'. A. Huxley has said “At present the
results in the fall of emplo^mient

:

management of

large scale production

—

individuals seeking profit

it

is

hands of irresponsible

in the

is

the uncoordinated

inflicts

of large

activity

and depression which

scale production that leads to periodical crisis

such untold hardships upon the working masses of industriali-

sed countries.

Small scale production carried on by individuals, who

run the instruments with which they personally work,

is

not subject

to periodical slumps.”

A

communist claims that there can

his country, in spite of the use of

we agree to it, we
a much higher price as

Even
at

if

it

also to concede that

it is

Moreover,

for

such a regimented

1

Halm ‘Monetary

-

In the large scale mechanised production,

:

if

due

and

work independently and

the individual producers start feeling
to prospects of w.ar,

wrong

life

in

it

is

If the investor feels that

it

for the prcnlurt

an uncoordinated way.

tliat

the future

is

bright

fit

.as

llenre,

may be

opening of trade relations with a new country,

c.alcuIations etc.) then the

fallen short

wishes.

dinicull fur privhirrrs to

demand

total

Marginal Ethciency

higher than the rate of interest and a period of boom
3

own

simply to retain

Tlicorj’’.

correctly calculate the total production

the producers

achieved

not permit

docs

it

the development of a man’s personality according to his

Gandhi could never vote

in

robs a person of his freedom of consump-

occupation and production.

tion,

no booms and slumps

machines and large scale production.

have

will

i)c

will not

be profitable

<,’f

Caitital brrom'-i

starts.

to invest as the

of supply, then the Marginal Eilicicnca- of Capital

of the rate of interest and he will'stop investment.

demand has

svill fall

short

Tlic result will be sltimp.

:

;

;
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He

machines.

remarked

“Centralisation as a system

inconsistent with

is

non-violent-

structure of society.”^

Moreover, Gandhi was the prince among individualists and certainly
he would never agree to any curtailment of individual liberty or
individualism.

Democrats

will also agree with him.

While judging the well-being of a nation, our consideration
it

should proceed on the lines on which purchasing power

among

the people.

Economists

tion of the purchasing

happiness.

is

of

distributed

more even distribupower brings greater amount of satisfaction and

method

Therefore, the

us that the

tell

of production should be such as

may ensure greatest possible even distribution of the purchasing power,
i.e.

wealth.

Large
siderable

scale production

with the help of machines requires con-

amount of accumulated

The

capital to begin the work.

foundation of the large scale mechanised production,' therefore,

based upon the accumulation of wealth and
distribution of wealth.

It

is

it

results

for this reason that in all industrialised

democratic countries. Governments frame their tax
progressive system so that they

of incomes to some

extent.

is

uneven

also in

may

Death

on the

policies

be able to reduce the disparity

duties are one such example.

It

can, therefore, be easily concluded that mechanised large scale pro-

and generally

duction creates the problem of distribution

uneven distribution of wealth.

leads to

therefore, wrote

Gandhi,

“Today, machinery merely helps a few to ride on the back of
millions.
The impetus behind it all is not the philanthropy
but greed.”^

to save labour,

Again

“We

should

not

substitute

Today,

machines

of the chosen few.

it is

machines

lifeless

Little attention

distribution of wealth

~

N.K. Bose ‘Selections from Gandhi’,
Young India, 13.11.1924.

3

‘HarijanBandhu’, 15.9.1935.

t

:

the

living

used to pour wealth in the pockets
is

paid to crores of people

from Avhom the machine snatches away

With uneven

for

is

their bread.”®

tagged another important

Sec. 248.
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The spread of automation will have the effect of conferring
very great advantages upon big businessmen in a highly competitive
\vorld.
Consequently the trend towards the gro\vth of large concerns
problem.

will receive

a powerful stimulus.

These large and powerful enterprises
poses,
gers.

and

will, for all practical

pur-

be controlled by a handful of technicians, engineers and manaThis may pose a new problem. The whole economic, social

political structure will

become too much dependent on the top
Democracy will, in reality, be

executives of automatic concerns.

thrown

to the

For

wind.

this reason,

own words

In

his

for

mankind.”^

Mahatma

of India was afraid of industrialisation.

“Industrialism

:

Again,

“We shall

is,

I

am

afraid,

going to be a curse

need a Nadir Shah

to find out other

worlds to exploit, that ^ve shall have to pitch ourselves against
naval and

and

the

power of Britain, Japan and America, of Russia
Gandhi was definite that machines will bring more

military’’

Italy.”®

“I have heard many of our countrymen .say
American wealth but avoid its method. I venture
to suggest that such an attempt, if it were made, is foredoomed to
failure.
We cannot be wise, temperate and furious in a moment.”®
troubles than success,

that

we

will gain

Mr. Pollock agrees with Gandhi, “It seems clear, too that automation
will be an important factor in rapidly strengthening the position of the
big concerns as against the medium sized and smaller business” and
“encourage concentration of economic power and financial control
over the production and distribution of goods and scrs’iccs”.' .Again,

“The

small

number of

engineers with the ultimate control of these

automatic factories could hold society upto ransom, the ransom being
control of man’s consumption

and habits

in the interest of machines...

who may be termed
aristocrats.”
Again, “Those who belong to this
on fundamental questions. They have the pride

It will lead to the creation of a class of people

as

working

and

class

think alike

class

e.xclusive feelings of a ruling class

similar problems and overcome similar

by the knowledge

that they hold great

1

Young India

-

Harijan, Nov. 30, 1935.

3

‘Speeches and Writings of

^

Pollock

:

whose members have
difficulties.

power

They

in their

hands and that

12.11.1931, p. 351.

Mahatma

to solve

arc linked

Gandhi’.

‘Economic and Social Consequences of Automation’.

;
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both from an intellectual and material point of vie^v, they
are superior
to the vast of population.
This new social class controls

(directly

or indirectly)

all

resulting attitude

media of influencing public opinion
The
of mind to both material and spiritual matters coin-

the mass

cides wdth the authoritarian tendencies in all phases of management...

Such a

class structure

The

society.

gi'eat

would be a very insecure foundation

poAver of minority coupled

-irith

for a free

the ignorance

and weakness of the majority might well lead to the establishment
an authoritarian in place of a democratic form of Government.”^
Large scale production leads
of factories in particular areas.

to specialisation

In the present

war are hovering over every country and can
this

concentration of factories, which

production,

is

not desirable as

it

can throw the %vhole economic

Gandhi

gear.

is

of

and concentration

da^^s \vhen clouds of

burst out at any moment,

unavoidable in the large

scale

can be an easy target of bombing and
life

of the country completely out of

^vas voicing the views of most of the

modern

economists

he remarked

'ivhen

“Concentration of production ad infinitum can only lead
emplo}Tnent.

by

You may

say that

-workei-s

the introduction of improved maclrinerj'

to un-

throwm out of work
•\rill

find occupation

But in an organised countiy^, ^\•here tlrere are
only fixed and limited avenues of employment, ^vhere the worker
has become highly skilled in the use of one particular kind of
in other jobs.

machinery,

“Machines

this is

^vill

hardly possible.”"

only help in making

all

the

tliirty five crores

of

people unemployed.”^

“Every such machinery (Power wheels

for the grinding of corn)

hand Chakkis out of work, and takes away
employment from thousands of housewives and artisans who

puts thousands of

make

these Chakkis.

Moreover, the process

is

ineffective

and

spreads to every wllage industry.”^

To
agree.
1

not
the economist, trained in the classical school may
of
most emphatically may argue that vsith the installation

this,

He

which
Also see letter of Richard B. Gregg with comments of Gandhi
appeard in Young India, 15.4.1926.

Ibid.

3

Tendulkar.
Harijan, 1934, p.301 and ‘Mahatma’, Vol. II, p. 283, D.G.
D. G. Tendulkar : ‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV, p. 238-39.

4

Ibid., Vol. VII, p. 71-72.
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a new machine, cost of production of the commodity will go down.
With the cost lowered, consumers will be able to save some money
tvhich otherwise they tvere spending on this commodity. They \ei!l
spend the money thus saved on the purchase of other commodities

demand for other commodities will increase. With
demand for other commodities production \\'ill have a

and, therefore, the
the rise in

tendency to expand, giving

employment.

rise to further

where a machine was

particular industry

Even

in

tliis

installed, fall in cost will

new buyers to include this commodity in their budget. The
demand will increase which will mean recruitment of more persons to

induce

run the added machines.
It is

Thus

the total

employment

^\il!

increase.

only in the transitional period that the level of employment

go down

The

tvith the introduction

reading of

classical

may

of machinery-.

economists regarding increase in employ-

ment with the use of machine was correct at the time tvhen industrial
revolution had just begun. This was the stage when reduction in
costs

was achieved by the external economies of large

scale production.

But now a stage has been reached wiien economics arc not achieved
by large scale production but by the introduction of newly invented
machines which require

lesser persons to

run them.

It is

the ‘Labour-

saving Devices’ under the internal economies whicli arc the cause of

But in the present age, use of more and more
costs. ^
becoming the cause of growing unemployment. The
touch-stone of cold statistics w'ill convince an impartial person of ilie

reduction of

machines

is

truth of this statement.-

Commenting on
show's

that in

proportion

this,

Dr. Ghatc obscr\-cd

:

most of these countries there

of industrial

w'orkers

per

1000

“Tlic table (see p.
is

.lO)

a tendency for the

of the

total

orrupied

population to decline.”^
It

is

also not correct to say that

will always increase demand.
to

consume and propensity

W'ith the introduction
it

is

dccrc.asc in the cost ofInnriuctior.

Demand depends

to save.

of machinery,

seen that w'ith

any

If

any of

demand

will

upon the income prc-penv.ly

these factors arc reduced,

the installation of machines, a few persons arc

M.

-

L. Dantw.ala : ‘Gandliism Rcconsitlrrcd’. p. 2 !.
‘Changes in the Occupational Dislrihiuion of the ro])tilatr)!i

3

Ibid.

1

Generally,

not increase.

Govt, of India Press.

,

li.(>.
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Country and year
to which the
figure relates

Total population gainfully

employed

(in lakhs)

Total population occupied
in industry
(in lakhs)

%

of the in-

dustrial

popu-

lation to total

working
population

U.S.A.'

1910

328

107

1920

416

128

27-9%
30-8%

1930

488

141

28-9%

1911

163

69

1921

172

55

1931

189

60

42-1%
32-3%
31-7%

1925

320

122

35-1%

1933

323

117

36-2%

1920

273

53

19*4%

1930

292

53

18-1%

32

8

23-8%

1921

39

7

17*3%

1931

1460

167

11-0%

1921

1540

153

10-5%

1931

1700

163

9-6%

1941

England

&

Wales

Germany

Japan

Canada

India

thrown out of employment and

the

wages of

increase so
the labourers do not

people turned out of the factory.
compensate the loss of total incomes of
o prodecreases. The same is true
Income, instead of increasing,
when cost of
to save. Thus, even
pensity to consume and propensity
will alwaj
not necessary that demand
production has gone dotvn, it is
emplojmtent cannot nse.
iUemand does not increase, level of

as

to

increase.

And
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may

Probably, some one
to increase the

not be very

this

say that even

for the

push the

difficult to

But

produce.

demand

sales abroad

If it

argument lacks force.

if it

is

and

home market with

protect

possible for

To

we can

conclude,

ter

on machinery

lies

capture

to

one can

if

the advantage?

say that on the question of machinery, the

which he admitted that he

in

machines

the

the help of import duties, quota system,

after a short period

He

to the interest of the ^vorkers.
suffer.

you

And

absolute. Ricardo in the third edition of his ‘Principles’

belief that

tvill

not equally possible

were unanimous, though unanimity

writers

classical

is it

it

demand for

other countries can also be sufficiently wise

etc.,

Wherein then

do the same.

not be possible

raise the

your home market?

for other countries to capture

exchange control,

may

%vithin the country^,

markets and export unemployment,

foreign

to

produce

not quite

is

added a chap-

mistaken in the

\vas

always proved favourable

recognised that the workers might

Sismondi does not deny that theoretically in the long run,

machines are useful but when he applies the touchstone of

“Every new product must in the long run give

differs.

But

fresh consumption.

immediate

effect

employment,
the wages of

let

rise to

us examine things as they really arc.

of machinery

is

to

he

some

The

throw some of the workers out of

and so to lower
deny the advantage of substituting

competition of others,

to increase the

No one

all

reality

will

a machine for a man, provided that

man

can obtain employment

elsetvhere.^

Sismondi makes another remark which
disgusted

him was not merely

by machinery, but

that

that the workers

is

who

less just.

“The

^Vhat

driven out

had a limited

tvere retained

which they produced."

share of the benefits

no

workmen should be

earnings of an

entrepreneur sometimes represent nothing but the spoliation of the

A

workmen.

more than

profit

it costs,

compensation

is

made

not because the industry produces

but because

for his toil.

it fails

to give to the

Such an industry

is

Sismondi, speaking in the vein of Marx,

have

split society into

two

intermediate classes have

&

1

‘Gide

~

Ibid., p. 196

3

‘Principles’,

classes
all

whose

and

a social
tells

much

sufficient

cvil.’’^

us that industries

interests arc divergent.

“The

disappeared, the small prorietor and the

Rist’, p. 194.

‘Principles’, Vol. II, p. 310.

\''ol. I,

workman

p. 92, ‘Gide 5: Risl’. 192
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peasant farmer of the plain, the master craftsman, the small manufacturer and the \dllage tradesman, all have failed to withstand
the
competition of those

who

control great industries.

has any room save for the great capitalist and

Someone may argue

that

Society no longer

his hirelings.”^

technological

development in U.S.A.
has not increased unemplo^mient and even if unemplo^rment increases,
it ^vill be short-lived.
Air. Pollock has taken great pains to explode
(as

He

myth.

this

says that

though “in 1955 the redundant

a result of automation) did find

new jobs, but

-workers

that does not

mean

that their successors in later years will ahvays be equally fortunate.
If there \vere a slowing

of the economy,

it is

down of a

cessation of the continued expansion

indeed doubtful

if

even the combined

efforts

Government, industry and organised labour could stem the
of technological unemployment unless

and fundamental changes

The

nomy.”^

in

all

three agree to

of

flood

make planned

the entire structure of American Eco-

truth of Pollock’s views can be demonstrated

by

the

War, tvhich is a boom for full-emplo>Tnent, could not bring
employment in a highly industrialised and technologically advanced
country like U.S.A. Jathar and Beri waiting in the Indian Economist
fact that

full

were very correct ^vhen they remarked, “A permanent margin of

unemployment among industrial tvorkers is a feature of economic s^^stem called into existence by the industrial revolution in Western
countries.

as

Palliatives

relief funds etc.,

unemplojnnent insurance,

aUo^vance

of

do not touch the fundamental cause of unemploy-

ment.”

The Economist,

trained in communist ideolog)^,

may say
much of

that

There is so
preposterous to
ovenvork
that
it is
and
vation, poverty, sweating
entertain the fear of unemployment with the introduction of machines.
stone thro^ving has been in vain.

all this

by

"We,

raising the standard, shortening the hours of -^vork

creasing the

number of

shifts,

star-

and

in-

can easily meet the challenge of the

machines.

Standard of living
itself.

is

a vague term.

It can'ies

Moreover, one can imderstand the multiplicity of material

goods only to a certain

limit.

One

car or even two are understand-

able but a queue of a dozen cars for a family
1

2

no meaning by

is

meaningless.

Ibid.

Pollock: ‘Economic and Social Consequences of Automation’.

Again,
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you may go on
be possible
the

raising the standard of living but even then

check unemployment.

to

number of factories

years,

will not

increased from 2 700 to 9 300 yet during these

the percentage of industrially occupied pocplc to the total

of working population

men

tionately fewer

communism

to

from

fell

And

this

is

technology-,

we

require propor-

to 9.6.*

to

produce additional wealth.

—U.S.S.R.,

accompanied by a

1 1

Thanks

country of the tvorld.

of

it

In India, between 1911 and 1936,

Even

home

in the

the efforts to raise the standard of living

rise in industrial

employment has proved a misnomer.

Dr. Lokanathan commenting on the

employment

true of cvere

of industrialisation on

effect

in the U.S.S.R. pointed out that

about 18 million workers were transferred

to

“between 1928 and 1934,
urban employment and

yet the percentage of rural population remained 73.5%, showing that
the pace of industrialisation had just kept pace with

to

maintain

this increase in

natural

the

All that industrialisation achieved was

increase in the population.

population without a decline in their stand-

ard of living but rather with some increase in

it.”-

People talk of reducing hours of work and, thereby raising volume

But how much can

of employment?

work beyond a

in hours of

to increase, will

mean an

can afford the continuous

be reduced?

rise in prices.

will

Every reduction

efficiency will cca'c

country

Consumers

be forced

The

dwindle away.

where

And no

increase in cost.

such a policy and producers
profits will

it

certain limit,

in the

world

will revolt against

to stop production

and

reduction in hours of work

their

is

no

solution for maintaining or increasing the volume of unemployment.

(B)

FROM THE

INDIAN POINT OF VIEIV’

Gandhi was very much influenced by the Indian way of thinking,
life and value-system. He wanted to preserve them as he was convinced
of their utility for India, and for the matter of that, for the whole of
Asia, and he believed that the blind use of machines and technological
development
1
-

3

M.
M.

will

destroy

L. Dantwnla
L.

Prof.

Dantwala

that

value-system.

:

‘Gandhism Reconsidered', p. 35.

;

‘Gandhism ReconsidcTcsl',

D. P. Mukerji read a

So,

he consistently

p. 31.

refreshin!; p.iper at the U.N.l'..S.C.O. .Srtiiinar,

held at Paris in 1953, on “Machines and Technolojjy'' and

Gandhian view-point

in a

most convincing way.

prei'^nleil th.e
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opposed the growing use of machines^ and for tliis very reason he
opposed England or the Western or even the European Civilization.
Here is a fairly long extract from Hind Swaraj (Chapter XIII).

“Reader You have denounced railways, lawyers and
I can see that you will discard all machinery.
;

then,

“Editor

:

What,

civilization?

is

The answer

to this question

is

not

beaten in the world.

It

not to be

is

a charge against India

is

that her people are so uncivilized, ignorant

and

stupid,

not possible to induce them to adopt any

it is

change.

I believe

difficult.

that the civilization India has evolved

that

doctors.

It

is

What

a charge really against our merit.

we have tested and found true on the anvil of experience,
we have not changed. Many thrust their advice
upon India and she remains
beauty,

“Civilization

that

is

man

mode

of conduct which points

the path of duty.

Performance of duty

and observance of morality are

To

her

is

the sheet-anchor of our hope.

it is

out to

This

steady.

observe morality

mind and
The Gujarati

is

our passion.

convertible terms.

to attain mastery over our

So doing, we know

equivalent

ourselves.

means

civilization

for

‘Good Conduct.’
“If

this definition

Avriters

else

and

mind

be

correct, then India as so

have shown, has nothing

is

this is as it

a

should be

restless bird; the

wants, and

still

:

more

many

from anybody

to learn

(we notice that the
it

gets the

more

more unbridled they become).

it

Our

ancestors, therefore, set a limit to our indulgences.

They

say

that

condition

competition.
trade
that

happiness was

Each followed

his

own

neutral

occupation or

and charged a regulation wage.

we

a

We have had no system of life-corroding

did not knotv'

our forefathers knew
1

largely

Gandhi was not prepared in 1921
writings of 1908 against machines.

how

to invent machinery, but

that, if
to

It tvas not

we

set

change even a

our hearts

single

after

word from

his
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we wouid become

such things,

and lose our
due deliberation
decided that we should only do what wc could with
our hands and feet. They further rc.asoncd that
large cities were a snare and a usclecs encumbrance.
moral

They, therefore,

fibre.

slaves

after

They were, therefore, satisfied with small
They say that kings and their swords were
to the

sword of

ethics

and

they,

therefore,

sovereign of the earth to be inferior

villages.

inferior

held the
the

to

rishis

and fakirs

Now

The tendency

zation.

elevate the moral

to

Civilization
is

you see what

is

I

consider to be real

of the Indian Civilization
being,

that of

is

The

latter

based on belief in God.

understanding and so believing,

it

is

\Vcstern

the

to propagate immorality.

Godless, the former

civili-

behoves

So

cvcr\'

lover of India to cling to the old Indian Civilization

even as a child clings
It is

to the mother’s breast.’’*

obvious from the above c.\tract that Gandhi

means “good conduel with

that civilization

felt

convinced

the entire weight

on per-

formance of duty and obseiwancc of morality.’’- The perforinanre
implied proper use of hands and feet and the process led to the limitation of indulgences, reduction of wants

and

simplification of

life.

All these ideas formed a whole pattern of thought, beliefs, attitude

and action which placed Indian civilization in sliarp opposition to
what Gandhi sometimes called the IVestern, at other times, tiic
European, but what was in reality the modern civilization clustered
round material

values.’’**

The Hindu
possession,’

values,

it is

obvious, centred in ‘renunciation and non-

In other words,

never foresaken by Gandhi.

tlic ‘ideal’

It

pattern of

was woven round

Hindu values was

‘tvantlcssncss’.

I

lotv

could technology and machines, geared to the production of goods
for the satisfaction of wants, which created more want-s,—joint wants,

—

derived wants, the infinite h>'perbolc of wants be consonant with
the pattern of Indian norms. How could such norms square, for
1

D.P. Mukerji

2

Ibid., p. 210.

3

Ibid.

:

‘Diversities’, p.

203-209.
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that matter, with economics, grounded as
satisfaction?

utter

it

was on

\rants

and

their

If absolute liberation of the soul from the body be the

sum of existence, then Gandhi and with him

every Hindu who
would raise the eternal query; ‘Why this
machinery?’ ‘Why machine civilization at all?’ Other pro-

was aware of
craze for

his ancestry,

blems such as machines helping a few to ride on the back of millions,
the concentration of power and wealth, of justice for the labourer as

man, securing

attractive conditions of

him and

him
would be subsidiary. These letters, in
Gandhi’s opinion, ultimately hinged upon non-possession, aparigraha,
wantlessness, subordination of body and bodily wants to the need of
the soul’s liberation from its physical encasement, which ^vas the
life

for

giving

security of employment, etc.,

end.”i

Gandhi made

He

slight modification in his stand againt machines.

realised that people are not yet prepared for the

nunciation

Hindu

values

demanded.

supreme

re-

Non-violence, truth, simplicity,

non-possession and bread-labour have not yet become the bread of
So, a sense of limit

masses.

grew

thinking that the State controlled factories
will control the profit,

produce

Gandhi of 1924 started
of power driven machinery

in him.

for the benefit of

the place of greed as the motive.

humanity, love taking

In his own words

:

“I

am

socialist

making Singer
ScAving Machines) should be nationalised or State controlled. They
ought only to be working under the most attractive and ideal conditions,

enough

not for

such factories

to say that

profit,

(viz.

factory for

but for the benefit of humanity, love taking the place of

greed as the motive.”’

This was a compromise.
history has been

Non-possession in the context of

an individual value, and

at best, one

ideal

human
value

for the elite group, knoAvn as the Brahmin caste, to be perpetually

by it.
Gandhi would
practised

possess

it

but the Brahmin was the specialist.
in the State that would OAvn and not

Others practised
institutionalise it

for greed or profit.^

it,

To

this extent

he was a

socialist

but

with this difference that his socialism did not grow out of industrial
civilization, technological values, class conflicts, or according to the
operations of the laws of dialectics.
1

Ibid., p. 213-14.

2

D. G. Tendulkar ‘Mahatma’, Vol.

3

D. P. Mukerji

:

:

'Diversities’, p.

213.

II, p. 212.
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It Avill

be wrong to think that

of the basic

i.e.

his

the ideal position.

“Ideally, however, I

compromise means a

In Gandhi’s

sacrifice

o^s^l \s’ords:

would rule out all machinery', even as I rvould
which is not helpful to salvation and seek

reject this very body,

From

the absolute liberation of the soul.

would

that point of \^e^v,

machinery, but machinery udll remain because
like the body, they are inevitable. The body itself as I told you,
I

is

reject all

the purest piece of machanism, but

highest flights of the soul,

it

Thus the Gandhian conclusion
nology

is

logical if

if it is

hindrance to the

has to be rejected.”^
in regard to machines

and

tech-

one accepts the postulate,

that “(a) India has a separate

norm

of values ^\^th the hidden

assumption that values determine conduct, that

(b) she

a separate principle of social organisation which

and even destroyed by
greed and profit, that

has

^^'ould

be

disturbed,

large scale use of machi-

nery for

(c)

a proper use would

presuppose certain requisite attitudes, some traditional and
others not, but all working in alliance,

type of State would

own and

and

also that (d) a

control large machines,

they were indispensable for defined purposes.

if

Otherwise

the machines to be used would be of special type suitable
for
its

removing the drudgery of handicraft and improving

They tvould operate in the general context
economy in close alliance with agriculture.

quality.

of decentralised

Gandhi would thus remove the

stings of capitalism

and

socialism alike.”^

To sum

up, Gandhi’s opposition to machines and mass production

was neither total nor motivated out of selfishness or ignorance. It
was based on correct reading of the situation. He came to kno'w that
it

lays the seeds of exploitation within the country as well as outside

it breeds
violence, class-conflict and miser)'; it prounwanted leisure to few by robbing it from majority, it gives
unemployment, booms and slumps, uneven distribution of wealth,
%vars and imperialism; it makes a few to ride on millions; it demands
a huge social cost by uprooting innocent people from their homes
and villages, spoiling their health and intelligence and depriving them

the country;

vides

1

D. G. Tendulkar ‘Mahatma’, Vol.

2

D. P. Mukerji

:

:

‘Diversities’, p. 225.

II, p. 212.

:
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of joy in their Avork and even in

and

thinkers agree with Gandhi.

to the loots of the

Even the

life.

Avcstern economists

However, they do not want

malady and want

temporary boosters which, in course of time,

confusion and chaos. Gandhi did not agree with them.

measures never

satisfied

to

go

by gii'ing
bring more disaster,

to rejuvenate life

Half-hearted

him.

(HI)

METHODS OF DISTRIBUTION
Mahatma Gandhi

ivas

of the opinion that the third factor

res-

ponsible for disturbing the equilibrium of the Avorld peace and Avhich
is

mainly an outcome of the

method of

two, -was to be found in the existing

distribution of the produce

among

the various factors of

In the present era, the share of a factor of production

production.
is

first

demand for and supply of that factor. We
by the economist that a factor of production cannot

calculated on the basis of

are, therefore, told

get

more than its marginal productivity,
Gandhi

ries

-was

probably not

Avell

i.e. its utility

to the employer.

acquainted with the modern theo-

of economics and as such he could not have debated, like some

scholars, ivith the help of

mathematical

tools, that if all the factors

of production are paid according to their marginal productivity, will

some residue be
super-profits?

be grabbed by the employer

left ivliich shall

Leaving aside

as his

important but someivhat technical

this

question for the economists, Gandhi appears to pose another question.

He

seems to enquire Avhether the productivity of a poor labourer

so loAV as not to enable

And whether

him

to

have even

is

his bare necessities of life?

the productivity of a capitalist

is

so high as to enable

and even then leave a surplus?
What made the productivity of the two so different? Is this difference,
if at all it exists, not due to the starving conditions of one factor which
has reduced his working capacity? If it is so, and there is every
possibility of its being correct, we are not doing full justice by paying

him

to

have

all

the amenities of

life

factors according to their existing

to stick to this old theoiy,
first

working

Gandhi seems

capacities.

we Ansh
we should

It

to suggest us, that

feed the unfed or semi-fed factors properly and thereafter measure

their productivity.

“The

In Gandhi’s

own words

and the poor today is a painful
are-exploited by the foreign Government

contrast between the rich

sight.

The poor villagers
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—

and also by their own countrymen the city dwellers.
They produce the food and go hungry'. They produce milk
and their children have to go without it. It is disgraceful.
Everyone must have a balanced
facilities for

diet,

a decent house to

live in,

the education of one’s children and adequate medical

relief.”!

Gandhi being a humanitarian, objected

to the theory of

—even when

factors according to their productivity
to

measure

it

and

is

different as to enable

so

that

one

He,

like

Keynes, appears to argue that accep-

theory will result in uneven distribution of wealth which,

this

besides creating
to

paying

possible

refuse the other the chances of satisfying the

bare necessities of life.
tance of

may be

and accepting the wrongful contention

correctly

the productivity of different factors
to live in luxury

it

many

social problems, will also reduce the propensity
to invest, which in its own turn, will ademployment and income. Moreover, because

consume and propensity

versely affect the level of

of this uneven distribution of wealth, limited factors of production,

governed by

profit motive, shall flow in those productive channels

which may not promote maximum

social welfare.

We

have already

experienced in India that because of this uneven distribution of wealth,

land was stvitched over to the production of cash crops from
crops, even

though the people were dying of hunger and food

could compel, by W'ay of paying better prices to the farmers,

to convert their lands

Naturally,

^vas

This was because the few fortunately placed

imported from abroad.
capitalists

food

all this will

from food production
lead to

many

to cash crops production.

complicated socio-economic pro-

blems such as scarcity in the midst of plenty, unemployment, falling
level of incomes, poverty associated with its natural evils, class conpersonal jealousies,

flict,

etc.

It is for this

reason that

now

greater

and greater attention is being paid to this problem, the importance
of which was almost negligible in the days of Adam Smith.
It

is

to

^greater

and greater use of machines;
distribution which, according

Gandhi, are responsible

social unrest.

—

and method of

these three factors

ever-increasing wants

for the present

He, therefore, came out

day economic,
^rith

a

new

political

thesis,

and

^vllich,

of course, he never gave us in the form of a well-knit theory but \vhich

he developed over a period of time.
»

Harijan, 31.8.1946.

Chapter

II

THE GANDHIAN APPROACH
People, including scholars, feel that the approach of Gandhi

was at

he being

best, intuitional,

God and

essentially

a religious

man believing

They argue that most of the decisions tvere taken
by him on the spur of the moment and that they were governed by
his inner voice.
Sometimes when he could not hear that inner voice,
he went on a fast^ or observed Maun (i.e. Silence) ^ which, according
to him, helped him in realizing the truth and hearing that faint inner
in

spirit.

Nothwithstanding the general notion, strengthened quite often
by Gandhi’s writings and utterances, that he \vas a believer in
voice.

intuitionalism^, a careful

and deep study of

working proves beyond doubt that the
neither religious, nor intuitional but very

The

his life

approach

much

and method
of Gandhi

scientific

and

of
\vas

rational.

know whether Gandhi’s
approach was micro or macro, whether he studied problems under
static conditions or under dynamic conditions and whether he used
social scientist

would

certainly like to

the tools of inductive analysis or deductive.

To

this it

can be

under any one of
of them
1

all.

And

approach does not

if

a name

is

to

It

strictly

fall

was a peculiar mixture

be given, we can

call it eclectic

or

Gandhi was the first person to use the technique of fasts to settle political and
and social issues and to purify self. He undertook a number of fasts, important ones being those of 20th Sept. 1932, Aug. 7, 1934, May 8, 1933,

March 3,

1939, Feb. 10,

boost the morale

penance

Gandhi

1943, Jan. 13, 1948.

of striking labourers of

for his carelessness.

p. 9, Harijan,
2

said, that his

the above approaches.

Dec.

9,

He also undertook 3 days fast to

Ahmedabad and

7

days

fast as

a

(Sec Harijan 13.10.1940, Mira, ‘Gleanings’,

1939, Bapu’s letter to Mira, p. 26, Autobiography.

obscrv'cd silence regularly.

problems, he took to special Mauns.

\Vhcn he was stuck up

svith

special

Besides this, he observed silence for

one year on the advice ofhis Guru and againfor one year in 1926. This silence

meant that he stopped making public statements and only
3

Young India, HI,
Appendix

studied problems.

p.350; Vishal Bharat (Hindi) Oct. 1938, p. 401; Speeches,

II, p. 40.
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synthetic.
For example, Gandhi used to see things in their entirety,
which means that his approach was macro. But this macro was somewhat different from what a social scientist kno^vs. Today social
scientists

have divided

ments and the

life

into different, almost water-tight compart-

specialist of

each compartment thinks only of his com-

partment, whether he studies
mists having

He

Gandhi, on the

one and

as such should

be

did not believe in different compartments

economic and

political, social,

life is

Ail the econo-

parts.

in this category.

fall

other hand, strongly argued that
studied as a whole.^

whole or in

as a

it

macro approach

religious etc.,

and studied human pro-

blems in their entirety and not under the heads of economic problems
or

social

problems

or

Thus

problems.

political

he was busy with the momentous task of achieving
dence

for his country,

he did not lose sight of

His conviction was that

other problems.

forward or backward together.
is

He

as such every country has

common

He

argues that

the basic

human

merely

superficial

do move

these things

his

is

own

problems, the basic

scientist

department which

different

arc,

from that of others

peculiar traits of seemingly

to differ with such

crosses national boundaries.

life

over the world.^

its

Gandhi appears

problems.

economic and

argues that the socio-politico-

economic structure of every country

and

indepen-

Again, the present social

mainly concerned with the problems of

at best, of national character.

all

social,

when

even

political

human

The

a

basic

belief.

truths,

nature are the same

all

Whatever differences appear to be there, they arc
and not basic. So, he preaches the surmons of non-

violence, simplicity, bread-labour, truth etc., not only for a few selected

persons, or for a few countries but for all the people of all the coun-

This was his macro approach.

tries.

But Gandhi adopted micro approach too. Had it not been so,
he would have readily accepted the utilitarian principle of ‘greatest
good of the greatest number’®. Again, while propounding his ideas
1

Harijan, Dec. 24, 1938; Autobiography, p. 591 andj. H. Holmes

:

‘Mahatma

Gandhi’, p. 83.
2

It

was due

to

such a realisation that he did not differentiate between re-

and did not hold that there will be or should be any clash of interests
between man and man and nation and nation. He was not a belicwr in the
theory of class conflict. Yeravada Mandir, Chap. X, XI, Young India,

ligions

Oct. 20, 1927,
2

Diary

1,

Young India, March 26, 1931.
Young India II, p. 956.

p. 201,
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on the

political

framework of a country, Gandhi

Avas not prepared

to sacrifice the minority for the sake of the majority simply
because
he was interested as much in individuals as in the bulk.^ For this

very reason, he disagreed with the communist and fascist thinkers
who preached that the State is supreme and individual is nothing before

Gandhi, with

it".

all his force, resisted this

and went

to the extent of

saying that in his political set-up, the majority decision will not be thrust
upon the minority.® Due to this very approach he believed in conversion of heart of the rich

and the bad,

not in their annihilation.^

A

as also of

even enemies and

study of Gandhi shows that ^vhen he

took keen interest in national problems, he took an equally keen interest in the welfare of individuals as well.
He became almost a guide,
philosopher and friend, a nurse, a cook, a

came

He

in his contact.

servant

of whosoever

believed in raising the moral fibre of indivi-

them to build up a ne\v man and a ne^v society.
was because of this interest in the individual that he mesmerized the
largest number of people and ^von unquestioned loyalty from even
duals and through
It

those \vho

had nothing

in

common

with him.

Gandhi used both the inductive and deductive techniques.
When he arrived on the political scene of India, he, on the advice of
his political Guru, observed silence for a year and utilised this period
round the country visiting each
hand information of the problems of the

in going
first

and individual

villages

On

cities.

kind, he formulated his policies.

village

certainly

the inductive

obtaining

the basis of a general sur%'ey of

He

approach.

this

this feat several times

repeated

and came to kno^v every nook and corner of this
in Ghamparan, he sat down to interview each
\vas

and

individuals, of individual

vast countr)\

When

individual farmer,

The same

it

technique ^vas

adopted ^vhen the Jaliamvala-Bagh episode took place. Any number
utilised
of such instances can be cited to show that Gandhi fruitfully
the inductive technique.

But alongside, Gandhi harnessed the deductive method
His repeated practice of resorting to silence or observing
1

Young

India

I,

p. 860, p. 864-65,

1939, Gandhi’s statement

Young

India

28, 1944.

Young

India,

Harijan, Feb.

3

Young India I, p. 864-65.
Young India, March 26, 1931,

4

1942,

May

1,

which

II, p. 227, Harijan, July 1,

on the break-down of Gandhi-Jinnah

~

1,

fast,

also.

1920.

Harijan, Aug. 31, 1947.

talks. Sept.
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majority of Indian people, bred and brought up in a religious
atmosphere, thought to be a religious practice, was nothing but the
technique of concentrating on a problem and using deductive tools.

Take

example, his latest

for

fast in

country followed by murderous
India,

in

bewildered

in

religious

division of the

Pakistan and thereafter

Great Mahatma.

the

of different religions,

The

Delhi.

riots, first in

His faith in oneness

tolerance, in

goodness of man,
of amity between Hindus and Muslims was, for the time being,
rudely shaken. He wanted to know whether he rvas ^vrong or it

was

No

just a passing phase of

calm thinking was

life.

possible.

and used deductive

plation

For

this

So, the

analysis.

no data could be

collected.

Mahatma resorted to contemHe returned with the added

faith in the correctness of his preachings.

as

a moral force or truth,

his

his faith in the

His belief in God, i.e.
supremacy of non-violence,

technique of non -voilent, non-cooperation and Satyagraha,

his ideas

on

simplicity

all

the fundamentals of life were philosophical in nature, but they

and bread-labour

or, for the

matter of that,

his ideas

on

^\’crc

not the outcome of any survey or inductive analysis but of deductive

approach or pure

logic.

Gandhi mainly used deductive method ^vhen
life and he

dealing with abstract things, the basic fundamentals of
freely

employed inductive method in tackling the day-to-day pro-

blems or testing the

results

of his theories.

Gandhi was most dynamic in his outlook. His views on machines,
A
for example, underwent a dramatic change from 1924 onward.
sense of limit grew in him.^ He was deadly opposed to even the smallest ‘tools’ before 1924 but then he realized his mistake and agreed to
use machines.

He

did not like to propound a theory of his o^vn, or

leave behind a sect or ‘ism’" because he

felt

that in this changing

world nothing except a few fundamentals could be said
nent.

to

be perma-

The
The Mahatma

His autobiography recounts his experiments ^vith

trutli.

experiments changed according to time and
a firm believer in non-violence agreed not only to administer
place.

who was

poison to a dying calf® but also to sending an army, equipped with
all

the

modern weapons of destruction, to protect Kashmir against
brutal invasion by Pakistan. Gandhi who first believed that

the

‘there can

be non-violence of the weak’ changed

1

D.

-

Harijan,

’

Kaka

P. Mukerji

:

March

‘Diversities’, p. 212-13.
2, 1940.

Kalelkar: ‘Stray Glimpses of Bapu’, p. 77.

his

opinion after seeing

;
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the disturbances of 1947d

from the
ahrays

of the

life

Scores of such instances can be cited

Mahatma which

will

shmv

that he was neither

static in his

views nor did he always study problems under
dynamic conditions. His views on Untouchability, the Purdah
System, Sati Pratha and the Caste System will bear it
out.

However, a close study of Gandhi will show that the man who
was most dynamic was static like rock when it came to basic principles
of

We find

him most

when ^^'e come to his views on God
and unity of life, good of all, means and ends, non-violence, simplicity,
bread-labour and proper valuation. Gandhi once wrote:
“At the time of writing, I never think of \vhat I have said before.
life.

Aly aim

on a

is

static

my

not to be consistent with

previous statements
it

may

result has

been

given question, but to be consistent with truth as

present itself to
that I have

me

at a given

grown from

moment.

The

truth to truth”.

Again

“Whenever

I

have been obliged

50 years ago with the

latest, I

to

compare

my

writings even of

have discovered no inconsistency

between the two.”^
It is desirable to

in

some

study Gandhi’s views on these fundamentals

details.
(I)

GOD AND UNITY OF

LIFE

Gandhi is readily accepted as basically a religious man, a believer
His repeated utterances®, if read without underin God and a saint.
standing his philosophy, seem to confirm this view. However, a close
study of his writings and utterances on the subject %vill convince
anybody that
conventional

God and religion were much different from the
To him religion was imperfect and so subject to
ones.
his

of this
a process of evolution and reinterpretation.* It was because
opposed
imperfection and changing nature of religion that Gandhi
1

Harijan, July 27, 1947.

-

Harijan, 30 Sept., 1939.

3

Young
1938;

India, III, p. 350; Speeches,

Harijan,

p. 65; Harijan,
*

Append'x

July 20,1947; Harijan, Nov.
Dec.

10, 1938.

Yer\'ada Mandir, Chapter X.

II, p. 40;

14, 1936;

Harijan,

Young

May

India,

14,
II,

:
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conversion and running

“

No

one

down

faith

What

their respective votaries.

among

friendly contact

quote him

All faiths are equally dear to

perfect.

is

To

of other religions.

wanted, therefore,

is

is

living

the followers of the great religions of

the world and not a clash among them in the fruitless attempt
on the part of each community to show the superiority of its

”

faith over the rest

what

“It follows from

I

have said above that India

of conversion of the kind I have in mind.
purification,

self-realisation

That, however,
those

who

is

not what

is
is

is

in

no need

Conversion in

the crying need

self-

of the times.

ever meant by proselytising.

To

could convert India, might not be said, “Physician

heal thyself.”^

“The Allah of Islam
therefore,

is

is

the

same

as the

My

Hindus

the Ishwara of

God

approach

never as a fault finding

critic

of

Christians

to

and

other religions,

but as a devotee hop-

ing to find the like beauties in the other religions and wishing
to incorporate in

miss in mine.”

my own

the good

I

may

find in

them

and

-

and God were not meant to achieve the
“There is no such thing as the other world. All worlds
other world.
are one. There is no ‘here’ and no ‘there’.”®

To Gandhi,

Then what

religion

religion of Gandhi’s concept?

is

means good thought and good conduct.”'
very nature, which binds one indissolubly

religion

one’s

and which ever

Gandhi’s religion

purifies.”®

thing in isolation.

It operates

on the man,

his

To Gandhi, “True
Religion “changes
to the truth within
is

not,

therefore, a

nature and his institu-

“If I seem to take part in
Gandhi, therefore, once \vrote
encircles
today
us like the coils of a
politics, it is only because politics

tions.

:

snake from which one cannot get out no matter how one tries. I
I am trying to introduce religion
wish to wrestle with the snake
into politics.”®
*

Young

2

Harijan, Aug. 12, 1938;

2

Harijan, July 26, 1942.

*
^

Young
Young

"

Speeches, p. 807;

India, April 23, 1931.

Hind Swaraj,

p. 23-24.

India, Jan. 9, 1930.
India,

May

12, 1920.

Remain Rolland, ‘Mahalma Gandhi’,

p.

93.

:
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Gandhi’s religion,

But

his

God

“My

like other religions, also rotates

He

different.

For him

destinies.

God.

is

religion

it is

is

round a God.

not a superhuman, controlling our

Truth.

based on truth and non-r'iolcncc.

is

Non-violence

Truth

is

my

means of realising liim.”^ Again, “In
fact it is more correct to say that Truth is God, than to say that
God
is Truth. But as we cannot do Mthout a ruler or a general,
names of
God such as King of Kings, or the Almighty are and will rem^
more usually current. On deeper thinking, however, it rsill be
is

the

realised that Sat or Satja

for

is

the only correct and fully significant

name

God.”2

But what

is

Truth?

Explaining the meaning, Gandhi uTote

“Generally speaking, observing the law of Truth
stood to mean that we must speak
Ashram understand the word Sat)^
sense.

is

merely under-

But we in the

the truth.

or Truth in a

much

There should be Truth in thought. Truth

and Truth

vsider

speech,

in

in action.”®

Gandhi thought that Trutli might appear to be relative, changing
“What may appear as truth to one person
vsith time, place and man.
appear as untruth to another

will often

not detract the seeker,

what

that

“l^^len there

is

pei-son.”*

honest

But

effort, it t\ill

this

be

should

realized

appears to be different truths are like apparently different

countless leaves of the

same

tree.”®

Sooner or

later real truth

v\-ill

come

out®.

To
is

my

achieve

God.

Non-violence

“In the march

one must be non-violent. “Truth
the means of realizing Him.”" Again,

Truth-God,
is

towards Truth,’anger, selfishness, hatred

etc.,

naturally

give way, for othen\ise Truth would be impossible to attain.”®

Somebody asked
2

Young
Young

=

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

1

s

Ibid.

6

Ibid.

®

Gandlii,

India, Jan. 8, 1928;

“How
Young

India, July 30, 1931;

ako

can we

God...?”

Gandhi

India, Dec. 6, 1928.

see

Young India, Jan. 8, 1924.
M. K. Gandhi ‘My Experiments With
;

serv^e

‘My

Experiments With Tiuth’.p.

Truth’, p. 423.

4.

;
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replied,

“

“Service of His creation

The immediate

service of all

the service of God.’’^

is

human

way

part of the endeavour simply because the only
see

Him

in his creation

Since Gandhi
non-violence,

chances of
to serve

is

and be one with

and

he overrules

truthful, non-violent

is

is

to

realised only through

service of humanity,

If everyone

class-conflict.

God

to find

it.”-

God can be

convinced that

love

i.e.

Again,

beings becomes a necessan'

humanity, love and homogenity of

interests

tvill

all

and keen

be natural

Gandhi wrote

outcome.

God and, therefore, also of
What though we have many bodies? \Vc have
but one soul.
The rays of the sun are many through refraction.

“I believe in absolute oneness of

humanity.

®

But they have the same source.”

“I believe in the essential unity of man and for that matter of
that

Therefore, I believe that

lives.

whole world gains with him and,
world

When

the whole world

how

the

life

man

one

All act

one and there

all

gains. ..the

falls,

no clash or

is

man can be divided
human mind or human

of a

compartments called

watertight

into

is

“I claim that

compartments.

religious.

man

the %vhole

falls to that extent.”^

just interests,

divided

if

one

if

and react upon
(

social,

conflict of

into diflerent
society

is

political

not
or

one another.”®

11 )

GOOD OF ALL
It

not only desirable but possible to

is

individual

happy

in the true sense of the

make each and

word. Gandhi was

very'

influenced by the religious books and preachings of the saints.
his

whole outlook

of the followers of

is

governed by ethical standards.

Bentham who

good of the greatest number.”®
^

much

Hence,
not one

believed in the slogan; “the greatest

For

“it

means

in

its

nakedness that

Harijan, Aug. 22, 1936.

-

Harijan, Aug. 29, 1936.

3

5

Young
Young
Young

®

It

^

He was

every

is

India, 25.9. 1924.
India, 4.12.1924.
India,

clear

March

2, 1922.

from Gandhi’s autobiography

Theory of

Utility.

(p. 40) that

he knew about bentham’s

48
in order to achieve the supposed

may

49 percent
trine

and has done harm

the goal of man’s

life is

face to face with God.

by

Him

‘seeing

terminology

good of 51 percent, the interest of
be sacrificed. It is heartless dochumanity.”^ Gandhi felt convinced that

be, or rather, should
to

happiness which can be realised only by being

God can be

in His creation

realised,

according to Gandhi,

and by being one

natli

In simple

it.’

means that happiness can be achieved only by serving
others.
So, the goal becomes ‘the greatest good of all’. Explaining
the difference between his goal and that of Bentham, Gandhi wrote:

“He

it

(the ahimsaist) will strive for the greatest

die in the attempt to realize the ideal

of

inevitably includes the

all

he and the

therefore,

good of

The

and

all

greatest

good

good of the greater number, and,

utilitarian will converge at

many

points

come a time when they must part
company, and even work in opposite directions. The utilitax'ian to be logical will never sacrifice himself.
The absolutist
in their career but there does

will

even

When

sacrifice himself.”"

this goal is translated into

economics,

it

will

mean

the

attainment of a social equilibrium, and optimum combination of

In other words,

material and moral progress.”^

establishment of a

‘stateless

and

it

xvill

mean

the

classless society.’

(Ill)

ENDS AND MEANS
In the present materialistic world achievements of ends have
become all important. A philosophy has grown that one must achieve
aims at any

cost.

It is

argued,

if

the end

is

good, do not worry about

A communist or a facist,
means, they will take care of themselves.
not
or an anarchist, or a dictator, or an army general, therefore, does
mind

destroying a fexv hundred tons of foodgrains

starving,
1

when

or shoot doxvn hundreds of countiymen

Diary

I,

p. 201.

or send a few

Kenctli Rivett in his ‘Economic Thought of

Gandhi’ holds that Gandhi kn^v nothing about Utilitarianism
view

is

people are

Mahatma

(p. 3)

but

this

apparently coloured.

2

Young

3

Sec Dr. T. K. N. Unnithan’s ‘Gandhi

India, II, P. 956.

And

Free India’

(p. 46)

and

also

on
Richard B. Gregg’s essay in Mahatma Gandhi Essays and Reflections
8086).
his life and work, edited by S. Radha Krishnan (p.
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thousand

to concentration

achieving his goal.

made

if this destruction is helpful to

in

the ends which are purely for self or party-good

appear in the interest of the country and
neither means nor ends have remained good.
are

him

This philosophy, in course of time, has vitiated

Now

even the ends.

camps

to

its

people.

Now

In Gandhian philosophy means are closely connected with ends;
they are even convertible terms.^
‘the

for

end

man

means
he

justifies

He

the means.’

He

did not believe in the ma.\im

insisted that

means should be pure

has control over means and not on results.^

His

so the ends.®

own

Moreover, as the

experience also showed that ^vhenevcr

compromise with the means, the progress received a setRajkot affair is an instance."* Cases of India and Indonesia

tried to

back.

Both

can be cited in support.

One

won

their

independence recently.

adopted non-violent means and the other took to arms.

result

is

that the relations between India

and England

still

The

are cordial

while they are far from satisfactory between Indonesia and Holland.

By

should not be mistook that Gandhi did not worry about

this it

To him

ends.

insisted that

both ends and means were equally important and he

both should be equally pure.

To Gandhi, end
promote good of

To

purification.’®

for ‘an individual

all.

is

self-realization,

which

This self-realization can be achieved

by

tvill

self-

purify oneself, one will have to take vows \vhich

are defined by Gandhi

“To do

as,

at

any

cost

something that one

Gandhi laid down five important vows in the Satyagraha Ashram which are nothing but means. They are: Truth,
Non-possession
and Brahmacharya.'
Non-stealing,
Non-violence,
“Taking of a vo\v does not mean that we are able to observe it compFrom the very beginning, it does mean constant and honest
letely.
effort in thought, word and deed with a view to its fulfilment.”®
Only through these noble means, lasting peace and progress can come
ought

to

do.”®

1

Young

2

Pattabhi Sita

3

Young

4

Gopi Nath Dhawan ‘The Political Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi,'
M.K. Gandhi ‘Autobiography, II, p. 592.
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Hind Swaraj,
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Yervada Mandir, p. 75.
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out.

might take

It

more

slightly

This should not deter us

time.

because quick results are also short-lived.

(IV)

NON-VIOLENCE

A

close study of the life of

Gandhi shows that he had no idea of
non-violence and its potentialities till May, 1893. It was only on
his way to Pretoria from Durban by train that a ‘small’ incident forced

him

adopt the technique of non-violence as the last and the only
alternative, which he then felt was left for him. Gandhi had a first
to

and a

class ticket

seat

booked

for

him.

The

train arrived at Martiz-

burg, the capital of Natel, at about 9 p. m.

As he had his own bedby the railway company. Soon
after came a passenger.
He looked Gandhi up and doirn, “He
saw that I -was a coloured man”, Gandhi -ivrote narrating the incident.
“This disturbed him.” Out he went and came in again with
ding, he declined to have one offered

one or two
to

me and
“But

They all kept quiet, when anotlicr official came
‘Come along, you must go to the van compartment.’

officials.

said,

have a

I

first class ticket”,

said

I.

“That does not matter”, rejoined the
must go to the van compartment.”
“I

tell

you, I ^vas permitted to

Durban, and

“No

I insist

ment, or

else I shall

travel in tins

on going on in

you, won’t,” said the

official.

have

“I

other.

tell

you, you

compartment

at

it.”

‘‘You must leave

to call a police

this

compart-

constable to push

you out.”
“Yes, you may, I refuse to get out voluntarily.”

“The

me

constable came.

out.

He

took

me by

Aly luggage was also taken

the

out.

hand and pushed
I refused to

go

to

compartment and the train steamed a\vay. I went
and sat in tlie Nvaiting room, keeping my hand bag %vith me and
leaving the other luggage where it \vas. The railway authorities had taken charge of it.”
the other

and winter in the higher region of South Africa
Martizburg being at a high altitude, the
is severely cold,
luggage.
cold was extremely bitter. My overcoat M’as in my

“It

•s.

^\-as

winter,
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but

did not dare to ask for

I

and

so I sat

‘T began to think of

go back

my

to India

India without

it lest

I should

There was no

shivered.

Should

duty.

my obligation

ble to root out the disease

my

I fight for

be cowardice

It w-ould

fulfilling

be insulted again,
”
room

light in the

should

I

go forward, with

I

was in

store for

me?

I

God

my

as

should

I

“

and

helper,

decided to stay and

to

if possi-

tiy',

Redress for vTongs.

seek only to the extent that w'ould be necessary

should

rights or

run back

to

face whatever

My active

suffer.

non-violence began from that date.”Religious preachers, social leaders and psychologists

man
that

is

a bundle of

if efforts

are

instincts,

made

the nobler instincts.

in the right direction,

or religious

way

of life.

They

They

feel

possible to develop

it is

own methods

Religious preachers give their

for developing these nobler instincts,

us that

tell

some noble and some bad.

which they

call

Sadhna or Tap

temptation of Alohsh or jYirvan

offer the

or salvation to individuals who, fired by this ideal, follow these methods

of self-purification and self-upliftment. The
and omnipresent God is also used to keep the
righteousness.

Similarly,

functioning of the society,
sell

themselves

—they

They

—a few because

svill

feel

that for proper

essential that bulk of the people

themselves to bad instincts.

to lead a noble life

omnipotent

desirous on the path of

of society

the leaders
it is

fear of the

feel

it is

inspire others

that

if

do not

made

a few can be

not possible for

and thereby save

all to

enable

society.

These

leaders try to use the force of social sanctions for preventing the people

from adopting wrong

practices.

A psychologist on

us a scientific analysis of these inborn

mode

to explain their sources and

tries

hand

gives

instincts.

He

the other

and acquired
of operation

and

suggests

and Thorndike’s
researches in applied economics and the new branch of psychology'

methods

known

to

and

control

as psycho-technology bear

The

them.

divert

instincts of violence

it

Pavlov’s

out.

and non-violence arc not new. The
and of dificrent ages wrote volu-

philosophers of different countries

minous books, giving expressions to their feeling of hatred for violence
and love for non-violence. Outstanding among the long galaxy of
writers are Valmiki and Vyas of India, Socrates and Plato of Greece,
1

^

M. K. Gandhi

‘An Autobiography’, p. 80-81.
D. G. Tendulkar ‘Mahatma’, Vol. 1, p. 44.
;

yi

Cf:)

:

30^^
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Ehenne dela

Boetie, Meijer ^Vichmann, Roland Holot, Charles
Naine,
A. Huxley, General Heard, Benjamin Tucker, Ruskin, Calyle
and

Tolstoy.^

Jainism and Buddhism the two great religions of India which influenced the Eastern countries, preached non-violence. But these
religions never tried to apply the principle of non-\nolence to solve the

problems of
relations

Their teachings ^vere confined

this ^vorld.

and were

reciprocal

i.e.

men

to personal

should not do

they do not ^vant to be done to themselves.

to others what
and teachings of
Gandhi respected the

The

Jesus ^vere based on love and non-violence.

life

Sermons, as he respected the GUa because both preached the philosophy
of non-Holence.

The

“What

the

Sermon

describes in a graphic manner,

I "was deprived of Gita

and forgot

all its

contents but

Sermon, I should derive the same joy from

The

life

of Jesus

is full

To

faith in non-violence.
arrest, Peter dre\v his
ser\'ant.

in

Today supposing

Bhagvadgita reduces to a scientific formula

its

them

this,

said to Peter, “Put

sword

up again

religion,

one of the

and

“Fatlier, forgive

oldest in the world, also'

“The three Chinese

tradition of non-Holence.

Taoism

the sword

shall ‘perish \rith the sword.”®

what they do.”^

for they kno^v not

fucianism,

his

off the ear of tlie priest’s

at the Cross, the votary of Aliimsa burst out,

The Chinese
long

do from the Gita.”-

quote a few instances, at the time of

sword and chopped

Master, seeing

as I

of incidents which go to prove his unshaken

place, for all that take the

Again

it

had a copy of the

Buddhism

are

religions,

had a
Con-

pacific.”®

Judaism and its scriptures. Old Testament, Mishna and Talmud,
kept up preaching non-violence.®

Anselm Bellegarigue, the French revolutionarj' of 19th century
came up \vith the ‘theory' of calm’. This theory' is based on nonAnselm thought that all governments
\-iolence and non-cooperation.
Dbawan ‘The

Political Philosophy of

1

G. N.

-

'i'oung India, Dec. 31, 1931,

3

s

Matthew, XXVI, p. 52.
Luke, XXIII, p. 34.
Dr. Gopi Xath Dhatvan : ‘The

6

Ibid., p. 24.

1

p. 22.

:

and Dec.

Mahatma

Gandhi’, p. 38.

22, 1927.

Political Philosophy

of

Mahatma

Gandhi’,
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were based on violence and

as such should not

be helped by the be-

lievers in non-violence.

Similarly,

Henry David Thoreau,

archist refused to

pay taxes

as

the well knowm American ana revolt against the slavery in America.

His stand was also based on non-violence and non-cooperation.

The Quaker

State in Pennsylvania, which was established

1682 and lasted for 70 years, was administered

any

^\’ithout

in

militar\-.

Before Gandhi used the technique of non-violence to win political

freedom

for India,

it

was considered a noble instinct, the development
However, it was felt that it was meant only

of which was desirable.

having no other aim or purpose and

to purify oneself,

practised or

employed by the majority of people.

has aptly remarked,

world and

life

sed in the world, but
state of

“The ancient Indian Ahimsa

negation. It sets before
is

it

is

no aims that are

simply the most profound

made

is

that he

mass use and brought

it

down from

employed

it

the high

all

be

reali-

effort to attain to the

The

greatest

gave

earth to be

tots’ers to
it

an aim, a purpose.

common man,

a beacon-light for the

should give guidance to him in

to

non-violence a commodity for

He

in service of humanity.

Gandhi made

Schweitzer

an expression of

keeping completely pure from the world.”*

contribution of Gandhi

could not be

it

Albert

the walks of

life,

a light which
be

it

political

He made it a complete code for all
“We have to make truth and non-violence,

economic, religious or social.
persons and for

all

nations.

not matters for mere individual practice but

live

and die

in trying to realise

truths everyday.
is

to

Ahimsa

practised in

“Some

friends

in politics

them

as a

me

is

all

faith helps

my

by groups and

dream.

me

I shall

new

to discover

that truth

life

I

If it cannot

the affairs of life.

has no practical

it

and worldly affairs.
means of individual

application in everyday

is

the attribute of the soul, and, therefore,

is

departments,

have told

My

it.

be practised by everybody in
all

for practice

That, at any rate

communities and nations.

value.”'

and non-violence

do not agree.

salvation.

has been

my

I

ha%'c

be

.'\gain,

no place

have no use

for

Their introduction and
experiment

all

along.”^

Gandhi widened the meaning and purpose of non-violence. So
its meaning clearly.

necessary to understand

'Indian Thought and

1

Albert Schweitzer

2

Harijan, 2.3.1940.

’

‘Amrit Bazar Patrika’, 30.6.1944.

:

Its

Development', p.

22-1.

it
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The three tvords—Violence, Anti-violence and Non-violence— arc
very different from each other but still they are taken
to be closely
allied.
Violence is the use of force (physical or unjust) to achieve

may

which

enhance human misery. Richard B.
Greggi includes pride, anger, killing, wounding, fighting, exploitation,
tempting to evil etc., in the category of violence. According to Gandhi,

selfish

interests

“Exploitation

is

the essence of violence.”-

Anti-violence,

on the other hand,

dimetrically opposed to vio-

It indicates, “Love, forgiveness, friendliness, peace, kindliness,

lence,

civility, frankness,

so on.”2

service, protection,

Benevolence,

by the

An

saints.

unselfish

It is thus,

ordinary

and working

The term

man

for the

a thing ^vhich can be practised only
cannot ahvays afford

good of

to

be generous,

others.

non-violence or Ahiinsa gives the impression of being a

But

negative doctrine.

In

other positive.

philanthropy, generosity and

generosity and unselfishness are the key

i.e.

notes of anti-violence.

i.e.

is

its

has two aspects, one

it

negative sense

it

means

is

negative and the

refraining from Himsa,

violence.

“Ahimsa does not simply mean non-killing.
ing pain

to,

or killing any

life

out of anger, or from a

purpose, or with the intention of injuring

doing

is

it.

attempts to reduce

Refraining from so

maximum human

this

killing, pain,

anger, selfishness

negative aspect of Ahimsa,

it

etc.,

\vclfarc as

from

this

or with the intention of injuring one,

is

violence.

of the greatest votary of Ahimsa of

“One day a calf fell ill.

We

called in experts

on animal

2

Plarijan,

Nov. 4, 1939.
K. G. hlashninala ‘Practical Non-violence’,
:

Young

selfishness

this

has

statement

this age.

diseases

Richard B. Gregg: ‘The Power of Non-violence’,

*

killing or

We did all we could to relieve its sufferings.

^

3

world.

Kaka Kalclkar

given an interesting illustration to establish the truth of
life

it

should not be mis-

understood that killing ahvays means violence. Only that
causing pain to another, which is motivated out of anger or

from the

selfish

Ahitnsay^

This aspect of Non-violence aims at

But from

Himsa means caus-

India, dated 4.11.1926, p. 385.

from

p. 282.

p. 9.

villages.

We
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All to no purpose.

called in the vet.

from bad

“The

The

calf

went

steadily

to worse”.

diunb creature became so

suffering of the poor

intolerable,

even to the onlookers, that Bapu (Gandhi) called us together and
suggested that we should give it the merciful relief of death.
It

the -height of cruelty, he pleaded, to go on prolonging

is

agony

its

like this.”

“A keen discussion arose. Shri Vallabh Bhai Patel came over
from Ahmedabad and said, “This calf can not last longer than
two or three days at the most but if you kill it, you will bring a
regular hornets’ nest about your ears.

The whole Hindu com-

munity

We

will

Bombay

be shocked

to collect funds

to the depths.

—

Our work

selves with.

not a pie shall

will

suffer

are just leaving for

^s’e

get to bless

terribly,

our-

Bapu."

“Bapu heard him out in grave silence, appreciating his difliculties.
Then he said, “What you say is perfectly correct. But
it is impossible for us to sit still and do nothing while that calf
writhes away its last moments in agony. I believe that it would
be sheer wickedness

to

deny

to

a fellow creature the

solemn service which we can render

“Then

a Parsi

Doctor was

called,

last

and most

to it.”

and he administered peace

to

the suffering calf.”^

Thus, according to Gandhi,
“in

its

positive form, Aliimsa

killing

means the

is

not always violence and

largest love, greatest charity.”-

is to convert even the enemy to ones own
and fear may go from this world and man may
lead a happier and more peaceful life.

This aspect of non-violence
side so that aggression

be able to

Gandhi

^^’as

a firm believer in

truth, fearlessness

and

love.

He

loved even his enemies and never tried to take advantage of their
difficulties.

In his

life

he continuously demonstrated

his faith in this

positive aspect of non-violence.

Indians in Africa were subject to

many

Government of Transwal introduced a
required every Indian to be registered by
the

and

to

produce

unfair laws.

bill in

finger print, like criminals,

his certificate of registration

1

Kaka Kaldkar

:

2

G. A. Natesan

&

“In 1906,

the legislature which

upon demand by any

‘Stray Glimpses ofBapu’, p. 77.

Co: ‘Speeches and Writings of Mahatma

Gandlii’, p. 3-lG.
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police officer at
refusal to

“

any time. Failure to register meant deportation,
and
produce the certificate would be punished by fine
”

Under

the leadership of an Indian lawyer,

M. K. Gandhi,
they held meetings of protest and asked for hearings
on the bill.
But the Government ruthlessly passed it. Thereupon the
leading Indians at a huge mass meeting took an oath that
they

.

would all refuse to
”
obey the law

“They

register

and would go

stuck to their resolve and

to jail

to jail rather

Gandhi and many

than

others \vcnt

”

“Not long after that, in 1913, an European judge in the Transwal
Supreme Court made a court decision which invalidated all
Hindu and Muslim marriages and thus rendered all the Indian
children illegitimate and incapable of inheriting property.
This roused all the Indian women. A group of them, at Gandhi’s
from Transwal to Natal, an act forbidden
them by law, and picketed the Natal mines \vhich ^vcre
worked by Indian labourers. The women \vcre imprisoned.
But the men, numbering about five thousand, all eame out on
suggestion, crossed
to

strike as a protest against this court decision

about marriages

and against a very heavy and oppressive head tax which
Under Gandhi’s leadership
practically kept them in slavery.
they started a march on foot across the border into Trans^vaI,
by way of non-violent protest. It was against the law to cross
the boundary line in either direction without permission.”

“During the march, Gandhi was arrested three times, released on
The border was crossed and
bail twice, and finally put in jail.

army
they were
the

continued, leaderless, but
all

arrested

“They were impounded
Still

still

and taken back by
at the mines

Finally

non-violent.

train to Natal

and beaten and

ill

”

treated.

they remained firm and non-violent.”

“Just then a strike broke out

South Africa.

Gandhi saw

difficult situation,

among

the European railwa^ancn in

that the

Government was

in a very

but instead of taking advantage of the incident,

he chivalrously suspended the Indian struggle until the railway
for the
strike was over, an act which won much admiration
Indians.”^
1

Richard B. Gregg : ‘The Power of Non-violence’, p.

5-7.
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The unfair laws ^vere \vithdrawn and
enemy through the positive aspect of

the

This

is

Gandhi could convert

so

non-violence.

not the only example of the positive aspect of non-violence.

Gandhi’s help to Britishers during the

first

continuous struggle for freedom; India’s
settle differences

World

of the

'W^ar in spite

recent years to

\s'illingness in

with Pakistan in spite of her aggressive attitude; arc

but a few examples

sufficient to

demonstrate the

of the

practicability'

positive aspect of non-violence.

Non-violence, according to Gandhi, can be of three types.

The

and of the highest

This

best

order,

is

‘Enlightened non-violence’.

can be practised by a brave person who can

plank of

raise the

his

morality to a very high order by accepting non-violence as a creed.

“Those who accept non-violence as a creed would never surrender
their sense of humanity and brotherhood even in the midst of conflict
of interests and would ever try to convert and not coerce their adversary.

The second

type of non-violence can be called the ‘Passive non-

violence of the weak’.

Here the person, who

a policy to achieve some desired end and
the fulfilment of the purpose for which

Ahimsa

is

it

is

practices

adopts

it,

liable to give

was adopted.

up

it

it

as

after

This type of

“not as effective as the thorough going non-violence of the

brave.’’"

Gandhi,

after the

communal

disturbances of 1947 revised his

He

opinion about the ‘Passive non-violence of the weak’.

“There was no such thing as non-violence of the weak.
and weakness was a contradiction in terms.

The

and the

third

svorst type of non-violence

non-violence of the coward’.

adopt

it

The

person

either as a creed or as a policy'.

violence out of his helplessness.

who

He

is

wrote,

Non-violence

known

practices

as ‘Passive

it,

docs not

takes shelter bcliind non-

Gandhi gave a

beautiful illustration to

demonstrate the ‘Passive non-violence of the coward’.

“The people
away whilst

of a village near Bettia told

^

Harijan, August 31, 1947, p. 302.

2

Dhawan ‘The

=

Harijan, July 27, 1947, p. 253.

:

me

Political

Philosophy of

Mahatma

had run
and molesting

that they

the police were looting their houses

Gandhi’, p. 79.

:
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their

^vomen

because

I

^\Tien they said that they

folk.

had

told

them

this

type of non-^^oIence.

to

I

had run a^vay
hung mv head in

He

even condemned

be non-violent,

shame.”^

Gandhi condemned
the coward.

“Cowardice

impotence woi^e than \dolence.

is

desires revenge

but being afraid to

die,

Tlie coward

he looks to others,

may be

the Government of the day, to do the work of defence for him.
coward is less than a man. He does not deserv’e to be a

A

member

of society of men and women.”-

So he concludes

“Cowardice and Ahimsa do not go together any more than water
and fire.”^

Ho^v non-Holence ^vorked
a rvell-knowm historical

portant questions

First,

:

in the political sphere in India,

can

tins policy of non-\nolence

after the country has achieved
it

is

noAv

Tlus, however, has raised several im-

fact.

independence?

be of any use

In other nords, can

be of any use in facing an armed aggression from a foreign GovernSecondly, can an army, like a violent one, be trained of non-

ment?

And

violent soldiers?

lastly, is

the sphere of economics?

the policy of non-\dolence of any use in

The answer

been given by Air. Richard B. Gregg

two questions has

to the first

in his famous

and most

authori-

book ‘The Potver of Non-Holence’, the summar)' of uliicli
presented in Appendix one. The answer to the third question has

tative
is

been presented in the following chapters but here it \\-ill suffice
plain the meaning of non-Holence in the economic sphere.

Gandhi being

interested in

thing ^\^th the scale of happiness.
nice, right

and non-Holent

if it

human

He

led to

to ex-

welfare -was judging every-

acclaimed

human

ever)' tiling as good,

happiness and discarded

inhuman and violent if it added
economic tliinking was based on this one

human

misen,'.

everj-thing as bad,

to

His -whole

particular notion.

Mass production isdth the help of complicated machines, tvhether
Government controlled and owned or othennse, leads humanity to
misery.

In

tlic first

stage

it

dmdes

‘Po%s cr of Non-violence’, p. 25t.

1

R. B. Gregg

®

Harijan, September 15, 1946.

*

Harijan, Nov. 4, 1939, p. 331.

:

society into t^vo sections of

tlic
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‘haves’

and

stage

leads to exploitation of other countries

and

it

‘have-nots’ ^vhich

have opposite

man and material.
violent.
He said,

vast destruction of

such production as

and ultimately

to ^vars

Gandhi, therefore, called

An increase in the number of mills and

“

In the second

interests.

cities will certainly

On

not contribute to the prosperity of Indian millions.
contrary

it

will bring further poverty to the

the diseases that follow in the
dwellers can look

the
all

If

town

upon such a spectable with equanimity

there

nothing more to be said.

is

wake of

unemployed and

starvation.

In such an event

it

be the reign

will

of violence in India, not a reign of truth and Ahimsa

Gandhi’s non-violence in

its

negative aspect,

\vill

persuade pro-

ducers to refrain from exploiting the labourers and spreading miser)’.
It will convert the capitalists into trustees.

“By the non-violent methods

we

w'e seek not to destroy the capitalist,

We invite

seek to destroy capitalism.

himself as a trustee for those on

the capitalist to regard

whom he depends for

the making,

the retention and the increase of his capital.

And

in the positive aspect, non-violence will create a spirit in

producers to help the labourers and exploited ones in improving their
lot,

and thus narrow down the gulf between the two. Once Gandhi

wrote,

“

The

relation

between mill agents and mill hands ought

to

be one of the father and children or as between blood brothers.
I

have often heard the mill-owners of Ahmedabad

selves as ‘masters’

loose talk

and

their

employees as

refer to

their‘ser\'ants’.

should be out of fashion in a place

like

them-

Such

Ahmedabad

which prides itself on its love of religion and love of Ahimsa.
For that attitude is a negation of Ahimsa inasmuch as our ideal
demands that all our power, all our wealth and all our brain
should be devoted
their

own

solely to the welfare of those

ignorance and our

false notions

who through

of things, are styled

’’®

labourers or servants

Thus, Gandhi tried to construct a structure of production which

may be

non-violent,

1

S.T. C. ,p.

2

Young
Young

3

i.e.

beneficial to the general masses.

5.

India, 26.3.I93I.
India, 10.5.1928.

:
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The

desire to raise the standard of living

of \vants also decreases

human

by increasing the number

happiness, and, therefore,

vnolent.

is

High standard of living is violent because the persons consuming
a
large number of commodities do not increase their happiness
in the
same proportion in which they multiply their wants while they
certainly
for

do decrease the happiness of others by leaving

them.”^

may mean

world bears testimony

to

over-eating ‘a theft’ as
if

It is

it.

it

due

to this reason that

But
blem of choice
different.

Gandhi

it

Of

called

course,

would have been

we know, this is a ‘world of scarcity’ where the ‘proarises’.
Any attempt to lead a luxurious life by one

as

the miseries of others and so one

to

Gandhi

deprived some one of his food.

supply of goods would have been in abundance

adds

ver>' little

Again, attempts to raise the standard of living by one
reduction of necessary articles for another. The present

is

Therefore,

violent.

said

“If we are to be non-violent,

on

this

we must

then not wish for anything

earth which the meanest or the lowest of

human

beings

cannot have.’’^
“Civilization in the real (economic) sense of the term, consists

not in the multiplication, but in the deliberate and voluntary
restriction of wants.

This alone promotes real happiness and

contentment and increases the capacity

“The

religion of Ahimsa consists in allowing others the

of convenience at
risk

for service.”®

maximum

of inconvenience

brought several vices

as

it.

exchange as money

of value.

It increased exploitation

But money

and reduced

What is a man, if he is not a thief, who openly
much as he can for the goods he sells? If the reply

the buyer
the buyer
to

-

\vith

to

happiness.

“

1

to us, even at the

of life.”^

The introduction of money gave an impetus
became a medium of exchange and a standard

human

maximum

is

Prof.

is
is

charges

be that

a willing dupe, it begs the question. In reality
The stealing referred
helpless rather than willing.

society.
one of the systems of a deep rooted disease of

altcmauvc
Robbins admits that means are scarce svhich have

Ceylon, p. 132.

®

Yeivada Mandir, p. 36.

^

Harijan, 2.12.1922, p. 422.

uses.
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symptomatic of the eternal
and the many paupers.”^

It is

Hence money and

He

Gandhi.

The

strife

beUveen the moneyed

much exchange never appealed
money as violent.

too

to

fe^\’

Mahatma

called excessive use of

present methods of dividing the produce

factors of production

also violent according to

is

among different
The techni-

Gandhi.

que adopted tries to give a unit of factor the share which is in accordance with the contribution made by it. Naturally it leads to glaring
inequalities of income

One

and

leaves

little

share for other

less efficient

units

and the other starves.
Thus the method of distribution is also violent and should be replaced
by a non-violent one, in which such glaring inequalities of income may
of production.

not

leads a luxurious

life

exist.

unintelligence

“Inequalities,
till

and uneven opportunities will last
living on the bank of a river has

A man

the end of time.

anjnvay more opportunity of growing crops than one living in

But

a desert.

equality too

is

if inequalities stare us in

not to be missed. Every

for the necessaries of life

How
violent

can

this

the face, the e.sscntial

man

has an equal right

even as birds and beasts have

equal distribution be brought about through non-

means?

“The

step towards

first

it is

for

him who has made

this ideal

a

part of his being to bring about the necessary changes in his

personal

life.

He would

ing in

mind

that

possible in his

to

is

preach

Such then

reduce

his

the poverty of India

this ideal

briefly

is

wants

to a

When

minimum, bear-

he has done

all

own life, then only will he be in a position
among his associates and neighbours.”^
Gandhi’s

application of non-violence to

economics.

(V)

SIMPLICITY
Gandhi,

like religious preachers, philosophers

*

Harijan, 21.7.1946.

*

Young

=

Harijan, 25.8.1940, p. 260.

India, 26.3.1931.

and noldc men of

:
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and countries, was a believer in the philosophy
of
‘simple living and high thinking’ and wanted to
build his sociopolitico-economic structure on it.
different times^

The

idea of simplicity,

trictions of

wants”"

differs

“the deliberate and voluntar)' reswith forced poverty and in its ideal fonn
i.e.

means complete renunciation or non-possession. The idea of simplicity or deliberate and voluntary restrictions of wants or non-possession probably came to Gandhi from stealing.
In common parley
stealing means to take anything belonging to another without his
permission.® Even taking aw’ay something in the belief that it is
nobody’s property^ might be included in

wanted
“It

to stretch the
is

meaning of

theft to take

sion, if

However, Gandhi

theft.

He

theft further.

said

something from another even with

we have no

real

his permis-

need of it,”®

Further,

“If

we

devote some thought to the subject,

wc

can get rid of quite a number of our wants.

we

shall find that

One

\vho follows

the observance of non-stealing will bring about a progressive

reduction of his

own

wants,’.’®

Non-stealing means not only reduction of present wants but

Gandhi wrote

also not bothering for the future wants,

“One, who observes the

principle of non-stealing, will refuse to

bother himself about things to be acquired in the
1

“Man

cannot serve both

:

future.”'^

God and Mammon” Jesus, Matthew

6

;

24.

Buddh-

“Possessions are our limitations,”

ism and Hindu Religion agree with it.
“Our philosophy

Tagore, Sadhna, p. 16.
tVill

Durant.

In the present age

men

.arc

is

\vhcrc treasure lies,”

said

‘demented with the manta

£>f

K. M. Munshi
Romain Rolland
‘Soul Enchanted’; Hannan Finer, ‘The Theory and Practice of Modern
Govt’., Arnold Tonbcc, ‘International Affairs’, October, 1947; Dean Inge,
obtaining’ to quote the caustic remark of

and N. C. Aiycr, ‘Gandhi’s view of

life’,

Walt Whitman.

p. 143.

Also see

3

‘More Lay Thoughts of a Dean and Plato’, Symposium.
Quoted by Nehru in ‘An Autobiography’, p. 510.
Yert'ada Mandir, Chap. V.

^

Ibid.

2

5

Ibid.

«

Ibid.

Ibid.
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Again,
“Possession implies provision for the future.

a follower of Latv of Love cannot

A seeker

hold

after Truth,

anything

against

tomorrotv.”^

A

person wedded to non-stealing, will reduce his present wants

but what should he do of his already acquired possessions?
evolved his theory of trusteeship and wanted a

man

Gandlii

to hold this pro-

perty in trust for the benefit of the society.-

Thus, simplicity, or non-stealing, or non-possession of Gandhi’s
concept means reducing present wants to minimum, not accumulating

and

things for the future use

to hold the already acquired surplus

things as a trustee for the society.

Obviously, the idea of absolute non-possession or simplicity
unattainable in

its

“Only the

fulness.

fetvest possible, if

any

is

at all,”

Gandhi observed, “can reach this ideal. We ordinary seekers may
not be repelled by the seeming impossibility. But we must keep the
ideal constantly in view, and in the light thereof, eritieally e.vaminc
our possessions and try to reduce them.”® Gandhi did not worry about
For him one step was enough.' Gandhi
the ultimate goal or future.
was

aware of the

also

“I cannot

tell

difficulties

you with truth

I discarded everything

progress at

involved in

first ^vas

when

that,

immediately.

slow.

And

it.

I

this belief

came

must confess

to

me,

to

you that

notv, as I recall those days of

remember that it was also painful in the beginning.
came when it became a matter of positive joy to give up

struggle, I

A

time

Exploring the cause of that joy,

those things
if I

kept anything as

world
to

my own, I had

And, then

I

to defend

show

I

found

that,

against the whole

said to myself; Possession seems to

me

be a crime

Certain illustrations can be given from the
to

it

life

of Gandhi himself

his faith in simplicity.

Chap. Vr.

J

Ibid.,

2

G. N. Dhawan

“

Yervada Mandir, Chap. VI.

:

‘The

Polil'c.al

Philosophy of M.alialma Gandhi’, p. 9}.

«

Harijan, 20.4.1934.

®

Address delivered at the Guild House, London,

and Writings of Mahatma Gandhi’,

p. lOGC.

.Sept. 23, 1931
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The Government had

fixed upon the montly sum of
Rs. 150/Bapu’s expenses, because he was a State
prisoner. Major Martin,
the Jail Superintendent, brought a
^vhole lot of furniture,

for

crockery

and

of utensils the very

all sorts

brought

He

was puzzled.

Government

the

an honoured

said,

that at least

said,

‘For u-liom have you

away

Major Martin
‘I have written
and told
300 rupees a month should be spent on
it

please.’

propitiatingly,

guest, like you.

Bapu

agree.’

asked Bapu, ‘Take

this?

all

day.

first

‘That

I

is all

have evei7 hope that Government
very well. But after all, all the money

would come from the Indian Treasury, ^vould it not? I do not want
to increase the burden on my country.
I hope that my boarding
expenses will not

come

would have eaten

health permitted,

I

shame,

me

fruit

is

for

more than 35 rupees a month.

to

‘G’

a sheer necessity; so

is

class food.

Had my
But

to

my

So

all

the

goat’s milk.’

paraphernalia of comfort was sent away.”^

When Gandhi came
walked

from

to the court

“When Bapu

sat

India as a full-fledged Barrister, he always

to

his house.

down

would take up the

to write, he

letters

he

received, carefully cut out the parts of the letter paper that had

had

not been written on, and write his answers on them.”-

“In England, in the winter of 1931, he ^^'cnt about without much
additional covering and without even boots or shoes when others
shivered with

cold in spite of their

overcoats

and other woollen

dresses.”^

*

c

*

may well be asked ^vhy Gandhi wanted to make
Sadhu? Or why he wanted to turn the clock back?^
It

ever^'onc a

of life, even the westerners wedded to the present materiphilosophy of life will agree, is to promote one’s o^vn happiness

The aim
alistic

promote the happiness of others,
Gandhi felt that there cannot be any clash of just interest of an indiown
vidual and the society and so he felt it is possible to promote one’s
to the

1

maximum and

Kaka

Kalelkar : ‘Stray Glimpses of Bapu’, p. 86-37.

-

Ibid., p. 88.

3

Editors

4

if possible also to

:

K. M. Munshi

.and

N. C. Aiycr

:

‘Gandhi’s

View of Life’,

p. 149.

evil consequences of multiplication of u-anis

W'c have already discussed tlic
However, a brief repetition
in Chapter I,

may

not be out of phee.
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happiness along with the happiness of others.

If this basic point

conceded, the logic behind simple Jiving will become clear

is

like cr^’stal.

Gandhi seems to start with an e-vamination of the results of the
Western philosophy which is a materialistic one. He inquires, ‘Is
man’s happiness increasing in the same proportion in ^vhich his

The answer

belongings are increasing?’^

is

apparent. “As

it

is,

The poor man would

rich are discontented not less than the poor.

the
fain

become a millionaire, and the millionaire, a multi-millionairc.”Again, “The human mind is like a restless bird, the more it gets the
more it wants and still remains unsatisfied.’’* C. E. M. Joad seems

He

to agree with such a view.

suicide rate

among

the

The man who
beyond a minimum

is

always

“It

observes,

unemployed

rich

trying

is

to

is

significant that the

the highest.’’*

multiply his wants, even

does not only make himself unhappy but
and misery on other as, the great economist
Robbins tells us, ‘means are limited.’ Gandhi tvrotc, “Our ignorance
or negligence of the Divine Law, which gives to man from day to day
his daily bread and no more, has given rise to inequalities tvith all
the miseries attendant upon them. The rich have a superfiuous
store of tilings which they do not need, and wliicli are, therefore, neglected and wasted; while millions are starved to death for want of
sustenance.”® Herman Finer, a well known authority on political
science agrees “Men are today ruled by the ideal of the High Standard
limit,

also brings unhappiness

;

This greed

of Living

at the root of

is

problems, domestic and international,

most of the major

Gandhi felt that voluntary poverty enables one
difficulties and probelms of lesser fortunate ones.
the

Queen of Louis

in Paris

then?”

XVI

had no bread
Victor

Hugo was

not weep, does not see.”
suffers

of France

to eat,

who

might ask

:

to understand the

A

rich

man,

like

ivhen told that the people

“Why do

they not cat cake

when he remarked, “He who docs
Remain Rolland also obseiwcd, “He who
right

has a chance of awakening to the suffering of others.”^

Mahatma

^

‘Speeches and Writings of

2

Yervada Mandir, Cliaptcr VI.

3

Ibid.

*

C. E.

M. Joad

:

Gandhi', G. A. Natesan

&

Co., p. 3a0.

‘Counter Attack from the East’, p. 252.

®

Yervada Mandir, Chapter VI.
Herman Finer ‘The Theory and Practice of Modem

Govt.', Vo).

7

Qpoted

K. M. Munshi and N. C. Aiycr’s

View of Life',

5

political

of the present day

:

in

‘Gandlii’s

I,

p. 47.

p. 143-144.
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“The

and voluntary

deliberate

restriction of ivants ^\•hicll pro-

motes real happiness and contentment/’ Gandhi
observed, “also increases the capacity of service.”^ Again, “Love
and exclusive possession can never go together.’’^
The philosophy of Yajna^ is based

on

Gita has also said,

it.

“He who

eats ^vi^hout offering

Yajna

cals

stolen food,”^

fits

Arnold Toynbee, the famous historian, speaks of corporate beneof a simple way of life, “No doubt we have a far greater capacity

to reconstruct as well as to destroy

than the Chinese and the

Roman

On

had.

the other hand, a simpler social structure has a far greater
spontaneous recuperative power than a more complicated one has,..”^
Multiplication of wants brings uneven distribution of wealth and
the artificial complexes of inferiority and superiority which are based

on possession of ivealth and not

The

excessive love of the possessive impulses excludes creative

impulse and makes
the

virtues.

power of

life

resistance of the

wants decreases

But volimtary poverty increases

a drudgery.

body and

Multiplication of wants

it.

Gandhi wrote, “He never
needed for the moment.”®

creates

Nature.

The

difference between a beast

more and the other
This

soil,

tries to

much about

the

while multiplicity of
is

against the law of

more than

and a man

lies

\vhat

is

strictly

in that one wants

reduce his wants^ for others.

meaning of

simplicity

is

the

realm

of

economics.

In the

political sphere

ing village republics or

it

will

Ram

mean reducing power,

i.e.

establish-

Rajyd.

In the present types of Government, whole authority is vested
elected by
in one central body composed of a few persons, whether
in ‘An Autobiography’, p. 510.

^

Quoted by Nehru

2

*

‘Modern Review’, October, 1935.
“Yajna means an act directed to the welfare of others, done without
ring any return for it.” Yervada Mandir, Chap. XV.
Ycr\'ada Mandir, Chap. XIV.

«

Arnold Toynbee

3

:

‘International Affairs’, 1947, p. 468.

6

Yer%-ada Mandir, Cliap. VI.

»

Ibid.,

Chap.

XV.

desi-
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the people or self-styled dictators.

This renders indispensable an
expensive political and administrative machinery", and hca \7 mili-

which consume a greater part of the State revenues and com-

tarization

plicate financial entanglements.

This robs

freedom of action,

life,

occupation, food, clothes, house etc.

It is due to this that Gandhi
was against excessive centralization of power. “I look upon an increase
in the power of the State wth the greatest fear, because although

while apparently doing good by minimising exploitation,
greatest

harm

the root of

all

to

mankind by destroying

progress.

We

individuality,

know of so many

it

docs the

which

cases %\'here

adopted trusteeship, but none where the State has really lived
poor.”^

Gandhi, therefore, wanted

to decentralize

and

judiciary, all

combined

for the

own
Under

its

into one.

such a decentralization, opportunity will be granted to

maximum

in

liavc

power by con-

verting every village into a self-sufficient republic having
legislature, executive

lies

men

all

for the

growth of individuality and perfect freedom of action and

choice will be ensured.

(VI)

BREAD-LABOUR
Gandhi left Johannesberg for Natal via Durban. Mr. Polak
came to see him off at the station and left with him Ruskin’s ‘Unto
This Last’. The book gripped Gandhi. He could not get any sleep

He decided
He even

that night.

of that book.

change

according to

his life

later translated

it

entitling

it,

the ideals
'Sarvodaya.

revealed three principles to Gandhi

The book
“1.

to

That the good of the individual
of

is

contained in the good

all.

2.

That a lawyer’s work has the same value

3.

That a

life

of labour,

the handicraftsman

is

i.c.

the

the
life

life

of the

as the barber’s.

tiller

of the

soil

and

\vorth living.”-

Gandhi knew the first one. The second he had dimly realised. The
“Unto This Last’’ made it clear as
third had never occurred to him.*
and
the third were contained in the
the
second
that
daylight for me
:

‘Studies in Gandhism’, p. 204.

1

N. K. Bose

2

M. K. Gandhi

•

Ibid.

:

‘The Story of My Experiments with Truth', Chap. X\’III.
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tice,”i

I arose \\ith the da\\-n, ready to
reduce these principles to pracThough the idea, that ‘to live man must work’ came to

Gandhi

after reading Ruskin’s

read Tolstoy’s

“Unto This Last”,

For instance the Bible says

The same

Chapter of the

Gita, \rhere

manured

help', richly

sweet

arith

more than

we are told

enough

as a corollary to

believe that a

first

Ashram^ and

to sustaining the

body

is

soil.

an arm-chair

,

He

once

i\Tote,

“I

has no right to receive am'thing more than his

was

It

eats

a thieP strengtlicned,

is

entitled to a living wage.”®

idea of Bread-labomr was neither ne\v, nor was

of Indian

there-

and experiments in non-xiolence® and selfand helped it into becoming a tree loaded

keep, and that every one "who labours

The

can only mean bread-labour.^

in Africa at Phoenix Settlement and

the faith in Bread-labour.

it,

man

of

that he \vho eats \rithout offering

Probably Gandlii’s concept that ‘whoever

fruits.
is

it

books

in the sprouting of leaves.

later in India at.Sabarmati

after in his "wanderings

religious

‘In the sweat of thy bro^\ shall tliou eat

Sacrifice here

Gandhi’s owna experiences,

Farm and

:

and helped

The

principle has been set forth in the Tliird

sacrifice eats stolen food.

Tolstoy

took root only after he liad

on Bread-labour.=

'ivTitings

different faiths watered the roots

thy bread.’3

it

also far
It

politician.

it

a peculiarity

theoretical concept of

from being a

had germinated equally

well in

all soils

tlirough the different ages.

—

composed of two words Bread and Labour.
As such it implies tliat ever}^ one should earn lus bread "^rith his
physical labour. Gandhi -wrote : “Man must earn his bread by labourBread-labour

ing with his

o\\'n

is

hand.”®

knew

an ideal wliich is difficult
But he felt that it was a good
to be achieved in the present world.^°
propagating
ideal and one must strive to achieve it.” He felt that by
Gandlu, being a

1

2
3

M. K. Gandhi

:

realist,

Harijan, 14.11.1943 .and 28.1

c

Harijan, Jan. 27, 1940.

s

X\ HI.

Ibid.

5

^0

^^ith Truth', Ch.ap.

Ycr\’ada Mandir, Cliap. IX.

M. K. Gandhi

*

it is

‘The Siory of my Experiments

*

*

that

Young

India,

‘.-Vshram

:

‘Sod.alism of

May

1918.

in Action', p. CO.

Ycr\"ada Mandir, p. 50
3,

1.

13, 192G.

Obscn'anccs

Harijan, .Aug.

My Conception’, p.
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Harijan, June 29, 1935.
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the ideal he will convert

who though

lions

and

so

fact,

he ^vanted

many and

observing

remain unhappy and
to stop the

are

it

will certainly educate those mil-

still

thinking in the other direction

their labour

mad

becomes

He wanted

the feeling of hatred to^va^ds physical labour.
physcial labour to

robbed of by

which

is

less fruiifuld

old glory and real dignity \vhich

its

Gandhi

capital.

In

craze for white collar jobs and check

wnrote,

“Under my system

the current coin, not metal.”-

it

to restore

had been

it is

a labour

Gandhi, therefore, \vanted

must do some productive physical
However, Gandhi would not insist that it should be suffienable one to earn one’s bread. He %\Totc, “It is not, there-

that everyone, ^vhether rich or poor,

labour.
cient to

fore, necessary to

in

earn one’s living by Bread-labour, taking the word

But every one must perform some

broader sense.

its

useful

body

labour.”^
Physical exercises taken to induce hunger will not be considered
as Bread-labour

by Gandhi.

Labour must be productive.

He wrote,

“If everyone, whether rich or poor, has thus to take exercise in some

shape or form,
i.e.

why

should

it

not assume the form of productive,

Bread-labour.”*
Physical labour done out of ignorance or compulsion can also

not be termed as Bread-labour.

obedience to a master
father
to the
It

is

The

law of Bread-labour breeds

ment and

slavery’.

reason

is

clear.

“Compulsory’

a state of slavery, willing obedience to one’s

the glory of the sonship.

a state of

is

is

Similarly, compulsory' obedience

and discontent.
must bring content-

poverty’, disease

Willing obedience to

it

health.”®

Gandhi felt that there is no tussle between intellectual labour
and Bread-labour. “Mere mental, that is intellectual labour is for
the soul and is its own satisfaction”® Again, “The needs of the body
must be supplied by the body. ‘Render unto Caesar that which is
Caesar’s’.”’ Intellectual labour might be “infinitely superior to bodily
1

’

‘Ashram Obscrs’anccs in .Action’, Translated from Gujrati by V. G. D.
R. K. Prabhu and U. R. Rao: ‘The Mind of Mahatma Gandhi’, p. 133.
Young India, Nov. 5, 1925.

*

Yervada Mandir, Chap. IX.

5

Harijan, 29.G.1935.

6

Ibid.

7
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labour, but

it

never

though

tual food

or can be a substitute for

is

far superior to the grains

even as

it,

we

intellec-

eat never can be a

substitute for them.”^

Thus, voluntary useful physical labour

becomes

‘intelligent’

“The

If

becomes the highest form of
Gandhi wTote:

also,

Explaining

service,-

Bread-labour.

is

it

it

it

social

adjective ‘intelligent’ has been prefixed to ‘labour’ in order

to sho^v that labour to

purpose behind

it

social service.

He

be

that definite

othen\dse every labourer can be said to render

does in a way, but ^vhat

much more than

something

must have

social service

the general good of

A

that.

all serves society

is

and

is

meant here

who

person

is

labours for

worthy of the

hire.

Therefore, such Bread-labour is not different from social ser%dce,”®

But why should every one do some physical labour?
rappa, the noted Gandhian economist, has given a very

He

to this query.

man’s

“like Physiocrats

—insentient and sentient—

in return get just sufficient to

Smith, that

history of early civilization

He further tells

and

and pleasure.”^

progress

from the

It

others.

is

all

when man began

it.®

rest,

cooperate to complete

work in
feed themselves. That

of stones, confirms

to

anwser

Adam

and

^^vhich

Earth^vorms, birds, bees,

cycle.”^

these

fitting

be permanent, must be in keeping with the laws
‘Work’ in nature consists in the effort put forth by the

various factors

The

Kuma-

institutions, to

of Nature.

this

tells us,

J. C.

We

should not

man

break up ^vork, against law of Nature, “into

who

is

their wages.®

make

isolate

was

ruin.

The

used his

on such misappropriation and
alistic
^

world

is

also repeating

Greece and

so they perished.
it

and

is

resist

Harijan, 1.6.1935.

»

Ibid.

J. C.

Kumarappa ‘Economy

5

Ibid., p. 4.

®

Ibid., p. 88.

’

Ibid.

*

Ibid., 89.

:

Rome

parts,

and appro®

The

%s'ere

based

The modern materi-

on the threshold of min and

Harijan, 15.10.1925.

2

frce\vill

component

its

are helpless to

civilizations of

out

anyone of

priating to the strong the pleasures to be derived from work.
result

tools

us that ^vork consists of routine

unfortunate that

passing on the routine to those

to

and

this sense

of Permanence’, p. 3.
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The continuous struggle between labour and capital
on the one hand, and between labourers and capitalists themselves
on the other, and each trying to annihilate the other proves it.
Not only this. One has forced idleness, grinding poverty, drudgeiy'
and disease and the other has to take exercise to induce hunger and

destruction.

he suffers with tensions, heart diseases and nervous breakdown.
Gandhi summed up this in his own inimitable style.

still

“Nature compels animals

to

work and

live naturally.

so debased our working classes that they cannot

“Work and
They

Gandhi

live

”

naturally

“No.

^Vc have

work and

felt

culture cannot be separated then?”
tried to

do

it

in ancient

Rome and failed

that the conflict between labour

and

eliminated only when, in economic terminology, capital

miserably.”*

capital can
is

be

not divorced

of labour, or every one voluntarily takes to some useful physical labour.

He

‘Why should I, who have no need to ^s•o^k for food,
Soon came the answer, “Because I am eating what docs not
belong to me. I am living on the spoliation of my countrymen. Trace
the course of every pice that finds its way into your pocket and you
His entire opposition
will realize the truth of what I write
this
theory.
machines
rests
on
to
enquired,

spin?’

Gandhi was pained to see that the rich, who have exploited the
labour and continue to do so and avoid physical labour, themselves,
want to ameliorate poverty by donations. He called it ‘hypocrisy
and a sham’ of the rich.® Gandhi went to the ‘Marble Palace’ in
Calcutta and saw that the owners tvere feeding beggars, even the able

bodied ones.

He

called

it

‘misplaced charity’ and he would stop

all

he has the power to do so.'* Even doles to refugees
were not proper.® The same idea was repeated by him under the title,
‘A Shame’, in Harijan of 1.3.1935 and Young India where he wrote,
“I must refuse to insult the naked by giving them clothes they do not

such

‘sadavrat’ if

need, instead of giving them work which they sorely need. I will not
commit the sin of becoming their patron, but on learning that I had
1

Harijan, 1.8.1936.

2

Young
Young
Young

’

*
®

India, 13.10.1921.
India, Sept. 20, 1928.

India, 13.8.1925.

Harijan, 2.3.1947.
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associated in impoverishing them, I would give them
neither crumbs
nor cost of clothing, but the best of my food and clothes

and

associate

with them in work.”^

When

every one takes to useful bodily labour, the will to exploit
will automatically go and the man -will revert back to the
useful handicrafts -ivhich

Gandhi wanted

to revive.

ning, weaving, carpentry, smithy,

primary needs

etc.,

He

felt

that agriculture, spin-

Avhich are connected with some

will flourish if all take to

physical

labour

of the

productive nature.”

Love for Bread-labour tvill not only provide work to the unemployed manual labourers^ but will also solve to a very great extent,
the present problem of the educated unemployed tvhose number, unfortunately,

is

sharply rising in every country.

Gandhi wrote, “We
With

the educated classes have lost the art of labour for our bread.
the wages of tveavers, carders
tainly no bread problem... We
by desk work merely.”^

When

and spinners rising daily, there is cermust not think of earning a livelihood

even the rich take to some useful physical labour, they

will

know of the problems and difliculties of millions of labourers.
When they become labourers themselves, the invidious distinctions of
come

to

rank ^vould be abolished.®

Gandhi believed
wants.

our -wants would be minimized, our food would
would then eat to live, not live to cat.”® It might

“If Ave did

be simple.

We

that the law of Bread-labour did help in reducing

so,

sound strange but Gandhi from his own experience knew it and so
challenged the non-believer. “Let anyone who doubts the accuracy
of this proposition,

many

things he took

tr)'

to

were

sweat for his

bread

discover that

superfluities.”'

WTten eveiy'one rvdll be engaged in useful physical labour not only
These
the wants ^\^ll be reduced but also the production ^vill increase.
,

1

Harijan, 13.10.1921.

2

G.N.

®

Harijan, 19.12.1936; Ycravada Mandir, Chap. IX.

*

Young

®

Ycr\’ada Mandir, Chap. IX.

'

Harijan, June 29, 1935.

•

Ibid.

Dh.a^van; ‘Political Philosophy of

India, 25.8.1921.

Mahatma

Gandhi’, p. 100.
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Uvo things, naturally

^vill

over-population, disease

reduce scarcity and solve the problems of

and misery.

Gandhi wrote, “If all laboured

bread and no more, then there would be enough food and
enough leisure for all, then there would be no cry' of over-population,
no disease, and no such misery as we see around.”^
for their

—

Gandhi knew that “those who get all that leisure both the
intellectual classes
do not make the best use of it. In
fact, we too often find the idle mind being turned into the Devil’s

—

working and

workshop.”- The western economists, psychologists and medical
are busy in treating the

ills

of this idle leisure.

men

Gandhi, by preaching

the utility of Bread-labour was trying to solve this problem of leisure.

Gandhi pleaded

thus, “It will cease to

realise that they not only

be monotonous when

earn a few coppers but preserve their

they

own

health and that of their countrymen.”^

Gandhi believed

that Bread-labour \vouId improve the hcallh’ of

the pursuers and would sharpen their intellect and thereby improve
the quality of intellectual work.
is

own

In his

words, “Intellectual work

important and has an undoubted place in the scheme of

what

I insist

ought

to

be

on

is

the necessity of physical labour.

from that obligation.

free

even the quality of
Bread-labour
violent,

i.e.

is

But

I

Ecr\’c to

improve

claim,

his intellectual output.”®

a great character builder.

a nobler man.

and experimenting

It will

life.

No man,

in truth

It

makes one non-

“Thirty-four years of continuous c.vpcricncc

and non-violence have convinced me

non-violence cannot be sustained unless

it is

linked to conscious

that

body

labour.”®

It

helps one to ‘worship truth’

and makes the obscr\-ancc of

Brahmacharya a natural act.”’
^

Harijan, June 29, 1935.

2

Harijan, 1.8,1936.

^

Harijan, 8.3.1935,

*

15y

rendering a willing obedience to it, they enjoy good hc.alth a? well
perfect peace and develop their capacities for service, ‘Ashram Observances
in Action’, p. 60.

6

Harijan, 23.2.1947.

'

Harijan, Jan. 27, 1940.

’

Yervada Mandir, Chap. IX.
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Gandhi

felt

that if one-tenth of humanity, which at present

doing physical labour,

starts

doing

is not
the world wll become much more

it,

happier, healthier and peaceful.^

Gandhi would, therefore, prefer it
even to contemplation,^ and he will make it a qualification
of a

voter.^

(VII)

ON VALUATION
We,

in

So in order
to

life,

are called upon to pronounce judgements constantly.^

be able to pronounce correct judgements,

to

it is

necessarj'

have a correct standard of valuation.

There are

different kinds of standards for valuing various kinds

These standards are accurate and well defined and the
articles to which they are to be applied are also \vell kno\m.
For
example you cannot -^veigh \vheat by the number of grains or the cloth
of goods.®

by counting threads or bamboos by

their length.

may

In spite of these standards, the value of a commodity
the pocket of a rich person
in the pocket of

banana

to

a hungry man.

a person,

to

who

him

as

may

may be

value of a

utility, i.e.

six

it

not be equal

first

1

Yen'ada Mandir,

Harijan, 2.11.1935.

»

Harijan, 2.3.1947.

4

For instance, we have
gienic; the food

a

Again, the

has already consumed

~

not;

so valuable to

banana which he consumed. It will, therefore,
apply the same standard of valuation to different

to the utility of the

be a mistake

may not be

differ

A rupee in

from person to person, or place to place, or time to time.

flower

is

p. 50.

to say whether water

well cooked or

is

is

what

is

half cooked;

fresh

and pure, or

the shirt

is

is

unhy-

well tailored or

good to be healthy and strong, is
our
the value of truth and non-wo!cncc in

fragrant or not;

svealth everything;

is

is it

life etc.
s

We have the standard
inches

to

bamboos.

measure

stick of
of Pound to weigh wheat and iron; the yard
eggs and
cloth and wool; the numbers to count

:
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persons, to different places

The

and at

different times.i

existing different standards of valuation can

two main headings

—self-centred

When “we judge things in

relation to ourselves

and when measured against an
tion to others,

standard and

be

we

be grouped into

altruistic standard.

say

But

self-centred

it is

external, or abstract ideal

and

in rela-

any degree
of permanence it is necessary that the standard of value must be based
on something apart from the person valuing, i.e. it should be altruistic
said to

it is

altruistic.”-

to lead to

standard.
Besides the necessity of a standard of valuation,

very great in our

lives as

method used impress
spirit

importance

its

is

“the standard of values applied and the

their characteristic trait

on

The

their users.

of the most predominant value that prevails amongst a people

The following

^

illustration will clarify the point

In Mysore, sandal wood

is

considered as a very cheap thing and so

But

constructing huts even by the poor.

other parts of the country because of

value

is

used for

cannot be used by the rich

high cost.

Thus,

with place,

in

the

differs.

Meat,

and eggs are considered valuable by those who have a

fish

The

But these things have no value for the vegetarians.

them.

for

its

this

t.astc

idea

of

value thus differs from person to person.

Value may
today.

sion

also

change with time.

some 30

of little value

“A

little

considered a valuable pos'es-

is

Similarly, petroleum

value before the invention of engines, cars

Economics

professor of

and demand, the cheaper the
this

piece of land which was considered

groundnut crop was not considered so valuable hcforc

Again,

the invention of Hydration process.

were of

A

years back in Nesv Delhi

always true?

will say that price

mechanism

articles the greater the

In the outside svorld

‘the

and

by-products

its

etc.

controls supply

demand and

so

on.

economic man’ dors not

Is

evist.

A

woman, who wishes to buy a ‘Sarce’, docs net call for the cheapest article.
She has her own ideas of colour combination, tc.vturc etc., and she would
purchase that which fulfils most of her notions. Similarly, a prince who prides
on being exclusive, may buy up a whole stock of ties of the same pattern that
a dealer

may have

so that

no one else may be seen wearing a
may buy up a patent of a vegetable

Again, a petroleum company

lamp paying a fabulous
pigeon hole in

its office,

price for

to prevent

adversely affect the sales of
titute.

*

its

there arc that

C. Kumarappa

J. C. Kumarappa

:

:

and leave

anyone

kerosene

Such and many other

economics

—J.

it,

vitiate

oil

dcs'iations

the patent

tic like that.
oil

burning

uncxpleitrd in a

bringing out a lamp that may
by creating a demand for a >uh'-

else

from die academic

standarrls of

our unconditional acceptance of them.”

‘Economy of Permanence’,
‘Economy of Permanence’,

p. 39-40.

p. 27.
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a whole

will colour

civilization for centuries.

Hence the great importance of choosing our standard consciously and deliberately.”^
For
e-xample the great civilizations of Eg\'pt, Babylon, Greece and Rome
were built predominantly on self-centred and
and so ^vere swept away \\-ith the tides of time.

transient valuation,

But, on the other

hand the equally old civilizations of India and China were founded
on altruistic and objective values and so are able to stand and face the
mighty storm of time and invaders.In the present

set

up, gold the self-centred standard has become

the only standard of valuation.

phrases like

:

It

is

due

to this reason that various

‘High standard of living’, ‘Raising the national income’,

‘Increasing productive

power and

efliciency’, ‘'Will

it

pay’, have

become

so familiar to our ears.

The

absurdity of adopting

become obvious %vhen
food crops

like

^s•e

money

as the standard of valuation

see that land

wheat, maize, pulses,

is

being daily transferred from

etc., to

cash crops, like tobacco,

We

cotton and jute in spite of the hungr)’ millions.

when we

\\-ill

are struck with

man, in order to quench his thirst for gold,
makes his neighbours’ children weep because their stretched tiny hands
could not get milk. The love of gold reduces a man to a hunter who
goes round the world hunting nations in order to prcscrv’c his markets.
A ver)' illustrative example is offered by the popular stor)’ of the greedy
surprise

see that

King Midas. He Avanted to have so much wealth that he worsliippcd
the Sun-God in order to have a boon of his choice. The God was
propitiated and the boon of his choice was granted. \Vhatever thing
the king will touch will turn into gold. The king was vcr\- much
But as’cIS he really happy for long? He soon realised to his
pleased.
utter dismay that the boon became a curse. He wanted to eat, but
food ^vas turned into gold, he ts'antcd to

reduced

to a statue of gold.

kiss his

daughter, but she was

Therefore, he very soon wanted to get

Gandhi has similarly pointed out that the large scale
production helped by the modem intricate machines and centralised
to
political set-up is a boon to humanity, like the boon of Sun-God
King Midas, for which it was paining and striving from the ver^* beginning but on achicHng the same humanity is realizing tliat it is turning
rid of the boon.

cvers'thing
^

=

J. C.

it

touches into

money

Kumarappa ‘Economy

Ibid., p. 34.

:

leaving the rest to a miserable

of Permanence’, p. 35.

lot.

:
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Ruskin

“So

also criticised this idea very bitterly

know, there

far as I

disgraceful to the
commercial

is

human

‘Buy in

text

not in history record of anything so
intellect as the

the

modern idea of

cheapest market’ and

the

‘Sell in the

under any circumstances could represent,
an available principle of national economy. Buy in the cheapest
market? ^Yes; but what made your market cheap? Charcoal
dearest’, represents, or

—

may be cheap among your roof timbers after a fire, and bricks
may be cheap in your streets after an earthquake; but fire and
earthquake may not, therefore, be national profits. Sell in the
dearest?

—

but what made your market dear?

^Yes, truly;

sold your bread well today
his last coin for

Gandhi,

A

things.

In

and

along his

all

few

it

illustrations

it

to a

dying

You

man who

gave

never need bread more.”^

will

life,

;

Was

was giving

relative values to different

can be given here

the present age, politics is

:

considered to be everything and

much more valuable things are kept
Gandhi wanted to reduce this undue importance
“My work of social reform” he said, “was in no

other equally important, or even

subordinate to

given to

way

less

saw that

it.

politics.

or subordinate to political work.
to a certain extent

The

fact

is,

that

when

I

my social work would be impossible without
and only to the extent
Thus he made politics a means to

the help of political work, I took to the latter
that

it

helped the former.”^

achieve the social aims and thereby, struck the true valuation between

them.

was not only in politics and social work that he attached relative
values, but he gave practically everything its value in relation to
It

other things.

It

is

a general notion that

“End

justifies

the means.”

Gandhi condemned this view and in a graphical way said, “The
means may be likened to a seed, the end to a tree; and there is just the
same inviolable connection between the means and the end as there is
between the seed and the tree.”®
Again,
the end.”‘

“We
So

have always control over the means and never on

it is

better to take care of

N. Aganval ‘The Gandhian

1

Quoted by

2

Youngindia, 6.8.1931,

3

H.S.,p.

*

‘History of the Congress’, p. 979.

S.

:

p. 203.

60.

what

is

in the

Plan’, p. 28.

hand

— the
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means, rather than the end. World Wars, First
and Second, ^verc
fought under the pretext of achieving equality, democracy
and justice,
indeed admirable ends. Even wicked and bad means
were adopted
to attain this noble aim.
But alas! the aim is yet far off while the wrong
means have given tremendous fillip to selfishness, ill-will,
jealousy,
fraud and everything bad. Does it not prove the gross failure
of the

maxim, “End justifies the means?”
Besides giving relative values to different things Gandhi also gave
us the standard of valuation wluch is not ‘self-centred’ but ‘altruistic’

and
be

His standard of valuation

objective.

He

good of man.

real
it

is

indeed ‘morality’

applies the standard of morality to evetything,

economics, religion or

“That economics

politics.

The

ignores or disregards moral values.

is

untrue which

extension of the

domain of economics means nothing

violence in the

i.e.

of non-

la\v’

less

than the

introduction of moral values as a factor to be considered in regulating
international commerce.”^

are inseparably

Again, “True religion and true morality

bound up with each other. Religion is to morality
the seed that is sown in the soil.”- Similarly, “There

what water is to
are some who think that morality has nothing to do with politics
But in 1920, tve stuck an entirely new departure and we declared tliat
since truth and non-violence were the sole means to be employed by
the Congress to reach

its

goal, self-purification

was necessary even

in

political life.”

By making

‘morality’ the standard of valuation

at the very root of greed, selfishness,

jealousy and

Gandhi has struck
exploitation.

To

Gandhi ‘man is the supreme consideration’ and ‘life is more than money’.
“It is cheaper to kill our aged parents who can do no work and who arc a
drag on our slender resources. It is also cheaper to kill our children
whom we have to maintain wdthout getting anything in return. But

wc
to

neither our parents nor our children, but consider

kill

maintain them,

J. C.

Kumarappa

murders a
care to

ment
^

no matter what

away its necklace and

that necklace

knowing the

represents not merely so

Young

maintenance

costs

“A

has also axpressed similar sentiments.

child, takes

buy

their

a priwlcgc

it

much

India, 2G. 12. 1924, p. 421.

2

E. R., p. 49.

*

Harijan, 10.12.1938.

offers

history'

tolas

it

for sale.

behind

it?

us.”^

robber

Who will

That orna-

of gold but the blood of the

:
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innocent child.

No

wish to possess that

The same

will

one who abhores the murder of a child would
article,

howsoever cheap

may be

it

apply to the other article exposed for

offered.”^

If they are

sale.

stained \vith the guilt of exploitation, none should like to purchase

Swadeshi movement in India was based on above valuations.

them.

Insistence

on Khaddar came out of it

“Khadi represents
metallic
different

human

human

values,

Again,

value.

from the ordinary.

factor.

mill cloth

“Khaddar

The former

The

represents

economics

no note of the
with the human.”®

concerns

itself

Gandhi does not want people blindly to accept
him to the

some

make
who want to

people to

the people

qualities.

^

2
3
‘

J. C.

own

strict

set

up

But he

standards.

standard of

also

wants that

their

preliminary discipline

make experiments

;

Harijan, 16.7.1931.
India, 23.1.1930,

is

necessary to qualify

in the spiritual realm.”^

Kumarappa ‘Economy of Permanence’,

Harijan, 9.2.1934.

Young

his

different things.

own laboratory should possess
“Those who have made experiments have come to

the conclusion that

a person to

their

mere
wholly

latter takes

valuation or the relative values given by

He wants

is

p. 32.

—

Chapter

III

SOME PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION
A

careful study of the trends

and developments

countries of the ^\•orld since the invention of the

400 years back

reveals

in spite

of

and think for a moment, fell

all out

man and

machine, some

first

great diversities, certain

Tlie poorer of the machine enamoured

zoos the symbol

in almost all the

common

factors.

he, ivithout bothering to slop

for industrialization thinking

that

of progress and could bring permanent happiness.

alone

it

^Vhen,

on the one side the industrialized countries are \'>dng with each other
to industrialize themselves further in an increasingly shorter period,

on the
in

other, the underdeveloped or developing economies also want

the race

and make

has brought in

their presence felt.

Avakc, the ever-increasing large scale

its

production, centralization, growth of
tance of villages,

a growing demand

to

join

This love for industrialization

cities

for all

and decline

mechanised

in the impor-

important managerial and

technician class, change in ownership from individual ownership to
State ownership,

through partnership, joint stock

companies and

cooperative ownership, dispute whether production should be moti-

vated by profit motive or welfare motiv^c (not knowing what

this

welfare really means), and the ever-increasing responsibility of the
State in controlling

and regulating

readily adopted in search of

things.

human

Since these changes arc

happiness,

we

are faced

with

by these changes. For example, we arc
called upon to fight the demands of unemployment, of uneven distribution of wealth, of exploitation (of the poor by the rich, of labour by
the capitalist and of one nation by another) of imperialism and colocertain problems created

booms and slumps with all the cvdls associated
with them, of food shortage and famines, of ov’cr-production and
under-production, of military' alliances, of hatred and jealousies, etc.
Industrialization has accelerated tlic tempo of life and added to its
tensions, but the goal of human happiness, of peace and prosperity,
of plenty, of increasing leisure for artistic and noble pursuits still connialism, of world wars, of

tinues to evade
capitalist,

man.

socialist

Despite the talk of dificrent types of economics

and mixed

— and
80

of the countries being on

the

:

81
•different stages of

The world

development, the dream remains a distant reality.
has not become a happier and nobler place to live in.

Gandhi, out and out a practical man, wedded to ‘untainted’
happiness, sarv all these changes and their consequences.
Naturally he could not remain a silent spectator to these changes

human

much
and

less

be a party to them.

actions, started giving

India of his dreams

a

He, through

new

his utterances, writings

picture of the production system of

—a system which may rvork

countries of the world.

It will, therefore,

as

a model for other

be advisable

to study the

views of Gandhi on some important problems connected -with the

production system of his dreams.

(I)

AIM-ESTABLISHMENT OF SERVICE ECONOMY
Unlike other economists trained in the western %vay of thinking,
the greatest

Gandhian economist,

J. G.

Kumarappa,

in keeping ^vith

the spirit of his Master, has enumerated five types of economies^ based

on

division of society according to their approaches
Parasitic

1.

—An

Economy

economy, wherein there

is

consumption

without production and destruction of the source of supplies,
as parasitic
4.

The

economy.

source of supply.

The

tiger

tiger
is

—In predatory economy there

without production but the source of supply

monkey

known

parasitic.

Predatory Economy

2.

is

produces nothing and destroys the

is

consumption

The

not destroyed.

is

does not produce but does not destroy the trees \vhich give

fruit.

Both these economies are self-centred having no sense of duty.
3.

Enterprising

—In

Economy

enterprising

economy

rights

are ba-

lanced with duties, one produces for consuming and one has a right to
The abode of the little birds in the house is an e.xprivate property.

ample.

It builds

its

and enjoys the

nest

shelter that

—^When production

Gregarious Economy

is

r

J. C.

it is

has produced.

not only for

sonal consumption but for general consumption

one family,

it

and people

gregarious economy.

Kumarappa ‘Gandhian Economic Thought’,
:

p. 9-11.

own

per-

live like

:
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The bee
garious state

honey and deposits
of economy.
collects

—In

Economy

5. Service

none bothers about the
of eating

feeds

itself,

service

for others.

economy, the duty

It

the gre-

is

supreme and

is

up grain and instead
younger one’s without expecting any reward
TJie bird picks

rights.

its

it

either in the future, or in the present.

The

two types of economies though

\vorld has yet to see the last

the socialists claim that they have established a gregarious economy.

The aim

of Gandhi was to establish a service economy, which

he called Sarvodaya Economy.
be able

economy

that only this

felt

all.

be a happy blending of ‘productive

will

to

‘ability

He

bring in permanent happiness for

to

subserve the main social requirements.’^

economy would
Obviously,

this

efiicicncy’

and

The

readings

of the planning wing of the All India Khadi and Village Industries

Board confirm
a

field

“I do not believe that the spiritual law works on

it.

On

of its own.

ordinary' activities of

expresses itself only through the

it

It thus affects the

life.

Again, “Civilization

political fields.”-

points out to

the contrary,

man

that

is

vance of morality are convertible terms.

mind and other
(

11

mode

of conduct which

Performance of duty and obser-

the path of duty.

attain mastery over

economic, the social and

To

observe morality

is

to

passions.”®

)

INDUSTRIALIZATION VS. SELF-SUFnCIENCY
i.c.

Centralization vs. Decentralization

There appears little scope for doubt that if the aim of economy is
fixed as to put duty before right, to serve others without bothering for
the reward, to have a happy blending of material progress with
moral progress, the mad race for unlimited industrialization would
automatically cease.

The

craze for industrialization,
It will

tion.

“As

*
’

the world has seen because of

made Gandhi an opponent

this

of industrializa-

be worthwhile to quote him here

I look at

Russia where the apothesis of industrialization has

been reached, the
*

evils,

life

there does not appeal to me, to use the

M. P. Desni
for Basic Naliona! Jlrcovcry', p. f).
M. K. Gandlii ‘Xon-violcncc in Peace and War’, p. 30-31.
M. K. Gandhi ‘Hindu Dharma’, p. 57.
:

:

:

:

m
language of the Bible, ‘What shall

whole world and

“But

all

lization,

from

if

he gain the

lose his soul’.”^

do not think

like

me.

Pandit Nehru Avants industria-

because he thinks that

if it is socialized, it ^v•ould

My

of capitalism.

evils

man

avail a

it

own

vie^v

inherent in industrialization and no

be free

that the evils are

is

amount of

socialization

can eradicate them.”^

“The

future of industrialization

industrialization

is

dark... And if the future of

dark for the west,

is

not be darker for

\vill it

India.”3

“I have seen the wreckage which

at the

lies

Gandhi, therefore, wanted to replace the
industrialization with regional self-sufficiency.

become

that the villages

first

of

all

Explaining the meaning of

“But mind you

There

is

ciency.

my

no scope
I

am

end of

mad race for unlimited
“We sliall have to see

self-contained

self-sufficiency,

idea of self-sufficiency
for selfishness

Gandiii \vTotc

not a narrow one.

is

and arrogance

itself

Gandhi was not against industries. He wanted
However, he only \vanted

“Every

own words

village (has) to

requirements of the

produce and use

to revive

cease to

Hence, industrialization

will

place.

its

all its
its

necessaries

on

‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV,

p. 8.

D. G. Tendulkar

2

Ibid., Vol.

:

Regional

be the goal.

disappear the emphasis

1

and

in

contribution to the

If the goal of rapid, unbriddled industrialization
also

and en-

put a limit on

to

cities.”’

sufficiency will take

would

self-suffi-

:

addition, produce a certain percentage as

it

my

with milk.”®

courage them in India.
In his

in

not preaching isolation... We have to mix with

people even as sugar mixes

them.

road.”*

this

self-

changed, with

is

centralization.

Gandhi

V, p. 417.

Kumarappa ‘The

Nations’ Voice’, p. 190.

“

C. Rajagopalacharya and J. C.

‘

Ibid.

°

D. G. Tendulkar

®

N. K. Bose ‘Selections from Gandhi’, Vide S. N. Jha ‘Gandhian Economic Thought’, p. 168.
M. K. Gandhi: ‘Economic and Industrial Life & Relations’, Vol. I, p. liv.

’

:

:

‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV, p.

:

8,

Vol. V, p.

1

1.
:

:

;
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opined
“Centralization as a system

is

inconsistent -with non-violent struc-

ture of society.”^ “I suggest that, if India

is

non-violent lines,

many

tralization

will

have

to decentralize

evolve along

to

things. Cencannot be sustained and defended without adequate
it

force,”"

Mr. Hcnr^f Ford appears
possible,
is

to

Gandhi

agree with

a policy of decentralization ought

not only reasonable and practicable, but

to
it

:

“Wlicncvcr

it

is

be adopted. ..The thing
is

becoming absolutely

necessary,”^

Gandhi wanted

to

revive ‘Agrarian’ civilization.

In

his

own

words

“There are two schools of thought current
wants

The

to divide the

world into

village civilization

One

different things.

and the other on

cities

and the

One

in the world.

and the other into
city civilization

villages.

are

totally

depends on machinery’’ and industrialization

handicrafts.

We have given preference

to the

latter.”^

The

Harrison Browm agrees with Gandhi.®
seek

:

“We

reasons arc not far

are inheritors of a rural civilization.

The

countr)', the vastness of the population, the situation

my

the country have in

Again,

“Many

civilization

opinion destined

of us believe, and

we have a message

I

am

it

for

to

vastness of our

and the climate of

a rural

civilization.”®

one of them, that through our

to deliver to the world.”’

(Ill)

PLACE OF MACHINES
hlahatma Gandhi was against the use of more and more complicated machines because of their inherent defects.® But it docs not mean
’

N. K. Bose :

‘Selections

2

Ih:d.,p. 246.

’

Ridiard B, Gregg

*

N. K. Bose :

'

\’idc S.

*

X. K.

Ibid., p. 7.

*

Sec Chap.

Bi>sc

:

I.

‘A Philosophy of Indian Economic Development',

‘Selections

N.Jha

’

:

:

from Gandhi’, Sec. 240.

from Gandhi', Sec. 3GG.

‘Gandhi.in Economic Tiioiight’, p. 131.

‘Selections

from Gandhi', Sec. 187,

p. 3".
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that his opposition
It is

was

not true that I desire the destruction of

that I

am

To quote him

either indiscriminate or total.

working in that

all

:

machinery’, or

direction.

Again,
“Ho-iv can I be ‘against machinery’

body

a machine; a

itself is

Gandhi simply wanted

He

“My object is

said,

when

I

a most delicate piece of machinery?

is

to

tooth-pick

nery but limitation.”^

a machine.”-

impose a limit on the use of machinery'.

am

And

aiming not

at eradication of all

the limit according to Gandhi

the use of machinery should not result in
tion of the poor.

is

not to destroy the machine but to impose limi-

Again, “I

tations to it.”^

little

know that even this
The spinning -wheel

Explaining

“I have no objection

it

if all

he

unemployment or

machiis

that

exploita-

says,

things required

by

my

country’ could

be produced with the labour of 30,000 instead of that of
three

But those three

crores.

idle or

unemployed.”®

Gandhi

will, therefore,

protect

which does not deprive masses of

and even encourage any machine

men

of the opportunity of labour,

but ^vhich helps the individual and adds

man

can handle -without being

The

its

must not be rendered

crores

to his efficiency

and which a

slave.

saint of India -was not against

against mass production of the present

mass production, but he
type.

He

svas

wrote

“I envisage mass production certainly, but not based on force.
After

all,

the message of the spinning

^\'heel is that.

It

is

mass

production, but mass production in people’s o^vn homes.

If

you multiply individual production to millions of time, would
it not give you mass production on a tremendous scale.”®
appears Gandhi was in complete conformity svith the views of
Wales, who said, “The extent of mechanisation and the size of
It

Nym
^

2

Young
Young

India, 19. 1.1921.

India, 13.11.1924, p. 377, also 'Lead Kindly Light’, Vincent .Sheen,
p. 65.

Chap. IV,
’

Young

4

M. K. Gandhi

®

Harijan Bandhu, 27.2.1938, also see Harijan, 12.2.1938.

®

India, 3.11.1924.
:

‘Cent Percent Swadeshi’, p. 104.

Harijan, 2.11.1934,
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depend upon the

the industrial plant

relative scarcity-

and

cost of

Under present conditions it is more profitable
more labour power and less equipment.”

labour and capital.
in

China

to use

(IV)

PATTERN OF PRODUCTION
From

tlie

times of Plato, ownership of ^vealth has been a subject

matter of profound thinking.

AVith the development of society, the

concept of wealth has been undergoing a continuous change.
no^v

it is

some

taken for granted that

and

sort of control,

if private

ownership

to create unemplo^-ment, exploitation of the

so

many

other evils ^vllich

The govmimcnl of a

is

not kept under

permitted to function freely

is

make

^\•ill

capitalist cmnitry

life

weak,

it is

bound

social injustice

not worth

wants

And

and

li\dng.

to control the private

ownership

with the help of monetary and fiscal policies, corrective legislation and establish-

ment of a public

In other words, the economist

sector.

feels that

a mixed

economy will be able to maintain all the virtues of private ou-nership
and minimise its \-ices. In such an economy where private and
public sectors are working side by side, efficiency will be highest;
imputation of prices

where they are most
occupation
cost;

and

As'ill

will

efficient;

exist;

so on.

At

welfare

interest will
etc.

tries

same

income

schemes

ahII

move

to those places

freedom of production, consumption and

production will be

the

State; diflrcrenccs in
increase,

be possible; factors

time, the
\%-ill

will

maximum

weak

will

at the

minimum

be protected by the

be scaled do\vn; cmplo\’mcnt

minimum

ensure

will

standard; public

be safeguarded through the nationalization of key indus-

Thus, democratic governments are attempting

duce mixed economy in place of a purely

The communists
feel that this control

to

intro-

capitalist one.

object to this tj-pc of

mixed economy.

They

over private ownership wll not be sufficient to

correct the grave inequalities of wealth, clicck the exploitation of

improve the emplo}Tnent position and ensure
a minimum standard for all. They think that, the misnomer of a
mixed economy is merely an ‘eye wash’, a make-shift, and, an appeal
the poor

to (he
talist

rich,

more fortunate ones

set-up, the rich arc

affairs,
\s'ill

by the

may

it

to

show a

little

most powerful.

be the State,

more charity. In a capiThey arc at the helm of

religion, or society and, therefore, they

never do anything which

may be

against their interests.
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The communists,
forms,

all its

socialization

after condemning the capitalistic system and
come fonvard with a new technique the technique of
of all means of production and abolition of all private

—

ownership. In this new set-up, they tell us, production ^vill not be
guided by the profit motive but will be directed by the State’s Central
Planning Authority to those channels where it will be of maximum
social benefit.
In such a communistic state, there ^vill be no place

unemployment, grave inequalities of income etc.,
and a minimum standard of living udll be ensured to all. The country
will become a paradise, and life, worth living.
for exploitation,

To
They

this,

tell

the followers of another

camp

us that the idea of nationalization

take serious objection:
is

mooted out mainly

because of the excessive exploitation of labour by ‘haves’ and th^
desire of thinkers to save the labour

Marx, with

from the tyranny of the millowners.

way of putting things
way that even unscientific thoughts may appear
scientific, gave it a new meaning and importance.
He made it as tlie
essential part of and an important means to socialism.
The success
of the experiment in Russia, not so much in the form of levelling down
catch phraseology and magic

all his

in such a wonderful

of the inequalities of wealth or minimising the exploitation of labour

and improving
might,

its

scientific

standard of living, but in the form of the military

advancement and pace of

industrial development,

which were mainly due to other factors and not nationalization alone,
has persuaded even the governments and economists of the free ^vorld
to agree to the partial, if not total, nationalization of industries

growing State control. However, at present a rethinking

and

it

will

be worthwhile

Nationalization
It

is

a technique to

making

it

is,

and

going on

to analyse it here briefly.

in fact, nothing but “Governmentalization”.

make

a capitalist

is

also.

a powerful State

all

the

more powerful by

Certainly this increase in the power of the

State cannot be, and time has proved that

it is

not, in the interest of em-

ployees for whose welfare the medicine was prescribed, as the

enemy

In 1953,
has emerged out more powerful than becoming weak.
a
committee
to study
appointed
Congress
Union
Trade
the British
condition of labour in nationalized industries vis-a-vis private
The report of the committee dearly shows that the
industries.

the

condition of the labour in nationalized industries was in no

and

at places

it

was worse than that in the privately

way

better,

ow-ned and

88

managed

was the achievement in a democracountry having a powerful political party of labour, what will be
the position of labour in a communist economy where the State is
industries.

'Wlien this

tic

all

When the disparities in incomes

powerful, can be anybody’s guess.

in the U.S.A. are in the ratio of
in the blessed country'

add

1

15, they

:

continue to be

still

where the experiment was

to this, the concentration

started

first.

1

The labour

to

o^^•n

got nothing in bargain but lost freedom

was given out that nationalization would lead

It
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camps, the merciless butcher^' of ‘agents

of capitalist’ and the denial of right to unite or strike have their
talcs to tell.

;

And

also.

to socialization

where not only basic needs of all would be met but something more
would also be given. How unfortunate it appears that when in the
U.S.A., Australia, Canada, to name only a few countries, where agriculture
is

how

still

continues to be in the hands of individuals, the problem

to dispose of the surplus grains, in the countries

been nationalized and the Government has paid the
tion to

it,

where land has

maximum

atten-

Russia, in spite of

famine conditions continued to prevail.

the best efforts of Khrushchev and others, since 1955 had to import huge
quantities of food from the U.S.A.

millions from death.

had

to

larly,

admit

its

and Australia

to save the hungry'

China, in spite of the “Great Leap Fonvard”,

faihirc

and

resort to import of rice

East Germany, Czechoslavakia and Poland

countries

—imported

12'5 lakh tons, 9'0 lakh tons

respectiv'cly of foodgrains

from

their

and

—

and

known enemies

food.

all

Simi-

communist

5'0 lakh tons

of the free world.

study in Russia has revealed that the private o^vned farms, which
arc now about 36 percent of the total land, produced more than double

A

of the land which

is

under

All this forces one

collective ownership.

to conclude that in the public sector, in spite of the increased facilities,

the production, specially in the sphere of agriculture (relatively speaking),

remains

less

than that in the private sector.

Nationalization was considered as an essential part and an im-

portant means to socialism.

However, now people

feel

that real

come till a new man is not created. And if we can
new man, certainly he will not need the aid of nationaliza-

socialism cannot

create this

tion for socialization.

So,

why have

it?

AVhether nationalized industries arc really in the hands of people
or they arc

managed by

the parly or group in

power

for their

own

:
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ends can be decided by applying three
control?

Is

tests, viz.

a public

Is there

there a public administration

and is there public
Unfortunately, a study both of the free and communist countries, has revealed that these three tests do not justify nation-

accountability?

Probably

alization.

it

because of

tvas

this

that the idea of Public

Corporations was mooted out in England and daily

more and more popular with
It

is

now

it is

becoming

other countries also.

admitted that in nationalized economies, the factors

of production do not necessarily

move where

they are most efficient

or wanting, that in the absence of drive given by profit motive,

ciency goes

down and

costs

not possible, that individuality and individual
rated and
to

life is

pay a heavy

rigidly regimented.

price for a mirage.

enthusiasm for nationalization
reflected the attitude of

alization in these

“
one.

effi-

go up, that correct imputation of prices

is

initiative are

is

not tole-

Indeed, people are called upon

Probably

it is

because of

slowly dying out.

this that

B. C. Roberts

Trade Unions of England towards nation-

words

The change in the attitude of the unions is a fundamental
They are not prepared, at this stage, to recommend that

nationalization should be carried

much

farther

”

Anthony Crossland, a labour M.P., wrote in December, 1939
Commentary’ that nationalization has not ceased
to be an important means to socialism but “is now less central to
The opinions of G. D. H. Cole, Bevan, and
socialist strategy.”

issue of ‘Socialist

scores of other

eminent economists can

also

be cited in support.

The

and utterances of the socialists and labour
unions of Holland, Switzerland, Sweden and Austria clearly show
that they too are not enthusiastic about the scheme of nationalization.
De-nationalization of coal and steel industries in U.K. shows in what

manifestos, programmes,

direction the

wind

is

blowing.

A glance at the seemingly divergent

systems

—capitalism,

commu-

—

nism and mixed economy reveals an interesting fact, i.c. there arc
For example, in all
things common in them rather different.
and
more complicated
more
use
of
on
the
up
pinned
the three, faith is

more

machines.

Naturally,

complicated machines

when
is

large scale production with the help of

carried out,

it results

in vast differences of

incomes between different groups and increases exploitation of one

90

by another.

class
talist’

It is

immaterial whether

The

or ‘Managerial’.

this class is called ‘Capi-

only difference in these patterns

one
Again, the three are based on material
progress and hence emphasis multiplication of wants. They comis

of degree of exploitation.

pletely ignore moral, spiritual or

human

side.

Hence, they cannot

be said to be either perfect systems of production or those opposed
to each other in substance.

The

question arises

he prefer a purely

Gandhi belong? Docs
economy with no state control, or a mixed
control or a communist state with complete

capitalist

economy with some
an

state control or

— to which camp does

state

entirely

new

pattern of production.

Gandhi, being the democrat of

all

democrats, has come forward

a neVv plan according to which individual

^vith

be ensured

to the

maximum, but

He would

not be permitted.

at the

same

would

freedom

time, misuse of it would

retain individual

ownership

so long

come in conflict tvith social welfare. It is a new type
of mixed economy which, if a name is to be gis'cn to it, can be called
a Pragmatic Economy or Labour Oriented Economy. Gandhi said,
“Under my system it is labour which is the current coin, not mctal.”^
as

it

does not

In the ideal economy of Gandhi’s concept, agrarian
will

be revived, emphasis

economic

will

as well as political,

basic needs will be aimed

emphasis will

shift

at.

civilization

be laid on decentralization of power,

and

regional sclf-suflicicncy in matters of

Naturally, under this type of economy,

Gandhi was of the

from industries to agriculture.

firm opinion that the basis of economic

Gandhian pattern of production,

life is

land.

agriculture comes

Therefore, in

first

and indus-

tries next.

In Gandhi’s pragmatic economy, three sectors

by

side.

They

will function side

arc:

Private sector ^vhcrc production will be carried on by small

(1)

and independent

producers with

the

help of

‘useful

machines’.
(2)

Trusteeship
control

and

sector
will

where production

Tendulkar: ‘Mahatma’,

be under

be carried out with the help of

machines’.
*

will

^'ol. III, p. 169.

trust

‘useful
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Public sector where production wall be under state control.
Here the latest and most up-to-date complicated machines
shall be harnessed in production.

(3)

(A)

PRIVATE SECTOR
In order
it is

to ensure the

minimum

and maximum peace

exploitation

necessary that production should be on the small scale and with

may help man to increase
may reduce all the monotony

the help of those ‘useful machines’ which

and earning capacity as
and drudgery of the work. But at the same
in exploitation of any one else.
his efficiency

time,

it

should not result

Besides the use of small, selected machines and small scale pro-

duction,

necessary that production should be reverted back to

it is

the places where consumers reside. In other words, the

apparatus should be scattered in different

be permitted

localities

to concentrate in certain regions.

production

and should not

This will give birth

which was the aim of Mahatma Gandhi.
on a mass scale will necessarily
passive or active exploitation of the villages as the problem

to self-sufficient localities

He once wrote,
lead to

“

Industrialization

of competition and marketing comes

in.

Therefore,

centrate on the village being self-contained,

we have

to con-

manufacturing mainly

for use.”^

The production

in private sector,

self-sufficient localities Avill
(a)

The

which

be carried out

will

be concentrated in

by two types of persons

farmers whose primary work will be to cultivate the land

and secondary work will be to produce goods like cloth, paper, oil,
paddy husking, pottery, toy, cutlery, bamboo and cane work, rope
making, tiles and brick making etc., in their spare time.
(b)

The

persons whose

main and only work

will

be

to

run the

cottage industries and meet the needs of the villagers.
(c)

crops.

The
The

peasantry’s

first

concern will be to grow

invented machines sparingly, as they

Mirabehn,

from the land.
1

its

own

food

farmers in growing these crops will use the recently

N. K. Bose

:

‘Selections

may

^vriting in

from Gandhi’,

oust

many men and

bullocks

the ‘Hindustan Times’ has

p. 244-45.
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compromise between the use of machines and old
methods of cultivation when she szys, “I would, therefore, advocate
rightly struck a

the use of tractors for bringing waste land under cultivation where it
is situated in large blocks and is otherwise suitable.
But after the land
is

reclaimed, I would not for a

permanently
every

way

under mechanical

The

economical.

and gives
and for manure.
land,

—

The

from

oil

suggest that

and the
it

bullock

cow-dung which

like,

in

is

fed from the products of the

is

bullock can also be used for

purchased for

should remain

it

The

cultivation.

bullock

in return valuable

carting, Avater lifting

expensive

moment

is

used for fuel

kinds of work

all

whereas the tractor has

from the bazar and

it

have

to

gives nothing back

belly.”

its

In India agriculture does not provide emploAnment throughout the

For several months

year.

in a year the farmer

is

completely idle and

even in the remaining montlis, except during the sowing and
ing time, he

he

idleness,

The need
in the

partially

is
is

unemployed.

During

of subsidiar)’ industries, therefore,

compete

spinning docs not

The

industn'^

period of forced

this

wasting most of his time in gossips and

sole claim

greatly

is

Gandhi himself

backward countries of Asia,

any

with

advanced on

behalf

its

litigation.

felt,

specially

“Hand

said,

type of

existing

and permanent

offers an immediate, practicable

har\’est-

is

that

it

alone

solution of

that

problem of problems that confronts India, viz. the enforced idleness
for nearly six months in the year of an over-whelming majority of
India’s population

owing

to lack

tion, in private sector, Avill
it

proA’idc

will

of a suitable supplcmcntarj' occu-

And

pation to agriculture

it

is

for this reason that produc-

be shifted from

subsidiary

work

cities to

the villages where

the

farmers

can be

many

for

in

their

idle

period.

These
oil

subsidiar}' cottage industries

mat making,

pressing,

fruit

prcscr\'ation,

making, pottciy, cane work, rope making
choosing these industries should be that

work them

all

the year

—

fulfils

all

Gandhi

these conditions

induslr\'.
1

Young

may

making,

only criteria

not be

India, 21.10.1926.

feels

and

is

that

Ckarkhc

toy

of

ncccssar\' to

round and they may not require much

or training to run them.

wheel

paper

The

etc.

it

—cotton ginning,

— the

capital

spinning

ideally suited as a subsidiarA-
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The

other part of the private sector

which

industries

be working

^vill

all

%vill

constitute of the cottage

the year round and producing

anything which the climate, supply of raw material, opportunity
dispose of the produce, technical

Here some

permit.

skill etc.,

to

firms

be owned by individuals, some by two or three persons and some
by a number of persons. It all will depend upon the capital one can
invest.
But in every case the size of the firm will not be large enough

will

as to enable

The owners

owners

its

producers from the

to oust the other

field.

not exceeding a certain limit

employ few labourers, the number
(which shall be fixed by the Govern-

ment of the country from time

to time).

be permitted

will

The production

to

carried out in cities will also be on the

same

pattern but because of the existence of mental workers in the

cities

another type of subsidiary industries will grow up.
cottage industries

be working

^vill

all

few limited hours every day as their sole purpose

an opportunity

may

that they

The

to the

These subsidiary

the year round

and

for only a

be to provide

will

mental workers to do some physical work so

recognize the importance of Bread-labour.

Panchayats in villages or cities will keep an

eye over these

small firms and will take strong action against the offenders of the
rules laid

down by them

regarding the size of the firm, number of

people employed, types of machines employed

taken by Panchayats will be

which

effectively

can be applied

boycott of the owners of the firm
the Swadeshi

movement

will
etc.

But the action

etc.

nature.

non-violent in

The

sanctions

be boycott of the goods,

No

one, \s'ho

is

social

familiar \vith

of India, will ever deny the power

of these

non-violent methods.

The Gandhian

social structure will try to raise the

moral plan

of the general public through the education system of varna-ty avast ha,

and

will

labour.

them

make them believers in non-violence, simplicity and BreadThe impressions thus carved on the people will not permit

after

some

time, -when the impressions have

permanent, to exploit their neighbour

become deep and

or stand erect against the non-

violent sanctions applied against them, after they

had broken the

general code of behaviour.

This type of private sector will retain
tic

system — freedom

all

the virtues of a capitalis-

of occupation, consumption

and production;

:
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possibility of correct

and

imputation of prices as factors \viU be purchased
open market, movement of factors where they are most
maximization of production, profit incentive to reduce cost

sold in

eflicient,

and improve

Besides

efficiency etc.

have certain other

this, it will

to its credit.
As production wall be carried out on a small
and under Panchqyat’s observation, chances of exploitation \vill
be minimum. This decentralized production %wll remove class con-

advantages
scale

flict,

increase the earning capacity of the poor people

power
man’s

to

amass

This will also

w’ealth.

profit as

it -ivill

establish

and reduce the
save time and the middle

a direct relation between producers

and consumers.

(B)

TRUSTEESHIP SECTOR
But in

spite of small scale,

sufficient units,

it

decentralized production and

self-

may be

be able to exploit others

possible in some cases that one perosn may
and amass wealth. A few of such cases may

be
(a)

A few commodities,

on a small

scale.

The

by

their very nature,

cannot be produced

production of these commodities will naturally

As he

place the owner in a unique position.

amount of the competition and

will

be able

\vill

not get sufficient

to exploit the

ownership

for his personal ends.
(b)

cal

The production

of a few commodities requires special techni-

The person who

knowledge and training.

knowledge

may

be able to exploit people

as

it

has

will

this training

and

not be possible for

other producers to start production in a short period and compete

with him.
(c)

may combine and start enjoying
keeping
down the production and artiby
of monopoly

The owners of

the benefits

ficially raising

(d)

small firms

the prices.

Some producers,

production,

may

in spite of people’s preference for small scale

carry on with production on large scale and

exploit

the public.
(e)

Some

persons,

due

to their peculiar circumstances,

in a position to exploit others

and may be using

for their benefit at the cost of others.

may be

these circumstances

For example, a landlord and

;
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a factory owner, with no hand in production, belong

to this

group

of people.
(f)

Any

other such reason which

hands of a few

may

place special power in the

to exploit others.

Before trying to answer the remedy suggested

Gandhi
to

to

meet such

cases effectively,

it \\’ill

by

Mahatma

not be out of place here

understand his ideas on exploitation.

Gandhi feels that every one should earn his bread by his own
labour. There should be no place for unearned incomes. But if
some persons are able to earn without %\’orking, may it be due to
ownership of property or other similar reasons,
Again,

the poor.

if

a person

the income of the poorest
exploitation.

The

is

able to earn

man

difference in

is

difference in

maximum and minimum

it

be termed as

will

permissible because of the

Even

differences in efficiency of the persons.

Burn

more than twelve times

in the society,

income

e.xploitation of

it is

in Soviet Russia, the

incomes

is

of the Soviet population receives approximately

more than

upper 11%

in his ‘Managerial Revolution’ writes, “the

50%

this.

12%

to

of the national

income.”

Mahatma Gandhi wanted

to

check exploitation with the

least

Therefore, at the very outset he could not possibly pres-

violence.

cribe the bitter

of nationalization to meet effectively the above

pill

He

felt that when some reformer lost faith in his
method of conversion, the technique of what is known as scientific
But he was a reformer made of another stuff
socialism was born.
and so was trying to solve the same problem that faces the scientific
Gandhi repeatedly said that his approach
socialists in a different way.

mentioned

is

cases.

always and only through non-violence.

by him was
one more chance

The medicine

to the capitalist to stop exploitation.

the failure of trusteeship that the firm

is

prescribed

Trusteeship

in terms of the principle of trusteeship.

It

is

gi%'cs

only after

nationalized in the interest

of the society.

The

theory

of

trusteeship

can

briefly

be

summarised

as

made

the

follows

The

capitalist,

who

trustee of the property
after deducting his

is

and

found exploiting the people,
so

maximum

would be expected

is

to use the properly,

permissible income, for the public sake.
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Gandhi wrote, “When an individual had more than his proportionate
became a trustee of that portion for God’s people.’’^
Again, “What I expect of you, therefore, is that you should hold all
portion he

your riches as a

be used solely in the

trust to

interest of those

sweat for you, and to whose industry and labour you owe
position

all

who
your

and prosperity.”-

But who

be the owner of

will

trust property?

this

Will the

ownership vest in the State, or in an association of a voluntary^ character like village

communes and

municipalities which may, of course,

derive their final authority from the State
replied,

made

laws?

To

this

Gandhi

“That question involved some confusion of thought.

Legal

o^\'nership in the transformed condition \vas v'ested in the trustee,

not in the State.

It

was

in order to avoid confiscation that the doc-

came into play, retaining for society the ability
original owner in his o^vn right.”® Thus ownership will vest
same person and he -wdll be permitted to manage it in the way,

trine of trusteeship

of the
in the

he thinks

The

best.

only difference will be that he will not be permit-

ted to misuse the property, as the incentive to

be taken aAvay by not permitting him

will

the

maximum

yals will be

from the
it ^vill

The

limit.

If it

is

to retain

social

crimes

money beyond

accounts department of the village Pancha-

easily able to

trust.

commit

out the real ineome of the trustee

find

more than what the

trustee

be distributed among the owners of other

is

entitled to keep,

factors of production

in proportion to their remuneration.

^Vhat

-will

become of the

when he wants

trust

property after the death of the

by passing it over to others?
To this Gandhi replied that the choice of naming the successor “should
be given to the original OAvner who became the first trustee, but the
choice must be finalised by the State. Such arrangement puts a
trustee, or

to get rid of it

check on the State as well as the individual.”^
necessar)' that trust property
case, or

can be sold out

to

\viLl

-will

happen?

^

Ilarijan, 23.2.1347.

-

Young

India, 10.5.1928.

3

Harijan, 16.2.1947.

*

Harijan, 16.2.1947.

is,

therefore, not

every

any one.

If the capitalist, in spite of

then what

It

pass from father to son, in

becoming a

AVe know about

trustee betraj's his trust

the legally

appointed
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such as a guardian over a minor’s property.

trustees,

the property for his
true of

own

use and

is

He

reluctant to return

exploits

Same

it.

is

A

U.N.O.

few countries have been put under the trust and
care of the powerful ones who wish to continue their hold on them
under one pretext or the other. So, it can be asked

“How

then Gandhi will perform a miracle?”

K. Rudra, the noted economist, did not agree with
the Gandhian Theory of Trusteeship. “The criterion of all economic
endeavour is the service of the community, whether achieved through
private profit or some other technique. The Gandhian economic
philosophy too, would seem to point this ^vay ^vith its doctrine of
trusteeship.
There is much to commend this vie^\'. But it is doubtLate Prof.

S.

not grave drawbacks attached to the system

ful if there are

expect people to act according to

principle

this

though

supreme, actually will not render substantial and continuous

To
is

this

Mahatma

seems to have answered,

no makeshift, certainly no camouflage.
other theories.

survive

all

religion

behind

That

it.

theory does not prove

No
to

other

my

way

is

It

results.”

“My theory of trusteeship
I am confident that it ^^ill

has the sanction of philosophy and

possessors of wealth

its falsity; it

have not acted upto the

proves the weakness of the wealthy.
Further, “I adhere

compatible with non-violence.”^

doctrine of trusteeship in spite of all the ridicule that has been

poured upon

it.”^

Probably, while discussing the theory of trusteeship,
forgotten the

Gandhian structure of the State and

may go

way

a long

in solving

units, like villages or cities,

that exploitation
fact.

But

many

it

problems.

will not

And

unsocial design of a trustee.

of this

to

ethically

it is

be very

critics

society,

have

which

In small

self-sufiicicnt

late to

find out the

a matter of general agreement

possible only so far as the consumers are ignorant

is

if in spite

of it, the trustee docs not stop exploitation,

every sort of non-violent pressure will be put on

him by

the society

and the State. Social boycott and non-cooperation will immediately
be applied against the offender by the society. Consumers will stop
Owners of factors ^vill refuse to cooperate in
to purchase from him.
production.

The

dispose of goods

result will be, in the absence of large markets to

and purchase

factors, the trustee ^^^ll

1

Yervada Mandir, p. 45-9.

2

K. R. Khosla ‘Mahatma Gandhi,
:

Life

Through

be forced to

Pictures’, p. 58.
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follow the right track.

about the trusteeship?

Some one asked Gandhi, “Ho\v will you bring
Is it by persuasion?”
To this he replied,

“Not merely by verbal persuasion. I wiU concentrate on my means.
My means are non-cooperation. No person can amass wealth without
the cooperation, trilling or forced, of the people concerned.”^
if,

in spite of these sanctions a trustee

dethrone him and the property
person or

it

will

trill

adamant, the State

is

go under the

The Gandhian

tion

of Trusteeship

theory

violent in character,

it

is

a positive improvement over the

and production, and thus ensures the
It

income

as

is

it

also

more

just

is

and

structure.

Besides being

freedom of occupation, consump-

retains the

individual personality, tvhich
State.

trill

of another

trust

be nationalized.

Marxist method of scocialization of the whole economic
less

And

right of development of

completely lacking in a communist
scientific in fixing the

takes into consideration the Index

nomic prosperity of the country and

upper

limit of

Number and

eco-

region.

some common meeting
ground between the Gandhian and Communist ways of thinking.
Both aim at scaling down the differences of income, both feel that
production should not be left solely to the direction and management
But in

spite of these differences, there

of the individual,

may he be

is

a trustee or a manager, both

importance of keeping social interest above individual

The Gandhian

realise the

interest etc.

concept of Trusteeship, unlike the capitalist system,

does not permit an owner to misuse his wealth.

only that portion of the income which

is

He

is

the o%vner of

necessary for his existence,

being fixed by the State.

There cannot exist glaring inequalities
of incomes and exploitation in the Gandhian system. On the one
hand it keeps a check on exploitation and on the other it strikes at the

it

very root of misery and chaos by trying to convert the present

and decent man
dignity of labour. But Gandhi and a
individual freedom and initiative.

into a self-sufficient

beliering in non-violence
capitalist,

man
and

both want to retain

(C)

PUBLIC SECTOR
Gandhi was against
1

reckless wholesale nationalization, because

C. Itajagopnl.'icharyn nntl J. C. Kumr.rappa

:

‘The Nation’s

it

^'o^ce’, p. 190.
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However, he being a realist, ^s•iIl agree to
nationalize a few industries or firms provided pre-requisites of nationalization are fulfilled. One of the pre-requisites, and the most important

-represents violence.^

one,

is

a good Central Government manned by tried patriots ^vho can

be trusted to hold the

interest of the millions

as

their

first

care.

“Nationalization presupposes that real power rests \sith the people,
-with the masses...

i.e.

hands of such

When

the

Government of

tried patriots %vho wall

the millions as their

first

care, then

the land

be trusted to hold the

in

is

the

interests

of

alone can ^ve claim to have

a

National Government and ‘Nationalization’ ^nll then ensure that the
interests of the

Government
controlled

masses will be taken care of.”- Obviously,

-will

pre-requisite

is

Central

effectively

that only those industries or

be nationalized which are producing consumption goods

and not those which are serving a

“The funds

firms

for masses

Nationalization of

selected few.

Airways, on this ground, will not be

The

justifiable.

logic

is

clear,

Government should be earmarked for the
and hence ^vc cannot divert them
the betterment of air\s'ays. Let private enterpirse go on as they
available to the

provision of
for

this

be

\\dll

by them.

The second
will

be a federation of Panchajats and

facilities for

Some

have done.

Only those
be nationalized

the masses

‘haves’ will exploit other ‘haves’

firms of the private sector or trusteeship sector shall
^s'hich,

in spite of warnings,

Somebody asked Mahatma Gandhi, “If you

have

failed to

improve.

are assured that a person

would never be a trustee in the sense in which you \vould like to have
him, do you not think that the State would be justified in taking away
those things from him ^vith the minimum of violence.” To this
Gandhi replied, “Yes, the State will, as a matter of fact, take away
these things, and I think it will be justified if it used the minimum
I would be very happy indeed if the people concernof violence
ed behaved as

trustees,

but

if

they

fail, I

believe

deprive them of their possession through the State

we

shall

ts’ith

the

have to

minimum

exercise of violence.”^
t

M. K. Gandhi:

2

J. C.

‘Economic

&

Industrial Life

&

Relations’, Vol. I, p. 124.

Kumarappa: ‘The Gandhian Economy and

the

Way

to Realize

It’,

p. 76.
3

4

Ibid., p. 77.

N. K. Bose: ‘Studies in Gandhism’,
‘Gandhism Reconsidered’, p, 57.

also

quoted by

M.

L. Dantwala:

:
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These are in nutshell the ideas of Gandhi regarding
of the

He

trust property.

-wanted to avoid

the maximuni,

to

it

nationalization

became unavoidable he would never hesitate in nationalizing
it though he felt that it involved some \dolence.
But since it would
have to be done in the interest of the general masses, it is pardonable.
but

if it

One

thing

commends
whole.

is Avortli

and only such
trustee of

and

re-

separate merits

tlieir

trust,

X

IHr.

if

\\-ill

a

is

a cotton spinning and weavdng factory (of course of a small
not discharging his trust well, then the

is

But other

The

touched.
the firm

on

For example,

their trust property.

if

industry as a whole will not be nationalized.

Only

a

umvilling to

be studied

running

are

not be

Does Gandhi believe

he

^\•ill

be

wU

^Vith nationalization

naturally',

Asill

the

r\-ith

Gandhian

ideology',

be affected.

Asdll

argued that

factory'

trustees or indiHduals, tvho

their factories, in keeping

alway's

even -when the Alahatma

:

does not apply to the industry' as a

found guilty of the breach of

trustees as are

nationalized.

is

it

Indix-idual cases are to be tested

be deprived of
size)

noticing here

nationalization,

is closely'

knit the question of compensation.

in gi-ving compensation or not?

It

can be

rrell

trustee, rvho claims the ow'nership of the property,
fulfil

the obligations of a trustee, and

loses the right

not be correct.
separately'

But

of compensation.

Gandhi

felt

is

removed,

to take this stand

that indiHdual cases should

and the question ^vhether compensation

is

to

be ^ven or not should be decided according to their respective merits.
The amount of compensation should also depend upon indhidual
cases.

Gandhi wrote

Table Conference that
scrutiny',

and

Young

in

India,

“

I said at the

Round

every vested interest must be subjected

to

with or without

confiscation ordered if necessary'

compensation as the case demands.”^

Regarding the public

utility

concerns and basic

indxistries,

Gandhi

^\•rote

“The hea\y machinery'

for

work of public

utility,

-which cannot

be imdertaken by' human labour, has its ineHtable place, but
all that would be owned by the State and used entirely' for the
benefit of the people.”-

& Industrial

1

M. K. Gandhi;

2

‘Cent Percent Swadeshi’, quoted bylvl. L.
dered’, p. 40.

‘Economic

Life

&

Relations’, \ol. I, p. 12 t.

Dantwala: ‘Gandhism Reconsi-

;

:
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Explaining the point, he wrote

“

If

:

we could have

electricity in every village

should not mind villagers plying their implements

with the help of
or state would

electricity.

own power

But then the

\’illagc

home, I
and tools

communities

houses just as they have their grazing

pastures.”^

Gandhi would agree

to nationalize a

few key industries

only those key industries wdll be nationalized the goods

cannot be produced on a small

“The key

industries

scale.

which the nation needs may be

Thus Gandhian public

But

of which

In the words of Gandhi

But then I would not choose anything
can be taken up by the villages %vith a

and

also.

as

centralized.

a key industry that

little

organizing.”"

sector will have three t)'pes of industries

firms
1.

Firms whose owners, in spite of repeated reminders, continue

to betray the trust.
2.

Public

utility

concerns such as transport and communication,

health and sanitation, education, banking and insurance,

and

3.

Key

which cannot be run on small scale such as
power generating industries, mining metallurgy

industries

defence industries,

and

statistics

research.

machine tools, heavy engineering, heavy chemicals,
and pharmaceuticals.

forestry,

fertilizers

1

Harijan, June 22, 1935.

8

Tendulkar ‘Maliatma’, Vol.
:

II, p. 277.

—

Chapter IV

SOME ALLIED PROBLEMS
In the foregoing pages, an attempt has been
views of Gandhi on two problems connected

development,

attitude

viz.,

the industrial development.
these problems from the

country,
rate of

now
it is

be

It will

are also associated with

Gandhian point of vie^v.

being realized that for a speedy development of the

now

greater emphasis

is

being placed

its

It is for this

on population

It wiU, therefore,

be worth-

Gandhi on the problem of population.

present day industrialization has clearly demonstrated that

the relation between labour
is

and

essential that tlie quantity of the population

w'hile to study the view's of

talism,

and

in the fitness of things to study

planning by every country of the w’orld.

The

the

industrial

changes

growth should be linked with the requirements.

reason that

Each

to study

the

technological

Some more problems

patterns of production.

It is

towards

made
-with

and

capital

trying to liquidate the other.

Commurdsm,

Socialism, Fascism,

is

far

No

from being

satisfactory.

economic system

Nazism and

no\\'

— Capi-

U.N.O.

has so far been able to resolve the ever-growang differences behveen
the employer

and the employee and

restore a climate of peace, love

and mutual understanding. It wall be w'orth-while to kno^v, from the
Gandhian view-point, ^vhere the malady lies and -what should be done
to create in the industry a family atmosphere and a spirit of ‘live’ and
‘let live’.
While studying the problem of labour-capital relations
it -^vill be but natmal to kno^v the views of Gandhi on some practical
problems, like Trade Unions and State Legislation.

GANDHI AND THE POPULATION PROBLEMS
Malthus was the

first

economist to teU the ^vorld in a

scientific

some 160 years back, that population is increasing at a very
rate and, if unchecked, will soon outnumber the supply of food

w'ay,
fast

and consequently the natural

calamities (Positive Checks in his words)
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Natural calamities are bad and so they should be preMalthus suggested, as an alternative, Preventive Checks,
in the form of ‘Moral Restraint’, but thereafter seemed to be

will follow.

vented.
first

inclined to consider the “Evils

and

Vices’’^ also.

After Malthus, a large number of demographical researches have
been undertaken and either hfalthus has been rediscovered or criti-

made Governments and peoples more cautious and population planning minded.®
But in spite of all these scientific studies, one is constrained to say that
cised or alternative theories suggested."

All this has

mainly the quantitative aspect of the problem %nth reference to individual nations has been studied and practically no attention has
been paid or is being paid even now to the qualitative aspect.
^

By

‘evils’

‘there

is

Malthus meant the use

or ‘vices’

abortion, etc.

There

no reason

is

of contraceptives, resort to

a controversy going on. Gide and Rist believe that

to believe, however, that,

On

would not be a Neo-Malthusian.’

were Malthus nosv

believe that seeing the changing world, growing povcity which
all

evib, consent of Catholic

Church

alive, lie

the otljcr hand, quite a few economists

to Dr. Store’s

the milder tone of the ediu'ons of ‘Essa)^,

it

source of

is

Rhythmic method and

can be imagined that Malthus

would have changed.
®

Francis Place (Principles of Population) agreed with Malthus while

Godwin

(Essays) refused to accept the behaviour of population as put fonvartl

by

Malthus. Bestiat in France and Carey in U.S.A. challenged the principle of
diminishing returns in land and gave an optimistic tinge to the population

Edward Wet
more productive due
theory. Sir

(Essays) held that as population grew, labour
specialisation.

to

became

Sidgcwick (Principles) laid the

foundation of Optimum theory which was later s^-stematized by Cannon
and popularised by Carr Saunders. Thomas Doiibledy (Tlic True Lasv of
Population) made an assault on classicalists by bringing in tile idea of

standard of living and reached the conclusion that
decreases while amongst the poor

it

the point further. Senior, thinking on the same

of population with

less

among

the rich, population

increases. Sir Archibald .Mison dcvclopctl
lines,

looked upon the future

Pearl (The Biology of Population) argued

that

the

population

typically takes the form of a flattened sloping ‘S’ shape curve.
sociologists

the poors

it

is

quality of population

S

The

more than one.
is

steadily going

The

is less

ovcr.all eflect

than unity while
of

it

and

However,

in

some

c,iscs it

also mc.ans the reverse.

Mussolini’s Italy arc examples.

is

that the

down.

Population Planning normally means the control on the grotvih
lation.

growth
western

Tl.cy argue

arc worrying about eugenic aspect of population.

that in better placed persons, the rate of reproduction

among

Raymond

concern than was shown by Malthus.

Hilter’s

of popu-

Germany

:
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Gandhi reaKsed that the emphasis of the Westerners on the quantitative aspect of population and efforts to control its growth by artificial methods are not very proper and that they may lead to disasFor example, use of contraceptives

terous results.

health of Westerners because
is

it

adverse effects and creates

is

practised

new

on the subject and has
be of interest

tively

“Procreation
limits.

A

is

undermining the

encourages excessive indulgence and

encouraging pre-marital sexual relations.

also

the technique of abortion

will

is

on a large

Again,
scale.

Japan

in

All this has

Gandhi has vuitten exhaus-

tensions.

also cited authorities.

A

few extracts

a natural phenomenon indeed, but %vithin

transgression of these limits imperils

specific

womankind,

premium on

emasculates the race, induces disease, puts a

vice

and makes world ungodly.”^
“If contraceptives are resorted

Men and women wll

to,

frightful results

They

be living for sex alone.

soft-brained, tmhinged, in

fact,

^\ill

follow.

%vill

become

mental and moral mecks.”®

Gandhi quotes the conclusions of William R. Thurston which
are based on his personal observation and the data which he obtained

from physicians,
(a)

statistics

“It causes the
ely

of social hygiene and medical

woman

aged, diseased,

to

become highly nervous,

irritable,

restless,

statistics

:

prematiur-

discontented

and

incapable of properly caring for children.”
(b)

“Among the poorer classes, it leads to
many children who are not wanted.”

(c)

“Among

the propagation of

the higher classes, tmrestrained sexual intercourse

leads to the practice of contraception

and abortions.” “If con-

name

of ‘birth-control’ or any

traceptive methods, under the

other

name

are taught to the majority of the

masses, the race wdll

become generally

women

of the

diseased, demoralized,

depraved, and will eventually perish.”
(d)

“The excessive sexual intercomrse drains the male of the vitality
necessary for earning a good living.”

“At present

there are

approximately 2,000,000 more widows in the United States
^

Young

2

‘Amrita Bazar Patrika, Janu^ 12, 1935.’

India, April 29, 1926.

:

:
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than there are widowers. Comparatively few of these arc

war widows.”^
Gandhi

further explains his opposition in these words

methods are

“Artificial

a premium upon vice.

like putting

make man and woman

And

reckless.

They

respectability that

is

being given to the methods must hasten the dissolution of the

upon

restraint that public opinion puts
ficial

The remedy
Again

“The

:

one. Adoption of arti-

methods must result in imbecility and

ner\'Ous prostration.

be found to be worse than the disease

will

protagonists

self-indulgence as

of contraceptives

their

have

almost

up

set

unlimited self-indulgence, as

ideal

everybody would admit, can only

result in certain destruction

of the individual or the race concerned.”^

“As

man

it is,

lust,

and

advocates

There

is

has sufficiently degraded her (the

may

be,

\vill

still

for his

further degrade hcr.”^

another objection

“Assuming that birth-control by
certain conditions,
plication

At

woman)

methods, no matter hotv well meaning the

artificial

among

artificial aids is justifiable

under

seems to be utterly impracticable of ap-

it

the millions

least the experience of

under-developed countries of

/Vsia

and

Africa confirms this view.

GANDHI ON OjUANTirATIVE CONTROLS
But

this

does not

mean

that

quantitative controls of population.
the Westerners

is

that he

wanted

Gandhi was

The

to control the

irrespective of the size, the natural resources

ment of

Gandhi

*

2
*
*

types of

all

between him and

growth of population

and the

stage of develop-

This

and through less injurious methods.
views on marriage and Brahmacharya or

the country

evident from his

marriage

against

difference

at his

own

cost

—he was married

had come

know of the

at the age of thirteen.®

Young India, September 27, 1928.
Young India, March 12, 1925.
Harijan, November 12, 1936.
Young India, April 2, 1925.

®

Harijan, September 14, 1935.

'

M. K. Gandhi

:

to

‘Autobiography’, p. 6

is

pitfalls

celibacy.

of early

So he was against
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child marriage or early marriage.^

Gandhi, therefore, asked people
not to marry their children till they were grorra up and capable of
sharing the responsibilities of their family. His sermon in favour of
late marriages was not only for the thickly populated countries like
India and China. It was a universal formula. Surely, late marriages
are

bound

growth of population adversely.
The second formula which Gandhi gave to control the quantity'
of population was self-control, i.e. Bralimacharya or celibacy. This
to affect the rate of

him because

of Mr. Hill- and was fanned by the preachand the study of religious books. But for Gandhi,
the meaning of Brahmacharya was different from the prevailing one.
It meant not only control of sex before marriage but also during the
married life.® Not only this. It meant, besides control of desire for

idea struck to

ings of the saints

^

“It

is

my

my marriage at the age of
of the same age about me %vho arc

painful duty to have to record here

As

thirteen.

I

see the youngsters

my care, and think of my o^vn marriage, I am inclined to pity myand to congratulate them on having escaped my lot. I can see no
moral argument in support of such a preposterously early marriage.” Again,
“Little did I dream then that one day I shall severely criticise my father
under
self

2

for having married me as a child.”
(‘Autobiography’, p. 8).
“I have already referred to Dr. Allinson’s birth control propaganda.
If
it had some temporary effect on me, Mr, Hills’ opposition to those methods

and

opposed to outward means, in a word,
which in due time came to be abiding.
Seeing, therefore, that I did not desire more children I began to strive
after self-control.
There was endless difficulty in the task. IVe began to
sleep in separate beds.
I decided to retire to bed only after the day’s work
his

advocacy of internal

efforts as

of self-control had a far greater

had
3

left

me

“Marriage
sense

is

natural tiling in

wholly "wrong.

March

(‘Autobiography’, p. 150).

completely exhausted.”

is

and, therefore, to lead a
jan,

effect,

The
life

life,

idea

and
is

to

to look

consider

it

derogatory in any

upon marriage

as a sacrament

of self-restraint in the married state.”

,

(Hari-

22, 1942).

It is
“Marriage, for the satisfaction of sexual appetite is no marriage.
means
therefore,
VTABHICHARA concupiscence. (Toda'j's) ceremony,
that tile sexual act is pennitted only when there is a clear desire by both

—

a child. The whole conception is sacred. The act has, therefore, to
prayerfully
Such union may only be once in life-time,
performed
be
Those who arc not normally and physically
if no other child is desired.
for

healthy have no business to unite, and

You must

concupiscence.
that marriage

is

if

they do,

unlearn the lesson,

for the satisfaction of

if

it is

VTABHICHARA

you have

animal appetite.”

learnt

it

before,

(Young India,

April 24, 1927).

“Those who is'ant to perform national sendee, or those ivho want to have
a glimpse of the real religious life, must lead a celebate life, no matter if
with
married or unmarried. Alarriage but brings a woman close together
parted
be
to
never
special
sense,
a
in
friends
become
they
a man, and
I do not think that, in our conception of marriage,
either in this life
(Young India, December 2, 1921)
our lusts should necessarily enter.”
•

.

s

:

;

:
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To

a complete control of self.

sex,

quote him

“

Let us remember the root meaning of Brahmacharya, Brahmameans Charya or course of conduct adopted to the search of
Brahma or Truth. From this etymological meaning arises the special
charya

meaning,

We must forget the

viz. control of all the senses.

definition

which

restricts itself to the sexual aspect

“Brahmacharya
control over

and deed.

all

is

not mere mechanical celibacy,

and freedom from

the senses

As such

it is

it

incomplete

only

means complete

in thought, \vord

lust

the royal road to self-realization or attainment

of Brahma

Gandhi admitted
He himself had

job.

code

of conduct,

that to

on

based

observe Brahmacharya

hard

to try

to achieve

own

his

not an

is

So he

it.

experience,

laj’s

for

easy

down a

observing

Brahmacharya

The

first

thing

is

“Control of the palate

vow.

I

To

to control palate.
is

the

first

essential in the

I

now pursued

dietic experiments not

vegetarian’s but also from the Brahmacharya’
result of these experiments I

simple,

Other

spiceless,

merely from

tlic

As the

point of view.

saw that the Brahmachari’s food should, be
and

if possible,

uncooked.’’^

pre-requisites of Brahmacharya, according to Gandhi, arc

and prayer.

control of senses, clean companions

words

obscivance of the

found that complete control of the palate made the obsciTancc

very easy, and so

limited,

quote

In Gandhi’s

own

:

“A
and not

Brahmachari must need to control his palate.

He must

for enjoyment.

A

eyes before anything unclean.

He must

see only clean tilings

cat to live

and

close his

Brahmachari will likewise hear to

nothing obscene or unclean, smell no strong, stimulating things. The
smell of clean earth is far sweeter than the fragrance of artificial scents

and

essences

friends

The

third step

The

and clean books

to

is

last

have clean companions

and not the

Exploding the myth that Brahmacharya,
difficult to practise
^

2
’
*

and

is

meant only

Young India, September 3, 1931.
Young India, April 29, 1926.
M. K. Gandhi ‘Autobiography’,
Young India, April 29, 1926.
:

i.e.

for Sadhiis

p. 152.

least

is

self-control

and

—clean

prayer

Sanyasi/is,

is

very

Gandhi

;
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quoted western and ancient Indian

To

authorities.^

conclude, Gandlii did believe in planning quantitative aspect

of population but, unlike other economists, he abhorred Preventive

Checks and advocated the
i.e.

tools of late

marriage and

self-control,

Brahmacharja.

QUALITATIVE ASPECT OF THE PROBLEM
Although no economist of the \vorld has

tried to propound a theory
of population discussing the qualitative aspect of the problem, yet

none

dispute

^vill

i.e.

importance for a

Gandlii was the

progress.
this

its

country^’s socio-politico-economic

economist to draw

first

neglected aspect of the problem.

to

His riews on Brahmacharja,

education and socio-politico-economic set-up give a

self-control,

clue to

om attention

it.

Gandhi was opposed to die different artificial methods of birthcontrol, because he felt comdnced
and he has cited many authorities

—

in his support

—

suggested, as

an

macharya,

i.e.

the married

but

ivill

life

two methods

alternative,

self-control.

—

^late

therefore,

marriage and during

Self-control, before the

iriU not only

He,

marriages and Brah-

keep in check the growth of population

improve the quality of the population.

also

Gandhi

that they are injurious for the society.

felt

healthy, they

convinced that

ivill

their society, their countrj'^

people of a country are not

tiU the

not be able to

seri’^e

properly either themselves or

and humanity

at large.

And no amoimt

of

and fresh -water can improve tiieir health -without
self-restraint.
So by popularising Brahmacharja, Gandhi ivas trying
to improve tlie health of the people. To quote him
good food, pure

“Many

air

are the keys to health,

but one thing needful, above
1

and they are
all others, is

“I venture to claim that by judicious treatment
control tnthout

much

difficult^'.

Indeed

it is

by me but German and other nature

all

quite essential;

Brahmacharja... There

it is

possible to obseive self-

a claim put forth not merely

cure practitioners.

The

latter

teach that water treatment or earth compresses and a non-heating and chiefly
fruitarian diet soothe the nervous system and bring animal passions under
easy subjection whilst they, at the same time, invigorate the sj-stem. The
same result is claimed by Raja- 7'hnjs for scientifically regulated pranayawa,

without reference to the higher practices.
ancient Indian treatment

is

Neither the tvestem

,’nor

the

intended for sanyasin but essential for the house

holder.” (Young India, April 2, 1925j.

:
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men and

can be no doubt that

\v'omen can never be virile or

strong unless they observe true Brahmaclwrja.”^

Gandhi’s

own

experience confirmed

it.

“Brahmacharja teaches self-control not only of desire for sex but
also of other senses.
This all round self-control raises tlie moral
fibre of the nation

and removes

vanity, anger, fear

and jealousy

from the people.

Hindu

books

religious

ligence of the person

of his personality.
believed in

it.

who

us that Brahmacharya raises the intel-

tell

practises

Sadhtis

and

and helps

it

Explaining the cause of

it,

in the

confirm

Sanyasiiis

he wrote

integration

Gandhi

it.
:

“All power comes from the preser\'ation and sublimation of
vitality that

responsible for creation of

is

husbanded instead of being
creative energy
trolled thought

become

it

itself

power of the

is

tlic

If the vitality

is

transmuted into

Hence

of the highest order
is

perfectly con-

highest potency and can

self-acting.”^

Gandhi quotes William Lebtus Hare’s
Regeneration’ to elaborate the point.
article

life.

dissipated,

also

can be quoted here with

of

tlie

‘Generation and
extracts from this

profit

“All bodies perform two functions,
for the building

article

Some

up of the body, and

the continuance of the species.’

‘internal reproduction

viz.

external reproduction for

The

names

processes he

re-

generation and generation respectively.”

“The regenerative

process

for the individual

—internal reproduction—

is

fundamental

and, therefore, necessary' and primaiy, the

due to a superfluity of cells and is, thereThe law of life, then, at this level is to feed
fore, secondary
the germ cells firstly for regeneration and secondly for generation.
In case of deficiency, regeneration must take the first place and

generative process

is

generation be suspended.”^

“Among
vastly
1

civilized

more than

M. K. Gandhi

:

human
is

beings se.xual intercourse

is

practised

necessary' for the production of the next

‘Self-Restraint Vs. Sclf-Indulgcnec’, p. 5I-D3,

2

Ibid.

“

Harijan, July 23, 1938.

‘

‘Self-Restraint ^s. Sclf-Indulgcncc’, p. 37-10,

Edn. 1958.

Edn.
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generation and
tion,

“The

on at the expense of internal reproduc-

carried

is

bringing disease, death and more in
process of regeneration

is

its

not and cannot be mechanistic

in character, but like the primitive fission
to say,

is

and will. To suppose that life
and segregates by a process that is

differentiates

purely mechanistic
processes are so far
to

That

is \dtalistic.

exliibits intelligence

it

separates,

seem

train.”i

is

True, these fundamental

inconceivable.

removed from our present consciousness

be uncontrolled by the

moment’s

reflection

developed

human

human

or animal wdll.

But a

show, that just as the -wdU of the

\sdll

its

full

being directs his external movements and

actions in accordance ^dth the guidance of the intellect,

indeed being

as to

this,

function, so the earlier processes of the gradual

organization of the body must, within the limits pro\ided by

environment, be allowed to be directed by a kind of will guided

by a kind of

This

intelligence.

as ‘the unconscious’.

It

is

no^v

known

to psychologists

a part of our self— disconnected from

is

our nonnal daily thinking, but intensely awake and
regard to

its

owm functions

much so

so

that

it

never for a

alert in

moment

subsides into sleep as the consciousness does.”-

SOME OTHER FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES
Gandlii being a practical man,

quahty of man and

to

knew

make him obey

preaching of Brahmacharja

-will

it

well that to improve the

the rules of Brahmachatya, mere

not do.

The preaching must be

ported with some more fundamental changes.

and ne^v socio-politico-economic

new man

set-up,

sup-

So, through education

Gandhi \vanted

to

make a

^vho will be truthful, non-wolent, of simple habits, hard-

working, disciplined and strong, in short a fimt-rate moralist.

Through a new scheme of education, Gandhi ^vanted to integrate
the body, mind and soul of the students, develop their faculties and raise
their

moral standards.

3

but said that

rs.

spinning,

it

therefore, advocated

a knoAvledge of the

should be round some craft such as ^reaving and

agriculture,

Wardha Scheme

He,

husbandr)%

animal

of Education

is

carpentry

etc.

The

a pioneer -work in the direction.

1

‘Self-Restraint Vs. Self-Indulgence’, p. 37-40

2

Ibid.

Edn. 1958.

—
Ill

Socio-politico-economic set-up

is

also to

models made by education are not

fine

tvanted a

Ram

new

Rajja*

be reorganised so that the

later disfigured.

So Gandhi

type of political system, a system \vhich he described as

i.e.

“Sovereignty of the people based on pure moral
In this political set-up, village republics

authority”! or Panchayat Raj.
will

be federated and there

The

power.

The

maximum

decentralization of

rule of majority will have a narrow application and

everyone will be enjoying

like

be

will

full liberty

but no licence.

—

have to be overhauled Gandhi,
change the atmosphere of the people

social set-up will also

Robert Owen, wanted

to

and so he made bold e.xperiments in organising Phoenix settlement
and Tolstoy farm in South Africa, Sevashram (knotsm as Salyagrah
Ashrama) and Wardha Ashram in India. His non-violent sanctions
Satyagrah i.e. non-violent non-cooperation, picketing and fast were
potential weapons in the armourj' to convert a die hard. His insistence
on non-violence and truth, even in politics, his preachings of simplicity,
bread-labour, Brahmacharya, equality of man, and his experiments
with diet and self-control give a clue of the direction in which he
wanted to take his people.

—

Gandhi wanted
Goddess of

replace the Gospel of

to

His memorable speech

satisfaction.

Physics Lecture Theatre of the
22, 1916,

still

Muir

rings in the ears of the students of

the

December

Economics interested

:

:

serve

have

to

make our

^Vcstcrn nations are groaning under

choice.

the heels of the monster

—God

has become stunted.”®

So he wanted

world where wants

be minimum, villages

will

of Materialism.
to

build

Their moral growth

up a new economic

will

be

self-sufficient in

the basic requirements, production will be carried out in houses,

internal
will

in

the

Gandhi posed the question “Does economic progress
Soon came the answer “ ‘You cannot
with real progress?”God and Mammon’ is an economic truth of the highest value.

clash

all

with

delivered

College, Allahabad, on

in real progress.

We

Mammon

and international trade

will

be

minimum and

be non-existent.
*

For

details, see

Chap.

\'II.

!

Harijan, Januar>' 2, 1957, p.

~

D. G. Tendulkar: ‘Mahatma’,

3

Ibid-, p. 240.

37-t.

\'oI. I, p. 237.
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INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION OF POPULATION
So much about the long term solution of the problem. But
what can be done in a short period to reduce the pressure of a very
large population in countries like India

and China. Even the promethods of birth-control are unable to suggest
wU be worthwhile to turn to^vards Gandhi.

togonists of artificial

So

a solution.

it

Gandhi reached Africa he found that the condition of
They were badly treated by their
European masters. He also came to know that they ^vere invited by
the ^vhites for developing their own trade and business. This pained
^\Tien

Indians there was very bad.

So he started thinking about problems of the Indians residing
in Africa. While thinking about them he hit at the idea of international

him.

migration of population and the problems connected %vith

it.

Europe and Africa as also during
the struggles in Africa and India, observed that due to rapid advancement in the means of transport and communication, the world is shrinking and people are becoming more and more cosmopolitan in outlook,^
but at the same time due to fast growing destructive power of armaments, nations are becoming super-sensitive and unduly narro\\' in
outlook.^ He also observed that while on the one hand free moveGandhi, in course of his

ment of capitaP

is

visits to

increasing,

on the other movement of people

For example, the League of Nations was founded

^

nations through an international agency.

with
'

its all

to settle the disputes of

United Nations Organization

organs (I.M.F., World Bank, U.N.E.S.C.O., etc.)

is

also devoted

and international problems through the forum of family
Happenings on Kashmir, Korea, Egypt, Hungary, U2 flights

to solve individual

of nations.

over Kussia and Congo, etc.

bear testimony to
2

—the

The

and

their quick reaction all over the world

it.

theories of self-preservation, balance of

power,

tussels bettveen

India

and Pakistan, U.S.A. and Cuba, China and India, and China and U.S.A.,
and rules of Exports-Imports, Passports and Visa etc. are only a few examples
of the
3

growng

nationalism.

For example, capital

is

and India

and

not the only country which is receiving these foreign aids
Moreover, several industries are being established in India,

is

loans.

as in

from a number of friendly
Germany, Japan and U.S.S.R.

freely flowing in India

countries like U.S. A., Canada, England, \Vest

other countries also,

amounts are

also being lent

by the foreign capitalists.
out by the World Bank.

And now huge
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living

beings—is

These tendencies,

restricted.^

disproportionate distribution of population of

together with

tJje

the

u-orld in difTcrcnt

countries, looking to the distribution of area,= are creating tensions,
^

For example,

Law

to great

in 1924.

resentment of Japan, U.S.A.

made

the Immigration

The

apartheid of S. Africa and immigration rules of cverscountry should be eye openers. It is most surprising to note that counlrir-s

U.S.A., Canada and Australia, whose present stage of progress is due to
the immigrants, turned nationalists, and should now shut their doors to

like

outsiders.
2

W.

S.

Waytinoky

in his book,

has given the following data

‘World Population and Production',

Country

Pofiulalion in

Art a

bullions

China

U.S.A.

Canada

& New Found

Land

U.S.S.R.

New

Guinea

United Kingdom

G H T.

Kimble, in

his

svas right

Region

{in

3773

151-7

3031

13-8

3858

193-0

8632

1-1

93

50-6

95

book ‘World's Open Spaces' has calculated the

On

the

Chart has been prepared which

when he preached
Popu-

Land

lation

Area

(In Mill.)

000 Sq.

b.asis

will

Density

Population

Capacity
in

Millions

% Cultivated

14-3

4352

5

75

3

462

93

75

15-1

3.

Indonesia

30-0

683

43

150

20-2
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New Zealand

100

8-4

2975

2-8

20-60

1-9

103

17-G

20

N.A.
12-5
1-32

2-9

200-0

10384

19-0

1650-2300

8.

U.S.A.

154-0

2974

51-5

300-500

18-57

9.

Canada

14-0

3457

4

100-250

2-7

Argentina

17-6

1079

16

53-3

3291

16-5

7. Africa

10.

11. Brazil

150

430-1200

Immiqrnlion

Cnpa-

Milliims

43-0

17-7

.-\rca

Area

Siberia

6.

Gandhi

ciiy in

Manchuria

5. Australia

that

to Total

2.

4. Philippines

of these calcula-

show

intemalionnl migration of fiojnilalion

Mis.

1.

000 Mi

463-5

immigration potential of different countries.
tions, the following

p. 415-19

:

N.A.

10-75

8

60-7
32-0

120-0
79-8
11 -6-5

1

-6

18-1

1450-2109
146-316

80-236
132-4

37G*711-56-7
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both

and

internal

The

international.^

indiscriniinate

of trade relations are likely to increase these tensions.-

increase

All this

made

Gandhi think in terms of equitable dis’tribution of population aU over
the ^vorld, removal of restrictions on international movement of populaemigrants

tion, duties of

Incidentally these ideas solve the prob-

etc.

lems not only of the countries having large population but also of the
thinly populated countries like U.S.A., U.S.S.R., Canada etc. If migration of population

is

carried out on the basis of mutual gains, the

international relations will also improve

Mulatto dream nearer
international

also bring the

it ^vill

Hence, Gandhi preached

realisation.

movement of

and

population.

His stand ^vas based partly

and partly on economic and

on psychological grounds

free

political

grounds.

Gandhi

tells us,

through his utterances and actions in South Africa,

that international migration of population
(1) this
(2) the
^

migration

is

over-populated country

to other countries

its

is

as their

unable to export

people remain poor and the

dition result either in revolution at
is

profitable only

when

in the interest of the people of both the countries,

countrymen receive the immigrants

When an

is

its

brothers and

surplus population

efforts to

improve the con-

or aggression abroad.

China

tV'hen industrially advanced countries are unable

a living example of it.

to dispose of their entire

home

own

produce at home, they

try to establish trade relations

with backward countries and ultimately colonise them

.

This leads to misery,

world wars, complaxes.
2

Prof. Y. TusrumI, participating in the

U.N.E.S.C.O. Seminar on ‘Gandhian

Outlook and Techniques’ on 16.1.1953 aptly commented:
“It

is

the proportion of the population of the world to the area which they

inhabit,

Take

and the lack of

movement which create difficult tensions.
of Japan at the moment. In 1924 we had a very

free

for instance, the case

deplorable experience ^vhen the American Government passed the AntiAsiatic Immigration

Law.

For seventeen long years, we had the

so called

“Gentlemen’s Agreement” between America and Japan by ivhich Japan
promised to restrict the entrj' of Japanese labour into America. Later

Law was being passed, Japan almost
Government not to pass the Bill -and leave the
matter in the hands of Japanese Government. We promised that if this were
done, ive would see that no one emigrant goes to America

when

the Anti-Asiatic Immigration

the American

implored

“It was not a matter of economics or law, but just a matter of Psychology.

—

Japan, since 1868, had one ambition to be equal with tlie nations of the
West. ..The internal change was tlie result of the shock to our self-respect
given by
tunately

this
it

American Law

came

—

I

had then already predicted and, unformay become militaristic.”

true ten years later, that Japan

—
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not as labourers and

inferiors,

and

immigrants adopt the country-

(3)

they are migrating to as their own.^

The above discussion

clearly

shows that Mahatma Gandhi believed

in planning the population of not only of individual countries but of

He wanted

the world as a tvhole.

to control the rate of

population but was certainly against the modern

He

suggested Brahmacharya

i.e.

growth of

artificial

methods.

an alternative because

self-control as

on the one hand, it avoids the evils of the modern methods of birthcontrol and, on the other, improves the quality of the population
health,

intelligence

self-control,

etc.

Gandhi, as a

individual personality.

in equality of men, also suggests the

—and
first

thereby integrates

rate

the

humanist and believer

method of international migration

of population to solve, in short period, the problems of both the coun-

are

—

over-populated and under-populated. Certainly these ideas
more important and dynamic tlian those ever propounded by any

tries

economist of the world.
(

11

)

LABOUR CAPITAL RELATIONS
A

review of events of the

last three or four

hundred years

will

convince any body that the panacea of large scale mechanised industrialization for all

created

new

ills

has not been able to cure any disease but has

ones, the

most important and recent

in

the industrial

spheres being the growing bitterness between labour and capital.
The continuing war, sometimes cold and sometimes hot, leaves no

A

place for doubt.

wrong
^

Gandhi

will naturally like to

and

that the feelings between labour

know what

capital,

Several incidents can be cited in support of these conclusions.

South Africa, tried hard

series

Gandhi

in

— right

to

to get equal rights for Indian labourers

vote, right to live tvherever they wanted, right to

The

has gone

which had been

of Saljagraha movements organised by

do svhatcver

him and

tliey lilted.

the petitions sub-

mitted to the Government of .Africa, African Legislature and the Government
of England arc few of the

rlTorls

in

the

fighting for the equal rights for Indians,
loyal to the country of adoption.

His

direction.

lie

was

first

.also

When Gandhi was
preaching them to

speech in Pretoria aslting

be
his

audience to be truthful in business, to forget distinctions, to learn Lneh'b

and

to

be hygienic

icipation
his

first

in

in habits; as also his

Boer ^Var of

1

1199

loyalty

and then

in

to the country,

withdrawal of Saljyagraha when the country was thre-atened

Railway

strike arc a

few examples, out of many,

his

Zulu Rebellion of
svitii

jiart-

19'"i.

a g' tv ral

to eorrob'rate the point.

^
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rather cordial in the earlier days, are
bitter so

One

much so
of

talks

now becoming more and more

that one has started thinking of annihilating the other.

growing automation, rationalization and

management and

scientific

the other of dictatorship of proletariate and na-

tionalization.

Mr, R. H. Tawney thinks that concentration of wealth or power
or both, which the rapid industrial development of the present type
has brought in

its

wake,

is

mainly responsible

ration in labour-capital relations.

the tendency of economic

He writes

power is not

to

for the growing deterio“In an industrial society,

:

be dispersed among numerous

small centres of energy, but to be massed in blocks.

Lord Melchett
and there is sunshine in ten thousand homes. Mr. Margan
frowns and the population of two continents is plunged in gloom.”
smiles,

This concentration has reduced one time small but free and contented entrepreneurs into wage-earners depending on the mercy of
their masters

remarked

and

H.

so always grumbling.

“The problems of industrial

S.

Kirkaldy has rightly

and from
the divorce of the worker from the ownership of the instruments and
:

This divorce of ownership has injected

materials of production.”®

and

the feelings of master

and has thus

relations arise with

of superiority and

servant,

spoiled the relations.

With

these complexes

labourer sees that in spite of working very hard, he

even

his

bare necessities of

life

is

unable

much

is

to satisfy

able to live in luxury,

The bitterness increases. The love for power
made the modern industrial plant so much unwieldy

that the employer has lost all contacts with his labour.
to

the

feels sore.

and money has

come

when

and on the other hand the owner of

machines, the master, without doing

he naturally

inferiority,®

be known by number and not by names.

Labour has

Naturally, the

employer does not know the difficulties, personal, social and official, of
his employees, nor is he aware of their qualities and defects, aspirations

and desperations. In the absence of this knowledge, selection, placement and maintenance of the working men as also the ways and means
R. H.

Towney

^

1

2

H.

®

Physical labour

:

‘Equality’,

p.

233 vide

R. H. Soman

:

‘Peaceful

Industrial Relations’, p. 101.
S.

Kirkaldy

“There

is

envy the

:

‘The
is

Spirit of Industrial Relations’, p. 5 vide

rich.

If all

p. 5.

the rich avoid it. Gandhi said
between capital and labour and the poor
work for their bread, distinction of rank would be

looked

a world-wide

obliterated.”

Soman,

down upon and

conflict

Vide R. N. Bose:

‘Studies in Gandhism’, p.

1.
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of sharing certain phases of managerial control ^vith employees become
faulty.
Dodd has rightly remarked, “Industrial unrest is merely the

manifestation of maladjustments which obtain in the intricate relations
of men to jobs, of management to men and both to the broader aspects

of our economic and political system.”^

When

the employer

pre-possessed

mind

sees

ignorant of his workers and he starts with a

and pure mercenaries, the labour

interested in industry

of any

is

that they are lazy, inefficient, dishonest, bad,

hand information about his
once a year and knows only through
first

whom

master,

he hardly

the stories of brutality or

luxury, also starts with a fixed notion that his master

an

dis-

in the absence

is

an

necessarily

and parasite. Acting with a prc-posscsscd mind,
with indifference and antagonism, the chances of misunderstanding
eaeh other are ts’idened and the slightest wrong step sparks off the
evil,

exploiter

powder.

Recent psycho-technological researches have focussed attention
on some psychological problems.”-

Human

nature,

we

are told,

is

a

composite of inborn and acquired eharacteristics which have become
so closely interwoven as to

in

human

be almost inseparable. In

spite of diversity

and certain basic traits, like nature for posescape or to meet obstructions with anger; and
worry, anger, love and hate are common to .all

nature, habits

session, self-assertion,

the emotions of fear,

Nature, emotions and habits arc basically noble.

men.

It is also

and develop human personality through transformation, repression and direction. Dodd has said, “Human nature
conceived as the sum of inherent and acquired characteristics exhibited
possible to control

change and develop both in the

in behaviour, does

and that of the
of the

had

human

race.”®

It

is

Soman

must be

of the individual

till

recently

side of labour has been criminally neglected

led to the present tensions, distrust

sphere.

life

unfortunate that

has wisely concluded

is

& Dodd

“The

ill-will in tiie

workers’ whole nature

to function peacefully”' because

‘The Management of I..aboiir

“labour

is

Watkins

2

R.J. Soman: ‘Peaceful Industrial KclaUons’, p. 151-173 li.is m.-'.dc a
able summary of this psychological aspect.
Watkins & Dodd "The Management of Labour Relations’, p. 90.

*
*

:

R.

J.

Soman

:

not

Rcl.ations'. p. 6.

t

:

this

industrial

understood, properly stimulated and rightly

intelligently

directed, if industry

:

and

study

and

‘Peaceful Industrial Relations’, p. 1C2.

vcr.-

.
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a commodity.”

Probably,

it is

because of these psycho-technological

researches that the labourer’s nature of possession

is

being

satisfied

by

him a share in profit and management; his herd nature by allowing him to organize unions, clubs and other associations; and his
parental nature by assuring him a good house, medical aid, schools
and games for him and his children. Yet much is left untouched.

giving

on

Insistence

about

by both labour and

rights

the western ideolog)'^, w^hich
\vith the eye

grudges

is

One

on the cake.

lesser

on

class-conflict in

rights,

malady. According

to

in

more

and the other
the form of higher wage, more

^vants

None seems

hours of Avork,

this insistence

without bothering

extrovert, each party organizes itself

and puts a counter claim

it

bonus and

Soon

capital,

their duties, has also contributed to the

profits

to bother

about

duties.

devoid of duties, takes the form of a

which hatred, jealousy,

ill-\vill,

\dolence

and other

vices freely flourish.

The

idea of class-conflict pre-supposes the divergence of interests

and heterogeneity

in

life.

It

is

on

this

wrong understanding

that

slogans like ‘the greatest good of the greatest number’ and others have
•

been coined
gence of

as

it is

interests,

logically

concluded that good of all, due

not possible.

is

industrial relations are taken as

The communist
gress.

to

He

prove

improve

tells

Hence, tensions and

to diver-

conflicts in

normal phenomena.

us that ‘conflict’

is

the very essence of pro-

harnesses the tools of matei-ialistic interpretation of history

his point.

He

suggests his labour fi-iends that if they ^va^t to

their condition

and

establish the dictatorship of the prole-

means must be pure. The ends
This philosophy has not been only accepted in the
justify the means.
communist and fellorv-travellei's rvorld but has rvon a good number
of friends in the other ^vorId also as this preaching comes handy for
tariate,

they must not

serving selfish ends.

insist that

But unfortunately

terminology, seeds of self-destruetion.

this has, to

use the Alarxian

“Destructive means employed

engender corresponding counter means

and

so

forth

ad-itifinitum.

As the Buddha put it “If hatred responds to hatred, -u’hen and where'
.... \vill hatred end?”^ So we notice labour-capital strife taking the
most ugly turns. Huxley also agrees ^vhen he -smtes, “Our personal
;

'

^

KeyserJing, C.

nan, p. 284-85.

H. vide ‘Mahatma Gandhi’,

edited

by Dr,

S. Radhakrish-

—
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experience and the study of history

means ^rhereby we
the end,

we wish

make it abundantly

something are at

try to achieve

least as

clear that the

important as

Indeed they are seen more important.”’^

to attain.

Leadership, whether of labour or of capital, can either fan the
or extinguish them. G. D. H. Cole has rightly obscn'cd,

flames

“The workers

crave for a personal leader even as they need a personal

God.”"

If they get

violence

and

selfish, mean and unwise leader,
become matters of daily occurrence. On
and disciplined leader wedded to all round

an ambitious,

strike

rvill

the other hand, a sober,

development of labour
bears testimony to

To

will try to

minimise the area of war.

History

it.

conclude, industrial peace has been disturbed, according to

from the West, because of concentration of power and wealth,
neglect of ‘human producers of profit’, loss of personal contact between
experts

the employer and the employee and consequently svrong selection,

placement, training and

no

rights

faulty

facilities

human

of workers, pre-possessed mind,

nature and develop

it, insistence on
and negligence of duties, indifference totvards pure means,
leadership and presumption of divergence of interests.

efforts to

Modern

understand

experts, seeing the deteriorating labour-capital relations

and disturbed industrial peace and the price \vhich nations arc pay'ing,
Ho^vever, a perusal of the different types of
tried to remedy the evil.
Capitalism, Communism, Socialism, Nazism
socio-politico-economies
and Fascism

—

—

^will

shotv that the problem has continued to persist and

For example, in capitalist economies, in spite of gro\\'ing
interference by the State and passing of ever-increasing labour laws
the schemes of bonus, profit-sharing and participation in mnagement
even grow.

—

and other welfare schemes the relations between labour and capital
continue to be bad and both are pitted against each other as sworn
enemies. Communism tried to solve the dispute by eliminating one
party to the dispute. However, in doing so, it seated a more powerful

enemy on

the throne in the form of State Capitalism,”^ which has

robbed labour of

all

freedom and has started using labour unions

1

A. Huxley ‘Ends and Means’, p. 52.

2

G. D. H. Cole

3

A. Huxley: ‘Ends and Means’, p. 50 and A. Gidcs

for

:

Failed’.

&

Margaret: ‘A Guide

to

Modem

Politics', p.

article

348-49.

on ‘God That
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strengthening

The

The

itself.

inequalities of

idea that State will ‘wither away’

still

income continue to exist.^
remains a distant reality be-

cause in the words of Stalin, “the State cannot wither away in a single
country before the world revolution because of the necessities

socialist

imposed by
failed

and

Nazism and Faseism have
a communist government have only ruthlessly

capitalist encirclement.”^

they, like

Socialism whether democratic or otherwise,

pressed labour.

also

sup-

being

neither this nor that, has also not done anything spectacular so

Sorokin was right

and the

when he

observed,

“With the

of various totalitarian systems of economy, various brands of

rise

However

the latter are offered as radical cures for war.

brands

may

What

different these

be in their secondary traits, they are similar in essence.”^

then

the

is

Gandhian teehnique and

and maintain peaceful

and

tradition to establish

A

industrial relations?

scattered writings, utterances

study of Gandhi’s

way

actions gives a clue to his

Let us examine them here

thinking.

far.

decline of Capitalism

of

briefly.

Gandhi’s association with labour dates back

to

1906 when he took

up the cause of indentured Indian labourers in South Africa. At
it was because of his efforts that Indian Emigration Act, which
had legalized the indenture system of Indian labourers, was repealed;
the exploitation and misery of indigo peasants of Champaran were put
to an end; and Satyagraha of Kheda (Gujerat) peasants and strike of
Ahmedabad mill workers were led to a successful conclusion. It

home,

was he who,
at

for the first time in India, organised a labour union

Ahmedabad on

non-violent lines and gave a

new impetus and

movement of the

It

tion to the labour
political leaders

who was

i.e.

an untouchable.

may

of the Indian labourers,

country are also well known.
his advice
1

became

Gregg, R. B.

:

the

‘Which

the

therefore, started calling himself a

All this

made him

the uncrowned king

they be agricultural labourers, factory

His association with the biggest

workers or others.

and

was he amongst

ever keen to associate himself with even the

most down-trodden labourer and,
Harijan,

country.

direc-

industrialists of the

He became an adviser to most of them
last word to many of them, specially to

Way

Lies Hope’, p. 39

and James Burnhan

in

‘The

Managerial Revolution’, p. 102; R. J. Soman: ‘Peaceful Industrial Relations’,

X

p.
2

1

14-15 has given charts to

Quoted

in

show

the disparities in incomes.

‘The Strategy and Tactics of World Communism’, by Committee

of Foreign Affairs, p. 12.
^

P. A. Sorokin

:

‘The Reconstruction of Humanity’, p. 31.
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Jamana Lai

and the

Bajaj

said that Gandhi’s views

ginary nor

idealistic.

Birla Brothers.

It can, therefore,

on labour-capital

They cannot be

be

safely

relations are neither

dismissed

ima-

light heartedly

as

they are based on his personal intimate knowledge of both, labour
and capital, and a lot of study on the subject. It is almost certain that

he was well acquainted with the western outlook, thinking and
efforts.

Gandhi ^vanted to knock out the very basis of the labour-capital
by calling a halt to the mad craze for machines and automation^
and by organizing production on non-violent lines; the bulk of which
conflict

may

to

be carried on in private sector

rvith the help of small scale units,

some of which in trusteeship sector having those units \vhich svere
misbehaving and the rest of which in the public sector, consisting of
large scale enterprises of basic, key, and public utility conccms."

when

Obviously,

the size of plant

is

small, the poorer to exploit

trill

and the opportunities to know each other will be
greater.
This decentralization of power and consequently of wealth
will go a long way in restoring permanent peace and amity in indusaccordingly be

relations.

trial

less

The experiments

in

decentralization

of

Stvcdcn,

Japan and of Switzerland and the opinion of Henry Ford® bear testimony to the correctness of Gandhi’s views and show which tvay the
wind, even in the West, has started blowing.

Gandhi, as has been already

He was

progress.

said,

was against unlimited material

of the confirmed opinion that material progress and

happiness part company after a certain

memorable
the ears.

He reminded

limit does not

promote

theme a hundred

When

on Dec.

lecture

his

minimum

22, 1916 in the

is

reached.

Muir College

still

His

rings in

audience that material progress beyond a

real progress

but retards

it.

He

repeated the

times.^

the emphasis from unlimited material progress and so

excessive selfishness shifts to reasonable material progress

and human

happiness, nine-tenth of the trouble will automatically vanish. Mr. J. A.
^

See Chap.

2

See Chap. III.

’

M. R. Masani

I.

:

‘Cooperative in a Planned Economy’, p.

11,

has quolcd

it

at length.
4

D. G. Tendulkar: ‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV; Yervada Mandir, p.
Swaraj and Harijan, August 29, 1936.

34;

Hind

^
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Hobson

rightly felt that the evils of capitalism are, really speaking,

With a view

of ‘impropriety

evils

to

remove ‘improprieties"

the

Gandhi wanted

maximum and minimum limits of income. He wanted that labourers
must be assured a ‘living wage’.® Explaining the meaning of this
to fix the

‘living wage’,

“We

he told the All India Village Industries Association,

should ensure

workmen with whom we

wage which
diet.
That a meal may cost
in Gujerat and six in Bombay
was a different question
A balanced diet must be devised.”®
Probably his method of calculating this living wage resembled the
method followed by the Tralde Boards and Wage Boards in United
Kingdom.^
all

deal, a

would give them a reasonably balanced
an anna and half in Bihar and four annas

was posed

Ari interesting problem

‘when the

labourer works in a factory

wage for him

alone or should

was a keen observer of
of a labourer, who has a

it

wage must be

He

Gandhi.

should the

minimum wage

He knew

psychology.

herd-instinct, can never be satisfied

sufficient

was asked,
be a living

be a living' wage for his family?"

human

Gandhi

that

till

he

tensions
is able to

Gandhi, therefore, opined that

feed his family members properly.
living

to

for the family and not for

the

the labourer alone.

important to note here that Gandhi did not want “anything
more for workers and peasants than enough to eat and house, and
It

is

clothe themselves

and

live

in ordinary comforts as self-respecting

human

The

logic

is

wage

beings®.”

not promote

will

Any wage beyond

clear.

human

this

living

happiness and will result in a never

ending struggle between labour and capital because then there

be no end

When

to

will

demands.

the labourers are paid only a living wage, then the mill

owners cannot be allowed
^

R. J. Soman;

2

“I

am

live

to

in

unlimited

luxury.

Gandhi

‘Peaceful Industrial Relations’, p. 132.

not concerned with the name.

expression sounds sweeter.

Call

Living wage to

it

minimum wage,

the

my mind

is

if

that

the most accurate

description for irreducible wage.” (H. 13.2.1937)
®
*

Harijan, 31.8.1935.
Sir

Hector Hethington has described

it

giving two

tests, viz.

“a wage which

avoids the reproach of ‘sweating’, in other words a wage on which at least
maintenance is possible and rates ofiered to workers in comparable occupations are equivalent.”
®

®

Bose; ‘R. N., Gandhian Technique

Young

India, 2.4.1931.

-

&

Tradition’, p. 48.
-
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wrote

proposed to fix a decent minimum living
wage, even so a limit should be fixed for the maximum income that
could be allowed to any person in society. The difference between
such

;

“Just

as

it

is

minimum and maximum incomes

should be reasonable and

equitable and variable from time to time so

would be towards

much

so that the tendency

To

obliteration of the difference.”^

maximum

the differences can be only to a

of

1

20^.

:

nation progresses to^vards the ideal, the differences

tvill

begin with,

Then,

as the

be scaled down

not by increasing the income of the labourers but by reducing the

income of the better

off.

Is it

not ideal socialism?

Gandhi was a firm believer in unity in life. Class collaboration
and not class struggle was his objective. With reference to industrial
relations Gandhi \vrote
“I have always said that

my ideal is

that capital

supplement and help each other.

and labour should

They should be a

great

family living in unity and harmony.”®

“The

relation

between mill agents and mill-hands ought

to

be

one of father and children or as between blood brothers.”^

“Our

socialism or

communism should be based on

on harmony, on cooperation of labour and
and tenant.”®

non-violence,

capital,

landlord

Gandhi felt that conflict arises when one wants to appropriate
more than one needs. The greed is at the root of it. With changed
outlook and restrictions on greed, the area of conflict will automatically narro^v do\vn.

hloreover, the feelings that the other

is

not

important, and the exaggerated notion about ones own importance
Gandhi, therefore, wanted to make both labour
also breed conflict.
*

Qiiotcd in Pyare Lai’s ‘Gandhian Technique in the Modern World’, p. 31.

"

All

India Congress Committee

mittee, 1948, p. 43’;

R. N. Bose

p. 51 however, places the

:

‘Report of the Economic Programme

in

maximum

disparity to

1

12.

:

Agreement between Ahmcdabad Textile Labour
Owners’ Association of June 27, 1955 which
principles on the point.
®

Young

India, 20.8.1925.

*

Young

India, 10.5.1928.

®

Com-

‘Gandhian Technique and Traditions’,

‘Amrit Bazar Patrika’, 2.8.1934 vide N.

K.

lays

Also sec the Bonus

/Vssociation

down

Bose, p. 90.

and Mill

certain import.ant

,

:
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and

capital realise that each

ineffective without the otlier.

is

To

labourers he said

“Labour

possesses the

You

the mills.

key to production but lacks

could not run

it

even

if

talents to

you had a

run

milli on

rupee.”^

And

to the employers

he warned

:

“Capital -would be helpless without labour. All mills Avould be at

a

standstill, if labourers

were not there

is

no doubt that you are

helpless

So he advised both

to

work

in

to work them.
wthout labour.”^

harmony.

“My

There

ad\dce to the

employers Avould be that they should wnllingly regard -workers as the
real owners of the concern

my

Again, “in

which they fancy they have

opinion, the mill-hands are as

of the mills as the shareholders and
that the mill-hands are as

much

be no quarrel bet^veen them.”^
participation of labour in the

when

much

created.”®

the proprietors

the mill-o^\^lers realise

mill-owners as

tliey are, there ^^^ll

Gandhi, therefore, pleads

management.

“It

is

for

the

^^tal to the well

being of industry that ^vorkmen should be regarded as having every

an accurate knowledge of the transactions of the mill.”'"
Gandhi suggested the employers
tliis background that

right to possess
It ^vas

wth

to offer the labourers full control of the concern in case of a strike.
felt

that

it ^\^ll

He

disarm opposition and -win s^nnpathy for the employer

and ultimately turn out

to

be in

his o^vn interest.

This ps^'chological

a very great extent, the acquisitive nature
of the labourers and relieve tensions. Scanlan Plan of U.S.A. and
the experiments of Yugosla-via, West Germany, France, S^veden and
treatment

U.K.

-will satisfy,

to

wth

in the workers’ participation in
this

management have been started

purpose in -view.”®

He,
Gandhi was greatly influenced by Ruskin and Tolstoy.
therefore, became a believer in the law of bread-labour. He felt
that when a millionaire has to ‘induce hunger by taking exercise
when one gets tired if “he roUs in his bed all day along”, when
1

Harijan, 7.11.1936.

=

Ibid.

3

Harijan, 31.3.1946.

*

Young

s

Harijan, 13.2.1937.

*

Bose,

India, August, 1927.

R. N.

;

‘Gandhian Technique and Tradition’, Appendix V, p. 204-17.
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“9/10 humanity

by

lives

tilling soil”,

and when the negligence of

this

golden rule has created complexes of superiority and

inferiority

“invidious distinctions of rank”,

remaining l/IO

starts

earning

its

it

be ideal

will

by bodily labour.^ Love

living

if the

and

for bread-labour will

obliterate the distinctions of rank as the employer

come

\vill

and realise the difficulties of his labourers and improve
and mental health.”

to

kno\v

their “physical

Whatever little scope for dispute is still left in industrial sphere,
will be finished by stressing the importance of purity of means and
insistence on duties rather than rights.
Gandhi insisted that the
means, both of labour and capital, should be pure because we reap
as we sow,^ and we have control over means and not on ends. His pure
means are truth, non-violence, self-purification and Salyagraha. 'When
both labour and capital are truthful, they will be perpared to hear
the other’s case and enter into an agreement which is just and honourable for both. There is experimental basis for the belief that industrial workers will seldom revolt against an employer whose employment policies and practices are founded upon principles of fair play.”^
Non-violence and self-purification, i.e. self-reform^ arc great soul forces
and help in conversion of heart of the exploiter and the bad. And if
due

to sheer ill-luck, justice

non-cooperation
creating heat,

and the

ill-will

of Gandhi, whether in the
bears testimony to
violence

more

and we

*

field

of

party,

justice

it

feeling of

We won

it.

win

winning or

politics, social

without

The

losing.

life

reforms or industry',

our independence through non-

what they had been

Englishmen have become

before.

more important than

duties were

non-violent

its

speedily,

rights.

and the Zamindars talk of their rights, the labouon the other hand of his, the prince of his divine right to rule,

“The
rer

denied to a

find that our terms with

cordial than

To Gandhi,

is

will

strike

i.e.

capitalists

Yervada Mandir,

Young

p. 50.

India, 26.12.1924.

& Dodd:

3

Watkins

4

Anger and

‘The Management of Labour Relations’,

fear arc

and lock-out arc

media of

the

pugnacity can be neutralised

gambling, insanitation,
attacking

the problem

purification.”

p. 100.

two emotions which stimulate pugnacity.

Soman

:

c.Nprcssion for this impulse.

if this instinct is

illiteracy,

made

drinking etc.

psychologically

The

strikes

In industry

to fight social evils like

Gandhi, therefore, was

when he was pleading

‘Peaceful Industrial Relations’, p. 171-72.

for

self-
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the

rjoi

of his right to

If all simply insist

resist it.

on

rights,

and

not on duties, there will be utter confusion and chaos.” Hence...
“if instead of insisting on rights, ever)^ one does his duty, immediately the i-ule of order wall be established

The duty

of labour, according to Gandhi,

and the duty of

capital to treat the labour as

among mankind.”^

work honestly
equal partners and to
is

to

If both insist on their respective duties, naturally

act as trustees.

the chances of a struggle, based on duties will be non-existent.

The h'lahatma
fight

of India, thus tried to permanently resolve the

between labour and capital in

in morality.

One can

his

own way which

A -westerner may smile at it and

call it

has

its

roots

an Utopian dream.

only remind such a westerner of the ^\ords of To^mbee that

“there is no inevitability of failure, if the challenge is properly met,”
and repeat the apt comment of A. Huxley, “Sooner or later it ^vill
be realised that tliis dreamer had his feet firmly planted on the ground,
and that the idealist \vas the most practical of men.”- Gandhi,
\vho was too aware of such t^qaes of comments also said, “I am not

a

visional^'.

I

claim to be a practical idealist.”®

(Ill)

LABOUR UNIONS
The

of labour imions

histor)'^

is

not very old.

It dates

back

to the

eithteenth century %vhen in England the first labour union ^vas organised.
The Industrial Revolution uprooted people from their homes and gave

a permanent labour force

to the countiy

depending

solely

on

industrial

Soon it was realised that the classical concept of homogeneity
of interests is no more correct and in order to protect the labour
from excessive exploitation collective bargaining is a must. Thus,
labour unions -were formed as a measure of self-defence to protect
The aim continues to be the same even today.
their economic interests.
There seems to be no e\>idence, at least on record, to show tliat laboru
concerns.

unions were formed to

satisfy

the herd-instinct of the labourers or their

So even today labour unions do not concentrate their
on the mental, physical or moral upliftment of the labour and

pugnacity.
activities

R. N. 'Gandhian Technique and Tradition^ p. 58.
Bharti ‘Gandhi Memorial Peace Number’.

^

Bose,

r

^''ide \'^ish\va

3

Young

:

:

India, 11.8.1920.
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their dependents.

betterment

Its

main emphasis continues

to

be on the economic

higher wages, more bonus and D.A., share in the
lesser hours of work etc.
Recently, they have also started to

profit,

to secure

a halt to the schemes having potentialities of labour-saving and

call

so furthering exploitation of labour.

The weapons used by
economic

Their opposition

management and automation

tion, scientific

the

go

to

rationaliza-

primarily based on

modern labour unions

interests are collective bargaining,

have come

is

it.

to protect their

and

strike. They
when the wheels
to come to terms.

slo\s%

to realize that the stake of the capitalist,

start stopping,

more and

is

he can be forced

so

Normally, the labourers are no believers either in the purity of means
or of justice.

might
self is

is

They

get violent because they are fed on the ideas that

right, conflicts are

a natural phenomena of the industrial

supreme, the end justifies the means, happiness

with material progress

The

reaction to

all

such thinking

The strength is
They have started

Associations.
this.

saving devices in order to get

By

life,

directly related

etc.

is

that the capitalists have also

started organizing themselves in strong unions

only

is

known

as

Millowncrs

met with added strength. Not
introducing more and more labourrid, to the maximum, of labour troubles.
thus

creating artificial gulfs between the labour ranks, mainly based on

monetary standard, they are also attempting to break their unity and
create in them groups and sub-groups having seemingly divergent
economic

interests.

were first found

way

to

The

hatred, jealousy,

in labour ranks

and

files also.

than one union, having different
is

ill--ivil!,

class-conflicts

which

be between labour and capital only arc finding

The

technique to encourage more

political associations

widening rather than bridging the

their

The

gulf.

and

aspirations,

threat of lock-out

is

demonstrating to the labourers that the interest in keeping the wheels

moving

is

not of the capitalists alone but also of the labour.

be true that the

loss to

a capitalist for the days a

might be greater but then

On

his bearing capacity

factor)’
is

It

might

remains closed

also equally great.

the other hand, the labour cannot stand the strain of star\'ation for

long.

They crack and

give

way which

proves more injurious.

Thus, a war of nerves goes on between labour and capital and the
trade unions have only tried to intensify the war and slightly change
the tactics of

war but have not done much

cither to

improve the

of the labour or to bridge the gulf between labour and capital.

lot
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The Mahatma
capital, first

of India, because of his associations with labour and
hand information of the working of the unions and milk

and a deep study of the

subject, soon realized that the present type of

labour unions will not do.

new experiment

So, he launched a

at

Ahmedabad where he organised a labour union on a purely nonviolent line having many aims, methods and philosophy.
It will be
worthwhile

to

closely

examine

great experiment of Gandhi.

this

One

of the aims of Gandhi’s labour union was the economic betterment of its members. But this aim was neither permanent^ nor

Gandhi believed

of paramount importance.

wants did not bring happiness,

it

that

rather retarded

it

multiplicity

minimum

a

after

of

had been reached.^ So, he came forward with his theory of
living wage.® He wanted that labourer should get only just sufficient
in which he and his family members are able to satisfy the bare neceslevel

of

sities

slavery,

make labour independent of shackles of
he wanted that they must pick up some subsidiary occupation
In order

life.'*

mean better

to

which

^vill

lesser

dependence on employers and

and

acquisitive

utilization of their idle time, additional income,

curiosity instincts.

based on these ideas.

He,

all

satisfaction

of the creative,

His charkha programme

along

his life, also

is

mainly

experimented

^\'ith

other cottage type industries which can be run at will with very
little

technical

know-how and

The second

capital.®

aim, and an important one of the labour union of

Gandhi’s concept, was to create an atmosphere of amity and goodwill
in industrial

He wanted

life.

homogeneity of

interests.

to replace the idea of class-conflict Avith

Gandhi

“The whole reason why labour
sterilizing capital, as I
1

stated a truth
so often fails

is

when he

^vrote:

that instead of

have suggested, labour ^vants

Gandhi, through his socio-politico-economic set-up, wanted

to seize that

make a new

to

man who tvill refuse to exploit others and be exploited by others.
in his production-pattern, the scope of exploitation will be

Moreover,

minimum.

So,

labour unions, to protect economic interests will be required only for the
duration of transitory period which will depend on the ability of the advocates
of the "Gandhian order and strong headedness of those

who

are to be

persuaded.
2

See Chap.

3

See

I.

earlier Section.

4

Ibid.

5

All India Village Industries Association etc. have done useful
direction.

work

in this

:

12Q
capital

and become

term.

And

capitalist itself in

the \vorst sense of the

who

the capitalist, therefore,

properly entrenched

is

and organized, finding among the labourers also candidates for
the same office, makes use of a portion of these to suppress labour.

we really were not under this hypnotic spell, everyone of us,
men and women, ^vould recognize this rock-bottom truth without
If

the slightest difficulty.”^

Gandhi, therefore, wanted labour to leave the
lity

and

He

anywhere.
its

argued that

labour without capital

Both are

like

is

life is

So

different departments.

tive.2

menta-

capitalist’s

realize that sticking to material jjrogress alone will not take

and

useless

There

one.

is

mother nature.

is

complete unity in

Gandhi

capital without labour

two wheels of a cart or two

it

legs

said

that

incffcc-

is

of a man.

WHiy

then should there be any scope for class conflict in the economic and

more

The

so in industrial life?

propriate

change

more than our just

this too

much

trouble arises ^vhcn

share.

we

\vant to ap-

Gandhi wanted labour unions

materialistic mentality of labourei-s.

and mill-hands ought

that “the relation between mill-agents

to

He wanted
to

be

one of father and children or as between blood-brothers.”® This
ideal can be achieved only when one does not prize ‘material progress’
even at the cost of

‘real progress’

while claiming just rights and

or one

insists

is

prepared

to

do one’s duty

on purity of means.

Gandhi

was continuously repeating: “If the labour alone can understand its
and responsibilities and confine itself to the purest means, both
But two things arc essential. Both
capital and labour must gain.
adopted
to enforce them must be just and
the demands and means
rights

clear.”

Gandhi ^vas wide aware of the defects and drawbacks of labour.
He knew that not only economically but also physically, mentally and
morally

it is

backward.

of a labour union

The

is

He,

to

for the all

primary duty

round development of

flood-light

described the activities of the

on the point.

Ahmcdabad

labour

Gandhi himself
union in

tlicsc

words

“Ahmcdabad labour union
*

Young

-

See earlier Section,

“

Young

its

of the labour union of Ahmcdabad, whose

members.
leader Gandhi was, throws a
activities

therefore, thought that the

work

India, 14. 1. 1932.

India, 10.5.1928,

is

a model for

all

India to copy

iSO
It has its hospital, its schools for the children of the mill-hands,

own

classes for adults, its

its

and

its

own

printing press

residential quarters.

and Khadi

It influences the

depot,

municipal

policy of the city,”^

Gandhi

“aim to raise the moral
and intellectual height of labour and thus by sheer merit
make
labour master of the means of production instead of being the slave that
it is.”2

He

insisted that labour unions should

felt

wanted unions

that poverty or idleness

up workers

to train

to

the mother of vices.

is

So he

a supplementary occupation.®

Gandhi wanted labour unions to work in such a way that every
member of the unions may become a dynamic living force and the
complexes within him may vanish. He must not consider himself
even

inferior either to his co-workers or

And

consider himself to be a co-partner in the concern.®

when he

ble only

well educated, physically

is

emotionally integrated.
believers in

virtues,

labourers,

Gandhi, through

down

his

fit,

must

this is possi-

morally high and

must be made
dignity of labour and

therefore,

non-violence, simplicity,

truth,

self-purification.

ments, laid

The

He

to his employers.^

own

experiences and experi-

a path on which a man, willing to cultivate these

Of course, one

can succeed in attaining the goal.

should not

worry about the degree of proficiency one achieves as, for Gandhi,
one step is enough. It is not important how much one gets. The
important thing
to

is

that one

The argument

it.

is

on the right track and has a

use.

To

quote him,

He

“Some

tried to

friends

make them

have told

non-violence have no place in politics and ^vordly
agree.

I

to

keep

that these virtues cannot be practised on a mass

scale did not appeal to him.

mass

^vill

have no use

for

them

as a

means of

me

instruments of
that truth

affairs.

I

and

do not

individual salvation.

Their introduction and application in everyday life has been my experiment all along.”® Again, “It is a profound error to suppose that
^

R. N. Bose: ‘Gandhian Technique and

Tradition’, p.

15.

Also see the

'Chart of Activities of Ahmcdabad Textile Labour Union’ given in Appendix.
2

'Hindustan Standard’, 28.10.1944.

®

M. K. Gandhi

*

Yervada Mandir,

6

Harijan, 7.11.1936;

:

'Constructive Programme’, p. 2, 28.
p. 50; see previous Section.

Young

India, 10.5.1928, 20.8.1925

Chap. IV.
•

'Amrit Bazar Patrika’, 30.6.1944.

and

see Section II,
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^vhilst

the law

good enough

is

for individual

not for masses of

it is

mankind.”^
Gandhi, after laying down these aims and objects of an ideal trade
union, also formulated certain rules for their guidance.

One

topics are;

one union; away from

trade,

on duty, non-violent, non-cooperation,
to negotiate even

be better

when

them

Gandhi had seen the
labour unions.

bickerings,

evil

always a

is

and

on

leaders,

preparedness

arbitration.

It will

here.

consequences of the mutual

They, in order

main work, which

rules of strike,

in the thick of fight

to briefly study

The important

politics,

to svin

rivalries

cheap popularity, leave

difficult one,

and indulge

of

their

in personal

character assassination, unholy alliances and unwanted

This

opposition.

is

and the country.

neither good for the workers, nor for the industr)'

Gandhi, therefore, pleaded that there should be

only one union for an industry and the membership should be obligatory.*
It

is

an unfortunate commentary on the labour unions that

most of them, not only

in India but in foreign countries abo, arc

Labour Party of U.K. is a glaring example of it,
Gandhi felt that the main object of a labour union is to safeguard
the interests of its members and to help in their all round development. For this outside assistance’, more so of political potrers, is
politics oriented.

hardly needed.

Search for such outside help brings

So he advised

labour friends, “...I am

his

tion of labour organizations for political purposes.”

opinion,
for

it

will

be a most serious mistake

such a purpose.

ends.

I

cooperation.

It

is

to

make

do not deny that such

But they do not

fall

within

many

troubles.

strongly against the exploita-

Again, “In

my

use of labour strikes

strikes

can

ser\’c political

the plan for non-violent

a most dangerous thing to make

non-

political use of

“Strike for economic betterment should never have a

labour...”'*

end as an ulterior motive. Such a mixture never advances
the political end and generally brings trouble upon the strikers...”’

political

1

Harijan, 5.9.1936.

~

R. N. Bose : ‘Gandhian Technique and Tradition’, p. 24.
‘‘I have been a labourer like you ever since I cntcrcti piiblie

•

also

come

to the conclusion that

you have

to help yoursehes,

outside can help you.”
*

Young

“

Harijan, 11.8.1948 and also see

India, 16.2.1921.
'Is

India Different’, p. 25.

hTr....I

liavc

no one from
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Since Gandhi wanted to keep labour unions away from politics
and outside help, he certainly could not agree to the leadership of outsiders.
The leaders must come from among the workers themselves
so that they

may be

able to

know

their real difficulties according to

and resources, their weakand desperations and may
suffer
When Gandhi was leading the Ahmedabad
mill workers he realized to his agony that the striking workers had
lost faith in him because they took him to be an outsider and so he had
to undertake a fast to convince them that he was one ^vith them.
their relative importance, their limitations

nesses

and strong points,
and gain with them.

A

aspirations

labour leader, according to Gandhi, must not only belong

He must

labour ranks but also must be an ideal man.

and non-violence,^

to truth

so that

may be

he

to

be -wedded

able to raise the moral

plane of his followers; he should have unlimited capacity to suffer
for the cause-;

must have control over

controlled thought,

and speech; he must be

action

voted to the cause to the extent that he
his followers, if he thinks that they are

between

them.

and

raise

To comment

them

that

the world, but

if

the goal

is

ill-will

to

oppose

differentiate

against his employer.®
to inspire confidence

Such

amongst

any height and secure anything for
impossible to get such an ideal leader

to

may

not be available in

no dearth of really good people
clear and the efforts are there, then

is

due course of time, such leaders

mony

and de-

may even be prepared to

perfect leaders

the beginning, though there

have

basis of colour, caste, creed, language,

it is

Such

not very proper.

may

selfless

wTong;* he must not

be able

ideal labour-leader will

his followers

is

on the

and must not nurture

sex etc.®

an

his followers

that he

all senses® so

will

be born.

History bears

in
in

testi-

it.

Gandhi felt that it is the duty of labour unions to see that
members discharge their duties honestly. Gandhi said, “

their

we

should assure to the mill flawless work, careful handling of machinery
^

~

Dhawan G. N. ‘The Political Philosophy of Mahatma
Mahadev Desai A ‘Righteous Struggle’ p. 27.
:

Gandhi’, p. 187.

:

®

Harijan, 23.7.1938.

*

Mahadev Desai ‘A Righteous

»

Ibid*, p. 13, 58.

6

Ibid.

:

26.3.1931.

Struggle’, p.

13, 15

and

also

Young

India,
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and minimum waste of material and stores,
becasue, like Robert
Owen, he felt that an increase in efficiency of the ^\•orkers ^\•ill surely
bring greater share to them also.

Gandhi believed that
can hardly be any scope
as both

-^vill

insist

on

in his socio-politico-economic set-up, there
for differences

their “just claims

ideal will not be achieved in a day,

between labour and capital

may

unions should not rush to use the
viz. non-violent,

when

all

behveen labour and capital
and no more.” Since his

it is

very likely that the differences

arise.

In such a situation, labour

armoury of ^var,

last ts-eapon in the

non-cooperation and

fast.

should be used only

It

other avenues like negotiation, coneiliation and arbitration

have been exhausted. “Such

can only take place when

strikes

other legitimate means has been adopted and failed.”-

of

Ahmedabad

one

mill union bears testimony to

it

Gandhi was of the

strike took place there.

ever)'

The working

as in 32 years

only

firm

even

vie\\'

that

during a shooting war, the doors for negotiations and arbitration
should always be kept open.

“The

salyagrahi whilst

is

own

“As a

Salyagrahi I

an error

Throughout

his

is

any honourable opportunity

must always

to be examined and re-examined at
tions if

words,

ever ready for fight, must be equally

He must welcome

eager for peace.
for peace.”®

he

In his

all

aIlo\v

times and

my

make

cards

repara-

discovered.”^

life,

Gandhi was waging a

dence but was ever ready

to sit

struggle for indepen-

round a table and

discuss.

Gandhi while acceding to the right of labour unions to strike
work® pleaded that it must be taken only when six conditions arc
fulfilled, viz.

cause of the strike must be

1.

The

2.

There should be

3.

Strikers should never

just.

practical unanimity

among

the strikers.

depend upon public subscription or

other charity.
^

Vide R. N. Bose 'Gandhian Technique and Tradition', p. 90 and alro
‘Speeches and Writings of Mahatma Gandhi’, G. A. Natcian £: Co.,-lth
:

Edition, p. 1045.
2

Young

>

Ibid.

i
'

India, 19.3.1931

and

Harijan, 11.3.1939.

Young

India, 24.4.1920.

also sec

Soman,

p. 181.
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A

4.

strike

no remedy when there

is

is

enough other labour

to

replace the strikers.
Strikers

5.

it

6.

must fix an unalterable minimum demand and
upon their strike.

declare

before embarking

There

is

no room in a non-violent

shape of intimidation, incendiarism

strike for violence in the
etc.^

Gandhi felt that in certain cases the weapon of fast, which is much
more powerful than strike because it reforms the other by self-starvation^

can be used only by those who have undergone prewous

train-

ing.3

These, in

brief,

are the aims and objects, methods and

rules for guidance of the trade unions of

history of

Ahmedabad

mills

and serve the cause of

general

Gandhian concept.

The

union demonstrates that such unions can
all

labour, capital, industry and country

better than their counterparts

born and brought up in Western

exist

Ideology.

(IV)

LABOUR LEGISLATION
Love

for large scale

society into ‘haves’

and

mechanised production has not only divided

and

‘have-nots’

pitted

them one

against the

—

other in a never ending bout, but also has forced the empire the
State to come to the rescue of labour ^vhich in spite of its union

—

continues to get thrashings at the

Owen who, moved by
the bleeding labour

made

thus
It

was the

hand of

certain reforms in his factory

a Mecca for the

result of his experiments

visitors

from

all

and continuous

and

over Europe.

efforts that the

Thereafter,

labour legislation was passed in 1819 in England.

first

Robert

nobler sentiments, for the first time tried to help

by introducing

his factoiy

It ^vas

capitalists.

the State which for 200 years was a silent spectator to exploitation,
suddenly %voke up to its responsibilities, or to put it the other way realized that there

was one more sphere

to exercise

its

authority. Hence,

a flood of labour legislation followed, some to better the economic
1

Young

2

‘Gandhiji’s

India, 16.2.1921, 22.9.1921.
Political

Method, Mahatma Gandhi’, edited by

krishnan, p. 298-99.
3

Harijan, 18.3.1939.

-

S.

Radha-
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condition^

be in the

and

others to look after the bodily ailments."

fitness

of things to

know Gandhi’s

\’ie\vs

It will

on such labour

legislation.

A

Gandhi

will say that the talk of

certain things.

with the help of machines and the
Obviously, in

this

labour legislation pre-supposcs

pre-supposes that production will be carried on

It

size

of the plant

be large.

^vill

production pattern the o^vners of means of pro-

duction will have immense power to exploit others and in their
ness,
is

they will not hesitate to

acceded that there

whose

interests -wdll

-will

use this

ahvays be two

power.

classes

selfish-

Thus, logically

it

—haves and have-nots,

be divergent, mill-owners always exploiting and

mill-hands unable to defend themselves always being exploited.

Thus,

divergence of interests and exploitation are permanent things

classes,

and the State, realising
means of legislation.

The

this fact,

only

tries to

reduce exploitation by

philosophy of labour legislation also pre-supposcs that not

only are the labourers weak and unable to help themselves today but
will continue to

remain so

for all times to

come.

So they

need

will

State help permanently.
Lastly, this has also

powers and influence
distribute justice.

been pre-supposed that the State with

^vill

all its

remain for ever and be alwaj’s required

Amusingly enough,

it

has been

to

presumed that

in spite of the concentration of power, the State, whether democratic,

communistic,

socialistic or totalitarian will

always supporting the

remain impartial and

It is rather surprising that

Gandhi, who has written on almost

everything under the Sun, has hardly written or said
this topic.

ment.

His

It

just,

weak and downtrodden.

anything on

cannot be assumed that he was ignorant of this develop-

silence, therefore,

can be interpreted

to

mean

that he did

it necessary to express his vicn-s on this topic, which probably
he considered useless. However, in spite of his silence, some idea of
his reactions can be had from his views on the State and its functions,

not deem

1

Such

as

Minimum Wages

Act, Bonus Act, Profit Sharing

.Vet,

Dcarners

Allowance Act, Old Age Pension Act, UncmploiTnent Benefit Act.
•

Employees State Insurance Act giving the benefit of accident, medical aid,
maternity aid; provisions of the Factory Act forcing the employees to have
safety devices, fixing the hours of ivork,

minimum

age, canteen etc.

:
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production pattern, place of machines and large scale enterprises,
his classless society and a new man and material progress or real
progress etc.

Gandhi was not in favour of centralisation of either po^ver or
wealth. He, therefore, came out with his theory of decentralisation.
He, like an anarchist, believed in Statelessness. He ^vanted to build
Ram Rajya, i.e. an ideal State by federating independent village
republics,

“

known

In Gandhi’s own -words
be a republic or Pamhayat ha-ving full po-ivers.

in India as Panchayats.

Every village

-will

This does not exclude dependence on and willing help from neighbours

Ram

or from the world

Rajya will be a federation of small

village republics because “the State represents violence in a

State

The

and organized form.

trated

a soulless machine,

is

which

it

owes

its

concen-

individual has a soul, but as the

can never be weaned from violence

it

very existence.”^

to

Gandhi, therefore, was in favour

of decentralisation of power and was keen to build a State based on

non-violence and truth.

To

quote him, “By

political

independence

do not mean an imitation of the British House of Commons, or the
We must have our suited to ours
I
Soviet rule of Russia, or
I

have described

it

as

Ram

Raj,

—

sovereignty of the people based on

synonymous with Ram
the establishment of Kingdom of Righteousness on earth.”^

pure moral authority.”^
Raj

i.e.

Again, ‘^Swaraj

This cannot be established

“And without

till

is

every individual has not

rule over self there can be

no Swaraj or Ram

self-control.

Raj.

Rule

be as deceptive and
disappointing as a painted toy-mango, charming to look at outwardly
of

all

without rule of one-self would prove

to

but hollow and empty within.”® Consequently “in the ideal State, therefore, there

war

will

only

when

is

be

no

foreign.’’

it is

power because there is no State,”® and class
Government will not interfere, or interfere

political

imperative.

wanted to decentralise political power so he
He, therefore,
decentralise economic power and wealth.

Just as Gandhi

wanted
1

to

Harijan, 28.7.1946, p. 236.

-

N. K. Bose

^

Harijan, 2.1.1937, p. 374.

:

‘Studies in Gandhism’, p. 202-04.

^

Young

5

Harijan, 21.11.1936.

®
^

Young

India, 4.5.1921.

India, 2.7.1931.

‘Amrit Bazar Pa trika’, 2.8.1934.
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contemplated a production pattern in which three sectors will function
by side. Bulk of the production shall be carried on under private

side

sector with the help of small units using only those machines ^^•hich

are “useful servants”.

Trusteeship sector will have those concerns

of private sector which have failed to behave properly and which have

been given an opportunity
the bitter

to correct themselves before administering

The

of nationalization.

pill

having large scale enterprises of public
Obviously, in

third will be public sector

utility,

key and basic industries.

production pattern the po^ver to exploit others will

this

be the minimum.^

As has been discussed

earlier, in

such a production pattern, not

only will the po^ver to exploit the ‘have-nots’ be the

minimum

but also

the ‘have-nots’ will organize themselves in strong labour unions, will

be

satisfied

with a living wage and will

non-violence,

bread-labour and

force will become, in

insist

on pure means,

due couixe, a powerful

^\'hom

force

— truth,

Such a labour

self-purification.-

it

will

be

impossible to exploit.

Gandhi wanted

a new man.

to create

This

new man

will not

aspire for ‘material progress’ but will search for ‘real progress’.
will

He

be truthful, non-violent and a believer in simplicity and bread-

labour.

man

This new

of Etiology

tells

^vill

new

of education and a

be created

^\’ith

us that such a

man

can be created.

not be a believer in exploitation because he
excessive selfishness.^

new type
The science

the help of a

socio-politico-economic set-up.

This

man

will

not be governed by

will

Thus, neither capital nor labour

will

like

to

exploit each other.

In the light of the above well known ideas of Gandhi, on sociopolitico-ecnonomic problems,

it

is

quite

logical

to

conclude that

any labour legislation for the industries
Here the power and desire to exploit others will
be minimum and the so-called weak party will not be so weak as to
allow its exploitation. The same can be said about the industries
under public sector where the State itself will be the owner and
manager and will be governed not by profit motive but, as Gandhi

Gandhi was not

in favour of

in private sector.

called

it,

“Love Motive’.

For

details, sec

See

for details

Chap.

These industries
III.

Chap. IV, Section

See Chap. II and Chap. VII.

III.

will

be managed by the
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representatives of labour, consumers

managemant

participation in

any

will to exploit

hardly

may

as equal partners,

it

may

may

Trusteeship
nature.

Some

it to

is

be

to enact such legis-

force the decisions of the

a sector which

is

Managing Boards.

not permanent by

its

very

of the firms, rvhich persist in misbehaving, shall be

and

which improve, Avill revert back to the private
Thus, labour legislation of a permanent nature MU not be

nationalised
sector.

enable

sector

legislation shall

be conceivable that the Government

be required, because of legal requirements,

lation as

With the labour
and the absence of

State.

them, the need for any labour

Ho\vever,

felt.

and the

others,

required for the firms of this sector also.

Chapter

V

MONEY AND MARKETS
The invention of Money is considered as a fundamental one around
clusters.
We are told, “Money is a symbol
or token of credit, that is to say, of human trust in relation to human
needs and desires
As a symbol, money is c.\ceedingly useful
and powerful in human affairs. All symbols are psychologically
which economic science

carriers of energy.’^

The

Credit or expectancy

is itself

a most potent cner-

power of money credit has been one of the major
and agencies for the immense development of the past five
hundred years in science, machinery', industry, transportation and
gizer.2

subtle

causes

commerce.”^

Thus, money removed the

and made exchange

of barter system

difficulties

and thereby widened the demand for goods.
it helped in accumulation and mobility
of capital and by making it possible to make advance payments and
by solving the problem of distribution, it encouraged large scale production and division of labour and thereby made it possible to increase

By

easier

acting as a store of value

Consequently, the size of markets changed from

the supply of goods.
local to international.

For sometime,

which money could not do.
of

money

that

man

and

services in the

it is

money which

is

It is

it

was

able to distribute his

way he

likes

felt

that there was nothing

a passport to heaven.

income on

and thus maximise

has brought to the door of

man

It is

because

goods

different

Again,

his gains.

a large

number of

goods and services and has given him additional power to purchase

them and thereby
However,
advantages,

money

is

it

it

is

raise

liis

standard of living

also realized that if

i.c.

liappincss.

money has given

has not failed to create problems as well.

a symbol of

trust, it is

many

capable of expressing only a small

part of either the quality or extent of

human

the

trust

2

W. A. White: ‘Mechanism of Character Formation', p. 113,
S. A. Reeve ‘Modem Economic Tendencies’, Chap. V.

2

H. D. Macleod

1

so

“Although

1

money

14, 333.

:

‘Theory of Credit’, Vol. I, p. 75, S8, ?0; quoted by
:
Gregg:
Richard B.
‘A Philosophy of Indian Economic Development', p. 57.
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acts mechanically like

an axe

to trim off

and

cripple the

trust,

and

a sieve to strain away the finer feelings associated wth trust ^vhich
give it quality and help sustain its existence.”^ It brought in
its

like

trail

many

vices. It

has been called upon to

fulfil

many

functions

some

of which “deal with simple concrete things and others ^vith intangible
and very complex ideas and judgments. This ambiguity of func-

and, therefore, of meaning, confuses people’s minds, and, there-

tions,

fore, helps to

control.”^

make

the

money system

easy to abuse and difficult to

Capitalism, division of society, class-conflict, international

and world wars are the inevitable results of the
It is because of money, which gave profit motive,
that production of luxury articles is carried on -where due to the

trade, imperialism

invention of money.

scarcity of bare necessities of

life,

millions are called

upon

to

starve.

Booms and slumps, ^vith all their evil consequences, are the creation
of money which has disturbed the natural and simple equilibrixun
of demand and supply by giving birth to round about production,
middleman, cut-throat competition, monopolies, combinations,

trusts,

demand, over production, under-producUnemployment and the miseries attached with it are also
of money. Money, in short, has badly betrayed the trust.

artificial

hoarding,

artificial

tion etc.

a

gift

If these, in nutshell, are the vieAvs on

money and markets

of

who equate material progress with happiness,
worthwhile to know how they tried to remedy the evil

even western economists
it

certainly

is

and how Gandhi wanted

to tackle the

problem.

Western philosophers are of the opinion that evils of money and
markets can be well controlled by imposing more and more restrictions

on both.
tity

The

State was, therefore, given powers to control the quan-

But the goal before a Monetary Authority
Some want it to be price stability, some argue

of currency and credit.

remained undecided.

some insist on full employment, and
a new school wants neutral money. Not only the goal is uncertain
but also the effectiveness of means is debatable. The result is that
the power of State is increasing day by day, but the goal of peace,
prosperity, happiness and equality still continues to evade man.

in favour of exchange stability,

Governments were
ternational

Trade ceased

also
to

empowered

remain a

to

control markets.

free trade.

In-

Old Mercantilism

1

Richard B. Gregg : ‘Philosophy of Indian Economic Development’, p. 57.

2

Ibid., p. 58.

:
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appeared in a new garb and a war of restrictions is going on in spite
of the U.N.O., International Monetary Fund, IVorid Bank and International Agreements. The story of internal trade is not mucli different.
Artificial barriers

on the movement of goods within a

raised under pretext
rationalization
etc.

The

and

of zonal system,

scientific

management,

who

troubled man,

countr>- arc also

rationing and price control,
licensing system, planning

willy-nilly surrendered his rights

the State under the able guidance of the

all

to

kno\ring economist

is

amazed, alarmed and much more unhappy than what he used to be.
The remedy has been worse than the disease itself. The poor man

who now

has also surrendered his liberty to the State
it

refuses to return

back.

Let us

now

turn to the Eastern prescription which Gandlii wanted

to administer.

Gandhi wanted

to

reduce

the

consumption goods by decreasing

size

of markets

of essential

supply and demand.

their

therefore, pleaded that the size of plants should be small,'

those machines should be used which will serve as a sers'ant."

production pattern and insistence on decentralization

He,

and only

ver^'

Mis

clearly

In such a set-up, the scope for mass production

give this idea."

is

and not machines. Gandhi also held that
multiplicity of wants beyond a minimum limit would not promote
happiness.® He, therefore, preached the law of simplicity.® The
outcome of small production units and minimum wants will be regional
only through

masses,^

though

self-sufficiency

not

individual

self-sufficiency.

To

quote

Gandhi

We

“

have

to concentrate

on the

villages

being self-con-

tained, manufacturing mainly for use

My

“

idea of village Swaraj

>

Sec Chap.

2

Ibid.

°

Idid.

4

Harijan, 2.1 1.1934. “It

it

that

it is

a complete republic,

III.

is mxss production, but mass production in people's
you multiply individual production to millions of times,
not give you riuass production on a tremendous scale."

own homes.
would

is

If

‘

See Chap.

I.

'

Sec Chap.

II.

4

Harijan, 29.8.I93G.
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independent of

dependent
“

for

many

^'Vliat is

and

neighbours for

its

not a narrow one, there
in

to

is

make

no scope

is

inter-

the village self-sufficient

my

But mind you,

self-reliant.

and yet

vital ^vants,

which dependence is necessary.”^

others in

necessar^^

its

idea of self-sufficiency

is

and arrogance

for selfishness

my self-sufficiency.”^

“

Villages collectively, not the villager individually, will

become

self-contained so far as their

clothing requirements

are concerned

And

according to Shri S. N. Agarwal,

economic

mean

will

self-sufficiency

But Gandhi’s idea of

differ

with

“the regional vmit of

different

self-sufficiency in basic

commodities.”^

requirements does not

isolation.

“

I

am

not preaching isolation,

we have

We

the dust for the fulfilment of our cause.

people even as sugar mixes

“That a man ought
himself

is

it

be able to

obvious, but

sufficiency

society

to

no

it is

carried to

is

itself with

the

most of Iiis

me

obvious to

length

be hiunble as

have

to

mix

\vith

milk.”°

satisfy

less

(to)

essential needs

that ^vhen

of isolating

self-

oneself from

almost amounts to sin.”®

But where does ‘self-dependence’ end and ‘inter-dependence’
Gandhi wanted to apply the criterion of self-respect to deterstart?

mine

their respective spheres.

so long as

and

to the extent that

pushed beyond that

when

it is

it is

an aid

limit.

On

Thus, in Gandhian set-up
^vill

village or a group of

the other

the size of a

is

necessary.”^

market of

Harijan, 26.7.1942.

2

Hind Swaraj,
Young India,
s.

5
®

Young India,
Young India,

»

Ibid.

6.12.1944.
25.4.1925.

N. Agarwal

:

essential

be veiy small, generally coinciding vdth a

villages within a short radius.

^

4

and

hand inter-dependence

markets for other commodities might be of a bigger

3

a necessary ideal

to one’s self-respect

not inconsistent with one’s self-respect

consumption goods

is

becomes an obsession and a hindrance when

It

spiritual discipline.
it is

“Self-dependence

‘A Gandhian Plan’, p. 93.

25.4.1925.
21.3.1929.

Ho’ivever, the

size,

they

may be
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To

even international.
India

quote

Gandhi:

“Then

cvcr\-

of

village

be a self-supporting and self-contained unit exchanging only such necessary commodities with other villages where
will almost

they are not locally producible.”^
to purchase or sell tilings will

be

In Gandhian

strictly

on a

neighbours will get priority over the distant ones.

Gandhi wrote

man
The

:

life,

the preference

priority basis.

Immediate

Defining Swadeshi,

“It follows that Stuadeshi was that spirit which dictated

door neighbour to the exclusion of any other.
was that the neighbour thus seiwcd had in his turn
own neighbour
Again, “In that of economics I

to serve his next

condition

to serve his

my

should use only things that are produced by

And

bours

purchase them from abroad.

will not hesitate to

part of the world what

is

immediate neigh-

are not available within the countri’, Gandlii

if things

needed for

my

“I buy from cvcri'

“To

growth.”’

reject foreign

manufactures mainly because they are foreign and to go on wasting
national time and
for

which

it is

money

to provide

manufacturers

not suited would be criminal

folly

in one’s

countn'

and a negation of

Swadeshi spirit.”®
Similarly, he will allow the disposal of the countiy’s surplus goods
in foreign countries.

Gandhi was not a

He was

follower of Adam Smith in international trade.

a believer of protective trade.

England which dumps down

and wishes her wants
But

free

to

may be good for
among liclplcss people

“Free trade

her manufactures

be supplied from outside at the cheapest

trade has ruined India’s pcasanlr>'

rate.

Moreover, no new

trade can compete svith foreign trade without protection.”®

Gandhi wanted protective trade not out of ill-will or hatred
“I would not countenance the boycott of a single foreign article out of
It was because of the well known
ill-will or a feeling of hatred.”’
wanted protective trade. “To talk
he
that
argument
industry
infant
interest and English or European
Indian
of no discrimination between
:

t

M. K. Gandhi

2

Ibid., p. 57.

:

‘Economic

’

Ibid., p. 64.

^

Ibid., p. 70.

®

®

Young
Young

t

Ibid., 15.11.1928.

& Industrial

India, 18.6.1931, vide ‘The
India, 15.5.1924.

Life

Gandhian

and Rrlalions’,

Plan', S.

N'ol. 11.

X. Aganval,

j).

ri'.'.

p. 97.

.
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is

to perpetuate

What

Indian helotage.

is

equality of rights between a

and a dwarf? Before one can think of equality between unequals,
the dwarf must be raised to the height of the giant.’’^ Thus protective

giant

trade

is

not a permanent policy with Gandhi.

Gandhi did not

to give ‘an exhaustive catalogue’ of aritcles

ti-y

which can be imported in his scheme of things,- He only laid down
a general principle, “I buy from every part of the world that is needed
for my growth.
I refuse to buy from any body anything ho\vever nice
or beautiful,

with

if it interferes

my

Nature has made

first

a complete taboo in respect of
tation

is

Gandhi

likely to

will

my

care.”^
all

growth or

injures

those

whom

“My

economic creed is
foreign commodities \vhose imporAgain,

prove harmful to our indigenous interests.”^ Thus,

not import or purchase a thing from his neighbour,

whether of his own country or of outside, simply because the product
is

cheap or

Just as

true.

“The rule of the best and the cheaptest is not always
we do not give up our country for one with a better

best.

climate but endeavour to improve our owm, so also

may

^ve not dis-

card Swadeshi for better or cheaper things”®
Obviously, these ideas of Gandhi on international trade are more

Adam

Smith or Fedric List or Mercanwanted protective trade
tilists or Neo-Mercantilists, because Gandhi
only so long as the country was not able to stand the vice of dumping.®
He did neither want exchange control. He wanted the international

dynamic than those of

'

either

trade to be simple, limited and for mutual gain. HoAvever, this trade
According to
will not be left to the sole discretion of individuals.

the

known Gandhian Economist,

S.

N. Agarwal, “Just as individual

or a village community should be the agent for internal trade so a
nation should be the agent for international tradc.”^
1

Young

2

M. K. Gandhi

3

Ibid., p. 78.

4

Ib'd., p. 84; also

®

Ibid., p. 84.

'

Gandhi advised
is

India, 26.3. 1931
:

‘Economic

Young

his

neither in their

American

own

’

S.

Ill,

friends not to resort to

interest
it

II,

p. 70.

nor of others.

pp. 168-69.
Plan’, p. 97.

dumping because

it

If they are able to produce

out to the needy

N. Agarwal ‘The Gandhian
:

Vol.

India, 23.3.1929.

surplus, they should gift

‘Mahatma’, Vol.

& Industrial Life and Relations’,

ones.

Vide

Tendulkar:

:
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This should not give the idea that Gandhi

^vas against middlemen
and wanted to liquidate them. Replying to Slid Jetha Lai Govind,
Gandhi wrote, “
He has set before him an ambitious ideal that

did not obtain in our country probably at any time even

The

cultivator

tion,

but only to give a new orientation to

in the past.

had always to depend for certain necessaries of life
on the middleman and it seems to me that this is just as it should be.”*
Gandhi did “not want to take away from the middleman his occupaGandhi

outlook.”^

economic

hoped

do

to

it

and

with

it

to

change

new

his

mental

socio-politico-

set-up.

When

the size of markets for the necessary

consumption goods

be small, when different regions of the country

will

his

will

mainly be

confined to luxury or comfort articles or the capital goods produced

by the State

when

for the welfare of the people,

international trade will

not be based on “cheapness” but on “growth” principles, when the

mass production

will

be through masses and not labour-saving devices

and

large size plants,

will

be

‘to live

money

and

when wants

let

will

be

minimum and

will automatically

go down.

“Money

measurement of value.

money is a token
own dignity, money

will not

much as labour. After
moment labour recognizes its

use as

i.c.

will

it

more than moncy.”^

is

be necessarily paid in cash.

may

ever

its

not be the sole

It will

will find its rightful place,

For labour

trust for labour.

has

of e.\change....The

of

be the master,

It will cease to

the controller of the destinies of the millions.

all

the goal

others live happily’, then the importance

be held in

Even

taxes

“I have always held that what-

be said in favour of cash payment of

taxes,

its

introduction

injured the nation to the extent that the system of stocking grain in

Wages

the village was disturbed.”*

and partly

in kind.®

as very

little

labour

is

1

Young

The importance of

capital will be

capital

will also

and there

required
is

no

and

conflict

be paid partly in cash

capital
it

be negligible

svill

will

be realized that

between the two.*

India, 21.3.1929.

2

Ibid.

3

Harijan, 16.10.1945. Gandhi was impressed by the scheme of Yarn currency
tried at

Gopuri (Wardha).

Gandhian

Plan’,

p

4

Harijan, 28.12.1947.

®

Vide

6

M. K. Gandhi ‘Economic

S.

N. Jha

;

:

also see

Harijan, 23.3.1912 vide

.S.

N.

.Aganv.il,

102.

‘Gandhian Economic Thought’, p. 21G.
& Industrial Life and Relations’,

N. K. Bose:

‘Selections

from Gandhi’, See.

2.')9.

\'ol. II. p.

140;
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Witli the changed importance of money

and the limitation of the
size of markets in the rva}’^ that production and consumption are carried
out in the same area, price fluctuations %rill no longer remain a problem. “There, is no question of high or low prices when a nation’s
economies are put on a sound basis
This is because the law of
supply and demand is replaced wdth the law by manufacturing enough
for the supply."

1

2

Harijan, 28.12.1947.

M. K. Gandhi

:

'Economic

&

Industrial Life

& Relations',

Vol.

11, p. 99.

Chapter VI

ON DISTRIBUTION
With the advent of Industrial Revolution, the proldems connected
with distribution started assuming an ever-increasing importance.
Not only new theories of the method of determining the share of different factors of production were invented and debated but also the

problems connected with unequal distribution of wealth and

Mahatma

quences started receiving attention.
cerned with the

first

conse-

its

Gandiii was not con-

aspect of the problem which probably was too

academic and uninteresting
in the second problem.

for

He felt

him but he was

certainly

interested

that one of the important causes of the

present day unrest and unhappine.ss can be traced in the faulty mctlmd

of distribution of wealth.

Today

the distribution of wcaltli

the various factors of production takes place in siidi a

get the major share of the produce

majority gets so

little

requirements of

life.

that

it is

and thus

never able

way

live in lu.xury,

to satisfy

Hence, Gandhi wanted

to

even

among

that a fetv

its

while the

minimum

change the method

of distribution,
Marxists and fellow travellers were, like Gandhi, not

satisfied

with the capitalistic method of distribution and so they suggested that

must become supreme

State

in matters of distribution also.

The

State should decide ^vhat commodities and in what quantity must
individuals be allowed to consume. They thought that by making
State supreme, a

and none

will

more equitable

distribution of wealth shall be possible

be allowed to die in hunger or

the masses will maintain almost the
ever,

it

has

now been

seen in actual

live in miser)’.

same standard of
life

living.

that in spite of

Bulk of

How-

making the

State supreme equal distribution of wealth has not been possible, and

the masses arc in no

world.

way

better off than their counterparts in the free

In some cases they have bceomc worse.

achieving very’

little

Gandhi
the State supremacy and the method of

in bargain they

could, therefore, never agree to
distribution evolved in the

Moreover, while

have

lost tlicir

communist world.
147

freedoms.

:
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Gandhi wanted, not “equitable

distribution but equal distribution

of wealth,”^ so that the “social optimum”^ and “complete economic
equality of all individuals”® can be achieved. Gandlii ^vrote:
“I have no doubt that if India

is

to live

an exemplary

independence which would be the envy of the world,
Ia\vyers, teachers,

all

of

life

the Bhangis,

merchants and others would get the same wage

for

an honest day’s work.”^
Gandhi, as has been made amply clear elsewhere, was not

He wanted

blind material progress.

ideas

and

on

for a

ratio that

progress wdth

it

This is amply clear in his
Gandhi wanted equal distribution of^vealth
he propounded a theory, which can be called the theoiy

or

progress”

mix material

may promote happiness
a few or the majoi'ity. He called it a “real

moral progress in such an ideal
of all and not only of either

to

equilibrium.”®

“social

distribution also.

for this

of equality.
Before studying the theory of ‘Equality’
that in the

Gandhian

set-up, the

they are in the present world, will

way

of

life,

will they

carried

it ^\^ll

be better

to repeat

problems of distribution, unlike -what

be least important.

In the Gandhian

neither the people will have a desire to exploit others nor

be in a position to do

on a small

such machines

scale or in the

so.

Bulk of the production wll be

form of cottage type

industries using

as will only relieve back-breaking labour

and

will not

give sufficient powers of exploitation.

The Theory of Equality
Explaining the Theory of Equality of Gandhi, Harijan

wote

“Economic equality of his conception did not mean that every
one would literally have the same amount. It simply meant that
everybody should have enough for him or her needs. For instance,
he required two shaAvls in winter whereas his grand nephew Kannu

who stayed with him and was like his o^ra son, did not require
any warm clothing whatsoever. Gandhi required goat’s milk, oranges
Gandhi,

^

T. K. N. Unnithan

2

Ibid., p. 85.

3

Ibid.

^

Harijan,

®

Article 4,

:

‘Gandhi and Free India’, p. 86.

March 16, 1947, wde ‘Towards Non-violent Socialism’ op. cit. 24.
R. B. Gregg in the Book of Es.says on M. Gandhi edited by S.

Radhakrishnan, p. 80-86.
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and other fruits. Kannu could do with ordinary' food. Kannu was
a young man, whereas he svas an old man of 76; the monthly expense
of his food was far more than that of Kannu, but that did not mean
that there was economic inequality between them. The elephant
requires a thousand times more food than the ant, but that is not an
indication of inequality.

was

to

the

minimum

So the

each according to

his

real

meaning of economic equality

need.”

Here a question crops up,

‘How

viz.

the entrepreneur will

requirements of the owners

of the

various

of production at different places and at different times?’

can be said that the Government through the help of

and experts

while calculating

this

members and

of the owners of the various factors.

Of course,

minimum

be kept in mind by the

several factors such as number of
and state of health, prevalent price
normal standards of living etc. trill liavc

statisticians

such publications by the Government

wages

this it

their age

level of various goods, existing

to

To

statisticians

be publishing, from time to time, the value of the

wall

minimum requirements
family

its

know
factors

of the Government.
will sers'e as

Naturally,

an index of minimum

to the entrepreneur as tvell as the unions of the oirncrs of various

factors.

But how can equal distribution of the Gandhian type be brought
about through non-violence?

Gandhi

felt

that the existing economic sj-stems arc such that not

only the rich exist but they thrive and their number increases white
the poor get poorer.

Gandhi, therefore, wanted that the rich should

themselves renounce their extra wealth, because material progress of
the rich, beyond a limit,

However,

On

so.

to

if

they

fail

is

highly immoral and

it

retards real progress.

to behave properly they should be forced to do

the other hand, the poor should be encouraged

have material progress upto a point as

it

and helped

increases their moral fibre

and promotes happiness. Thus a social optimum must be achieved.
To achieve this social optimum Gandhi suggested the following measures, the idea of which can be had through his scattered writings and
speeches.
1

.

Theory of Self- Renunciation or Trusteeship

Gandhi came

in contact with

to his grand-father’s insults

Jamna

and partly due

Lai Bajaj who, partly due
to associations

with Gandhi

-
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held his property as a trust for the poor.

change of heart of the

rich.

^vhich ^vas successfully

and

The Hindu

philosophy of renunciation,

-willingly practised

centuries, confirms this view.
society, ^vhere

This gave the idea of possible

So,

Gandhi held

by our

ancestors for

that for a capitalist

accumulation of wealth has already taken place, and

chances are that some

new

persons

may become

ing huge fortunes, the rich should, by their
trustees of their properties

and

successful in acquir-

o-^ra

accord,

become

so help in non-violent redistribution of

^vealth.^

2. Role

of Labour Unions

Gandhi felt that so long as a really non-violent society is not
and production is carried on a large scale, labour imions

established
udll

be a

union on

He

necessity.
his lines -will

thought that labour organised in a strong

be able to keep a check on the greed of the rich

and through non-Holent non-cooperation and Satyagraha wall, on the
one hand, be able to convert them into trustees and, on the other,
However, he

help in improving the lot of labourers.
ideal state there wdll
interests are

be no

conflict

felt

that in an

between labour and capital

as their

not opposed to each other but are complementary to each

other.

3.

Role of the State

Gandhi was
But

in a

way an

anarchist -who believed in no State.

that ideal state of statelessness

till

the State, -^vhich

through

is

achieved,

be mainly controlled by peasants,^ should help
regulations, taxation and expenditures on social

-will

legislations,

services in reducing the inequalities of %vealth.

sharing and

4.

he ^vanted that

minimum wages

His ideas on

profit

are a pointer in the direction.

Method of Production

In the Gandhian set-up the power to exploit others and accumulate
wealth beyond all reasonable limits will ultimately have to go. The
production in private sector wfiU be mainly carried on either in the

form of cottage industries or small scale

enterprises.

Ob-viously, this

^

The theory of trusteeship has been discussed in some details in Chap.

2

For

3

See Chap. VII.

details

on Labour Unions, see Chap. IV.

III.
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will take away from the o^vners of the plants the power to amass wealth.
Whatever extra wealth they will be able to collect svill have to be shared

with the labour because of the labour unions and the State pressure.
5.

A

J/ew

Society

Gandhi dreamt of making a new

society

and

a

new man who

svill

not be interested in e.xploiting others and will not allow others to
exploit him.

His goal of life will be to promote

help others in becoming happier.

beyond

gress

all

The mad

his

own

happiness and

craze for material pro-

reasonable limits will no longer attract

this nc\v

man.

This man, Gandhi thought, can be produced with the help of education

and ne^v surroundings.

He,

socio-politico-economic set-up

These, then in

brief,

came out with a scheme of
and a new educational sptem.’

therefore,

are the ideas of Gandhi on distribution.

Apparently, Gandhi was right in suggesting that the payment to the
factors of production

be made according

ments and not according

to

to their

may say that this principle of equality may be used
differences of

minimum

marginal productivity.

require-

But some one

to justify the glaring

income of the prince and the pauper.

To

this

Gandhi

said

“

the
and travesty of my argument
and the poor today is a painful sight.
The poor villagers are exploited by the foreign Government and
the city dwellers. They produce
also by their own countrymen
the food and go hungry. They produce milk and their children
have to go without it. It is disgraceful. Every one must have
that will be idle sophistry'

contrast between the rich

—

a balanced
cation

He

diet, a

decent house to

live in, facilities for the

of one’s children and adequate medical

edu-

relicf.”-

did not want to taboo cvcry'thing above and beyond the b.nrc

necessities.

^

See Chap. VII.

2

Ibid.

—

.

Chapter VII

GANDHI’S SOCIO-POLITICAL SET-UP
had been a trend towards excessive specialisahad been broken and divided into different compartments

Till recently there
tion. Life
social,

economic, legal, ethical,

political,

literary, artistic etc.,

experts of each branch studied only the problems of their

own

and

respec-

and remained unconcerned with those of others. This
was the era of micro-analysis. However, soon it was realized that
in spite of this departmentalisation and excessive specialisation, there
was a running thread common to all and that changes in economic life
of a country affected its social and political life, and on the other hand,
changes in social and political life influenced the economic conditions
of its people. In Russia, the entire social and political structure underwent a radical change when attempts were made to scale down the
glaring inequalities of income and to stop economic exploitation of
man by man. Similarly, with changes in'political thinking in England,
the economic life also underwent changes. The same is happening in
India, With the increase in industries, commerce and trade, the
village life has started cracking and the contented villagers of yesterday
have started demanding more and more political and social rights
today. Keeping in view this infallible inter-connection that the wellI should be the first
known economist, Maurice Dobb, obsei'ved, “
can be
and most vehement in denying that economic factors
implicaseparated from their social background and from political
tions.”^ Today, no country, therefore, plans only its economic life.
Social and political changes are also planned in such a way as may
help strengthen the economic changes.^ Gandhi "was aware of this
tive spheres

^

Maurice Dobb ‘Some Aspects of Economic L'fe’, p. I
See ‘A Kardiner: ‘The Individual and His Society’,
:

2

p. 251

Gittler: ‘Social Adjustments to Technological Innovations’,

Bebarta
1955-59;

:

Profile’, p.

X

291; J. B.
p. 116; P. C.

‘Technical Changes of Social Adjustments’, Seminar Paper, Vol. II,
Human Factors in
S. C. Dube: ‘India’s Changing Villages

—

Community Development’, pp.
is

&

1.

Majumdar
home the fact that

144-45 and also D. N.

All these authorities clearly bring

;

conceived as a configuration of functionally interlocked

of material
cultural trait

and non-material traits. Any
upsets the whole configuration.
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alteration

in

‘Rural
culture

constellations

a

particular
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inter-connection of different aspects of life.

He, while figliting for tlic
freedom of the country, continuously made efforts to reform society
and change the economic pattern. He repeatedly ga%-c vent to these

“The whole gamut of man’s activities today constitutes an
You cannot divide social, economic and purely

feelings.

indivisible whole.

work

religious

into (vater-tight compartments.’’^

of things to briefly study here the political

fitness

be in the

It will

and

ideas

social

of Gandhi because they have an important bearing on his economic

Moreover, without them

ideas.

economic ideas look

his

idealistic,

lacking in reality.

may be

It

mental

repeated here that Gandhi laid

principles

guiding

for

The

life.

down

certain funda-

principles

primarity and purity of means, non-violence, simplicity,

bread-labour and proper valuation.

lisation;

and uncompromising

He

cerned.

them.

Truth,

arc

:

i.c.

decentra-

Gandhi was most

static

fundamental principles were con-

as far as these

w'anted to raise his socio-politico-cconomic structure on

Therefore, svhile discussing his political or social set-up, sre

cannot lose sight of these principles.

(I)

POLITICAL IDEAS
The

Political Philosophy, as

answer three questions

what

is

of a State?

It is

mity of opinions

is

a

social

in society,

-

—

is

is

the

And

man?

e.xists

on any of the above
with the

first

historical importance.

It

it
it

lastly,

unfortunate, though very

much concerned

one of

*

has grown in the ^Vcst,

the place of a State? Is

is

a means and the end

less

it

how' the State has originated?

the basis of political obligations

other words, what

arc not

;

First,

‘will’

an end

or ‘force’?

In

in itself or

is it

what are

common,

questions.

the functions

that

no unani-

^Vc, at present,

question because

it is

more or

generally accepted that

is

being and as such he wants to

tries to

Secondly,

live in society.

^Vhcn he

man
lives

a State" slowly comes up.

D. G. Tendulkar: ‘Mahatma’, p. 387.
A Stale is defined as having a territory, a

and the people otsming allegiance
the conditions

Nations.

of Statehood for

definite population, a

Government,

Government. These arc taken .as
becoming a Member of the Family of

to the
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The second

question

been

settled as yet.

The

early Greeks felt that

is

the most controversial one, and has not

There are mainly “two

“The

distinct streams of thought.”^

State was the supreme fact of life, and

the efforts and actions of the individuals

had

to flow into

just as a

it

These thinkers made monarchs all powerful
‘King can do no wrong’ and others were coined.

river flows into the sea.”“

and the slogans

like

The German School led by Hegel revived this theory. He wrote that
“The existence of the State is the movement of *God in the world.”®
These and many other philosophers thus made the State all-powerful
and subordinated the ‘man’ and the
Rousseau regarded the State

The

‘General Will’.

man, the

known

was not very

a

of the people to

social

contract to

it.

fulfil

the

State was thus relegated to the back seat and the

individual,

as the

as

‘will’

was pushed forward.

Rousseau

founder of the democracies of the world.

is,

therefore,

However, he

and he introduced certain ethical and spiritual
concepts. This made him not very much acceptable.
It was the
English idealist, T. H. Green, who scientifically and philosophically
proceeded to prove that the State was not the end but only means to
an end. He naturally gave the ‘will’, rather than ‘force’, an imclear

portance.

When

two groups were busy in matching their strengths,
the Industrial Revolution brought about certain important changes
Societies got divided into two
in the social fabric of the nations.
these

classes of ‘haves’

and

‘have-nots’ with seemingly divergent interests.

This brought to the scene the socialist thinkers of different brands,
notably Karl Marx,

These philosophers agreed that

portant but they argued that to serve his interests,
the beginning the State must be

man on

after putting the

made

it is

all-powerful.

man

is

im-

essential that in

They held

that

the right track, the State will ‘wither away’.

made means to achieve the ultimate goal of classless society. The believers in ‘will’ and ‘man’
do not agree with this prescription. They argue that the State hav-

Thus, the State and the Force were

ing once tasted the fruits of absolute power will never agree to renounce
such a highly
Prof. A. Huxley has remarked “
those rights.
:

N. Agarvval

'Gandhian Constitution

for Free India’, p. 18.

^

S.

2

Giechrist: ‘Principles of Political Science’, p. 460, quoted

;

p. 16.
3

A. Huxley ‘Ends and Means’, p. 63.
:

by S. N. Agarwal,
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centralised dictatorial state

may

revolution from below; there
it

Svither away.’^

will

become a

is

be smashed by sear or ovcriiinicd bv

not the smallest reason to suppose that

John Gunther agrees with

it,

“Russia

may

dictatorship not of but over the prolctariatc.”-

Count Coudenhove Kalergi has brilliantly summed up these
by calling these two schools as ‘The Spartan Ideal of
Totalitarian State’ and ‘The Athenian Ideal of Totalitarian Man’.
controversies

In Sparta,

man

lives for the

sake of the State; in Athens, State lived

man.*

for the sake of

now more and more realized that insistence on cither ‘Force’
“The aim should be a poise between Liberty
and Authority. The State should facilitate, promote and strengthen
mutual accommodation of individual and group welfare. The indiIt is

or ‘Will’ will not do.

vidual should perform his duty towards the Stale and the State should

safeguard the rights of the indhddual and enable him to develop his

Tawncy

personality to the fullest possible extent.^ Prof.

The
is

the

third controversy flows from the second one.

means and not an end,

and the

‘Will’

functions of the State should be iniminum.
individualist, held that the State has
viz. to protect

to

is

J. S. Mill,

if

it.

If the Slate

to prevail,

then the

who was an

pcrfomi only police functions,

the State from foreign invasions, to maintain law and

order within the country and to administer justice.

hand,

agrees with

the State

‘end’

is

and the

‘force’

and not the

then the functions of the State should be

On

‘will’ is

limitless.

It

the other

important,

must be

in

complete command.
Before the twentieth century', wars were not total; (hey

were

only regional. Flence the principle of Balance of Power was invented

and practised. The war of 1914-18 changed the complex of a v.nr.
The principle of Balance of Po^vc^ could
It became a world w'ar.
no longer deliver the goods.

The

to settle international disputes

arbitration.

The

Lc.aguc of Nations liad to he crc.atcd

through negotiation, conciliation

second war brought

tvith

‘Ends and Means’, p. 63.

*

A. Huxley

’

John Gunther: ‘Inside Europe’, p. 574.
S. N. Agarsval ‘Gandhian Constitution*, p,

4

Ibid,

:

:

19.

it

more

and

destructive
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weapons.

The

to establish the

Governments which ^vanted
supremacy of their race or to convert a
totalitarian

^var either
^var

civil

war to liberate the labouring classes, soon
realised that war mil no longer serve them.
They too had to
accept the U.N.O. and its obligations. The functions of a State in
into a world or regional

international relations have thus undergone changes.

In the light of

the'.e

ideas of

modern

political philosophy, let us

study the political frame^vork of Gandhi and see ^vhether his ideas

were primitive and he wanted to revert the clock back or they were
ultra-modern having philosophical basis and realistic touch.
Let us start

\vith t^vo negative statements saying

was not and then come

what Gandhi

to his positive ideas.

It is Avrong to try to fix

up Gandhi

in one of the existing holes.

He

was neither a conservative nor a libral, a socialist, a radical, a communist or an anarchist. He was something of them all but not all of
some one of them. For example, he was a conservative because he
valued the great human heritage handed do^vn to us by our ancestors
both in religion and in social life. He was not ready to summarily
dismiss the sayings and ^vritings of the saints by calling them 'superstitions’.
He Avas not ^villing to give up those old social traditions,
which kept up our

civilization intact, in spite of repeated invasions

from outside and disruptions from within, simply because they

\vere

old.

Gandhi spared no pains in persuading his opponents and
followers to his o^vn line of thinking by discussions. He sat, untiring
on the prayer ground, preaching people to be reasonable, patient and
searching for truth.

And

the art of persuasion by reason

if

Gandhi was the

essence of the hberal creed,^

Gandhi never adhered

Article

of Horace

Gandhi’, p.
2

among

socialist."

Alexander: ‘Social and

But

Political

socialists feel that

if socialism tells

Ideas of

Mahatma

the authority of the State should continuously

increase in order to stop the exploitation of the weak.

remedy ^vill be

But Gandhi doubts

better than the disease as the seeds of exploitation

arc deep rooted in a system based on centralisation.
sation

the liberals.

7.

For example,
rvhether the

the

to the established theories of scocialism

though he always called himself a
^

first

is

So he favours decentraliand minimisation of the authority of the State.
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us that the accumulation of wealth at the cost of the hungr)' millions
is unjust and that service of the poor and the community should
pre-

cede the

selfish ends.

Gandhi can

easily

be

called

a ‘convinced

socializer.’

Gandhi was a radical in the sense that he wanted to remove all
evils, be they in the form of caste-system or untouchability, or foreign
domination. However, he wanted removal of all evils from the root.
Half-hearted attempts, or minor reforms could never satisfy him.
Gandhi was

communist? If communism means accepting
Marxian doctrines, such as materialistic interpreta-

also a

certain orthodox

tion of History, dictatorhsip of the proletariate, class-conflict, establish-

ment of a
ments

in

classless society

by violent means, overthrowing of Govern-

neighbouring countries through revolution, State ownership,

power and abolition of money, then Gandhi was
not a communist. But if scaling down the difTcrenccs in income,
centralization of

minimising exploitation, granting equal opportunities

to all, cstablisli-

ment of a happy classless society is the aim of communism, then
Gandhi can be called a first-rate communist. Tlie dificrcncc between
him and a communist in the prevalent sense w as only one of approach
and not of ends.
Gandhi,

like

an anarchist, hated the growing power of the State

because “The State represents violence in a concentrated and organized

it

The

individual has a soul, but as the State

is

can never be weaned from violence to which

it

form.

tence.”^

But he

differed

a soulless machine,

owes

obedience of the laws of the land, considered immoral.
disobedience of the rules, though they
for those occasions w'hcn
It

is

one

evil,

dis-

tlmt

should be rcserecd

:

To

refute this,

element of most,
life.

and again that

not of

if

In

all,

my own

men who

M. K. Gandhi

:

Homcc Alexanhuman being

“I believe that in every

not seriously limited in his personality, there

tudes to

felt

prepared to die rather than obey.

to learn.’

der’s conclusion can be cited

>

be

their

He

some critic may say that if Gandhi svas
he was only a ‘muddle-headed fool, from

W'hom we can have nothing

is

is

may

very exis-

just possible that

something of cvery-thing,

W'ho

its

from the anarchists as regards

is

in fact

of these seemingly contradictory

experience, at

least,

I

atti-

have noted ncain

are extremely radical in their politics

‘San’odaya’, p. 7t.

some

may

:
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be ultia.-conservative in

some aspect of their personal
Now, the great merit of Gandhi is that he is such a
complete man that he can recognize the need for some element of
or

ai't

in

lives

everyone of these principles in the

being wholly, he can and does

The second

life

strike

of the community.

is that Gandhi
neither fully
Democracy of England, or in the presidential

system of the U.S.A. nor in the So\det Rule of Russia.
political

all.”i

negative statement

believed in Parliamentary

“By

^Vithout

a balance among them

independence

House of Commons, or

^\Tote

do not mean an imitation of the

I

British

the Soviet Rule of Russia, or the Fascis Rule

of Italy, or the Nazi Rule of Germany.

IVe must have

to their genius.

He

oui-s,

They have

systems suited

suited to ours.”-

WTy

-was

Gandhi against the prevalent systems? Probably he know their
and the views of experts also. Democracy is at the cross-roads,
to use Prof. Ta^vney’s phrase, because it has become ‘acquisitive society.’
defects

Lord

them

Br^'ce, after

to suffer

studying six major democracies of the world, fotmd

from

verting legislation
politics into

six

major

and administration,

a profession,

(3)

of

(I) influence

evils:

(2)

money

tendency

the

skill, (4)

extravagance

in administration, (5) the tendency of legislators and political
to plav for votes in the passing of laws

and

(6) the

make

the abuse of the doctrine of equality and

failure to appreciate the value of administrative

order,

in per-

to

undue power of party

and

officials

in tolerating breaches of

organization.

Even Bernard

Sha^v, pointing out the defects of the electioneering system described

and disgusting spectacles at -which
sane and sober men yell senselessly until any dispassionate stranger
looking at them ^vould believe that he teas in a lunatic asylum for
exceptionally dreadful cures of mental derangement.” “The older I
election meetings as “scandalous

continued Shatv,

grotv”,

“the more

as part of the serious business of the

intolerable

and

"INffien this is the

disgraceful to

‘Mobocracy’,^ probably he was not

1

Horace Ale-xandcr:

2

Harijan, 2.1.1937.

®

S.

4

Ib-'d., p.

‘Social

N. Agarwal: ‘Gandhian
31.

it

&

feel

such

exliibitions to

be

Government of a nation, entirely
nature and civic decency.”^
if Gandhi called Democracy a

human

opinion of experts,

that “Western democracy as

I

much

\vrong.

functions today
Political Ideas

is

His obser\'ation
diluted

Nazism or

orM-ahatma Gandhi’,

Constitution’, p. 30-31.

p. 6.

.

:
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At best

Fascism

it is

merely a cloak to hide the Nazi or

Fascist

tendencies of Imperialism,”* appears to be correct

Since Gandhi was not in favour of the present type of democraries

where the State

not taken to be an ‘end’ but a ‘means’ and

is

‘wiir rather than the ‘force

’

is

given preference,

how

tlic

could he agree to

totalitarian type of Government,

where ‘man’ and his ‘will’ have hardly
any place and the State becomes an ‘end’ in itself. Gandhi remarked
“But from what I know of Bolshevism it not only docs not preclude
;

the use of force but freely sanctions

it

for the c.\propriation of private

property and maintaining the collective state ownership of the same.

And

if

that

regime in

is so,

its

I

have no hesitation

in saying that the

Bolshevik

present form cannot last for long.”=

“Their (communists) philosophy, as they have declared

me,

I

communism

Again, “Socialism and

which arc fundamentally

such conception

their belief in essential selfishness of

is

do not subscribe

man and

to

arc based on

west

of the

certain conceptions

I

it

cannot subscribe to.”®

to

it

for

know

I

from ours.

different

tlic essentia!

human

One

nature.

difference between

the brute.”*

Now

it

can be enquired

:

AVhat type of Government Gandhi

wanted to give to his people?
individualist,

who wanted

individual for his growth

Gandhi,

to giv'e

as

maximum

known,

well

is

libci ly to

tv.is

an

each and even'

but certainly he was against gianiing a

licence for exploiting others.

To

quote Gandhi

“I value individual freedom but you must not forget that tnan
a social

essentially

is

being

social restraint for the sake of the well-being

and the

is

willing submi' sion to

the law of the beast of the jungle

enriehes both the individual

individualism

unrestricted

f)!

the whole 'oriciy

society.”®

Again,

“The

highest form of freedom carries with

of discipline and
N. Aganval

hutnilily.

‘Ganciliiaii Omstilulion’, p. 31.

*

S.

2

Young

’

Harijan, 2G.1.1951.

:

India. 1.5.1920,

*

‘Amrit Bazar Patrika', 2.15.1934.

*

Young

India, 3.6.1926.

it

the greatest measure

Freedout that comes from di

e

ipliiic

;
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and humility cannot be denied.

Unbridled licence is a sign
of vulgarity, injurious alike to self and one’s neighbours.”^

To Gandhi man was

Once man

serve him.

the end

and

the State

was needed

achieves his moral height,

only to help and

the State shall no

longer be needed and a truly stateless society shall be established.

“In truth a Government that

is

ideal governs the least.

self-government that leaves nothing for the people
is

pupilage

large

—our present

number of

State.

But

if

is

no

This

to do.

are to attain Swaraj, a

us must outgrow enforced nonage and

We must govern

our adolescence.

we

It

feel

ourselves.”^

Gandhi also believed in purity of means, ^ and wanted to concentrate on means because he held that as we sow so we reap and that
there is an infallible interconnection between the two.^ Hence,
Gandhi, like the English Idealist, T. H. Green, preferred ‘Svill” and
not the “force”.

“A Government

in

an instrument of

service only in so far as

based upon the will and consent

is

instrument of oppression

when

it

of the people.

enforces

It

is

it

an

submission at the

point of the bayonet.”®

He

the communists wanted that the State should wither

like

away but he did not

prefer to

make

it

most powerful

to achieve the

power was a sin and a violence
wanted
a democratic Government based
Gandhi,
to him.
on non-violence and decentralisation of po^ver where man is supreme
Centralisation of

ultimate goal.®

therefore,

and the
him

State

is

only a servant.

He

called

‘Tt can be religiously translated as
Politically translated, it

is

perfect

it

Ram

Kingdom

Rajya.

of

To

God on

quote

earth.

democracy in which inequality

based on possession and non-possession, colour, race, creed
or sex vanishes. In it, land and State belong to the people.
Justice

is

prompt, perfect and cheap, and therefore, there

freedom of worship and of speech and of the
1

Harijan,

2

Young

May 27,

1939.

South Africa’, p. 480; Harijan, September 22, 1940.

‘Satyagraka in

4

Young India, December 26, 1924; Harijan, February
Young India, October 22, 1919.
M. K. Gandhi ‘Sarvodaya’, p. 74.

®

—

India, August 27, 1925.

3

5

press

:

28, 1937.

is

all this

:
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because of the reign of the self-imposed lare of moral restraint.
Such a State must be based on truth and non-violence and must
consist of prosperous, happy and self-contained villages and
village communities.”^

Gandhi gave us the picture of his

village republic in the following

words

“The Government

of the village

rvill

be conducted by Panshajat

of five persons, annually elected by the adult

and female,
have

will

possessing

minimum

villagers,

prescribed qualifications.

the authority and jurisdiction required.

all

male
This
Since

there will be no system of punishment in the accepted sense,
Panchayal

this

combined

•will

be the

legislature, judiciar)*

and

Any

to operate for its year of office.

c.\ccu!ivc

can

village

become such a republic today without much interference even
from the present Government whose sole effective connection
rvith the village

be

It rviil

is

wong

to

Even

isolated entities.

the e.xaction of the sdllagc revenue.”-

suppose that these village republics

federal basis rising layer

on broad

Mookerji mentions
the other,

ss'ere

upon layer from

of popular

basis

how

political

"The

so.

be

rural

organisations on a

the lower rural stratifications

self-government.

Dr.

Radhakumud

these different administrative units, one above

knosvn as Sabha, Mahasahba and .yaUar."^

So, Gandhi’s non-violent State, or

of

were not

in the past, they

republics gradually passed into larger

will

self-governing

autonomous

'Ram

Rajya' will be

republics.

village

a federation

Tliis

federation

G. N. Dhawan, not by

coercion
be brought about, according to
or compulsion but by the voluntary offer of cvcr>' village republic
to join such a federation. The work of the central auiitority will only
be to coordinate the work of the difTcrent village republics and to
ssill

and manage things of common interest as Education. B.isic
The central authority
Industries, Health, Currency, Banking etc.

supervise

rvill

have no power

to enforce its decisions

the moral pressure or
1

G.

.\.

Dha'van:

on

village republics except

power of persuasion.
‘I'hc Political Philosophy of

‘Hindu’, June 22, 19t5.
-

Harijan, July 26, !9t2.

s

S.

N.

.Agarsval

:

‘Gandhian C.rmtitution’,

p. 63,

Mah-aima Ganlln'; .ml
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Gandhi’s idea of the village republic

neither

is

new nor

primitive.

Prince Kropothin in his ‘Mutual Aid’ has given a good account of
such village republics which functioned in different coxmtries of Europe
before the Industrial Revolution. R. C. Dutta in ‘The Economic History of India’ has observed that India developed

and

preseiA^ed these

In Manu-Smriti, and ShanfiPan-a of the Mahabharat, the reference to “ Gramsanghas” is riot vm-

village republics for the longest period.

common and
to

KautiJya in his Arlkshaxira also describes them.

which

Janapada,

republics,

is

found in

Reference

a kind of federation of numerous village

"was

Ramayan

Valmifci

too.

Chinese

travellers,

Heixm Tsang and Fa Hien, also give their account of them. Rigveda,
Jatakas, Vishnu and Alanu-Smritis, Dharma-Sutras and even archaeological excavations bear testimony to the fact that in ancient India, a

was the basic unit of administration and

village republic

mous

to

The

a very great extent.^
idea of decentralisation of power

for instance,

is

most modem.

wants that “the State must be cut up and

distributed. It -would seem, then, that the

must be reduced
local.”-

\vas autono-

in scale;

it

Prof. Joad,

its

functions

machinery of Government

must be made manageable by being made

Prof. Cole observed, in his ‘Fabian Socialism’, “If we want

among

to diffuse -widely

ordinary

men and women,

a capacity for

and an understanding of public affairs, we must set
” Aldous Huxley^,
out to build our society upon little democracies
Roy Glenday-*, Prof. Adams®, Prof. Laski®, Le^^^s Mumford, Lord
collective activity

Bryce’ and scores of others are

all in

favour of decentralisation of

political po\ver.”

“As to the franchise, he (Gandhi) swore by the franchise of all
adults, male and female, above the age of twenty-one or even eighteen.
He ^vould bar old men like himself. They were of no use as voters.
India and the rest of the ^vo^ld did not belong to those who were on the
point of dying. To them belongs deadi, life to the young. Thus he
N. Agarwal

‘Gandhian Constitution’, p. 45-4G.

1

S.

2

Joad ‘Modem Political Theory’, p. 120-21.
A. Huxley ‘Ends and Means’, p. 63.

3

:

:

:

5

Roy Glenday ‘The Future of Economic Society’,
Prof. Adams ‘The Modem State’, p. 235.

3

Prof. Laski

7

Lord

4

:

p. 251.

:

Brj'ce

;

:

‘An Introduction to

Politics’, p. 53.

‘Modern Democracies’, Part

II, p. 489,

—
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would have a bar against persons beyond a certain
he tvould against youngsters below eighteen.”^

age, say

fifty,

as

But the age alone tvould not mahe one a voter. He must be also
to do manual work.
According to Gandhi, the qualification

prepared

“would be neither property nor

for voters,

literacy or property test has proved to be

an opportunity

who wish

to all

Those

difficult or expensive.

respect

be

will

to take part in the

In the small constituencies, elections

well-being of the Stale.”-

not be

villagers

In Gandhi’s ‘non-violent

state’

or ^Jiam

majority,

no matter what

which people act

But

its

To

is

it is

Democracy

jealously guarded.

it

opinion of even an individual,

An

sound.

has greater weight than the opinion of many,

That

is

my

view of real democracy.”^

is itot

a state

individual liberty

from the majority.”*

Again, “The rule of majority docs not mean
is

“TJte

therefore, believe that

I,

perfect right to act differently

it

:

be amenable to the

slaver)' to

Under democracy,

if

majority decision

quote him

one should yield to the

i.c.

decisions arc.

like sheep.

of opinion and actions
the minority has a

However. Gandhi

Rtijya'

not always be binding on the minority.

majority in matters of detail.

will

universal

and Central Governments.^

rule of majority has a narrow application,

in

who command

chosen as a matter of course.

favoured indirect elections for Provincial

will

manual %\orl:
Manual work gives
Government and the

position but

illusis'C.

if

should suppress the
individual opinion

that opinion

is

sound.

In the case of difference of

opinion, the only course open for majority as well as minority will be
to convert the

In the

opponents through negotiations and persuasion.

Gandhi, the functions of the

political set-up of

made

be minimum and

efforts will

moral

people goes up.®

fibre of the

The
delays

form

existing judicial system,

and

in a

Gandhian

State.

1

Harijan, 2.3.1947.

Young

to

which

no
With »hc

uncertainties, will

2
3

be

.Stale will

reduce them further as the

is

famous

for

its

longer be required in
rise in

proverbial
its

pre-sent

moral standards and

India, Vol. 11, p. 435-30.

Gandhi suggMtrd
in early thirices

indirect elections in the

and

ag.ain .ads’oeated

it

Round Tahic Confrrnire hrM

in 1912.

^

Young

‘

Gandhi’s Statement on thcllre.akdown ofGandhi-Jinnali

8

Shri G. N. Dhauvan h.as discussed this point at Irnsih.

India, Vol.

I.

p. 8G1-C5.
T.ill.s. .Sq)f. 2i!,

19 54

;
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decentralization of industries
cally

and commerce,

litigation will automati-

be reduced and the genuine difference of opinion of two parties
be settled by the village Panchayats w’hich may be more

will easily

conversant ^vith the actual facts being nearer to the place of dispute.^

Thus

Courts, Judges

and

la^vyers will

have limited existence

few cases will be referred to the law courts.

Gandhi on

as very

the basis of his

experience as a la\vyer preached the inevitable conclusion that in the
present set-up the lawyers
for getting justice

work towards increasing litigation and not
disputes.
Hence he wanted to minimise

and ending

them.

Take

the question of punishment of criminals.

In 1947, Gandhi

said

“

all

criminals should be treated as patients

should be the hospitals admitting

this class

and the

jails

of patients for treat-

ment and cure. No one commits crime for the fun of it. It is a sign
of a diseased mind. The causes of a particular disease should be
investigated

and removed.

But the outlook of the jail

be that of a physician and nurse in a
should

feel that

them

them

any w^ay.”^

in

to regain their

The prisoners
They ^\•ere there

hospital.

the officials are their friends.

to help

staff should

mental health and not

to harass

Thus Gandhi thought that by constructing a non-violent society,
based on morality, crimes can be reduced. But he knew' that it will
not be possible to convert

all

criminals into decent people or check

So he advocated the method of social boycott
The second method suggested
for keeping the criminals in check.
was that of sending them to a hospital or reformatory for curing them

future gro-wth of them.®

work of keeping a check on criminals and
running the reformatories can best be done by the village republics.
of their disease.^

And

this

In a truly non-violent

state, there will

violent conflicts between groups.

1

Young

2

Harijan,

2, 1947, p. 396.

3

Harijan, July 3), 1937.

4

Harijan, April 27, 1940.

^vill

to the present

for

only be re-

few violent outbreaks.

compared

India, Vol. II, p. 436.

November

many occasions

Police, therefore,

quired to meet dacoits, robbers and
police force will be very' small as

not be

one and

The
^vill
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be recruited from among the

villagers themselves.

“believers in non-violence.”^

They

A\ill

It will consist of
be mere reformers than the

Thus maintenance of police will be a
republics and not of the central authority.

preventors of crime.-

of the \illage

function

Similarly, the other functions of the central authority

framing of

law's, e.xercising

tration etc., will

be passed over

as

to the village republics as education

becomes more extensive and morality of individuals

on the other hand,

such

control over the executive, local adminis-

rises.

The

Centre,

be incharge of only those functions which

will

are of general importance such as Defence, External Affairs, Transport,
Irrigation, Eligher Education, Foreign Trade,

The Centre

etc.

village republics

will

Currency and Ranking

perform these functions with the consent of the

whose representatives

will

be members of the Central

This consent will be acquired

Parliament.

by moral pressure or

through persuasion.

The
be a

non-violent decentralised state of Gandhi’s concept will not
It will

state in isolation.
its

nations.”®

It shall

nations."*

share

live

on the

friendliest

moral and material resources with other

its

It will trj' to live

Thus, Gandhi’s state

by stronger

endeavour, “to

neighbours, wiiether they be great powers or small

terms with

will

nations.®

tr)'

on equal

footings with other

to liquidate exploitation of

Gandhi

will not

mind

Gandhi was

weaker nations

International Agencies

to settle international disputes but this settlement will

the basis of peaceful means."

nations.®

have

in favour of

to

be on

raising

an

international force of non-violent soldiers for controlling violent outbreaks.

Gandhi’s decentralised state will be free from

The

present t^'pe of Government.

ail

the defects of the

decentralization of authority and

converting of every village into a republic will improve the cfiicicncy

of the administration, reduce
r

Harijan, September

-

K. G. Mashruwala

:

3

Harijan,

*

Youngindia, March
Desai

:

.'Npril

I,

its

expenses and keep a better check on

1910.

‘Practical Non-violrncc’, p. 21.

20. 1910.
2G. 1931, Y.I.II, p. 133,

‘Gandhian Indian

5

Harijan, Februar)'

6

Young

"

Speech in Geneva

1 1 ,

Y.I.H. p. 1292;

X'illage?’, p. 170.

1939.

India, \’ol. HI, p. 543.
in 1931

‘Gandlii’, pp. 389-90.

on Lc.aguc of Nation*

—quried by

51.

Shsrra

:
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the elected representatives as they will be under continuous observ^ation
of the people ^vho can unseat them at any time. This type of Govern-

ment,

^v’ith

a high moral sense of the people, will ensure a perfect

Government.
This in short gives Gandhi’s idea of

Ram

Dr. Gopah’ Nath Dha\van

Rajya of

calls

Ram

“By a non-violent

‘Non-violent State’.

state

Rajya.

Mahatma Gandhi a
we mean the State that

predominantly non-violent. The completely non-violent state would
no longer be a state. It ^vould then be the stateless society and society
can be stateless ^vhen it is completely or almost completely nonis

violent.

may

This

is

an

may not be fully realized. ^A^iat ^s'e
may be predominantly non-violent state

ideal that

get in actual practice

advancing to^vards, though perhaps never reaching,

the

stateless

stage.”^

“In

this structure

be a pyramid

^vith the

composed of innumerable

villages, life will

apex sustained by the bottom.

concentric circle whose centre

Ayill

But

it ^\^I1

not

be a

be the individual ahvays ready to

perish for the village, the latter ready to perish for the circle of villages
till

at last the

outer

whole becomes one

most circumference

circle

but

from

it.”2

-will

life

composed of

individuals.

The

not yield po^ver to crush the inner

^\ilI

give strength to all

^vitllin

and derive

its

o%vn strength

(II)

THE SOCIETY OF GANDHI’S CONCEPT
Gandhi made his appearance on the Indian scene as a political
leader and not as a social reformer. It was during his toils and troubles that he realised that life is one^ and for nialung people ready for a
political struggle it is essential to remove the social evils ^vhich, in
course of time, have crept into the Indian social fibre and have degraded it from its ideal form. Gandhi had widely read Hindu scriptures^
and ivas ver^'^ much influenced by them. He had a good knowledge
1

G. N. Dhaivan

:

‘Political

Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’, p. 314.

2

Harijan, July 12, 1948, p. 236.

3

D. G. Tendulkar ; ‘Mahatma’, p. 387.
Ray, B. G. ‘Gandhian Ethics’, p. 3-4; Krishnamurti, Y. G.
Era in World Politics’, p. 66.

4

:

:

‘Gandhian

.

:
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of other religions' also. He could see, on the basis of this comparative
study and practical experience of life, that the old Hindu social order

one of the best as

^vas

it

was based on the happy combination of
He, therefore, wanted to restore

material and psychological factors.-

Hindu

society to

old vigour by removing

its

its

and

rigidity

His untiring crusade against untouchability®, superiority and

defects.

inferiority

of Varna*, Parda/i-system, Sali-Pralha,^ child marriage®, dowry system',

gambling, institution of Den Dost and animal

and beggary'® and pleading

for

sacrifices®, prostitution®

widow marriage",

education'®,

girls

show that he was untiringly
Hindu society to its old elasticity

prohibition'®, religious tolerance" etc.

working

and

for the restoration of the.

glor^c

Gandhi never bothered

to trace the origin of the society or to

find out the revolution of relationship

of

man and

accepted society as a reality and proceeded to define

according to him, was ‘Sarvodaja’

“A

In his

good of the greatest number).

for the greatest

good of

may

He

all

and die

will,

therefore,

The

greatest

live

greatest

good of

Young India, October 6, 1921.
Mahadeva Prasad ‘Social PhiIo.sopIiy

®

Yervada Mandir,

®
'
®

®
1®

42

strive

of

inevitably includes the

therefore,

Mahatma

he

and

the

Gandhi’.

p. 33-34.

March 6, 1937, September 28, 1934; Young India, January 4, 1931.
Young India, May 12, 1931.
M. K. Gandhi ‘Autobiography’, p. 6 & 8.
Young India, January 15, 1927.
Young India, November 21, 1929; Harijan April 5, 1942.
Young India, November 17, 1921, December 18, 1921 & April 16, 1921.
M. K. Gandhi ‘My Experiments with Truth’, p. 530; Young India,
:

:

Young
Young

13,

1925.

India,

May 2,

1929; Harijan, June 22, 1935.

India, February 23, 1922,

22, 1926,

January

6,

January

Harijan, June 15, 1935; Young India, April
Yervada Mandir, Chap. X, XI.

15

There are mainly two
Organismic Theory.
a beautiful

12, 1925, April 12,

1926,

April

1927; Harijan, August 18, 1940.

14

43

^vill

Harijan,

August
44

all

number, and,

;

He

in the attempt to realize

be willing to die so that others

-

®

He

which

votary of Ahimsa cannot subscribe to the utilitarian formula

good of the

4

goal,

^vords

(of the greatest

the idea.

1

own

society.'®
its

theories:

(i)

Maciver, R.

summary of the

27, 1921.

The Contract Theory, and

M.

in his ‘Society’, p.

(ii)

The

41-70 has given

present theories and vietvs of great sociologists.

:

.
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many points

utilitarian will converge in

does

work
never

in their career, but there

come a time when they must part company, and even
in opposite directions. The utilitarian to be logical wll
sacrifice himself, the absolutist will

Gandhi wanted

Ram

establish

to

even

sacrifice himself.”^

i.e.

Stateless society^

Rajya

in the political sphere; classless society® in the social sphere

and neo-

democratic socialism^ in the economic sphere.

He was convinced that
power and wealth and consequently no complexes
and no exploitation alone can give a permanent, happy social order.
decentralisation of

In order to build such an ideal

society, it

is

essential that

a new

man must

be made, and not any particular aspect of the society be
reorganised.® Karl Mannheim also agrees wdth it when he \vrites
“It

is

society

only by remaking the
is

himself that the reconstruction of

possible.®

Gandhi wanted to
after perfection, which
to achieve
thirty

man

—^what

years,

is

is

self-realization.”"

have been

I

new man whose

create a

striving

and pining

”®

self-realization

can come only when man

attains

to

“mission

Again

And

:

to strive

to achieve these

this

trutlifulness,

is

“HT.at I want

self-realization

non-violence,

to

simple living, and bread-labour. Ashramites -were, therefore, required
to take seven

vows

Truth, Non-violence, Brachmachrya, Control of

:

Palate, Fearlessness, Non-stealing

Gandhi believed

and

and Non-possession.®

that the understandings, attitudes,

ideals necessary for the

above

child through proper education.

qualities

So, he

scheme of education popularly knowm
1
2

3
4

skills,

can be developed in a

eame forward with

as the

habits

Wardha

his

new

Scheme^®, the

Young India, December 2, 1926.
M. K. Gandhi ‘Sarvodaya’, p. 74; Young India, August 27, 1925; Hindu,
June 22, 1945.
Mahadeva Prasad ‘Social Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’, p. 244
Harijan, April 20, 1940, February 20, 1937; Young India, November 15,
:

:

1928.
5
3
7
8
9

Mahadeva Prasad ‘Social Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi
K. Mannheim ‘Man and Society’, p. 15.
Harijan, Jime 22, 1935.
M. K. Gandhi ‘My Experiments tvith Truth’, p. 4.
Mahadeva Prasad ‘Social Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’,
:

p. 3.

:

:

:

Yervada Mandir.
10

,

See Chap. VIII,

p. 38,

and

also
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most important

factor of

which was

education centring round a

Being a

realist,

Gandhi knew- that even

the chances are that he

man

such a

is

free

and compulsory primary

craft.

may

degenerate.

after a

He

must be done

evolved, something

new man

is

to

till

keep adults

in

So, he agreed to take the help of the state in making good

control.

social laws,

though he ultimately puts

faith in his social sanctions

disobedience, non-violent non-cooperation, picketing and

civil

made,

also realised that

fasts.^

But he did not lose sight of the most important problem, i.e.
what is the relation betrveen man and the society. Gandhi did not
believe in either absolute freedom for the individuals or complete

He

subjugation of the individuals.

and the members must serve
In his

own

tvords

that the society must help
and character of its members
by observing social restraints.

felt

in the development of individuality
society

:

“I value individual freedom but you must not forget that
is

He

essentially a social being.

man

has risen lo the present status

by learning to adjust his individualism. Individualism is the
law of the beast of the jungle. We have learnt to strike tlie
mean between individual freedom and social restraint for the
sake of the well-being of the whole society of which one is a
miember.”®

Gandhi wanted
Varna and Ashrama.

to

revive reciprocity in relationship through

A

brief description of both will not be out of

place here.

(A)

VARNA
Defining Varna, Gandhi wrote
the choice of man’s profession.

:

“Fnmfl means predetermination of

The law

of Varna

is

that a

man shall

follow the profession of his ancestors for earning his livelihood. Every
child naturally follows the ‘colour’ of his father, or chooses his father’s
profession.
is

Varna, therefore,

not a thing that
1

See Appendix.

8

Harijan,

is

May 27,

is

in

a way the law of heredity.

super-imposed on Hindus, but

1939.

Varna

men who were

:
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trustees for their welfare discovered the la^v for them.

human

invention but an immutable lav/ of nature

a tendency that

discovered so d:d the

cover that law.”^

— the statement of

and at work like Newton’s law of
law of gravitation existed even before it was

la.'w

of Varna.

It

was given

to

Hindus

to dis-

Thus, in modern terminology, Varna gave Hindu

society division of labour for earning one’s

only difference that

no such

not a

is

ever jiresent

is

gravitation. Just as the

present

It

strings are attached to

Gandhi thought

own

livelihood with the

was based on hereditary profession while

it

at

it.

that four broad divisions of the society in Bra-

hamins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas

and Shudras are

against further sub-di\nsion.

In

his

but he

sufficient

own words

-was not

:

“The different professions can easily be brought under the
main divisions that of teaching, of defending, of \vealth
ducing, and of manual service.”-

—

four

pro-

Again,
'‘Varnas

were originally

It

is

It

intelligent and intellino part of the law of Farna.”®

was an

is

^vrong to think that Varna and caste are one and the same

thing.

Gandhi wrote,

caste as

we know

classes

four.

But the number

gible division.

because

it

today.”'*

it is

has nothing in

Varna
Varna

is

also different

common

with

from the modern

not based on power or ^vealth.

It

is

simply a

broad division of labour.

same and four Vqrnas can be
further splitted into sub- Faraar, the question of superiority and inferioGandhi wrote
rity of one or the other hardly arises.
“
It would be quite right for any brainy carpenter to
Wffien Fania

become a
Again,
“

I

and

caste are not the

la\\ryer

regard Varnashrama as a healthy division of work based

on birth
inferiority.

there
It is

is

no question vdth

§

Young India, November 24, 1927, November
Young India, November 24, 1927.
Ibid., November 17, 1927.
Ibid., November 17, 1927, October 20, 1927.
Ibid., November 24, 1927.

6

Ibid., April 23, 1925.

1
2
3
^

me

of superiority or

purely a question of duty.”®
17, 1927,

October 20, 1927.

:
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Gandiii, therefore;
hibited

by

that intercaste marriages are

felt

Gandhi

Varna.^

will

to take the duties of other Varnas provided

or love for fame, and by a

“He may do
serviee.

-will

anything he

not pro-

even encourage persons of one Varna
to serve

likes so

it is

not motivated by greed

humanity.

To quote Gandhi

long as he does

it

But he who changes profession from time

for love of
to time for

the sake of gaining wealth degrades himself and

from

falls

VarnarVarna Dharma has

many

advantages.

It

of a young man, from the very beginning to a
in aequiring efficiency in

own

•words

set

goal and helps

It avoids cut-throat competition,

it.

of time and energy, and affords sufficient time
In Gandhi’s

channelises the energies

to

be put

him

waste

to better uses.

:

“

He (man) must not devote the chief part of his life to
making experiments in finding out what occupation will best
suit him for earning his livelihood.
On the contrary, he will
recognize that it is best for him to follow his father’s occupation,
and devote his spare time and talent to qualifying himself for
the task to which mankind is called.”®

“You

will realize that if all

of us follow

this

law of

Varna,

we

\vould limit our material ambition, and our energy would be
set free for

exploring those vast

we can know God.

You

fields

will at

whereby and where through

once then see that nine-tenth

of the activities that are today going on throughout the world
and which are engrossing our attention ^vould fall into disuse.”®

“In

my

and

opinion the law of Varna alone makes

-restores to

life

livable

ambition the only object \vorthy of

it,

by

all

namely,

self-realization.”®

Gandhi

felt

that

Hindu

civilization has survived

the

Egyptian,

the Assyrian and the Babylonian because of this institution.®
is

not a

human

invention, but an

by discovering and applying

Varna

Just as

certain laws of nature, the people of the

3

Young India, November 17,
Ibid., November 24, 1927.
Ibid., November 17, 1927.

^

Ibid.,

October 20, 1927.

S

Ibid.,

November

®

Ibid.,

October 20, 1927.

r
2

immutable law of nature.

17, 1927.

1927.
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have

^vest

easily increased their material possessions

their discovery of this irresistable

have been able

social

to achieve in the spiritual

Hindus by
tendency {Vama Dharma)
field what no other nation
so

in the tvorld has achieved.^
(B)

ASHRAMA
To

man

train a

man, the Hindu

in the ser\dce of society

saints divided the

span of

and make him an

life

ideal

into four equal parts,

each part knowm as one Ashrama. The child was to be educated and
trained to be a good citizen. This training went for 25 years and
ever)’^ youth ^vas made a Brahamchari in thought, word and deed.^
He ^ras thus made a disciplined soldier ready to enter the second span
of life known as Grihasthashrama where he Cajon's material things,
sexual

life

and

of Hinduism

leads a family

is

life.

make man

to

“And

because the

better than -vrhat he

-vrhole

is,

conception

and dra^r him

nearer to his Maker, the Rishis set a limit even to GrihasihashramaR^
The man is thus required to enter the third stage, the Vanaprasthashrama,

where he starts \vinding up his personal and family affairs and devotes
more and more time to social servdce. And ^vhen he has become
quite old, ^rith no family liabilities, and unable to take part in active
social service, he enters the last phase of his life, viz. Sanyasashrama
where he passes most of his time in meditation.

Gandhi

felt,

Ashrama

''

is

a necessary corollary”^

to

Varna,

and

“the institution of foim Ashramas enables one the better to fulfil the
piu-pose of life for which the law of Varna is a necessity.”'’ Thus
both Varna and Ashrama were to supplement each otlier. It is, ho^rever,
unfortunate that when the Varna became distorted, Ashrama altogether
disappeared.”® Gandhi granted to revive both in their old d^mamic

and pure form.

Thus Varnasharma is a code of conduct
observing

it \vill

for ever)' indhddual,

who by

not only enrich himself but also serve his fellow-beings.

present conflict between the interests of the individual and the
society will automatically be resolved by these t^vo social institutions

The

Varna and Ashrama.
1

Young

2

Ibid.,

India,

November

24, 1927.

October 20, 1927.

3

Ibid.

i

Ibid.

3

Ibid.,

November

3

Ibid.,

October 20, 1927.

17, 1927.

Chapter VIII

GANDHI’S CONCEPT OF EDUCATION
The

and

political

and help

aid

social set-ups of

Gandhi’s concept are useful

economic set-up, but the

to his

real

key to

it is

his

edu-

Through education Gandhi wanted to build
up a new man having a high moral sense, and through his sociopolitico-economic set-up he wanted to prevent him from degenerating
into a materialistic being.
In a way the success or failure of Gandhi
largely hinges on his ability to create such a new man, which in its
cational philosophy.

own

turn, depends

on

his educational philosophy.

essential to study his ideas

A

It

is,

therefore,

on education.

very erroneous notion, unfortunately quite common,

is

that

Gandhi had neither read the works of ancient or modern educationists
or philosophers of education, nor had he made any experiments in
the

he having remained extremely preoccupied with

field,

and

information in the
as

By charging Gandhi of

social activities.

a visionary

field

tvith

out that the truth

of education, these

no touch of

is

reality.

rather otherwsie.

It

his political

lacking in first-hand

critics

want

to paint

him

may, however, be pointed

Like the greatest educational

philosopher of the 20th century. Prof. J. De^vy, Gandhi had experimented \vith his ideas at Phoenix Settlement and Tolstoy Farm in
Africa

and Sabarmati Ashram

in India.

He

His association with

Vidyapith in 1920.

educationists cannot be simply questioned.

also

founded the Gujerat
teachers

students,

He

and

tvas also a copious

reader and there are proofs to show that he had read a

lot

both of

on Basic
and western philosophy on education.^ His
Education on which topic he has mainly \vritten, and on University
ideas

eastern

Education, therefore, deserve serious attention.
life-oriented

What is

aim of Education?

the

give us two divergent aims.
t

See

V

They

are practical,

and not mere academic researches of an arm-chair

M.S.

Patel

:

One

The western
set of them

experts

theorist.

on education

feels that

the society

‘The Educational Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’, Chap.

and VI.
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important and the individual must live and work for the society.
Thus, they want to make society, i.e. the State, all-powerful and a conis all

—

troller, regulator and director of the lives of the people
the Individual
and Individualism had no place in this thinking. These experts think

that Education

is

an important medium

By a
made

to achieve this goal.

properly chalked out educational programme individuals can be
to believe that the State

supreme and they can be prepared

is

sacrifice their o\vnselves for

example of it.

In Athens

in view.

Munroe

Prof.

Ancient Sparta furnishes a perfect

it.

this

aim of Education continued

points out,

The

State

and

controlled,

the entire social

for

life

the theatre or social

gatherings

France of

Napoleon, Germany of Hitler and Italy of Mussolini are further

And now

Russia and the entire communist block

In England

philosoph)^
form.

Schools ought

to stress the duties

“Social service

it,

and

is

responsibilities

is the

aim

effective service.”-

But

Sir Pei'cy

of education at present to Hegel.

Nunn

“From

this

less extreme

in education.

of the individual

zens; they ought to train their pupils in a spirit of cheerful,

and

instances.

^vedded to

aim of education takes a

the social

As Prof. James Ross puls

whether

social ends, by the Athenians

became a School

life

be kept

to

‘'The pleasures of private

amusement in sports and games, attendance upon
for eating and drinking were

to

citi-

\\dlling

aim
more

attributes the social

the idealism of Hegel

than from any other source, the Prussian mind dei'ived its fanatical
belief in the absolute value of the State, its deadly doctrine that the
State can admit no moral authority greater than

its o\\ti,

and that the

University should be used as an instrument to engrain these notions
into the soul of the ^vhole people.”®

According to others, the aim of education is peda-centric, or
psychological or individual. Sir Percy Nunn argues that the individual

and not the state is important. He wants his eductaion system to
be such “under ^vhich individuality is most completely developed.”^
Eucken®

agi'ees -with

it.

Three obseiwations can be made regarding these aims of education.
First, it is

rather unfortunate that the western

these tu'o

aims are not complementary and supplementary

1

2

educationists feel that

‘A Brief Course in the History of Education’ , p. 44.
Prof. James Ross ; ‘Groundwork of Educational Theory’, p. 43-44.

Paul Munroe

Nunn

3

Sir Percy

4

Ibid., p. 4.

^

Euken

:

:

:

‘Education,

‘Life’s Basis

and

its

Data and

First Principles’, p. 3.

Life’s Ideal, p. 371

to

each
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we have to choose either the
one or the other. Secondly, both the aims want to develop the intellect

other but are rather competitive, and

of the educated and, therefore, they concentrate on importing know'ledge of the 3 R’s. Thirdly, both the aims ^vant to use education for
the attainment of material progress alone.

A

study of the ancient Gurukul system of India will sho^v that

the

aim of education was

the

maximum

while giving

a useful citizen
turn give

to

who may

develop the personality of the educated

him

literary training also

abide by the just rules of the society and in

there was
ever,

to

be noted here that

but only for a selected few.
society in lonely places.

this

and

social aims.

say,

How-

education was not for the masses

was given not in the society but outside
was not matter-oriented and it did not

It
It

believe either in text books or in unlimited liberty of students.

revolved round a teacher

to

make him

to

something good. In the jvestern terminology, we can

it

a synthesis of both the individual

it is

and

who was a dynamic

It

and \vhose

living force

place was only next to God, but above that of a father.

In the light of the above knowledge, we
aim of education of Gandhi’s concept.

Gandhi was

essentially a believer in

proceed

will

God.

to

kno\v the

But the concept of

his God was much different from what is commonly undei-stood in
To him God was not a superhuman controlling our
these days.
For him God was Truth^ and Non-violence. = Just as a
destinies.
scientist is in search of

him Truth may

Truth, so Gandhi was in search of Truth.

differ ^vith

time,

space and person.

It

For

could be

served not by retiring to the Himalayas but by serving His Creation

“

the only

way

and be one with

am

it.

to find

God

is

to see

a part and parcel of the %vhole, and

from the

“Man

rest of

Him

in His Creation

This can only be done by
I

ser\’ing all.

cannot find

Him

I

apart

humanity.”^

becomes great exactly in the degree

in

which he

^^•orks

for the welfare of his fellow-men.”®

2

‘My Experiments %vilh Truth’, p. 4, 308, Young Indi.n, April 3, 1924
March 5, 1925.
Young India, Aprd 3, 1924; Harijan,JuIy 29, 1940, Yervada Mandir, p.

3

Harijan, August 22, 1936.

4

Harijan, August 29. 1936.

5

M. K. Gandhi

1

:

‘Ethical Religion’, p. 56.

.nnd

13.

:
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Self-realization

The

of humanity.^

Alofcsh

can be had only through the

service

ultimate aim of one’s

life should be self-realiutmost development of heart, hand and head (3 H)^ when
goal can be achieved only through the medium of serving humanity,

zation
this

i.e.

and

i.e.

living nearer

home and

in the midst of society, Gandhi could
not find out any real conflict between the just interests of individual

and the

society

Gandhi,

all

and between one society and other societies.
become one, helping and supporting each other.®

This, in short, was the philosophy of

sophy of

life

is

of Gandhi.

life

In his

self-realization.

“The motto

Ta

is

(leads to) salvation.”^

The

to

lead to

of the Gujerat Vidyapith (whose founder was Gandhi

himself)

all his

Gandhi,

may

words

o^\•n

which

is

This philo-

reflected in his educational philosophy.

begin with, wanted that education should be such as

To

‘Sa Vidja

Vimuklaye'. It

means

ancient word for a vidyarlhi (student)

is

that

kno^vledge

is

Brahmachari, because

study and activity had as their objective the search of Brah-

Gandhi was a realist. His experiments in Education
at Tolstoy Farm and Sabarmati Ashram convinced him that this
ultimate aim of education was beyond the reach and even conception
of an average man ^vedded so much to self and to material progress.
He ^vas not prepared to commit the mistake of his ancestors who
made education for a few chosen ones. He, on tlie other hand, wanted
man

to

make education compulsory and

He

between the age of 7 and 14 years.
able to shift schools to outside
So, a sense of limit

aim

grew

of education, gave us

cities

and

Harijan, August 29, 1936.

-

Young

3

“I believe in the absolute oneness of

India, September

many

villages,

practic-

it

a^vay from
this

1,

These aims, at

first sight,

1921.

many

bodies

through refraction.

India, 25.9.1924; Ibid., 4.12.1924;

God and, therefore, also of humanity.
we have but one soul. The ray-s of the

But they have the same source.” (Young

N. K. Bose:

‘Selections

from Gandhi’,

p. 27).
^
5

®

Young India, 20.3.1930.
Young India, 8.9.1927; M. K. Gandh’ ‘To
:

M.

S, Patel

:

life.

ultimate

some more aims of education which might

1

sun are

also did not think

He, while keeping

in him.

be called immediate aims or sub-aims.®

^Vhat though we have

children

so also free for all the

the Students’, p. 188.

‘The Educational Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’, p

.

45.

:

might look opposed

:

each other but when seen in proper perspec-

to

John Dewy ^vill immediately
view because he compares the aim of education to a
landscape which seems to differ when seen from top of the hill and
tive

ideally

^s'ill

agree with

fit

in a complete whole.

this

different points of the hill.

The immediate aims

of Education of Gandhi’s concept are a

peculiar mi.xture of individual

and

that the

good of

He wanted

social aims.

development of the individual and

his personality

and

the fullest

also

wanted

nay of the world, may be promoted. He,
immediate or sub-aims of education

society,

therefore, gives us the following
(1)

Education should help in the

all

round harmonious develop-

ment of the students. This all round development is possible only
when literary education is supplemented with the development of
body and soul. To quote Gandhi

“Man

is

neither

mere

intellect,

A

the heart or soul alone.

nor the gross animal body, nor
proper and harmonious combi-

required for the making of the whole

nation of

all

man and

constitutes the true economics of education.”*

the three

is

“I hold that true education of the

intellect

can only come through

a proper exercise and training of the bodily organs
eyes,

feet,

nose

ears,

e.g.

hands,

In other ^vo^ds an intelh'gent use

etc.

of the bodily organs in a child provides the best and the quickest

way

of developing his intellect.

of the

mind and body goes hand

awakening of the
poor lopsided

soul, the

unless

proper and

all

to

be a

round development

of the mind, therefore, can take place only
pari passu

development

the

in hand, with a corresponding

former alone ^vould prove

A

affair

But

when

it

proceeds

with the education of the physical and spiritual

They

faculties of the child.

“Literary education

constitute

of no value,

is

an

if it is

indivisible whole.”-

not able to build up

a sound character.”®

Gandhi attached

far

more importance

education than to the literary.

“Culture

is

the foundation.

December

1

Harijan,

2

Harijan, April 17, 1937.

3

‘Speeches and Writings of

June

1,

1921,

June

to

Addressing the
It

the cultural side of

girl students

should show

itself in

he said

:

the smallest

19, 1938.

Mahatma

21, 1928.

Gandhi’, p. 213, 214;

Young

India,

.
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your conduct and personal behaviour
Inner culture must be reflected in your speech, the way in which
you
treat visitoi-s and guests, and behave to\vards one another and
your teachers and cldci's.”*
details of

Dr.

which

Radiiakrishnan argeed with

gratifies curiosity

sonality.”-

“A

different

is

man’s culture

is

“Mere knowledge

Gandhi.

from culture which

command but by

tabulated information which he has at his

quality of mind which he brings to bear on the facts of

Newman

has called

it

when

the

Cardinal

lifc.”^

“philosophical habit.”*

“Purity of personal
building

refines per-

not to be judged by the amount of

up a sound

life

is

the one indispensable

education.”**

And

the students arc believers in God,

have a pure heart, lead a simple

life

can only come

this purity

i.c.

condition for

Truth and Non-violence,

and believe

in dignity of

In other words, they become real Brahmacharis.

labour.

To sum

Gandhi was the prince among individualists. He
wanted a homogeneous all round development physical, mental,
“True education is that which
cultural and moral of the educated.
draws out and stimulates the spiritual, intellectual and physical
up,

—

faculties of the children.”®

(2)

He ^vanted

to base education,

on indigenous

culture,’ because

make the educated “unfit for the service
community”® and make them “foreigners in their own land”.®

otherwise

it

-would

must

cation, therefore,

reflect national conditions*®

and be

tionized as to answer the wants of the poorest villager.**

the present system of education,

Gandhi observed

drawback of the present system of education

is

that

Mahatma Gandhi ‘To

the Students’, p. 291

~

Dr. S. Radliakrisljnan

‘Freedom and Culture’, p. 22.

3

Ibid., p. 23.

4

M.

3

Young

3

I-Iarijan,

1

’

3
®
t®

1*

;

S. Patel

:

India,

;

:

it

of the

so revoluCriticising

“The

greatest

does not bear

‘The Educational Philosophy ofM. K. Gandhi’, p. 31.

September

September

P, 1,927.

11, 1937.

Young India, September, 1921.
Mahatma Gandhi ‘My Experiments
Young India, February 4, 1920.
Young India, March 12, 1925.
:

Harijan, August 21, 1937.

-vvhh Truth’, p.

'1

14.

Edu-
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the stamp of reality, that the children do not react to the varying ^vants

True education must correspond

of the country.

circumstances or

it is

to the

surrounding

not a healthy growth.^

Gandhi thought that

aim of education does not come
Man is to serve society^ and
The good of one lies in the good of the other.
the social

in conflict -with the individual aim.

society

There
lies

is
is

man.®

to help

no question of superiority or

in this synthesis of aims.

but you must not forget that

He
man

is

Gandhi’s greatness

inferiority.

says

“I value individual freedom,

:

He

essentially a social being.

has risen to his present status by learning to adjust his individualism
to
is

the requirements of social progress.
the law of the beast of the jungle.

Unrestricted individualism

We

means between individual freedom and

have learnt
social

to

the

strike

Willing

restraint.

submission to social restraint for the sake of the well-being of the whole

both the individual and the society of which one

society, enriches

is

a member.”'*

Now we

So much about the aims of education.
Gandhian techm'que to give practical shape
it

will suffice to

wanted

to

these

turn to the

Here

aims.

mention only a few important methods which Gandhi

to harness for the fulfilment of the

aim of education of

his

concept.
(1)

Gandhi was aware of the Science of

Etiology.

He

felt

that

during the impressionable age of 7-14 years, proper education can

sow the

which he wanted

seeds

to

sow

in a child.

course of time, will take the form of fragment

aware that

it

shall not

be possible

These

trees.

seeds, in

Gandhi was

to cover the entire child population

and mould it to his line of thinking without making education compulsory and free. He, therefore, wanted the State to make education
His Wardha Scheme of Education bcai-s
free and compulsory.
testimony to
(2)

it.

of the problems

—

“

Young
Young
Young

4

Harijan,

2

^vas also

aware

unawareness of students about their future career,

cut-throat competition,
1

He

Gandhi knew the importance of bread.

India,
India,

India,

May

unemployment and low

March 12,
November
March 26,
27, 1939.

1925; see also
14,

Young

India,

1929 and December

1931.

rvages etc.

December

4, 1924.

—of

this

23, I92G.

;
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Gandhi also knew that it was essential to have
a living wage to keep the body and soul together. Gandhi ^vas also
a^varc of the high cost of education. Therefore, he wanted to make
materialistic world.

education self-supporting.

“Sueh education, taken

best be self-supporting; in fact, self-support

By

is

self-supporting he

meant two things.
meet the current expenses of education.
without

the acid test of reality.”^

First,

must be able

it

Gandhi

said,

Again,

“My

running e.xpcnses of
itself.

education

is

Nai

this

'Talim

is

to

Talim

“JN'hi

the self-supporting basis would, therefore, be like a

body.”-

process

as a whole, can

lifeless

not dependent on money.

The

education should come from the educational

Whatever the
that tvhich

may

criticism

be, I

know
“But

self-supporting.”^

is

that the only

does not

this

mean

that this basic education will be self-supporting from the very

start.

But taking the entire period of seven

years, covered

by the basic

education plan, income and expenditure must balance each other.”^

Nor

does

it

mean

that

it

will also

“Land,

cover capital expenditure.

building and equipment arc not intended to be covered by the proceeds of the pupil’s labour.”^

Education should be self-supporting in

matters of salaries of teachers and other current expenses.

behind

this self-sufficiency

is

not far to seek,

primary education compulsory as well
to

mould the new

Gandhi wanted

as free so that

generation to his ideas.

The

For

he

may

of self-supporting

is

be able

afford.

that the student

may go out after 7 years schooling may not be
name registered witli Employment Exchanges and

make

huge amounts

this,

were required which no nation, more so a poor one, could

The second meaning

to

logic

requried to

who

get his

waste valuable

time and energy' in seeking a job and in the process lose self-confidence

and

self-respect.

“The

Gandhi wrote

child at the age of 14, that

coui'sc,

is

after finishing a seven year

You

should be discharged as an earning unit

impart education and simultaneously cut at the root of un-

employment.”®
t

Harijan. October 2, 1937.

2

Harijan, August 25, 1946.

3

Harijan,

^

Harijan, August 25, 1946.

March

2, 1947.

Harijan, October 30, 1937.
c

see Also Harijan, September
Harijan, September 18, 1937;

1 1,

1937.
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Education should not only serve as an insurance against unemployalso make workers more efficient in their respective occu-

ment but
pations,^

and avoid unnecessary cut-throat competition.

Gandhi wanted
by

to achieve the

imparling education

round a

aim of

of imparting education through books

round a

more

craft,

of every process.®

more

it

imparted

is

felt

why and

^vherefore

Thus, he will acquire kno^vledge of geography,

pictorial

Gandhi

If

lifeless.

student should be taught the

history, economics,

in a

is

education will not only become self-supporting but also

The

lively.

self-supporting education

He felt that the present method

craft.*

commerce, science and so many other

subjects

way.

that the produce of students must

be marketed by

the State.

modern times the teacher
and
the text-books have acquired
has been relegated to the back seat
undue importance. The teacher has become only a friend of the
students and a mercenary and he has ceased to be their guide, philosopher and controller. Gandhi, therefore, wanted education to revolve
Gandhi was

(3)

sorry to see that in

“I have always

round a teacher and not books.
text-book for the pupil

much more and

with

his teacher,”'*

is

less

can be imported through books.
living touch of the teacher.”®
will

have

to

be consigned

become commerical

who have

felt

that the true

“children take

It

Gandhi
to

propositions

this

(education of the

heart)

can only be done through the
felt

that

75%

of the text-books

the scrap-heap^, because they have

and more important than

teachers

originality.®

Gandhi, unlike the western educationists, was not

(4)

in

labour through their ears than through their

Again, “I do not believe that

eyes.”®

because

of unlimited liberty of students.

He

1

Harijan, 18.9.1937; see also Harijan,

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., 31.7.1937.

<

Mahatma Gandhi ‘My Experiments

B

Ibid.

6

Young

2

Harijan, 9.9.1939.

8

Ibid.

:

India, 1.9.1921.

in favour

believed in restricting their liberty
1

1.9.1937.

with Truth’, p. 412.
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Chapter IX

CONCLUSION
Tiiere

no dearth of people who

is

impracticable.

The most

though with great
population.

that the

But

East

is

countries having

in their opinion, the

certainly,

East and West

is

as

Gandhian teachings may be

has no meaning for the countries of the West.

life

to

difiiculty,

only by industrially backward

practised

Gandhian teachings

label

charitable amongst them, howev'er, accede,

West, and both

examine the validity of

this

will

a large

Gandhian -way of

They argue

never meet.

We

that

have

type of statements.

There are others who distort Gandhian way of life, either
under a genuine mistake. One of such distortion is

inten-

tionally or

arith-

“Communism and Gandhism are regarded
two equations made up of several constituent quantities,

metical in character.

by them

as

which can be subtracted from one and added
of

“is

Gandhism

minus violence.”

j

The

plus

“Communism,” they
the equation.”
violence and Gandhism is communism

must

carefully analyse such statements also.

without injuring

signs

define,

We

change

to the other with a

following pages, therefore, have been devoted to these two

important questions

—‘Was

Gandhian system superior

Gandhi an Utopian
to

thinker?’

and

‘is

the

other systems?’

(I)

GANDHI—NO UTOPIAN
them even well-read and well-meaning
an Utopian thinker preaching theories and a line of
action which are difficult to practise in day-to-day life even by the
Was
most determined disciples, not to say by an average man.
Several people, a few of

dub Gandhi

Gandhi

as

really teaching us something

which

is

impracticable?

us analyse the question in some details on the basis of hard

183

Let

facts.

:

184
People in general hold that everything

is

not fine in the kingdom

of capitalism and

Marxism or communism of today. They may go
a step further and suggest that in the one, the fears of exploitation
of not so happily placed countrymen; in the other the loss of individual
and

liberty;

in both, the chances of imperialism

and world

^vars do
not leave these systems as desirable ones. So the systems must be
changed. Probably, it is an outcome of this deep-rooted mge for a

change that the new capitalism is no more what the old one used
be and that Marxism is busy in changing colours ^from Marxism

—

to

to

Khrushchevism through Leninism and Stalinism. But in spite of
these changes in both the schools, much that is desired remains unSo what

fulfilled.

is

human

to

be done?

The

frail saint

of India, deeply

an entirely new prescription
based on a deep study, scientific analysis and vast experience. It is
better to try this new prescription rather than to die by taking the
medicines which have proved to be injurious.

interested in

A man

welfare, gave us

sitting at the shore of

a turbulent sea cannot boast of

knowing either the real roughness of the sea or its might. A ship
tossed and destroyed by the mighty waves can only know the real
roughness and might of the sea.
A man who is known to indulge in
anti-religious activities and who, for a moment, has not cared to look
round and realise the might and kindness of God, is generally not
accepted as an authority on the existence of God.

God and His

realise

greatness,

To

kno^v God, to

one has to pass through a

the practical experience which can only show whether

It is

God

exists

exist.

Similarly, without adopting the ^vay of life outlined

Mahatma

of India, one cannot and should not have the right

or does not

by the

mill.

Was Marxian system, before it was
successfully practised in U.S.S.R. wth certain modifications, not
considered as an Utopian system. But who ^vill call it so no^v?
to discard

as impracticable.

it

acceded here at the beginning that none imagines
that the Gandhian %vay is practicable in its entirety in all the counHis autobiography is
tries and at all times. Gandhi himself knew it.
Yes!

entitled

made

it

may be

“My

Experiments with Truth” for

changes on the basis of his experiences.

life

very reason.

He

He was d^mamic and

propound a thesis giving his
and discouraged the use of the word ‘Gandhism’. To

not static in his thinking.
views on

this

He

refused to

quote him

“There

is

no such thing

as ‘Gandhism’,

and

I

do not want

to

185
leave any sect after me.

tried in

to

life

I have simply
apply the eternal truth to our daily

i924'j but experience
that total abolition of machinery ivas not possible at
So, a sense of limit grew in him and his opposition to

him

shoived

the time.

machinery changed from
interview given to Shri

G

\vay

opposition to machine was total upto

ffis

“R

my own

and problems.”^

Are you against

:

How can

:

I

to

total

Ram

all

quote

from

the

in October, 1924:

machinery?

What

be

To

partial.

Chandran

I object to

is

the craze for machi-

nery, not machinery as suck

R; But

I

was not thinking
would you not

Ideally

just

now

rule out

of the practical side.

machinery?

all

you except the sewing machines, you
exceptions of the bicycle, the motor car

G

No,

:

I don’t

wants of
all
is

because they do not

man

satisfy

Ideally, however,

machinery, even as I would reject

will

have

to

When
make

etc.

any of the primaiy
I

this

would

rule out

very body, svhich

not helpful to salvation and seek the absolute liberation

From

of the soul.

that point of view,

I

would

machinery, but machines will remain because

reject all
like

the

body, they are inevitable.”

The flexibility
his

or dynamism of Gandhi should not be mistaken for

compromise with fundamentals.

mentals.

Only

in the application of these fundamental principles he

used discretion and allowed

probelm and

He was firm as a rock on his funda-

flexibility

according to the nature of the

time.

Obviously, the dynamism of Gandhi forces us to accede that
his

way

of

life

cannot be purely theoretical.

It

must have, and

in

quite large quantity, the elements of reality.

Gandhi looked
life

at

life

as

an

integral whole.

He

—economic,

political,

into water-tight compartments

He announced, “The svhole gamut of man’s

never divided
social etc.

activities today constitutes

an indivisible whole. You cannot divide social, economic, political
and purely religious work into water-tight compartments.”^ It was litis
‘Mahatma’, Vol. IV,

1

Tendulkar,

2

Ibid, Vol. II, p. 212.

:

p. 66-67.
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due

realisation

of life

to -which

Gandhi gave us a few fundamental

non-violence, simplicity and bread-labour

cable equally to the so-called

speak like this?

conceded by

branches of

The acceptance
those whom we

all

Then, why put a

feel that

made Gandhi

of the

-w'hich are appli-

life.

integrity

consider

principles

Will a theorist
of

life

is

now

as practical thinkers.

stamp on Gandhi alone?

different

Probably, some
principles

all

—

the adherence to these fundamental

a theoretical man, as non-violence, truth,

simplicity etc., cannot be practised
is

:

Was Gandhi

originating in

by an average man. The question
them quite new principles of life or are

they old notions which he revived?
religions

and

A glance at

the history of various

convince any body that there are nothing new

societies will

which Gandhi was preaching.

He himself admitted, “I represent no new

truth.”^ Again, ‘T never claimed to be the one original satyagrahi”^

Let us take non--violent non-cooperation

Bud-

for example. Jainism,

dhism, religious sects and teachers, especially the devotional saints

who

Mohammed, three
Taoism and Buddhism, Rome of

preached the Bhakti-Marga, the Quran and prophet
Chinese religions

— Confucianism,

5th Century B.C., Judaism, Christianity and Jesus
violence

and

satyagraha.

—

But we never dubbed

religious preachers as Utopian.

We

all

preached non-

these religions or

never called Thoreau, Tolstoy,

name only a few, ideal thinkers
we label Gandhi as an Utopian?

Fox, Barclay, William Penn, Ruskin, to

Then, why should
we
simply
condemn him because he tried
Should
light on many an old truth, or because he tried
lacking reality.

established

and accepted old

doctrines

to

to

throw a

ne^^'•

apply the well

on an almost universal

scale?

A counter-question may be posed. Is it really bad to be an Utopian?
Utopia in

his writings?

A peep into the galaxy of economists does not support it.^

All leading

Has

there been

economists

no economist

^vith elements of

—^Marshall, Keynes, Galbraith and Marx,

to

name a

few,

imagined that soon a stage -ivill be reached when economic problems
There ^vill be plenty for everybody. When
will cease to bother us.
this stage has been reached, emphasis %vill be shifted from material
1

Young

2

Ibid., Vol. II, p. 367.

3

Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi, read
a very refreshing paper on “Some Reflections on the Economic Utopia

India, Vol.

on November

8,

I,

p. 567.

1960 in Paris under the auspices of the Institute de Science
The following pages are based on this paper.

Economic Appliquce.

•
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rewards to
education

non-material

ones—more

leisure,

rvork for love of

it,

etc.

Take, for instance, Marshall.

That great supporter of classical
and its workers,

doctrines tried to think about the condition of a society

rvhen a free economy reaches the stage of maturity. In 1873, he
spoke of “Future of working class” and imagined that methods of

production will become so

efficient as to increase

output materially

and thereby reduce hours of work and make work lovable. Not
only this, large amounts rvill be spent on education u’hich rvill be of
sufficient depth and duration.
Marshall returns to this thought
in 1907 and speaks about employers and other better off classes. He
pleads with these upper classes to stop show’y and wasteful expenditure

and

prize material rewards lower than non-material rewards.

He

asks his brother economists to propagate the principles of economic
chivalry.

Thus

Afarshall imagines that after a certain stage of economic

development emphasis

will shift

from more production

to elimination

of unpleasant and hard tvork, reduction of hours, universal education

“and

the inculcation of economic chivaliy that will value material

rewards

than non-material ones and spread a code of conduct

less

that will be ethical,

mic

activity.

Keynes,

and not

just economic, in

its

approach

to

econo-

Truly an arresting picture.”

who gave a

vigorous

new

lease of life to classical eco-

nomics, also dreams in “Essays in Persuasion” that a day

is

not far

when due to science and technological advancement and investigation in new equipment “The problem of want and poverty and
off

come

to

back seat where

it

the economic struggle between classes and nations” would

an end and “the economic problems

will take the

belongs and that the arena of the heart and head will be occupied
or re-occupied by our real problems the problems of life and of

—

human

relations, of creation and behaviour and religion.”

Keynes
will not

tells

be how

us that

to

when

this stage

has been reached, the problem

meet the absolute needs but “how

to

which science and compound interest will have won
to live tvisely and agreeably and well.”
Prof. Galbraith does not

The

want

only difference between

occupy

for

to lag behind Marshall

him and

the two giants

is

leisure

him (man)

and Keynes.
that

tvhilc

:
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they imagined about an affluent society, he actually lives in it. To
quote him, “More die in the United States of too much food than
of too little
For many women and some men, clothing has
ceased to be related to protection from exposure and has become
like

”

plumage, almost exclusively erratic

Tn

this Avorship for

production, non-material needs that glaringly cry out for redress

remain neglected.’

comic books and mouth wash

“Alcohol,

all

bask under the superior reputation of the market; schools, judges
and municipal swimming pool lie under the evil reputation of bad
So, Prof. Galbraith Avants that after society has solved the

things.”

problem of production, the goal should become the elimination of
toil and change the nature of work to make it agreeable and helpful
in the fulfilment of personality

achieve

and make education the means

to

it.

Karl Marx

rvas

no

less visionar^^

He dreamt

bourgeois Avorld.

than his

of establishing a

counterparts of the

classless society

where

and misery Avill be non-existent and neAV problems concerning
intellectual and spiritual development Avill arise.
To quote him

Avant

“In a higher phase of communist

society,

after the enslaving

subordination of individuals under the division of labour, and therefore, also

and physical labour has
labour, from a mere means of life, has of itself become

the anti-thesis betAveen mental

vanished; after

have

the prime necessity of

life;

increased Avith the

round deA’^elopment of the individual and

all

all

after the productive resources

more abundantly; only

the springs of cooperative Avealth floAv

then can the narroAv horizon of the bourgeois laAV be fully

and

society

ability, to

We

can inscribe on

each according to

haA-^e

its

left

behind

banner; “from each according to

Iris

also

his

needs.”^

never dubbed these

knowm

economists as mere Uto-

Then, Avhy give a different treatment to Gandhi? All these
economists of repute have acceded that after the stage of economic
maturity has been achieved, material problems Avill become less
pians.

important and non-material things aUU receive greater attention.
If the
things
Ave

Mahatma
first

of India Avants to start Avith the so called non-material

because he

feels that

material needs are insatiable, Avould

be justified in calling him impracticable?
1

Marx and

Engels

:

Is it Avise

‘Communist Manifesto’, p. 20.

on our part?
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One
realists

The known Utopians

thing more.

of today.

Robert

of yesterday have

Owen was condemned

in the

become

most strong

words, tvhen he launched his experiment of reforms in his factory.
But today we honour him as the pioneer of Factory Legislation. Again,
when his experiment of new colonics failed, people laughed at him.

But now

The

everybody accepts the importance of science of Etiology'.
\vestern world laughed at Marx and his disciples when Lenin

tried to

implement

his Master’s preachings in

U.S.S.R. soon after

The new economic policy was hailed on
Marxism was not practicable. But who will

the revolution.
sation that

the reali-

challenge

Gandhi may be called a saint, a
day dreamer today, but no tvonder if soon a day may come when
his ideas -would become a reality.
Marx’s theory today.

Similarly,

Gandhi was a very ordinary man
nothing to show in early days of his

to

begin

one hundredth of the greatness which he actually
greatness, besides

many

was out and out a

When

India.

He

the pulse of the masses.

and her people,

to

Gandhi’s

was only

It

after

It

was

he

Political

keep silence

till

took extensive and intensive tours and

he
felt

to know India
programme and asked

he had come

that he chalked out a political

people to follow him.

tvas

fact that

he emerged on the Indian

Scene, he, unlike other politicians, decided

had known

did.

other reasons, was due to the

realist.

There

\rith.

that he would acquire even

life

his realistic

approach

abled him to realise that no political advancement

to

life

that en-

possible without

is

remove the stigmas of untouchability, Pardah System, Sail Pralha, Child Marriage and other social
There is not a single suggestion which
evils from the Hindu society.

social rejuvenation.

So, he tried to

the A'lahatma of India gave to his people without himself actually
practising

it.

How

can such a

man

be labelled a day-dreamer,

an

Utopian?

Gandhi used

to say that

one should

try to pin

pretty high so that real efforts will have to be

made

gave us ideals

-^vhich,

to a stranger,

appear

one’s ideals

them.

Gandhi, there-

If ideals are low, real achievement will be quite low.
fore,

up

to achieve

to

be imaginary.

But seeing them in the context of Gandhi’s thinking, they appear

to

be reasonable.

Gandhian Economics is not just a series of disjointed precepts or
maxims, not a mere inventory of urgent reforms and remedial
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measures, but a

^vllole

system of thought like capitalism or Marxism.

It

has an ideology, a method and a programme.

is

based on simplicity, equality,

and key

zation of basic

The whole

system

self-sufficient village units, nationali-

industries

and theory of

The

trusteeship.

aljove five points solve all such problems relating to labour, capital,

production, distribution, profit and structure of society as are baffling
the present day world and causing so

much

and have deluded us

vation, deaths, wars

blood shed, misery,

star-

so far in finding a fair

and

just solution.

Gandhi’s Economic Theory
nature’.

But

can be said that in

it

And

nature cannot be changed.

whole economic

cannot be changed,

it

by Gandhi,

tumble down.

If

man’s nature

simplicity.

be possible

appears that the

%vill

to revert to samll scale

How \vould it be feasible to construct small self-sufficient

production?

Again,

village republics?
to pile

his principle of

how would

this materialistic

if this is correct, it

structure, envisaged

Take, for example,

human
world human

based on the ‘goodness of

is

up huge

stores,

if

the thirst for

more wealth and the hunger

even when the neighbour

is

hungry,

thirsty

and frustrated, cannot be stopped, how would it be possible to construct
society, check exploitation and accumulation of \vealth?

a non-violent

To

speak of

human

values, \vhen cut-throat

competition

rather than the exception, seems to be vague and

or would care
for oneself?

for his

When

neighbour when one

is

is

the rule

Who

futile.

can

busy in piling up wealth

mass production, multiplication of wants, ever-

and power are the pillars of economic
the gro^vth of a class depending on unearned incomes is

increasing thirst for wealth
structure,

quite natural.

Dignity of labour can hardly be recognised in such

a society.

The

act as

acting.

it is

it

would

change can be introduced, no valuable

results

\vhole society rvould go the

No

way

it is

going,

can be achieved.

—

argument seems to be can we
Critics say ‘NO’, but Gandhi says, ‘YES’.
When Lenin and Stalin could
Histor^’^ seems to favour Gandhi.
change human nature, when machine could revolutionise human
thinking, ^\•hy then Gandhi should fail ? Why he ^vith all his huma-

The main point in
change human nature?

nity, ^vith all his

the above

moral force coupled with dynamic

reforms, through the process of proper education

not be able to mould people in his

own way

of life.?

political

and

and

training,

social

may

Why the followers
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who

of one,

on

die,

make

could

man

the magic

countrymen stand, march and

millions of his

one word, should

his

to

fail

change human nature?

When

of the age, could single-handed snatch freedom for

India and shake the world with his simple but majestic utterances,
should his followers fail, assisted as they are by the press, radios,

why

platform and good-natured persons, scattered

The Gandhian
one;

all

idea of economic organization

over the world?
is

not an Utopian

rather offers a practical and lasting solution of the internal

it

economic conflicts as well as international rvars. Those tvho decry
such ideas as chimerical and visionary should vividly recollect the
horrors of total wars.

not occur in future,

If ^ve are really eager that these horrors should

we must

reconstruct our economic structure from

by Gandhi, taking

top to bottom of the lines indicated

and bread-labour

decentralization

nomic

structure.

Else

we

choose

we

hell, if

reject

In order to build our economic structure on the

Mahatma Gandhi,
new code

tve will

of morality.

We

have

on which the Hindu

lines

to train

have

will

non-violence,

an ecoGandhian Utopia.

as the corner stones of such

society

lines

suggested by

up people according

to build our ^vorld

was

up by

built

to

a

on the same
its

spiritual

preachers.

(

11

)

“JIU JITSU”
It

is

often said that the present world

rival blocks

—capitalism,

communism, which

is

tant China is
Gandhi feel that the

which

is

led

controlled mainly

tussle

between

Both pin down
outlook.

One

their faith

class exploits the
class

wants

capitalism and

on matter and

has individual

capitalism

weak and poor

to eliminate the

class;

mili-

Horvever, the followers of

many fundamental

Both thrive on hatred.

capitalism.

divided beUvecn two

by Russia though now

trying to snatch the reins.

not serious, as both have so

is

by the \vealthy U.S.A., and

communism is
common.

things in

so both arc materialistic in

and the other has

state

In the one, the rich capitalist
tlic

u’orking

Both believe

in large

while in the other,

employer

class.

mechanised production and consequently both tvant foreign
markets to dispose of their surplus products and acquire cheap raw
scale

material.

This naturally leads them to acquire colonics, under one
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Both believe that happiness depends upon multiBoth believe with a slight 'difference of degree,

label or the other.

of wants.

plicity

Hence

in violence.

the present

because of these fundamental

mad

race

that both the systems are influencing
that the capitalism of today

is

the nineteenth century and that
like

that

much different from
communism has lost
the

last

is

opine

the capitalism of
original shape

its

Today people have

day

difference between these two systems will

For the

It

Gandhites

each other, with the result

a hat being worn by several persons.

thinking and even saying

armaments

for

similarities that the

not far

is

become

started

off %vhen

the

indistinct

thirteen-fourteen years, serious students of Inter-

national Relations have started taking note of the rising third force

by Mr. Nehru of India. A few people, mostly outside India,
have taken note of a new ideology, revived by the frail saint of India,
which has the potentialities of developing into a powerful force.
The philosophers, speI am referring to the Gandhian way of life.
led

cially

having a

fair

knowledge of the Eastern Philosophy,

after studying

Gandhian way of life, are bound to repeat the -words
“
though the Gandhian ideology stands
of Vinoba Bhave
nowhere in an organised form, yet inasmuch as it is impregnated with
the outlines of

;

the virily of right thinking.

I believe that

ultimately

it

be

%vill

Gandhism with which communism

will

There are fundamental

between Gandhi and Marx and,

differences

therefore, to raise the slogans like the

minus violence”
is

is

have

its

of strength.”^

trial

one “Gandhism

is

communism

not only wrong but certainly misleading.

true that both the great

men

of the century were passionately inter-

ested in the welfare of masses, the ‘have-nots’,

‘have-nots’ ^vas like

This

two mothers, one

but their love for the

indiscreet,

who

overlooks the

far-reaching effects of her excessive love, and the other discreet
careful.

This

is

because of the realisation of these fundamental

ences between Marxism and Gandhism

that

and

differ-

Red Ghina thought

it

proper to invade India in spite of the declared aim of India to establish a Socialist Society under the leadership of the disciple of Gandhi.

be in the fitness of things to analyse here the difference
between Marxism and Gandhism and to try to pronounce judgment.
Hence, in the following pages, an attempt would be made to compare
It will

1

K. G. Mashruwala ‘Gandhi and Marx’,
:

p. 15.

:
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the two ways of

economic

under three main headings

life

—

social, political

and

set-ups.

(A)

THE SOCIAL SET-UP
said that

It is

Marx read

Hegel’s

‘Dialectical Idealism’ very

and turned it upside down. Consequently he believed in
matter and environment instead of ideas, and ignored the existence
of a thing like ‘Spirit’. He laughed at the so-called ‘Moral Principles’
and propounded a thesis that “the End Justifies the Means”. He
carefully

a careful study of History and Science

also told us that

to

tells

us that

with its social environments, has appeared and developed according

life,

a

fore,

set pattern

and

is

bound

to

proceed in a

pleaded with people to cooperate

svith

He, there-

set direction.

one another

to bring the

of development speedily without worrying about the means.

last stage

Thus, love of matter,
mentation of

conflict, violence, elimination

to achieve the goal

life

of the individual, religion

and moral

of

classes, regi-

and absence of the importance
become essential

principles have

elements of a communist society.

To

a person trained in the Gandhian ideology,

appears to be of no good.

Marx

He aruges

injected the feelings of hatred

Here the poor hate the

this social set-up

that

by making matter supreme,

and

class-conflict in the society.

rich not because they hate wealth but because

they have not been able to amass wealth themselves.

But hatred

own

incapability.

is

not a virtue, specially

Hatred

is

when

it is

based on one’s

a passion, a mental deformity, and not a perfect develop-

ment of reason and sentiments. Moreover, it generates heat in the mind
and creates tensions having psychological and physical repercussions.
Gandhi,
spirit or soul

tried to build

every one
beings.

To

is

like the
is

Buddha and

superior

up a

and

other saints, was convinced that

different

social set-up

to love the spirit, he is bound to value
case, the question

In that

He,

from matter.

based on the love of the
life

therefore,

spirit.

When

and other human

of hatred simply does not

arise.

quote Gandhi
“It

is

only

my firm
is life

belief that

where there

it is

is

love that sustains the earth. There

love. Life ^vithout love

is

death.”

—

:
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“Hatred ever

kills,

What

time.
for

it

is

obtained by love

is

is

is

retained for

all

reality,

It spreads itself out

and

crossing all boundaries

frontiers envelops the w'hole wmrld.”

no other -way out

of a

the vast difference

boundless like the ocean and rising and swelling

Mai-x after ereating hatred and

tliat

But

is it

the present classes

soon taken by

class-conflict talks

—of elimination of the

classless society^

shows

is

obtained by hati’ed proves a burden in

is

within one.

is

Such

dies.

increases hatred.”

“True love
and

—love never
What

between the two.

new

rich class

because there

and establishment

possible to abolish classes?

may be

In Russia, the

classes.

Experience

abolished but then their place

has

‘Capitalists’ class

been abolished but its place has been taken by more powerful classes
the politicians, the managerial class and the class of military comman-

Not only

ders.

Even the workers

this.

class is

agricultual w'orkers class, factoiy workers class
class.

Of them

all,

the priHleges

and

having sub-classes

and

intellectual w'orkers

po\s'ers of the factor^' workers

are the most and those of the agricultural workers the

incomes of these

classes

made

nature has not

"When love

is

and

all

sub-classes also vary sufficiently.

equal, how' can

man make them

does not

Hence, Gandhi

arise.

^Vhen

equal?

the basis of the Gandliian society, the question of

eliminate the classes (w’hich one

tr^'ing to

The

least.

talks

is

unable

to do) simply

not of class-conflict and elimi-

harmony and cooperation amongst classes.
His theories of Varna Vyavastha and Trusteeship fully bear it out.
Gandhi explains that Varna Vyavastha is not only for the Hindu relination of classes but of

class

gion but for the -whole

^\'orId.

state.” ^

He,

therefore, gives

“It

is

natural to

man

in his regenerate

a new interpretation to the old concept

of Varna Vyavastha in the follow'ing w'ords

“The

of Varna means that every'one shall follow as a matter

la^^'

— duty'—the hereditary' calling of his

of dhanna
far as it

is

not inconsistent with fundamental

earn his livelihood

by'

following that calling.

forefathers in so
ethics.

He may

He

riches, but devote the balance for the good of the people.”-

^

‘Conversation', p. 61.

-

I

larijan,

September 26, I03t,

p. 260-61.

will

not hoard
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Again,
‘\Varnd) established certain spheres of action for certain people

with certain tendencies.

This avoided

While recognising

limitations the

tion,

all

unworthy competi-

law of Vania admitted

of no distinctions of high and low.”^

Obviously Varna Vyavasiha wants to eliminate cut-throat com-

and take the fullest advantage of the hereditary capacities of
the people. But this does not mean that there will be rigidities of
petition

distinctions in

tion

between

Varna Vyavasiha.

different P^arnas will

Every member of the

It will

be a system in wliich coopera-

be more and

life will

be harmonious.

society, irrespective of his Varna, will

be moti-

vated with the principle of trusteeship, which even in the modern

Law, has been accepted
Gandhian Society, exploitation

international

as a

sound principle.

in the

will

be non-existent.

Marx
both

that

with the help of history

our goal and

and

science

has

Hence,

announced

path are predetermined and hence

fixed.

and no freedom of action in a
some ‘misguided’ person due to his selfish
interests, wants to behave in an independent tvay, it becomes
the duty of the more ‘sensible’ comrades to purify him by
arranging for him a pleasure trip to Siberia or by brain-washing
communes. And if a comrade country is misled by the false proSo,

there

communist

is

riged

society.

schooling

If

paganda of the imperialists, the mighty forces must liberate their breBut unfortunately for Marx and his ardent supporters, recent
thren.
researches have proved beyond doubt that neither science nor history
has yet fixed a definite goal.
as they

and

had conceived

of.

history to be created

When Marx

Life

is

But a

by the

neither so static not so colourless

Mao would

not care for science

bootlickers of the imperialists.

moving towards a prewas natural for
determined goal of classless
him to advise people to cooperate so that the goal might be achieved
believed that the world

and

He

at the earliest.

loved violence

is

stateless society, it

was, therefore, indifferent towards means; he

and revolution and laughed

at religion

and moral

principles.

Gandhi, on the other hand, was not certain about the future
of the world. He talked only of ‘One Step Forward’ and \vas always
r

N. K. Bose:

‘Studies in Gandhism’, p.

20.';.
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ready to revise

his ideas

and actions

in the light of

new

experiences.

state of affairs, how could Gandhi ask people to take to
and revolution? How could he be indifferent tou'ards means?
firmly believed that no society, ’\vorth its name, could thrive if every

In such a
violence

He

member

of

it

resorted to violence, fraud, untruth,

These means, instead of helping the society

to

of progress, are bound to lead

human

it

to regard

amply

and

The

cruelty.

story of the

etc.

advance on the path

rather than ends and to deaden their finer feelings,
in oppression

opportunism

beings as means
all tliis resulting

communist countries

testifies to it.

One

thing

more

Violence cannot be regarded as a "weapon of

:

and cannot be adopted permanently. So, if the people
are forced to take it up, it is bound to degenerate people into wild
beasts and to recoil on them after they have eliminated the enemy.
So, Gandhi talked of non-violence and stressed the importance of
means. To quote him
the masses

:

“The means may be
there

is

just the

and the end,

likened to a seed, the end to a tree; and

same

as there

inviolable connection between the
is

means

betrveen the seed and the tree.”^

“If one takes care of the means, the end will take care of

itself.”^

Since Gandhi wants to build up a society based on non-violence

and purety of means, undoubtedly he also ^vants to grant complete
freedom of thought, speech, action and worship to every member
of the society. There is no scope for rigid schooling and slogans like
the one ‘society is supreme’ in a Gandhian society.
Obviously, Gandhian social set-up
to the

Marxian

is

a thousand times superior

society.

(B)

THE POLITICAL SET-UP
This difference betrveen

Marx and Gandhi

in respect of political set-up they envisaged.

as well obvious

For example, Marx

(may it be of the proletariate). He argued
a stateless and cleissless society, the first requisite

believed in dictatorship

that to establish

is

^

Hind

2

Harijan, February 11, 1939, p. 8.

S\s’araj,

p. 60.
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is to make the state supreme and all-powerful.
HencCj democracy
and the individual have no place in a Marxist state. There is complete

centralisation of po\ver

and

criticism of authority

is

not even con-

ceivable.

A

Gandhite

^\'ill

argue that to reach

through centralisation of power
the State becomes all-po\verful,
itself.

tators

Not only this,
known for their

it

will

is

it

a state of

a contradiction in

statelessness
itself.

Once

will certainly not try to liquidate

become a worse tyrant than the

The

brutality.

dic-

history of the countries svedded

Marxian ideology seems to confirm it. Gandhi, therefore, talked
of democracy and decentralisation of power. He propounded the
theory of village republics. He went even a step ahead and pleaded
to

that even the majority decisions should not be always binding on
Surely, in such a political set-up, the question of vio-

the minority.
lence

and

criticism of

publicmen

be welcomed.

will

Marx
it

and

exploitation simply cannot arise

believed that a communist state cannot live and thrive

helps in accelerating the pace of violent

till

revolutions in the neigh-

bouring countries and ultimately succeeds in establishing the dictatorship of the proletariate in those countries also.

go on

permit a neighbour to manage
liking

This process should

camp follower. It refuses to
own affairs according to its own

the entire world becomes a

till

and even

looks

its

down upon

the nations that

the same goal through other routes.

want

to achieve

Thus, according to Marx, a

Marxist State should spend huge sums on arming large forces with
the most deadly weapons, even

Not only

consumption.

ism so that

remain a

He

its

this,

plans, projects

it

if it is at

the cost of the poor man’s

should pursue a policy of isolation-

and actual conditions of the people may

top-secret.

Gandhi, on the other hand, believed in ‘live and let live’ policy.
never wanted to interfere with the way of life of the people of other

countries, even if

freedom of

To

race.

self

it

and

quote him

“No empire

was

others.

He

He

in

complete

svas also against violence

and arms

for their good.

believed

:

intoxicated with the red svine of power

of weaker races has yet lived long in this world
1

Young

India, February 23, 1922.

and plunder

)
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“I %vould not only try to convert but \vould not even secretly
pray that anyone should embrace my faith

“In

my

opinion,

it is

impossible for one to be an internationalist

without being a nationalist
struck a different path.

expression
”2
large

“Some

wants

to organise itself or to find

and

benefit

I hope,

service

of humanity at

nation will have to dare to disarm herself and take large
”3

risks

“The

the

for

full

Indian nationalism has,

It

non-violent state will endeavour to live on the friendliest

terms with
nations,

its

and

whether they be great powers or small

neighboui's,

shall covet

no foreign

territory.”^

All this clearly shows that the political set-up of Gandhi’s concept

much more

is

to,

the

liberal,

much more flexible than, and very much superior

Marxian system.
(

III

THE ECONOMIC SET-UP
Both Marx and Gandhi \vcre interested in the
masses and were keen to

make them more happy.

^velfare of the

Ho\vever, their

concepts of ‘happiness’ and the standards to measure them were ploes
asunder,

Marx

built his entire socio-poiitico-economic structure

love of matter. Consequently he

felt

that “happiness depends

quantity of material things which one
^vcstern economists

Marx

is

able to get.”

on

upon the

Like the other

thought of more \vants, greater

satisfaction,

more happiness.
Gandhi, on the other hand,
is

important.

he
is

felt

felt

convinced that soul and not matter

So, he started ^vith love of soul,

that the %vestern

true that to keep

body

intact, it

is

Prof. J.

1

lbid..June27, 1927.

2

Ibid.,

2

Young

*

Harijan, April 20, 1940, p. 96.

June

18, 1925.

India, \'ol. II, p. 863.

is

no good.

essential to satisfy the

material requirements, but to have a passion for

not lead to happiness.

Consequently,

i.e. life.

method of measuring happiness

K. Mehta has

them
very'

^^^ll

It

minimum
certainly

convincingly
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differentiated

behveen

and

‘pleasure’

‘happiness’

and has argued

that

minimisation of wants will only lead to happiness while multiplicity
of wants will only give us pleasure which is of a very temporary nature.

Gandhi elaborated

theme

this

in his lecture at

Allahabad and reached

the inevitable conclusion that material advancement without limit

does not increase moral progress in the same proportion.
cases to prove

When

Our

it.

experience also confirms

multiplicity of wants

He

cited

it.

becomes the corner-stone of happiness

in a Marxist or capitalist society, the technique of production also

becomes almost

Large scale mechanised production becomes

fixed.

the automatic choice.

In

the

this respect,

only

bet-

difference

ween capitalism and Marxism centres round the ownership of the
powerful means of production. Capitalism believes in democracy and

Maix

so leaves otvnership in the hands of the individuals while

is

anxious to minimise the exploitation of the ‘have-nots’ within the

country and so talks of public

ownership, though in so doing he

asks the ‘have-nots’ to surrender their independence in the bargain.

Mahatma Gandhi
beyond a reasonable

He

production.

did not believe in the multiplicity of wants

limit

and

so

he did not

like large scale

mechanised

argues that once you give yourself to large scale

mechanised production you have

to accept

Large scale mechanised production

is

its evil

bound

consequences

to divide society

By

world into the exploiter and the exploited.

also.

and the

nationalising

the

means of production you can only minimise the exploitation within
the four walls of the country but you cannot prevent the exploitation
of the weaker and industrially backward nations by the powerful
and

industrially

confirms

only

this.

when

advanced nations.

The

history of the last

Wheels of the giant machines can continue

200 years
to rotate

extra production can be pushed outside the country and

raw material acquired from

there.

The

subjugation of nations under

one pretext or the other becomes an inevitable truth. And with
Gandhi points out
evils, including wars.

subjugation start other
that imperialism

human
scale

race.

and world wars do not add

So, he wants mass production but not through large

mechanised

He

units.

units having practically

in such

an

to the happiness of the

pleads for a large

no capacity

number of small

to exploit others.

order, the problems of the ‘have-nots’, slave nations

mighty world wars

will

not

arise.

scale

Obviously,

and

:
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Not only
of

owmership,

its

Large scale mechanised production,

this.

bound

is

As has been argued

irrespective

many more mighty problems.
many social evils in its trail

to create

earlier, it brings

the average man’s po^ver to judge, decide and act for himself decreases;

the worker loses the sense of achievement and joy in his work; diseases
multiply; and hatred, jealousy, group rivalry coupled rvith the sobbing
of the unemployed, half-clad

the entire population

is

and

half-fed people does not cease

robbed of all

its

freedom and

Gandhi was not prepared

tame animals.

to

run

is

and

converted into

after this mirage.

So, he rightly pleaded the case of cottage and small scale industries.

A

Marxist argues that in his scheme of production, allocation of

resources

many

this

and the

ideal

is

may

of Hungary,

efficiency

appear to be a

the shake

Khrushchev and the

up of

tall

claim, specially after the revolt

the Russian

reliable information

about the Great Leap Fonvard. But even
not

prove

one

is

his

its

economy at the hand of
coming out from Peking
conceded,

if it is

is

it

When

supremacy over the Gandhian system.

own master and

To

of a very high order.

is

sufficiently enlightened,

does
every

efficiency

is

bound to be of a very high order and the allocation of resources will
be no problem.

middlemen

In the Gandhian set-up,

have practically no

will

place and the question of exploitation of consumers wll hardly arise.

When

"svants

are

minimum and
bound

the size of producing units

be limited and exchange

small,

is

not be

the area of markets

is

a great problem.

Both capitalism and communism cannot boast

of these advantages.
there

is

to

In the one there

is

will

freedom of consumption but

lot of exploitation; -while in the other,

even the freedom of

consumption has been denied.

Marx

boasts of a better

method of distribution.

enchanting slogan of “each according to his needs”.

openly

tell

determine

him.

us -who will decide these needs.
it

or somebody else

\sill

He

gives us the

But he does not

Will the -^vorker himself

do the favour of calculating

If the so-called Marxist societies are

any guide,

it

can

it

for

safely

be said that the distribution of the national produce amongst the
oumers of the factors of production is arbitrary. Moreover, the myth
of a better and even distribution of income in Marxist society has also

been

sufficiently

countries.

exploded by the inner

stories

of the

communist

Appendix

I

SYMBOL OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES—CHARKHA
name is associated \nth Khadi. He ^vanted to revive
home industry of India by impressing upon the mzisses

Gandhi’s
this

age old

He

the need of %vearing Khadi.

cracy as

scale

it ^\'ill

do^m

said that Khadi

economy of
were

^not

\\-ill

Indians follo^ved his lead of

,

—

a sjunbol of demo-

the glaring inequalities of ^vealth and

better the condition of poor labom-ers.

^vearing Khadi

is

because they believed in the soimdness of the

the Khaddar but because of the national sentiments which

tied ^vith it

by Bapti.

Khadi came into vogue.

Hand-woven and

hand-spun cloth became a s}rmbol of national movement.

Charkha

and handloom restarted working in the houses of the poor craftsmen.
But soon after independence this love for Khadi began d^ing out fast.
People are reverting back to miU cloth. Khadi is losing its importance.
The purpose of tliis chapter, therefore, is to show that Khadi s^rmbol
of decentralized production
it

—

should be encouraged even

—

^is

now

That Khadi cannot stand
cloth,
tlie

is

a popular

belief.

validity of this

a sound economic proposition and that

It is

criticism.

to ensure peace

and

prosperity.

in competition with

charged of being

The

the mill-made

costlier.

‘Hand Spinning and Hand "WeaNung’

^dll

Let us

test

published in

follo\ving figures

throw some

on

light

tlie

point.^

MiU
Hours of work

in one year

2,920

100-120

Output per spindle

lbs.

Hand Power
2,720

90

Rs. 100

Cost of spindle

lbs.

15

15

Count of yard

1

Power

Rs. 3, 4

Richard B. Gregg: ‘Economics of Khadicr' p. 25. Gandhi Las written a
lot on the subject. His two articles published in Young India, October 21

and

28, 1936 deserre special attention.

a brilliant booh ‘Economics of Kkcidar'.
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Richard B. Gregg has

also svTittcn
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Hand Power

Mill Power

Percentage of spindle efficiency
relative to costs

And

similarly hours of

100

2,400

2,920

2,920

work in

one year
Outturn per loom

12,000 yds.

Cost of loom

Rs. 900

Percentage

loom

of

100

figures are slightly different

an Ahmedabad Mill Manager.
efficiency relative to costs
efficiency relative to costs

loom or Charkha

Rs. 20

efficiency

relative to costs

These

21,00 yds.

is

450

from the

figures submitted

by

According to him “hand spindle

1158% and the comparative handloom
220%.”^ But still it shows that a hand-

is
is

much more

efficient

than a power-driven loom

or spindle.

Probably some one
data

when

in actual

better in quality,

is

may

life

we

Here one overlooks two important

cloth?

decrease.
it

much

these

being

the

tools

being outdated.

tools, as

in India, the output will increase

If

has been done in

and

the cost will

Secondly, the poser of the question has a narrow outlook,

own

being confined to only his

immense

do with

First,

facts.

inferior,

improvement can be done in these

Japan and now

to

cheaper than the hand-spun and hand-woven

used by the craftsmen are very
slight

“What have we

say,

find that the mill cloth, besides

social cost

self.

He, however, overlooks the

which the society has

of the giant mills rotating.

to

pay

to sec the rvhcels

For example while comparing the

cost

of mill-cloth with that of the hand-spun and hand-woven cloth, the
costs of the following items should

be added

to the cost

of mill-cloth

or they should be subtracted from the cost of Khaddar.

The

cost

of erecting

power-generating

and communication systems,
and purchasing machinery.

transport
factories

In order to construct a
constructed.

Besides this,

modem

power

these machines cannot work.
t

is

All

stations,

developing

basic industries, constructing

cloth mill, factories are
to

to

be

be produced without which

these constructions require big

Richard B. Gregg : ‘Economics of Khaddad, p. 25.
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This capital

capital.

is

be borrowed, either from the rich people
But borrowing is not a desirable thing. It

to

or from other countries.

Mr. Ford

leads to difficulties.
writes

The

“^^^len business goes into debt,

:

when

scavengers of finance,

of the running, or secure

Once on

method.

they wash to put a business out

the road, the business has two masters to serve,

the public and the speculative financer,

be credited

it

for themselves, ahvays begin wdth the debt

it

the other, and the public

Thus the

allegiance.”

'Today and Tomorro^v’
owes a divided allegiance.

in his book,

be hurt,

-will

evil

it \vill

scrimp the one to serve

for debt leaves

no choice of

consequences of borrowang should also

to the cost of mill cloth.

Strangely enough, according to the investigations of the Indian
Textile Journal,

hand driven

if

the cost of erecting a spinning mill

spindles, the production wall

Thus the

the mill production.^

be about

is

spent on the

times

1 1

more than

cost of this loss for extra production

should also be accounted for in the bare cost of the mill cloth.

The

cost of national

and slums should

^vars

commercial

also

production results in w'ars
material.

Man is

cost of a mill?

cloth produced

rivalries follow'ed

be added to the cost of mill

Mass
and destruction of innumerable men and

degraded

to the position of

Then why should not
by a

by imperialism,

it

a beast.

cloth.

Is this

not the

be added to the cost of the

mill.

an indisputable fact that the use of machine increases unemployment in the countr^a The present histor>’^ of the world bears
Even in U.S.A. w'hich is said to be the most advanced
wdtness to it.
and highly industrialised country of the w'orld, unemployment is ever
It

is

on the increase. The pressure of unemployment tvas so bitterly felt
in U.K. that men wdth intelligence came fonvard wath various schemes
of helping unemployed persons. The government adopted these
schemes to a certain extent according to

its

financial capacity. Similarly

in U.S.S.R. W'hich claims a stage of full emplo>anent, vigorous attempts

are being
its
is

made

to capture new'

1

due

may

enable

it

to

keep

This ever increasing problem of unemplo^onent

people employed.
solely

markets which

to the use of present ty'pe of

machines which can w'ork

Ford: ‘Today and Tomorrow’, p. 32-33, quoted by

Richard B. Gregg:

‘Economics of Khaddar', p. 26.
~

Reproduced
Vs.

in

Young

The Spinning

India,

tSTieel’.

September

3,

1925 in Article called ‘Mills
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much

than man.

faster

It is these labour saving

responsible for the ever-growing unemployment.

machines which are

The

mill-cloth also

throws thousands out of employment.
still

need food, clothes and

These unemployed labourers
These necessities of life are now

shelter.

provided to them by the State in some degree.
to

proud

Therefore, the

raises taxes.^

The

whom

maintain these able-bodied workers, of

amount of

State, in order

any nation can be
the taxes, ^vhich

is

spent on the unemployed workers should also be added to the cost of
the mill-cloth.
Further, those persons

who

are forced to remain unemployed

if

they had not been thro\vn out of employment, would have been spending more on consumption goods.

would have

This extra expenditure on goods

Thus more

resulted in the expansion of the industries.

production, and greater prosperity would have been the

value of the production which

we are sacrificing due

The

result.

produc-

to big mills

ing cloth, should also be added to the cost of mill-made cloth.

In conclusion we can say that the

much
provided we

real cost of mill-cloth

more than the cost of hand-spun and hand-\voven cloth,
add the above-mentioned costs, to the bare cost of the ra\v
and wages.

Some more

One

of them

is

all

types of goods that are produced on small

that the wages of the workers producing cloth

with the help of simple implements
workers working in a mill.
previous one.

materials

argiunents are put forward against Khadi and for the

matter of that, against
scale.

is

is

much

This argument

Gandhi repeatedly

than the wages of the

less
is

also as shallow as the

said that the people should take to

spinning and weaving as a hobby, a part-time job.

The workers
Thus

should devote their leisure hours in the production of Khadi.
question of comparing wages does not arise at

all.

But

let

the

us suppose,

for argument’s sake, that all the requirements of the cloth are supplied

by the craftsmen working on

Then

day.
r

and handloom,

does the criticism hold good?

Richard B. Gregg, on the

unemployment
daily

their Charkha

wage

to

unemployment

comes

be 3 annas per day.

to Rs. 5/7/0

wrong

"Thus

per capita

if

wc

due

to

take the

the annual cost of agricuitural

seen to be greater than any of these other great national

expenses or incomes.” Richard B. Gregg: ‘The
p. 31-32.

it is

basis of reliable data calculates that tax

in agriculture

is

No, even then

for the full

Economics of Khcddar',
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to say that the

wages of a labourer

be less than the wages he \vould
Recent investigations in South India have
shown that the workers have earned about 66 p.c. of their family

have got in a cloth

will

mill.

income by working on the old type of Charkha and handloom. And
these incomes are bound to increase if the ^vorkers are better trained
and the quality of Charkha and handloom is improved.
Besides the wages, the worker will be getting several other advantages

which he would have not got in a

a job at

gets

made

his

own

factory.

house, at his o\vn place.

For instance, he

Moreover, he

is

not

and slum of a factory. These real advantages of worker should be added to this money \vages while comparing
them with the wages he would have got while working in a factory.
Gan somebody still put the argument with equal force?
to stand all the noise

Yet another argument put forward against Khaddar is that it
The
will ruin the mills of foreign countries like Japan and England.
will
create
foreign
mills
unemployment
in
those
the
of
down
closing
countries.

This, in

which

worsen.

In the

^vill

first

It takes

its

turn, will affect the relations of the

But

this

two

countries,

seems to be only a face saving argument.

place, production of Khadi cannot speedily be increased.

time to increase the supply of hand-spun and hand-woven

ample opportunity will be given to foreign countries to transfer their capital from cloth industry to other industries.
Thus they will be able to counter-balance the decrease of employment
cloth and, therefore,

in cloth industry with the increase in employment in other industries.

Secondly, righting of an old wrong

is

may

And nobody

result in

temporary

suffering.

not a bad thing even %vhen
^vill

one country should not try to raise the standard of
because it will cause a little of inconvenience to a
in another country.

its

it

ever say that
people, simply

fe^v

people living

Therefore, this argument also does not sound

good.
Khadi, incidentally, also

means a greater

and an increase in purchasing power.
increased by lo^vering the prices

equidistribution of wealth

Purchasing power can be

and increasing the wages of the labour-

by having a greater equidistribution of wealth, Khadi, which
is produced by a craftsman, brings more money to him but at the same
time it reduces profits of big capitalists. Thus capitalists’ income
ers, i.e.

decreases, while the condition of craftsmen improves.

This

results

207

Mr. C. Rajagopalachari has

in greater equidistribution of wealth.

“You cannot

rightly remarked,

ducing

it.

you can

You would

not succeed in getting men to agree to it. But
produce wealth as to secure equable distribution before

so

producing

distribute wealth equally after pro-

it.”^

In conclusion, we may only say that the Khadi programme put
forward by Gandhi
It

is

test

is

a wise step to save hiunanity from a

not good only on humanitarian considerations, but

of economics also.

Its cost

of production

than the cost of mill-made cloth as

power

costs,

low expenses

for repair,

low inventory charges, rapid

it

has

is

in

it

disaster.

stands the

no case greater

low fixed charge,

lo^\'

maintenance and depreciation,

and product,
At the same time Khadi
ensures employment to a greater number of people and it encourages
equidistribution of wealth and greater purchasing po\\'er in the hands
or no storage

little

of people.

turn-over of material

and transportation

What more can be

costs.

expected?

And

it is

these advantages

of decentralised production over large scale production which strangely

enough have made people like Mr. Ford, to decentralise their factories.
Mr. Ford is of the view that “big business, keeping sendee to the
public always in mind, must scatter through the country not only to
obtain the lowest cost but also to spend the

among

the people

who purchase

May 24,

money

*

Young

2

Quoted by Richard B. Gregg : ‘Economics of Khaddat',

India,

of production

the product.”-

1928.
p. 53.
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Appendix II

CHART OF ACnVITtES OF AHMEDABAD TEXTILE
LABOUR UNION
Chapter

I

Union Development
(1)

(2)

Chapter II

Chapter III

Propaganda

Departmental unions

(b)

'i

:

Vard unions

Vigilance
(a)

Departmental

(b)

Ward

Conditions of

Work

(1)

Conditions

(2)

Complaints

& Disputes

(a)

Departmental unions

(b)

"Ward unions

—Groups A, B, C

(3)

Action under the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act

(4)

Arbitration

(5)

Labour

legislation

Trade Benefits
(1)

Victimization benefit

(2)

Legal aid
(a)

Industrial

(b)

General

(3)

Strike aid

(4)

Help in compensation of accidents

(5)

Emploj-ment aids

(b)

IV

oraganization

(a)

(a)

Chapter

&

Secondary' occupations

Other aids

Social Centres
(1)

Recreation
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(2)

Health

(3)

Instruction
(a)

and reading rooms

Libraries

(b) Visual education

Miscellaneous

(4)

Chapter

V

Social Betterment

Education:

(1)

(a)

Day

schools,

literacy

(b)

Girls’ hostel, (f)

Chapter

VI

(2)

Medical aid

(3)

Cheap

(4)

Work

(5)

Cheap

(6)

Welfare work

(7)

Miscellaneous

credit
for

and

Night
(d)

classes,

schools,

(c)

Adult

Nursery school,

General

savings

backward communities

stores

among women

Civic

(1) Civic conditions
(2)
(3)

Chapter VII

Chapter VIII

Municipal complaints

Labour representation

(1)

Library

(2)

Cuttings

(3)

Bibliography and references

(4)

Investigations

(5)

Compilation

Publicity

Periodical
(a)

(2)

IX

the municipality

Information Bureaus

(1)

Chapter

in

Majur Sandesh

Miscellaneous

Relations with Other Sections of Labour
(I)

Local

(e)

:
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Chapter

X

(2)

Textile federation

(3)

Other centres

Office Adminislration

(1)

Constitution of bye-Iau's

(2)

Returns

(3)

Organization of work
(a)

&

procedure imder Govt. Acts

&

Rules

Plan and time studies

(b) Distribution of ^vork
(c)

Chapter

XI

Chapter XII

Rules

&

instructions

(4)

Staff

(5)

Records

(6)

Reports

(7)

Other arrangements

(8)

Office information

(9)

Central correspondence

(10)

Cash

(11)

Stationer)' stores

(12)

Accounts

(1)

Press

(2)

short

stock

Studio

Alimedabad Textile

A

&

note from

Industr)’’s

a

Research Association.

booklet

published by the

Ahemedabad Textile Industr\'’s Research Association
on the occasion of the opening ceremony of the
Centre by Prime ^Minister Nehru.

A

textile research laboratorj-, created

operative effort of the industry'

and sustained by the co-

and the Govt, of India

\s-as

en\-isaged

by the Alimedabad Nlilloumers’ Association as early as 1944. This
idea could come into fruition only' in 1947, folloiving the Income-tax
Act Amendment, irhereby manufacturing concerns could include
in their revenue expenditure contributions

made

toivards the capital

and recurring expenses of recognized research institutions. Soon
after in December, 1947, the Alimedabad Textile Industry’s Research
Association was registered. Its 71 founder membei^, who were
all members of the -Alimedabad Millowners’ .Asociation, made an
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contribution of rupees

initial

The Govt, of India then
and promised to bear during

fifty lacs.

contributed rupees nineteen lacs,
the

up

first

to a

five years, half the recurring

maximum

The member
spindle

mills

contribute

annually one

and rupees two and a half per

The development

of

ATIRA

of research projects created a
for

expenses

of the Association,

of rupees one lakh and a half in any one

anna

per

year.

installed

installed loom.

and the completion of a number
Increasing demands

new problem.

implementation in industry could not be

satisfied ^v•ithout seriously

handicapping the programme of research and development in the
laboratory.

A

Liaison Division has, therefore, been recently created

to take over the responsibility of

implementation and to maintain a

two-way channel of communication between the research laboratory
and the industry.

The

creation of separate Technology Division was deferred

the arrival, recently of textile machinery for the pilot mill.
the Physics

and Physical Chemistry Division and

till

However,

Statistics Division

have been actively engaged in the study of several technological problems.

As

early as the second year of

tional research in effecting

ATIRA,

economy

the great value of opera-

in mill

working was strikingly

demonstrated by the Quality Control programme. Other research

programmes in the fields of Human Relations, Chemistry, Physics and
Technology soon demonstrated the wide applicability of the scientific
method.

The Council

of Administration decided in 1952 that

it ^\'as

desirable that these results be placed at the disposal of industry, not

Ahmedabad but throughout the countr)’.
were taken to amend the constitution and in

only in the re^on around

With

this in vie^v steps

1953,

membership was thrown open

ATIRA’s
(a)

research

as

based on

developments, the details of the application of which

require to

The

is

Problems referred by industry.

(b) Scientific

(c)

programme

to mills all over India.

be worked out to suit local conditions.

Ideas originating from research workers at

programme of ATIRA may broadly be
applied and fundamental. Operational

research

operational,

ATIRA.
classified

research.

:

aimed at standardisation and rationalisation of existing processes
and ^vork methods in the industry, and applied research designed to
introduce developments of practical use to industry, have to be tested

under mill conditions.

For

these, the field of experimentation ex-

tends from laboratory to the mill.

Fundamental research, on the
other hand, deals with the understanding of men, materials and
processes in industry.

It has a

operational research, though
its

practical use immediate.

very direct bearing on applied and

its results

may

not be obvious soon nor

Fundamental research enables

problems to be viewed by a purely empirical approach, and
ver}'-

practical
is

thus a

fruitful source of new ideas.

The

follo\\'ing

are examples of research work carried out by the

Association
(a)

Machine

(b)

An

(c)

Training •within industry for supervisors

(d)

Motivation to -work

(e)

Group form

(f)

"Workloads and -working conditions

interference

analysis of attitudes of workers

incentives

(g)

Job

(h)

Job evaluation

description

manual

(i)

Work-physiolog>^ studies

(j)

Illumination

:

Appendix III

NON-VIOLENT SANCTIONS
The purpose of non-violent sanctions is to persuade the wrongdoer to follow the path of truth and righteousness. The one trho
them

applies

against the -UTong-doer, therefore,

Gandhi defined

have

insists

on

Satyagraha.

words

meaning

is

holding on to truth

also called

it

love force or soul force

“Its root
I

in the following

it

:

hence truth
I

force.

discovered

in the earliest stages that pursuit of truth did not admit of vio-

lence being inflicted on one’s opponent but that he must be
weaned from error by patience and sympathy. For tvhat appears
to be truth to the one may appear to be error to the other.
And patience means self-suffering. So the doctrine came to

mean

vindication of truth not

opponent but one’s otvn

A

by

infliction

mould another person on

person, trying to

of suffering on the

self.”*

cannot afford to be guided by hatred and

the path of truth,

selfish

motives.

“The

conditions necessary for the success of Satyagraha," said Gandlii, are

“(1) the Satyagrahi should not have any hatred in his heart against

the opponent,

It will
fist

(2)

be wrong

to

supports

it

others for

(3)

the

the end.”'
Satyagraha u’ith the paci-

Mr. C. E. M. Joad, a pro-

war in a B.B.C. Speech in 1940.
means but tvhen once it is declared he
and he shifts the blame of the war on others. But Gandhi’s
can never take to violent means and ttdll never charge

pacifist,

Satyagraha

till

compare Gandhian

has upheld the

pacifist opposes -war by

The

to suffer

of Europe and America.

movement

nounced

the issue must be true and substantial,

must be prepared

Satyagrahi

all

it.

To uphold
righteousness,
^

Young

2

Harijan,

and make others to follow the path of truth and
Gandhi suggested certain effective remedies; they
truth

India,

January

March

14, 1920, vide

31, 1946.
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M.K. Gandhi:

‘Satyagraha’, p. 6.

:
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are
1.

Civil Disobedience

2.

Boycott

3.

Picketing

4.

Fasts

—

Social,

Economic and

1.

“I have found that

when law fosters untruth
be done?

Civil Disobedience

it is

our

duty

first

We

it

becomes a duty

I

have

to disobey

also seen that

it.

is civil

may

Ho\v

can do so by never swer\dng from truth and

ing the consequences of our disobedience. That

Gandhi

render voluntary

to

but whilst doing that duty

obedience to law,

this

Political

suffer-

disobedience.”^

successfully practised the sanction of civil disobedience

against the Governments of South Africa as well as of India.

name them

needless to

cluded that
It

civil

here.

But from

is

should not be con-

this, it

disobedience can be used only for political

equally applicable in social,

and economical

Application of sanctions of

civil

It is

issues.

spheres.

disobedience requires

great

and courage to suffer in the persons applying
is no joke.
One has to stand trials,
them. The
But more the
lathi charges, shooting and all sorts of humiliation.
suffering the greater is the demoralizing effect on the other party.
discipline, faith, unity

breaking of law

And

sooner or later a stage

stand

this

moral

is

reached ^vhen the other party cannot

It cracks

force.

and

gives -way.

2. Boycott or Kon-cooperalion

It

not always necessary that only laws

is

economic

—may be wrong and unjust.

tain actions of individuals

challenge,

a producer

It

is

—

political, social

equally possible that cer-

and groups may be

imjust.

To meet

Gandhi originated the technique of boycott.
is

and
this

Suppose

exploiting the consumers as well as the factors of pro-

duction of a country by

remuneration of the

artificially raising the prices

factors.

and lowering the

This action of the producer, though

any laws of the land. Similar is the case ^vith
unjust, is not due
untouchability in India. Gandhi demonstrated to the world that by
to

1

Young

India, September 13, 1919.
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non-cooperation and boycott the sufferers can get justice for themselves.
If consumers

may

refuse to purchase goods from this producer, \vhat

other alternative he will have except to lower the price.

may

ables
till

they are treated at par

be able

will

-^vith

can achieve

who may

cities,

But

days.

them while

may have

to

will

.

or

political

sacrifice.

may have

refuse to purchase the goods,

this self-suffering is
it

social,

but demands great

success,

without them for a long time
clean the

they

to get equal rights.

field,

Consumers,

cities,

other sections of the society,

Boycott and non-cooperation whether in

economic

If untouch-

refuse to render service to the society, say clean the

to

go

Untouchables, ^vho have refused

to

go empty stomach

bound

to

have a great deterrent

for

raise their
effect

number of

a

moral and unite

on the other

part)'.

3. Picketing

Sometimes

it

becomes necessary

in the civil disobedience
tion.

It

is

to

persuade others

movement, or the movement

to

cooperate

of non-coopera-

here that picketing works. Gandhi’s volunteers’ picketing

and

at the shops of wine

foreign goods

is

famous. Tiiis picketing per-

suaded, of course by non-violent ways, the purcliascrs of wine and
foreign goods not to go in for them. Probably,

no one can

collect suffi-

cient courage to pass over the floor of the lying bodies to rcacli

wine shop.

What

other alternative

is left

except to be

the

moved and

swept away with the sentiments of the deep-devoted volunteers?

Here again, the

suffering, self-invited suffering,

is

the keynote

of success.
4. Fasts

Fasting, though

country.

new

Even today, on

to the

fast.

Gandhi by introducing

belief

is

by

that

our
and gents of the
ver)’ old

is

certain fixed days, ladies

The common
of a man wake up and he is
family

western mind,

in

fasting nobler instincts

purified.

fasting as

one of the

effective

weapons

making
of non-violent sanction achieved two ends.
the non-violent resister feel that he is morally better than his oppoFirst, it helps in

nent. This has an intensifying effect
sight

on

his actions.

of a hungry man, who has refused

Secondl)',

the

the meals, not because he
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cannot get them, but in order to correct the ^vTong-doers,

sympathy of the onlookers.
a noble

soul.

^vins the

Onlookers start considering him a hero,

And when we

consider

some one

as our hero,

we

try

him and slowly
more comage and force

to imitate him. Therefore, onlookers start imitating

but surely

start helping

him.

This brings

to the non-violent resister and finally brings about the desired success.
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